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Preface

A design manual for office buildings describes the building of offices, a design manual for museums the

building of museums. Does a design manual for sacred buildings describe the design of sacred buildings?

The elusive quality of the sacral- a term that first arose in the mid-rqth century - is difficult to capture

within a space, let alone on a stage with an altar and ambo. Instead of talking about sacred buildings,

one should really speak neutrally of spaces for worship.

To practice their rites Jews, Christians and Muslims are not dependent on having a building dedicated

exclusively to worship. Nevertheless for many people the old synagogues, churches and mosques em

body a power unlike any other buildings. This is a part of the intangible yet incredible aura and attraction

of religion. Even today, spaces of worship with architectural aspirations must fulfil not only functional

but also atmospheric expectations. They should help the 'user' to reach what the protestant theologian

Paul Tillich described as "the state of being grasped by an ultimate concern."

To add to the difficulty of achieving a balance between the functional and the atmospheric - neither

one nor the other should dominate - a clear rift has opened up since Modernism between the authentic

experience of religion on the one hand and its aesthetic expression on the other. Since the zoth century

that which unites private prayer and the glory of a building is no longer self-evident, but must instead

each time be sought anew; this realisation and effort is required of any architect who wishes to design a

space for worship, whether it be a synagogue, a church or a mosque.

The selection of spaces for worship in this book - each in their own way exemplary - is limited to

those built from 1970 onwards. That of the 69 projects, only twelve are located in Germany is a factor of

the history of church architecture. In no other country has there been so much debate, so much theo

rising on the architecture of churches in the zoth century than in Germany. And likewise nowhere else

has seen so much radical practice: with the building of Rudolf Schwarz's axial Corpus Christi Church in

Aachen and Otto Bartning's radial Church of the Resurrection in Essen in 1930, two buildings resulted,

each of which follows their own paradigm and each of which represents an archetype.

This is not the first book of its kind to show the architecture of the three Abrahamic religions side by

side. The catalogue that accompanied the exhibition "Architettura e spazio sacro nella modernita", part of

the Venice Biennale in 1992/1993, introduced the reader to synagogues, churches and mosques in a single

volume. This design manual for sacred buildings is, however, the first such book to concentrate on the

practice and the requirements of designing new sacred buildings for worship.

While the design of a synagogue or a church is an enticing if somewhat infrequent task for archi

tects, the building of mosques is increasing. After decades of clandestine existence, mostly in "back

room mosques", Muslims are now gradually looking to establish their own roots and home in Europe.

The relationship between the small Muslim sections of society on the one hand and the large Christian

and secular sections of society on the other is therefore characterised by tension. Although the right to

freedom of religious expression applies to everyone, in some places - particular where mosques are con

cerned - this freedom still has to be fought for.

As with any book, the Sacred Buildings Design Manual for is the product of many helping hands. My

thanks to Ria Stein for the idea for this volume and the first discussions about its content; to Michael

Wachholz for making contact with many of the architects and photographers; to Sabine Bennecke for

overseeing the production and editing the texts; to Oliver Kleinschmidt for the elegant design and ensur

ing the technical quality of the images and plan material; to Marcus Nitschke for numerous discussions

and pointers on the past and present of church architecture; to the staff of Bucherbogen on Savignyplatz,

Berlin, for their help in compiling the bibliography. Additional thanks to all of the above for their end

less patience.

My thanks also to: Lorenzo Fernandez Ordonez, Madrid; Ulrich Gatz, Berlin; Parvin Hakim, Esfahan;

Thomas Hultberg, Hoor: Olof Hultin, Stockholm; Donald Mac Farlane, Berlin; Pedro Moreira, Berlin; Wil

liam O'Reilly, Geneva; Martin Rauch, Schlins; Jiirgen Scheipers, Frankfurt am Main; Cristina Sobrino, Bar

celona; Eva-MariaThimme, Berlin; David Wrightson, London.

Rudolf Stegers

Berlin, October 2007
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Church Architecture Past and Present

Faith and Religion in the Present Day

Throughout Europe, church building has always been shaped by a combination of architecture, theo

logy and historical context. The interior and exterior architectonic constituents of a building, in other

words its form and content, are always experienced as a whole. Still, today it is churches from the Ro

manesque, Gothic and baroque periods that most people regard as being archetypal Christian build

ings. Despite the Reformation and its appeal against dogma - ecclesia semper reformanda - it was not

until the Age of Enlightenment in the 18th century that any long-standing fundamentals were first chal

lenged. Later, during the 19th and zoth centuries, the doctrine of Christianity became the subject of con

stant revision. Debates such as the relation between faith and reason on the one hand, or the law and

the grace of God on the other, have resurfaced since then again and again. Whether or not one's perspec

tive of the church is that of an insider or outsider, the authority and autonomy it embodies is a paradox,

evident since long before the upheavals of the 1960s, that is resolved anew with each generation. And

if one were to subscribe to the hypothesis put forward more recently by the Egyptologist Jan Assmann,

then suddenly the Jewish, and not least the Christian and Islamic monotheisms stand accused of bring

ing about new forms of conflict in the world through their rejection of Cosmotheism or polytheism and

the introduction of a "Mosaic distinction" - the establishment of criteria such as "right" and "wrong"

or "true" and "false" in religion.

For a number of reasons - society's shift towards an ever more heterogeneous, hedonistic way of

life, or an insistence on the absolute religious neutrality of governing bodies, i.e. the strict separation

of church and state - Christianity, with its politically, culturally and socially anchored traditions, its

rich history and imagery passed down from the Old and New Testaments through two thousand years

of history, is gradually disappearing from our general background and education. In many countries,

particularly in central and northern Europe, the greater part of the population no longer has any spe

cific denominational allegiance and most people are no longer able to describe the differences between

Catholicism and Protestantism. The Sunday communion is in decline, particularly in the larger cities,

and no amount of media coverage of the Pope, church services after natural disasters or acts of terror

ism seem capable of reversing this trend (Fig. 1).

What does this process mean? What implications does this have for architecture, and for the build

ing of churches? First of all, and this may surprise some readers, this does not mean that religion will

die out. Rather, in modern societies, one can observe a tendency described by the sociologist Thomas

Luckmann as "the invisible religion", a concept he elaborated back in the 1960S. This term describes the

shift away from distinct denominations to more diffuse forms of religion, to syncretic, private forms of

"belief". Such patchwork religions cater for a desire for self-expansion, to overcome one's boundaries

and to usher the transformation of the self. The contemporary middle-class no longer seeks the expe

rience of passage from the material to the spiritual- the transcendental experience - in belief, but in

stead in art, pop, sport and sex. All that remains of religion is the folklore (Figs. 2-3). In the seventies,

this diffuse notion of belief as analysed by Luckmann revolved around people such as Jim Morrison

and, in more recent times, around figures such as Harry Potter. Similarly, product marketing from the

likes of Nike, Prada, Adidas or Louis Vuitton is no longer satisfied with encouraging customers to buy

and wear shoes or clothes: their campaigns are successful only once they have won over customers as

devotees of their products.

Historicism versus Modernity

Whether one considers oneself religious, atheist or simply "religiously musical", to use an expression

from the sociologist Max Weber, one thing is certain: the opinion that, as an architect, one need only

continue the tradition of church architecture and ignore this shift from away from distinct denomina

tions towards diffuse religion, with all the changes this has entailed, will quickly lead to a dead-end



4-5 Quinlan Terry, Brentwood Cathedral, ' 99' ,

exter ior and inter ior views

of ill-con sidered and th erefore aesthetically mediocre hi st orici sm, The exhibit ion "Riconquistare 10

Spazio Sacro. Riscopr ire la Tradizione nell'Architettura Lit urgica del XX Secolo", held in autumn 1999 in

the Sala Borromini of th e Bibliote ca Vallicelliana in Rom e is a case in point . Despite the stated purpose

of th e exhibitio n in the t itle - the rediscovery, or indeed th e re-conquest of zoth-century liturgical ar

chitecture - the exhibits on show am ou nt ed mer ely to a colle ction of neo-Rom an esque, ne o-Gothic

and suppose dly vernac ular architecture, which th e crit ics, expecting more serious treatment, scornfully

dismissed as "Disney-fled" Christianity.

The re are indeed very few good examples of contemporary church buildings that subscribe to a

classicist , and therefore also historicist , id eal. Among those buildings, which through their sheer

elegance explain why post-modern historicism enjoys such popularity in so me circles, are Quinlan

Terry's Brentwood Cathedral in Great Britai n (1991; Figs. 4-5) and Leon Krier's Windsor Chapel in Vero

Beach, Florida, USA (1999) , the latter also serving as the city hall .The Windsor Cha pel, a long, gleaming

white and smooth-rende red building with stee p pitched roof and green wooden int erior, stands in th e

middle of a small New Urbani sm settlement. Its sto ut architecture resembles both a Greek temple and

a long barn .The repet ition of similar elements, such as piers, cornices and windows, lend s th e building

a monu ment alit y entirely app ropriate to it s function as th e religious and political centre of Windsor.

Leaving aside, for a mo ment , the es capis m of th e exhibit ion in Rom e and th e work of such t radi 

tionalist s as Terry and Krier, and turning one's atte nt ion instead to articles on church architecture that

have been published in magazine s. newspapers and books over the last ten to twelve years, it becomes

clear th at , despite the fracturing of religiou s sentiment and despite post-modern historicism , modern

sacred buildings con t inue to evoke cons ide rable public interest. Whilst th e welfare and soci al work

undertaken by bot h of th e larger churches is witho ut question highl y valu ed, th e building of sacred

spa ces represents anothe r, more central form of presen ce in the world for Catho lics and Protestants.

In short , the church is a cherished part of both th e cit y and the country. Given th e numerous archi

tectonic approach es, denominational manifestations and ecclesiastical groups, it is necessary to first

consider th e contex t in which a building will be seen by its users and the function it is to fulfil for its

congregation , before embarking on any plan.This appli es likewise to churches that are yet to be built,

as well as to existi ng churches, whose conversion and ada pta tion to contemporary uses is becoming

an ever more relevan t task.

The Church in the City

The Image of Heavenly Jerusalem

The first Christians dwe lt in the countryside. However, th e missionary activit ies of th e Apost les soon

brought th e new doctrine to the cit ies. Already in th e early scriptures, the earth ly jerusa lem was con

fronted with th e heavenl y Jeru salem . In th e "Secret Revelat ion " set down by John th e Apos t le in Pat

mos, th e city of Jerusalem was described as an elevate d city of pure gold arranged within a square plan.

Consid ering th e eloquence of the text of th e Apocalypse and its pow erful ima gery, it is little wonder

that believers from Classi cal Antiquity to the Middle Ages were presented with th e image of Heavenly

jerusalem again and again. It was evident in th e churches of both the Romane squ e and the Gothic pe

riods, th rough th eir pos it ion on a hill , abov e a river or the market, through th e towers at the church's

intersections and corners, through their length. breadth and height and through th eir scintillating dia

phonic windows , which also served as a biblia paup erum (poor man's Bible).The balda chins over stat

ues of th e sai nt s on th e wes t portal or on th e pilla rs within often took th e form of a city. Ultimately,

every church was said to embody the image and appearanc e of Heavenl y jeru salem . Even the bronze

Pentecost al doors beneath th e Gothic canop ies and pointed arches on the south port al of Cologne Ca

th edr al, a work by Ewald Matare from 1953, convey th is same message. At th e base, th e city of Cologne

burns, flames leaping from the houses. Only th e cathedral withs tands th e infern o, At the top is a quad

ratic plan referring to th e Heavenl y jeru salem .

11



Church Architecture Past and Present

6 Alfred Mahlau, "LUbeck"poster, '934, detail
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Eastward Orientation

Cologne Cathedral undoubtedly occupies a prominent position on the banks of the Rhine. Its location

is, however, no exception. In the Middle Ages, churches stood in the centre of the towns and cities.

This was the case not only for cities with cathedrals, whose towers on the west end dominated the ur

ban skyline until the advent of high-rise building in the zoth century. It applied to almost every town,

even when in Renaissance society the city halls, guilds and palaces began to vie with the church for

attention. The eastward orientation of the churches - the altar always pointed towards Palestine, the

"Holy Land" - also offered orientation in the literal sense of the word. In cities such as Lubeck, the en

tire spatial organisation of every square metre of the city centre is determined by its church. It is im

possible to lose one's way - the church towers serve as a point of reference and provide an immediate

indication of where one is (Fig. 6). Even in the late 19th century, the large churches erected in the new

quarters outside the avenues and boulevards of the urban ring provided a similar focal point, often

seating up to 1000 persons. Whilst these nee-Gothic or neo-Romanesque churches did not enjoy the

same status as a cathedral- this role was now shared between the factories as "cathedrals of work",

the railway stations as "cathedrals of transport", and the department stores as "cathedrals of afflu

ence" - they nevertheless represented the focal point at the centre of their district.

The Centre of an Urban District

Today a modern church rarely enjoys such a dominant position in the urban realm, and when it does,

it is most commonly of symbolic significance, such as Rudolf Reitermann and Peter Sassenroth's

Chapel of Reconciliation in Berlin (2000; see pp. 154-55), which stands on the former highly-guarded

strip between East and West Berlin. Besides such symbolic churches, new parish churches are also

still being built in the centre of new urban districts, Of this type, often to be found in nondescript sur

roundings, the following five German churches are exemplary: Laurids and Manfred Ortner's Catho

lic St Edith-Stein Church and Protestant Emmaus Church in Bonn (1994);Augusto Romano Burelli's

and Paola Gennaro's Church of Reconciliation in Potsdam (1997; see pp. 176-77); Bernhard Hirche's St

John's Church Centre in Kronsberg, Hanover (2000); Johannes Kister, Reinhard Scheithauer and Su

sanne Gross' Church of St Maria Magdalena in Freiburg im Breisgau (2004; see pp. 178-81); Florian Na

gler's Catholic St Florian's Church and Protestant Church of St Sophia in Munich (2005).Four of these

churches are paired: whether, like in Bonn, two distinct churches, each with a cut-off elliptical plan

positioned on the edge of a larger complex with other municipal buildings; whether, like in Potsdam,

one church on the narrow side of the market square with a single space that can be divided for two

parishes; whether, like in Freiburg am Breisgau, a concrete sculpture, the folds of which envelope two

churches, uniting in a single flowing construction; or whether, like in Munich, a rectangular complex,

which at first glance is concealed behind a 10 metre high wall, but which upon closer inspection leads

to a tower and square, from which two separate churches can be reached, each of which reveals itself

as such only from within.

The fact that, with the exception of Bernhard Hirche's church, all of the aforementioned buildings

were erected as double-churches testifies not only to more widespread ecumenical practice, but also

to the need to combine forces to make the most of limited budgets, and, despite adverse conditions,

to create a strong symbol in the urban context, even to build bell towers. To this end, parishes team

up with municipal or independent projects and develop a joint concept, which may contain sacred as

well as secular uses, before finally commissioning a building. In Potsdam, for example, the complex

contains spaces for the city and state libraries, an adult education centre and cafeteria; in Hanover the

complex incorporates 16 dwellings.

The spaces used for the services themselves, whether for Catholic or Protestant services, are no

longer the aesthetically neutral spaces they once were in the parish centres of the 1960s or 1970s. In

stead, they now have an exclusively sacred function, a space dedicated to celebrating that "wholly

other". However unremarkable the pure white exterior of St Florian's Church in Munich may appear, its

interior is wondrous, in particular the play of glass and light in the 17by 7 metre large yellow resurrec

tion window behind the altar, created by the artist Hella De Santarossa.



Ecclesiastic Architecture from the ath to the 19th Century

8 San Giovanni in Lateran o, Rome, ]14 . plan

The House-Church

The opp osit ion bet ween "longit udinal" and "circular" plan arrangements began already in the early

ath century. Unt il th en , Christ ian believers, who were persecuted under Roman rule , met to celebrate

Communion in anticipation of the resurrection of Christ in the homes of th eir more well-to-do fellows .

Some of these residences late r became house-churches, for example in the years 232-33 in Dura Euro

pos, in what is now Syria. In a con verted building near the city wall, a 13 metre lon g and 5 metre wide

hall was created with a raise d pedestal in front of its eas t wall that mu st have been used by the Bishop,

the past oral head of one or more congr egat ion s, as a "cathe dra" or official chair or sea t (Fig. 7).

Longitudinal Arrangement in the West Roman Empire

The secrecy of th e Christ ian gatherings vanished aft er th e year 312 when the Rom an Emperor Cons tan

tine put an end to th e persecution of Christia ns , declaring his political allegiance with the rapidl y gro w

ing Christian community. Large churches began to be erected in citie s through out th e Roman Empire.

They took th e form of a longitudinal market hall or "basilica" - a high central nave with aisles to the

left and right , separate d by columns, and an apse , a semicircular protrusio n in th e centre of the end of

the nave.This form was deemed especially suit able since, unlike the temples, the y had no previous reli

gious significa nce and were therefore not associated with rituals that the Chri st ian s may have regarded

as "idolatrous". An institution that had hith ert o been under the threat of law and forced to operate in

hiding, th e church now expanded rapidly to becom e a pillar of the Empire , and in 380 under Emperor

Theodosius, th e Christ ian belief in Jesu s as th e "Messiah" or "Christ", as the "Lord's Anointed" and re

deemer , was decla red the official state religion. By 440 , four main basilicas had been erected in Rome

and ded icated to the Apos tles John, Peter and Paul and to the Holy Mary. San Giovanni in Laterano, San

Piet ro in Vaticano , San Paolo Fuori Ie Mura an d Santa Maria Maggiore - also known as the Patriarchal

Basilica - are wo rks of imperial arch itectur e; th eir form wit h three or five ais les is a product not of lit 

urgy, the conduct of religious worsh ip, but of th e will of the Emperors to dem on strate their sovereignty

over the West and East in ston e, and to ope nly declare their claim to eternity (Figs. 8-9).

Axial and Radial Arrangement /The Development of Catholicism

A Ritual of Word, Bread and Wine

In contrast to th e jewish or Moslem ritual s, where th e act of worship is conducted so lely through the

spoken, read or chanted word, the Christian ritual has a dual character. It celebrates the "sacrifice" of ]e

sus and encompasses both communion in word and the receipt of bread and wine. The communion in

word is expre ssed through the "proclamation" of th e message of jesus: firstly , through passages from

the Gospels according to Matthew, Mark, Luke and john; secondly, through passages from the Epistles,

letters from th e Apos tles to younger congregat ion s in the Orient and Occident; thirdly, through a ser

mon by th e pries t in which the texts are "int erpreted " th eologically.The Holy Communio n is expressed

through th e part aking of bread and wine , a symbolic re-enactment of the Last Supper, which Jesus shared

with th e disciples on the night before his death in Jerusalem . According to th e Apostles Luke and Paul ,

he tells th e disciples to "Do this in rem embrance of me", as a form of ete rna l commemor ation.

The du al cha racte r of the Christ ian ritual outlined here briefl y - known as the "Holy Mass" am on g

Catho lics or "Chur ch Service wit h Holy Comm union" among Protestants - creates ten sions between

the spatial and built arra nge ment of alm ost any chur ch. In the interior , the ten sion is between the fo

cal elements, between t he ambo or pulpit for the spoken word and the alt ar for th e cons ecration.With

regard to the plan , th e ten sion is one of an axia l versus radial architectural arr angeme nt, between a

lon gitudin al and tran sverse rectang le on the one hand and an oval, circle, octagon, he xagon, penta

gon, squa re and tr iangle on the other. In terms of practice , one can associat e the communion in word

prima rily with the spatial typology of the "lectu re hall " and the communion of bread and wine prima

rily with that of th e "dining hall".
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7 House -churc h. Dura Europos , 232 /233. plan

9 San Piet ro in Vaticano , Rom, 326,

view of its appea rance in th e early Middle Ages
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Circular Arrangement in the Eastern Roman Empire

The Hagia Sophia in Constantinople (537), designed by the mathematician Anthemius ofTralles and

Isidore of Miletus, is an inspired gesture with which the Byzantine Emperor Justinian hoped to eclipse

all that had gone before. The central space measures exactly 69.86 by 74.70 metres. The central dome

rests on pendentives carried by four piers, each 31metres apart. The outward thrust of the dome is sup

ported by the buttresses of the aisles to the north and south, and by two half-cupola to the west and

east (Figs. 10-11).

The Hagia Sophia marks a shift in the east from the "longitudinal" to the "circular" configuration.

Not that all circular buildings necessarily have to be built on a circular plan; rather, they are character

ised by a centripetal and centrifugal energy. Buildings of this type were also erected in Rome around

the same time as its four Patriarchal Basilicas, for example Santa Constanza (ca. 360)and Santo Stefano

Rotondo (ca. 470). However, both churches served not as places of communal worship but as a mau

soleum and a baptistery, as places of burial and of baptism. From early on, a centralised architecture

was more dominant throughout the entire Eastern Roman or Byzantine Empire - an empire ruled from

Constantinople that evolved from the collapse of the Roman Empire and whose cultural roots were

more strongly influenced by the Greek than the Latin. Here the old churches have a cruciform plan but

with arms of equal length crowned by a large dome, sometimes one large and four smaller cupola. With

the emergence of the Eastern Orthodox religions alongside Western Catholic Christianity, the circular

form became more widespread and can be found today from Serbia to Syria, and even in far-off Arme

nia and Georgia (Figs. 12-15).

10 Anthemius ofTralles, Isidore of Milet, Hagia Sophia,

Constantinople, 537, exterior view

12 Pilgrimage Church of St Simeon, Oal'a Sirn'an,

ca. 5°0, exterior view

14 St Gayaneh Church, Echmiatsin. Armenia,

640, exterior view

15 St Gayaneh Church, Echmiatsin, Armenia,

640, plan
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11 Anthemius ofTralles, Isidore of Milet, Hagia Sophia,

Constantinople, 537,plan

13 Pilgrimage Church of St Simeon, Qal'a Sirn'an,

ca. 500, plan
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16 Church in the Benedictine Abbey, Cluny, 1135, exterior view

17 Church of Our Lady, Trier, ca 1250, plan

From the Romanesque to the Renaissance

In the meantime, the basilica flourished in its own manner throughout western Europe. In the transi

tion to the Romanesque, a transept was added at right angles to the nave, the choir was placed behind

the altar and the ceiling received a vaulted treatment (Fig. 16).The Gothic period refined the Roman

esque even further, replacing the many towers with one or two principal towers and giving the heavy

flat surfaces a light and sinewy character. A pure rotunda was uncommon. The crusading Order of the

Knights Templar, who in the rzth and rjth centuries took it upon itself to assume custody of places of

pilgrimage in Palestine, based its own buildings in London, Paris, Tomar and elsewhere on the octagon

of the Church of the Nativity in Bethlehem and the circle of the Church of the Holy Sepulchre in Jeru

salem. In the circular construction of the Church of Our Lady in Trier (ca. 1250),the axial and the radial

characteristics conflict with one another; for the reconstruction and renovation of the church in 1953,

Rudolf Schwarz chose to heighten this paradox still further by adding a new island with altar and tab

ernacle (Fig. 17). Similarly, the chapels arranged radially around the choir of cathedrals - for example

the early i ath century polygonal arrangement of seven chapels around the high altar and the Shrine

of the Three Kings in Cologne Cathedral- also belong to the category of centralised architecture, even

though in the case of Cologne Cathedral access to the choir, which has a crystalline or crown-like ap

pearance when seen from the banks of the river Rhine, was limited to the clergy until well into the 19th

century and so thus not intended for communal use (Fig. 18).

The conflict between the longitudinal and the circular configurations reached a new level with the

advent of the Renaissance. The discovery of perspectival representation of space and buildings, and

the enthusiasm for Greek and Roman Antiquity, both of which should be seen in the context of the

anthropocentric character of the time through its utopian vision of uomo universale, led to a renewed

interest in buildings with a circular, oval or quadratic plan, often superimposed or in combination.

Giacomo Barozzi da Vignola and Giacomo della Porta's Chiesa del Santissimo Nome' di Gesu in Rome

(1584), the mother church of the Jesuits that served as a model for many churches to come, sought to

mediate between the two plan forms. The directionality of the axis from the portal to the altar is bro

ken at the crossing where two smaller altars, the tambour and dome, direct one's attention to the left,

to the right and upwards (Fig. 19).The pilgrimage church Santa Maria della Consolazione in Todi (1608),

designed by local architects and evidently influenced by Donato Bramante, could hardly be more dif

ferent. Located just outside the city, surrounded by the green Umbrian countryside, the radial arrange

ment of the church follows a cloverleaf or quatrefoil plan with a large central dome and, as if to eschew

any kind of axiality, three smaller entrances not directly oriented towards the altar - the axis from the

city-ward door points westwards past the altar into one of the recesses.

18 Cologne Cathedral,

view of its appearance in 1322

19 Giacomo Barozzi da Vignola, Giacomo della

Porta, Santissimo Nome di Cesu. Rome, 1584,

isometric projection
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St Peter's Basilica

The conflict between axial and radial arrangements was most extreme in the construction of San Pietro

in Vaticano, a process so rich in conflicting conceptual intentions that it took from 1506to 1626to com

plete. From Donato Bramante via Giuliano da Sangallo, Raffaello Santi, Baldassare Peruzzi, Antonio da

Sangallo, Michelangelo Buonarroti to Carlo Maderno, it was a process that involved much argument

and intrigue, amounting to an ongoing productive destruction and a veritable battle between the prin

ciples of radial and axial architecture; ultimately, the figure of the Latin cross with arms of different

lengths, triumphed over that of the Greek cross, with arms of equal length (Figs. 20-24).
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Donato Bramante, 1506 Raffaello Santi, ca. 1516 Antonio da Sangallo, 1537 Michelangelo Buonarroti, 1547 Carlo Maderno, 1607

20-24 San Pietro in Vaticano, Rome, five projects, plans

A
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25 Francesco Borromini, Sant' Iva alla

Sapienza, Rome, 1660, schematic plan

26 Francesco Borromini, San Carlo alle

Quattro Fontane, Rome, 1667,

schematic plan
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In the 16th century, St Peter's Basilica was one vast building site. Right in the middle of this period 

from 1545 to 1563 - the Council of Trent took place: this event marked the Catholic response to the theo

logical and ecclesiological challenges of Protestantism and the beginning of the Counter-Reformation.

Rome fought the "word" of the new religion using the "imagery" of the old. It is in this period that

Michelangelo Merisi da Caravaggio's powerful scenes from the life of Iesus and his disciples were paint

ed, so dramatic, even erotic, in their imagery that they shocked, even frightened, those who first saw

them. In addition to Sant' Ivo alia Sapienza's triangle and hexagon (1660),San Carlo aile Quattro Fon

tane's longitudinal oval (1667) and Sant' Andrea al Quirinale's transverse oval (1671), this period also

saw the dynamism of Francesco Borromini and Giovanni Lorenzo Bernini's duelling architectures, with

their alternately convex and concave forms (Figs. 25-26).The church of the baroque became a throne

hall, holding the layman at a distance, a place of Real Presence, the actual physical and literally shining

manifestation of God on earth. The pious knelt in front of a monstrance made of precious metals, the

centre of which they believed held the Body of Christ in the form of a consecrated wafer or Host.

Liturgy and Function /The Development of Protestantism

In the Service of the Congregation

It is well known from the history of San Pietro in Vaticano that St Peter's Basilica was financed in part

by "letters of indulgence" sold by the Dominican friar Johann Tetzel in German cities on behalf of the

elector and archbishop Albrecht of Brandenburg. The ability to purchase absolution for such serious

sins as theft or manslaughter led Martin Luther to protest openly against such practice. His "95The

ses", written in autumn 1517, mark the beginning of the Reformation. To begin with, they were a criti

cism of the "papal" institutions of Catholicism, for example the role of the Pope, whose imperious

manner was also evident in the character of St Peter's Basilica. Certainly, Luther regarded St Peter's as

a symbol of the corruption of true belief. Why build new churches, when there was no lack of church

es? Accordingly, architecture played no noteworthy role in the unfolding of the Reformation, in which

power and belief were later to enter into a new, uneasy relationship. Nevertheless, one can conclude

from Luther's writings that every church is a function of its liturgy. The space of the church is for the

communion of the congregation, for listening to the word of God, for praying and singing, for the sac

rament of baptism and the Holy Communion. There is no church building that is holy in and of itself,

or built with the intent of being holy. Luther did not share the view of the Benedictine abbot Bernhard

of Clairvaux that "trees and stones will teach you what you can never learn from masters."



27 Nickel Gromann, Chapel at Hartenfels Castle, Torgau, '544,

interior view with altar and pulpit

The Chapel at Hartenfels Castle in Torgau

The first church to be erected according to the Lutheran notion of liturgy was built a quarter of a cen

tury after the beginning of the Reformation. It does not stand in the centre of a city, it is not freestand

ing and its purpose is not apparent from the outside. Nevertheless, the chapel at Hartenfels Castle - on

the banks of the Elbe outside Torgau - was to remain a model for church building until well into the

19th century. It reflected the relationship between the Elector Johann Friedrich I of Saxony as client and

Luther as an "adviser" on the liturgical concept of the building. Its form is a response to the experience

of the divided medieval church service in which the lay congregation and clerics were separated: in the

cities most churches were divided into three sections, the nave, the transept and choir, the latter of

which was concealed behind a barrier and platform known as the rood screen. The congregation was

allowed access to the nave and transept, but was barred from entering the choir; in front of the rood

screen there stood a small altar, around half the normal height, and a pulpit next to one of the pillars.

Men, women and children sat on chairs, turning to face alternately the altar or the pulpit. The sermon

would often continue for a full hour. To fully comprehend Nickel Gromann's chapel at Hartenfels Castle

in Torgau (1544), one should bear this image in mind.

In Torgau, one enters from the courtyard through a portal and turns left into a 23 metre deep, 11 me

tre wide and 14metre high room with a ground floor and lower and upper galleries that extend around

all sides of the room. The strong delineation of the segmental arches, the diagonal-ribs and umbrella

vaulting dispel the sense of a static space. The altar stands centrally in front of the narrower northwest

end, while the pulpit stands in the centre of the long side to the northeast. One is aware of an attempt

to arrange the congregation so that it faces one or the other place of focus and yet - although it forc

es the congregation to direct its attention to different places during the service - the galleries help to

make both part of the same space. The seating in the lower and upper galleries surrounds the altar and

pulpit on all sides; the removal of the choir put an end to the privilege of the clerics; the congregation

shifted from the edges to the centre, the communion and word, sacrament and sermon took place in

the centre; Luther was fully aware of all these Protestant innovations when he dedicated the chapel in

the autumn of 1544(Fig. 27).
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28 Friedrich Wilhelm Diteric hs, Bethleh em Church. Berlin.

' 737. in te rior view wit h Protestant high al tar

However , one contradiction remained. Whilst the focal elements of the new church were represented

primarily through their sculpted imagery - the altar through the ret able, the pulpit through its relief

- Luther swore by the word . "My dear friends," began the opening words of his sermon, "we are now

to bless and con secrate this new house to our Lord Jesus Christ ... you [the gathered assembly) too,

should take hold of the asperginum and the cen ser, in order that the purpose of this new house may

be such that nothing else may ever happen in it except that our dear Lord Himself may speak to us

through His holy Word and we in turn respond to Him through prayer and hymns of praise."

The Gallery around the Altar and Pulpit

Whichever buildings the Protestants were able to use after the Peace of Augsburg in 1555 - whether

Basilica with low side aisles, hall churches with side aisles of equal height, or aisleless hall churches

they initially used them as they were. Figures and likenesses of benefactors on altars that did not serve

the "Praise of God" were soon removed. More major alt erations ensued as the size of congregations

grew to exceed the available space . Balconies and galleries were installed , often with little regard for the

existing architecture, crossing windows and pillars;Gothic stonework and wood en baroque were thrust

into at tim es bizarre coexistence.The often unhappy relationship between the focus of the sermon and

the Eucharist was first overcome in the rzth century with the Protestant high altar. With the altar be

low and the pulpit above, this solution offered a single point of focus from which the galleries could

extend on both side s, enclosing the room in a square, circle or oval. Friedrich Wilhelm Diterichs' Beth

lehem Church in Berlin (1737) was such a church that could seat up to 600 people (Fig. 28). George Bahr's

Church of Our Lady in Dresden (1743) also belongs to this type of church. Although , strictly speaking,

it does not have a high altar, the ambo, font , altar and organ all lie on the same axis and can be seen

simultaneously. The four liturgical elements are placed on a raised dais behind steps with a sweeping

balustrade (Figs. 29-32) . It is almost as if the cathedral choir had made a return, as if the Lutheran ideal

of the church service had given way to the appeal of the aesthetic synergies of Catholic origin. Was the

Church of Our Ladyin Dresden a Protestant reaction to the Catholic Counter-Reformation?

29-32 George Bahr, Church of Our Lady,

Dresden, fou r design s . 17 22 to 1726
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The Different Paths of the Reformed Church

Although the earl ier German Reformers would probably have deemed the splendour of the Church

of Our Lady in Dresden "papist", they were not en tirely hostile to the use of relig ious images. Luther

may have been icono-critical, but he was not iconoclastic, as can be seen in the interior of the chapel

at Hartenfels Cas tle in Torgau. The altar is decorated with a retable by Lucas Cranach the Elder, and

the pulpit with several reliefs. The engravings have a specific purpose and are intended to illustrate

and clarify the core elements of Lutheran theology - "through word alone", "by grace alone", "through

faith alone" and "through Christ alone". In contrast , the Calvinist Reformation in France, Switzerland,

Scotland and Holland rejected any form of idolatry, leading to a wave of icono clas t ic destruction of

statues and images in churches during the third and sixth decades of the rsth century, most notably

in Scotland and in Holland. Whilst the Lutheran church attempted to achieve a balance between the

altar and th e pulpit, placing greater emphasis on the sermo n, for the Calvinists the pulpit had abso

lute priority. Instead of altars in the sens e of a place of offering, Calvinist churches had the "Lord's

Table", which is used on ly for the Sunday church service and Communion.



33 Jacques Perrissin, Temple de Paradis, Lyon, 1564, painting

The French reformers, better known as the Huguenots, with their trust in the scriptures and obedience

to the word, built their "temples" in the form of lecture halls. In the course of the bloody persecution

of the French reformers in the second half of the 16th century and again from the end of the rzth until

the end of the rxth century, most of their temples were destroyed, including the Temple de Paradis, the

Temple de Lys and the Temple des Terreaux in Lyon, a Huguenot stronghold. Fortunately, an authentic

perspective attributable to an architect remains, namely Jacques Perrissin's Temple de Paradis in Lyon

(1564). It shows a plain round building, walled on the outside with a timber interior, its roof structure

visible from within. The audience sits on simple benches. A balcony runs at half-height around the

room. The pulpit is raised not quite in the centre of the room but visible from all sides. The service it

self appears strangely relaxed with men and women coming and going. Even a dog has found a place

to rest on the floor of the Temple de Paradis (Fig. 33).

The Quaker Meeting Houses

Of all the cults and rites, the rituals of the "Religious Society of Friends", which split from the Angli

can Protestant Church around 1650, appears even further removed. Known as "Quakers", originally a

derogatory name given to them for their fearful awe of God, this Christian faith employs neither altar

nor pulpit. The rooms in which they meet for an open ceremony without protocol are simple, empty

and white. For their often silently conducted prayers they need only chairs or benches. As such, little

mention has been made of their buildings in the history of architecture. This is an omission, as a visit

to Trevor Dannatt's Friends Meeting House in Blackheath, London (1972; see pp. 128-29) or to Leslie El

kins' Live Oak Meeting Home in Houston, Texas (2001), quickly shows. Both buildings have a large cen

tral skylight. In London it is an impressive "lantern", in Houston it is a "Skyspace" by James Turrell.
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34-35 Carl Moritz, project for a christocentric church for an

industrial city, Gladbeck, 1922, interior view, from the book

"Christozentrische Kirchenkunst"
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The Development of Modern Church Architecture

From the 19th to the zoth Century

Neo-Romanesque and Neo-Gothic

In the ecclesiastic architecture of the 19th century, problems relating to liturgy receded into the back

ground as greater emphasis began to be placed on the appearance of the building. It was not so much

about the way in which the congregation came together, but about the aesthetic preferences for the

Romanesque or Gothic. The battle of styles, as set forth by Augustus Welby Northmore Pugin in Great

Britain in the first half ofthe 19th century and by Petrus Josephus Hubertus Cuypers in the Nether

lands in the second half of the 19th century, developed into a heated, almost embittered rivalry be

tween those who favoured the round arch and those who favoured the lancet arch. The radical at

titude of the proponents of the Gothic, Pugin and Cuypers, is explained by the fact that both were

Catholics living in a predominantly Protestant culture and felt that their "true" religion was under

constant threat. However, one way or the other, rounded or pointed, both were an attempt to escape

the times. The economic and technological innovations of the 19th century created new social fric

tion, new classes and social groupings. The rapid development of society brought with it change and

the need to adapt, something that not everyone was prepared to do. One need only think of the ro

mantic dissidents, of the young German poet Novalis and his speech "Christendom or Europe" (1799).

In place of the pressures of the here and now, they yearned for ages past, singing the praises of the

Middle Ages in western Europe as the happiest "origins" of Christianity.

The Liturgy as Client

Decades came and went before architecture and design found new forms that were to embrace the

genuine energy of the time - in other words until industrial production was used not just to manufac

ture old forms. Given the often radical conservatism of both Protestantism and Catholicism with re

gard to developments in society, it is surprising to note that the ideas and concepts of modernism be

gan to influence church architecture almost as soon as they did residential and industrial building. In

1906, two events heralded a change: Cornelius Gurlitt's manual "Kirchen" (Churches) and the "Second

Protestant Congress on Church Architecture" in Dresden. Although Gurlitt's voluminous publication

still featured numerous engravings showing beautiful examples of neo-Romanesque, neo-Gothic,

neo-baroque and Jugendstil buildings, the conference in Dresden stood under the motto "The Liturgy

as Client", marking the beginning of a gradual abandonment of the hybrid mixtures of historicism.

From the "Christocentric" to Burg Rothenfels

In the same first decade of the zoth century, young Benedictine monks in monasteries in Rhineland

and Flanders sought to revive the experience of communion in word and Eucharist. The spirit of the

monks inspired young Catholic students, and the "Liturgical Movement" was formed. Their manner

was not short on uplifting, religious revivalism, and they would have had little influence on architec

ture had it not been for the Gladbecker cleric Johannes van Acken and his manifesto from 1922entitled

"Christozentrische Kirchenkunst. Ein Entwurf zum liturgischen Gesamtkunstwerk" (Christocentric Ec

clesiastic Art. A Proposal for a Liturgical Gesamtkunstwerk), which dealt with the topic with such per

suasion that any religious architect should have felt compelled to serve the cause. Whether axial or

radial, the altar should be the centre of every church, and the spatial arrangement and pictorial deco

ration should be entirely focussed on it. The nave should be cleared of pillars and columns; the side

aisles should serve as mere pathways to the pews, the choir is to be shortened and widened, the altar

brought forward from the rear wall and placed beneath the crossing, raised and enclosed by a rail and

its position emphasised from above by a baldachin or circular chandelier: he backed these proposals

with a call for the use of appropriate materials and construction methods. Iron and concrete, accord

ing to Acken, were a "wonderfully effective and compliant helper" (Figs. 34-35).However, despite his

leanings towards the DeutscherWerkbund, which van Acken mentions explicitly, his opinions on con

temporary culture were nothing other than anti-modern. His notion of a holistic liturgy drew not only



36 Rudolf Schwarz, Chapel at Burg Rothenfels am Main, 1928

37-38 Rudolf Schwarz, Corpus Christi Church, Aachen,

'930, plan of the church with associated buildings and

interior view

on Richard Wagner's ideal of a synthesis of all art forms, but also the desire for deliverance from the

here and now, As with Novalis before him, his writings reveal a nostalgia for the political and religious

"Ordo" of the Middle Ages.

The Catholic "Quickborn" youth movement - an "alliance" born out of the context of the "Life Re

formist Movement" in the early zoth century - yearned similarly for the ages of old until the Catholic

theologian and philosopher Romano Guardini and the young Catholic architect Rudolf Schwarz began

to reconcile them with the urban society of the day. Rudolf Schwarz's conversion of the chapel and

great hall at Burg Rothenfels am Main (1928)gave the Quickborn headquarters a modern form, shock

ingly modern for some. The room was cleared of all decoration and the walls whitewashed, The altar

table and circular chandelier, both clearly still influenced by the Arts and Crafts Movement, stand out

all the more against the plain white background (Fig. 36). In the great hall, the wiring for the tubular

glass lighting on the ceiling and the arrangement of the wooden seating at floor level allow the large

empty room to be used for lectures, congresses, song or prayer.

AComparison of the Corpus Christi Church and the Church of the Resurrection

While in the 19th century, the opposition of axial and radial arrangements played a minor role, renewed

attempts were undertaken in the zoth century to mediate between the longitudinal and circular plan

forms. The rabbi and publicist Joseph Carlebach from Hamburg identified the difference between the

two concepts most eloquently. In his essay of 1929 entitled "Die Architektur der Synagoge" (The Ar

chitecture of the Synagogue), he declared that all spaces could be divided into longitudinal or circular

spaces. In the axial arrangement, the people would "disappear", while in the circular they would "ap

pear"; in the former they are "passive", in the latter they are "active". By contrast, his assertion that the

longitudinal space is "magical" and "aristocratic", while the circular is "rational" and "democratic" is an

exaggeration not upheld by the experience of zoth century dictatorships. Nevertheless, a comparison

of Rudolf Schwarz's Corpus Christi Church in Aachen (1930)and Otto Bartning's Church of the Resur

rection in Essen (1930)- the former Catholic and strictly axial, the latter Protestant and strictly radial

- proves instructive and shows that Carlebach's perception was not so mistaken.

The entrance vestibule, nave and side aisle of the Corpus Christi Church in Aachen together total a

length of 48-4and width of 20,7metres. It covers an area of 1002square metres and offers seating for 322

congregants. Its construction is a framework with compressed stone infill. Inside the pure rectangular

space of the main nave, the floor is covered in bluestone and the walls and ceiling rendered through

out in white lime plaster, creating a strong contrast between dark and light, between earth and heaven.

A church of this large size, wrote Schwarz in the journal "Die Form", is about anonymity and objectiv

ity, mass and arrangement rather than proximity. And indeed, even from the vestibule, one is already

aware of a strong directional pull from the entrance to the mountain that is the altar. One's gaze is

drawn forward along a line that runs unerringly down the centre of the aisle. The pulpit, a small box

like protrusion from which priest and congregation can barely communicate, appears suspended from

the edge of a section of wall in the centre of one of the long side walls of the nave and underlines the

principle of the room: each and everyone should direct their feet and eyes towards the tabernacle and

the crucifix alone. Its appearance, composure and material cladding have an almost chivalrous, noble

quality: as if through the expression of order, a longing for leadership and governance is fulfilled in

those assembled (Figs. 37-38).

To better understand the importance of Otto Bartning's Church of the Resurrection in Essen, it is

first necessary to consider a star-shaped church by the same architect, designed eight years earlier. Its

organic, crystalline architecture continues a tradition of utopias, already envisioned and formulated

Berlin after the First World War in by the members of the "Arbeitsrat fur Kunst", "Novembergruppe"

and "Glasernen Kette", Otto Bartning shared a sense of Expressionism with these circles, who were

likewise inspired by belief. However, as with so many projects in the early Weimar Republic, the church

progressed no further than a model, drawing and description. The building was based on a star-shaped

plan with seven points and a 28-metre diameter. Timber ribs and arches supported a giant dome, clad

in scale-like sections of slate. In the interior, the preaching space occupied five-sevenths of the floor
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39 Otto Bartning, project for a star-shaped church, '922, model

40-41 Otto Bartning, Church of the Resurrection, Essen,

1930, plan and interior view
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area, the slightly raised communion space two-sevenths. The pulpit was arranged in the centre, the

altar at the highest point of the centralised space of the church. The congregation would leave the

preaching space together for the Communion (Fig. 39).

The progression from the star-shaped church to the Church of the Resurrection leads from the

arched to the straight, from the hot-headed to the level-headed, from the expressionist to the function

alist form. The circular building in Essen has a diameter of 34 metres and an area of 907 square metres.

The benches provide seating for a congregation of 700 over two levels, each divided into four segments

of a semicircle. What remains from his previous design is the sublime unification of spiritual and spa

tial centrality for the church service and the division of the church into a larger preaching space and

smaller space for the Communion. What have not survived are the material and the construction. The

Church of the Resurrection has a framework of steel columns, each enveloped in grey concrete, with an

infill of red brickwork. The structure is visible on both the outside and inside. The overall impression is

of a sober rationality akin to the factory or office buildings in the Ruhr, except that in the church, this

rationality is heightened dramatically by four tiers of rings and shafts (Figs. 40-41).

Rudolf Schwarz's "The Seventh Plan"

Bythe time Rudolf Schwarz's book "Vorn Bau der Kirche" (The Church Incarnate, 1938) was published,

long after the dedication of the "authoritarian" Corpus Christi church and the "egalitarian" Church of

the Resurrected, sacred architecture in Europe had reached a new low. In Germany, Austria, Hungary,

Italy and Spain the fashion had turned to a new, heavier Romanesque, their designers bowing to the

preferences of their respective regimes. Rudolf Schwarz's book, however, adopts a standpoint of its

own. Abstract, idealised plans depict the spatial relationship between man and God; his seven "plans"

- no elevations or sections - return to the theme of the longitudinal or circular arrangement. The final

plan is entitled "The Cathedral for all Time" and subtitled "The Entirety" (Fig. 42). In a language we are

no longer used to - unafraid of solemnity and somewhat unhurried - the author appears to compre

hend the liturgy as movement and attempts to mediate between the axial and the radial: "To begin

with, all lies in silent sanctuary, turned inward on itself. Then, an opening appears high at the apex or

at a point in the periphery. The closed form breaks open, its inside parts and the figure escapes into

the open. The space leaves its form, the journey begins. Ascending strongly at first, it gradually tires

as it approaches the dead point at the centre of the apex, where opposing forces gather, and it finally

comes to rest. The opposition outweighs. Movement is inhibited, stagnates and stops, time stands

still, and there, where it came to rest, the figure unfolds to form a new space. A new centre arises and

around the new sphere a new world has gathered."

42 Rudolf Schwarz, "The seven th plan . The Cathedral for all Time.

The Enti rety", '938,from th e book "Vom Bau der Kirch."

(The Chur ch Incarnate)



43 Basil Spence, Cathedral, Coventry, 1962, model

The Second Half of the zoth Century

A Sign of New Beginnings

The most decisive turning point in the history of church architecture in the modern age was the

"ground zero" after the Second World War. The experiences of fascism and war awoke a strong desire

for spirituality and new spiritual orientation. This desire overrode all previous debates on the search

for communal space in church architecture from the twenties and early thirties. During the Weimar Re

public, the discussions were primarily youth-led or within the church, with the aim of reviving the lit

urgy in both Protestantism and Catholicism. However, in West Germany - particularly in the fifties but

also in the sixties - church building became a symbol for a new beginning. More so than the design of

museum or theatre buildings, which were far less common at that time, church architecture was the

medium through which the avant-garde architect expressed himself.

Likewise, the reconstruction of the cathedrals as well as the central and urban churches was a sign

of new beginnings throughout the rest of Europe. The rejection of historical reconstruction and the

conservation of churches in their ruined state, such as the Kaiser Wilhelm Memorial Church in Berlin

by Egon Eiermann (1961) or Coventry Cathedral by Basil Spence (1962; Fig. 43) reflected the spirit of the

times. A painstaking, historically grounded and correct reconstruction, such as the one undertaken

for the Baroque Church of Our Lady in Dresden by George Bahr (2005), would have been met with vo

ciferous protest in the fifties, not just from architects, but also from the majority of the public. By con

trast, half a century later, many people regard the approach taken in Dresden as a viable means of re

establishing historical continuity in a fractured urban environment. Around the same time, a similar

discussion ensued in Cologne on whether to clad the dark red patch of brick filling on the north west

tower of Cologne Cathedral with sandstone from Oberkirchen - work that was eventually undertaken

in 2005. As a result, a permanent reminder of the war that was undertaken in 1943 to prevent the tower

from collapsing, disappeared from view.

Otto Bartning's "Emergency Churches"

Church attendance rose most dramatically after the founding of the German Empire in 1871 and after

the end of the First World War in 1918; the same pattern emerged in the years directly following the

Second World War. In Germany, which was still occupied by the four Allied forces, solutions addressing

the increased need for pastoral care were soon developed. The first steps towards a new sacred archi

tecture were made by the Protestants between 1948 and 1951, in the form of emergency churches. Otto

Bartning devised four types that seated between 350 and 500 people. Although his designs drew on

earlier building forms, he was careful to differentiate his historical references clearly from the vulgar,

classicist monumental architecture of the thirties and forties. Yet behind the traditional appearance of

Bartning's designs was a carefully thought-out, industrially fabricated modular system, one that pro

vided the parishes with the basic elements for their construction: timber wall and roof trusses, purlins

and panelling for the roof, doors and windows for the walls. The prefabricated elements were delivered

to the building site and erected within a period of one to three weeks. The non-load-bearing walls were

then added using locally-available material, sometimes rubble from the war. The concept depended on

local contribution and has proved strong enough to last to the present day. Although only conceived

of as temporary structures, the churches in cities such as Stralsund, Rostock, Wismar, Berlin, Leipzig,

Dresden, Bochum, Essen, Dortmund as well as Nuremberg, Stuttgart and Munich all still exist today

and have become anchored in the local collective memory as testimonies of a time of new beginnings.

In some respects, their aesthetic as well as functional qualities can still stand as models today.

The Language of the Masters and the Mediocrity of Imitation

Comparable with the development in France, Italy and Scandinavia, hundreds of churches were built

in West Germany, some larger some smaller. In 1958, Richard Biedrzynski wrote that, in Germany, the

Protestant Church had built as many churches since the war as it had altogether during the Reforma

tion. In 1973, Hugo Schnell reported that "in most Catholic diocese a church was being dedicated al-
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44 Le Corbusier, Chapel of Notre Dame du Haut,

Ronchamp, '955, isometric projection

45 LeCorbusier, Monastery of Sainte Marie de

LaTourette, Eveux-sur-Arbresle, 1961, isometry

most every Sunday". Most influential, whether for their details, beton brut and rough plaster, their

colour and skilful, near mystical handling of layout and lighting were Le Corbusier's Chapel of Notre

Dame du Haut in Ronchamp, France (1955) and his Sainte Marie de LaTourette Monastery in Eveux

sur-Arbresle, France (1961).

Besides LeCorbusier's masterful language (Figs. 44-45), a plethora of styles abounded that, without

resorting to the arbitrary, exceed all categorisation. Almost any conceivable plan and elevation, mate

rial form or construction was built. There were numerous churches with sharp corners: in the form of a

T or an L, a long or a squat rectangle, a square plan, pentagon, hexagon or octagon; numerous churches

with gentle curves: in the form of a semicircle, a whole circle, an oval, an ellipse or parabola. In addi

tion, there were open tented arrangements, enclosed fortresses, sweeping arches, spiky crowns, shed

roofs, pitched roofs and flat roofs - a multiplicity that Rudolf Schwarz, at the height of his work after

the dedication of his Church of St Michael in Frankfurt am Main (1954) and the Church of St Anna in

Duren (1956), was to sharply criticise in a lecture entitled "Architektur als heiliges Bild" (Architecture as

Holy Image) held at the 77th Annual German Catholic Congress in Cologne in 1956: "The architects of

the day are getting carried away with their new freedom and suppose now that they may build whatever

comes to mind. The temptations of a new craftsmanship is laid out before their eyes, one that makes it

possible to produce endless varieties of forms and shapes, and yet to say virtually nothing, an activity

encouraged by journalism insufficiently learned in things of such complexity."

The ongoing "flamboyance without spiritual reason", in Rudolf Schwarz's words, reached its zenith

in 1960 (Figs. 46-48). From then on, a sculptural architecture emerged, which in West Germany in the

sixties is most commonly associated with the name Gottfried Bohrn. The latecomers among this new

plasticity include Walter Maria Forderer's Church of St Nicholas in Herernence, Switzerland (1971), Fritz

Wotruba's Church of the Holy Trinity in Vienna, Austria (1976), and Giovanni Michelucci's Church of the

Immaculate Conception in Longarone, Italy (1978), whose dynamism have only been equalled more re

cently in the work of Zaha Hadid. At the same time, however - in the wake of LeCorbusier's Sainte Marie

de LaTourette on the one hand and the work of the American architect Paul Rudolph on the other - nu

merous churches arose in the form of hard grey cubes and rectangles with circular roof-lights, sturdy

rainspouts and with a liberal use of decorative shuttering on bare concrete.

The provision of church buildings in the parishes and residential areas, particularly in the new hous

ing estates as well as in the inner cities, remained a priority for the churches throughout the sixties. It

was important to show presence in the cities, to send a signal. In addition to the completed buildings,

the very act of building became a symbol of the church searching for a new identity - after the end of

the "union of throne and altar" and not least after the end of its entanglement in the Third Reich 

within the new pluralist society of the West German Republic, with the aim of becoming a fourth pillar

alongside the political parties, associations and unions.
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46 Rudolf Schwarz, St Joseph's Church,

Cologne, 1954

+
47 H. Waltenberg, O. Schmitt, H. Brunner,

entrance to the main station, Cologne, 1957

48 Hans Porkert, St Barbara's Church, Hiirth-Gleuel, 1959



49-50 Ferdinand Schuster, St Paul's Church, Graz, '970,

plan and longitudinal section

The Developments in Socialist Europe

In the socialist states of central and eastern Europe, church building after 1945 was faced with incom

parably more difficult conditions. Given the pronounced atheism of the ruling communist parties on

the one hand and the constant economic shortages on the other, the state building of new churches

was in most cases not a priority, and the parishes had little option but to concentrate on maintaining

what was already available. Only in strongly Catholic Poland did a series of new churches come about,

most notably the Church of the Ark of Our Lord in Nowa Huta, Krakow, designed by Wojciech Pietrzyk

and Jan Grabacki in the fifties but only completed in 1977, in which the legacy of LeCorbusier is clearly

evident. In East Germany, where over the course of 40 years of socialist rule, the majority of citizens

lost contact with or turned their back on the church, a comparatively limited church building pro

gramme was undertaken. With the exception of a few new projects, the German Democratic Republic

concentrated primarily on maintaining what already existed and the conservation of the rich heritage

of urban and rural churches. The modesty of the roofs, mostly constructed by engineers to protect the

churches from further dilapidation, appear as symbolic today as the concept of the "Winterkirche".

The Winterkirche was a heated room beneath the galleries and organ, separated from the nave by a

glass wall, which made it possible for parishes to use the churches all year round.

The Ideal of the Parish Centre

As part of the general movement towards the reform of political and cultural conditions in the late six

ties that began with the student revolts but soon encompassed most of society, the parish centre with

its multipurpose hall gained increasing popularity. A church is neither the built manifestation of the

Communion nor a place of secret worship, according to the argumentation of the day; rather, inspired

by John's rendition of Iesus' words "In my father's house are many rooms", it should be understood

as the place where believers gather in the name of the Lord. For architecture, this conceptualisation

meant that many clients were more willing to forego specific sacred symbols and the design of many

churches - Ferdinand Schuster's St Paul's Church in Graz, Austria (1970) by way of example - began to

resemble that of a barrier-free cultural centre composed of steel and glass. The tradition of typology,

the clarity of axial or radial plans, or of bell towers and main portals, not to mention images such as

the "tabernacle" or "place of refuge" were suddenly no longer desired, replaced rather by a church that

could be used on Sundays and weekdays alike for a whole variety of purposes. The architecture became

primarily functional, as can be seen in Schuster's red and brown coloured main hall (Figs. 49-50). This

de-sacralisation signalled a democratisation of congregational life, and, combined with a conscious

expansion of activities into the realms of education, child, youth and women's groups as well as poli

tics, it fulfilled the ambitions of the church to become an institution at the heart of society.

The best of these mostly Protestant parish centres, including James N.Thorp's extension to the Cen

tral Methodist Church in Morley near Leeds in England (1970; see pp. 124-127), are described in Rainer

Disse's book "Kirchliche Zentren" (Church Centres, 1974). However, with all due respect to the aims of

an open parish, many of the flexible, extensible or divisible structures designed with maximal active

use in mind have not proven themselves in practice. The stipulation to conduct different functions in

the same space, and in so doing, dissolving the boundary between the sacred and the secular, has in

many cases led to spaces that no one particularly likes. The use of the zone around the altar during the

week by a series of charity work groups or dance troupes has provoked general disapproval not only
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51 Ottokar Uhl, St Judas Thaddeus Church, Karlsruhe,

' 989, plan with projections of the elevations.
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among th e old er gene rat ion of churchgoers,Today, most churches now ask architects for designs that

incorporate a sacred space conceived solely for th e purpose of the church service.The ability to extend

this space as required - to enlarge it five or ten times a year for especially well-at tended church serv

ices - is oft en accepted or even mandated by man y parishes. However, adaptab ility sho uld be provid

ed without the need for excessi ve and mechan ically temperamental sliding walls. As is often the case ,

such elem ents offer too much variability. In pract ice, only two or three variant s are usually employed

for dividing th e roo m according to the nature of the gathering.

The Example of St Judas Thaddeus Church

The architect Otto kar Uhl draws on this experience for the design of the St Judas Thaddeus Church in

Karlsruhe (1989).The Catholic parish centre encompasses a multi-purpose hall, a children 's nursery and

the past or's res idence and office - a typical spatial programme for th is kind of a complex. The distinc

tive long narrow building adjoining a suburban market square has a ma in hall with pitched roof and is

clad entirely in light-grey concrete blocks. The building volume and int erior are separa ted into sho rt,

medium and tall sectio ns. The sho rt sectio n serves as th e ent rance and porch, th e medium section

pro vide s space for weekday funct ion s, th e tall section the sacred space for th e Sunday Mass , and all

three are used togeth er for celebrations on pub lic chur ch holidays .The altar stands in th e centre and is

surrounded by removabl e seat ing inst ead of benches. The complex also contains three chapels at the

edge of th e roo m, rounded "paravents" made of glass- block partition ing that contai n the tabernacle

and the fon t, and can be used for silent prayer. The interior of this central space has no partition walls

whatsoever and is according ly always experie nced as a who le; the sections are experienced th rough th e

stepped ceiling.The lower and medium-height zones and the medium-height and tall zones (the latter

inherentl y connected via the balconies at th e sides ) can , but need not funct ion together as a unified li

turgical space.The St Judas Thaddeus church is flexible. Its space can expand or contract according to

requirements without the need for folding screens or curtains to separate the space (Fig. 51).

The Renaissance of Church Building Between Invention and Reality

In contrast to this deve lopment, some pred om inantly Catholic countries began to actively undertake

church bu ild ing. An example of such act ivit ies are the th ou sands of chur ches bu ilt in Poland since

the early 1980S afte r th e loosening of sta te rest rict ion s du e to th e strong Solidarity movement. In re

spo nsiveness to the wis hes of the pari sh es and with delight in architectural experimentatio n, these

buildings demon st rat e an alm ost excessively wilful sym bolism. Surroun ded by vast estates with rows

of slab hou sing blocks and high-ri se towers, th ese large churches, someti mes sea ting up to 4000 peo

ple , serve as a "vehicle of belief with which one can cross th e obstacles of th e world," to use the words

of th e polish architec tura l historian Cezary Was.The spect rum of forms ran ges from th e heavenward

spiralling sto new ork of Henryk Buszko and Aleksa nder Franta's Elevati on of th e Holy Cross Church in

Katowice (1994), to th e space-station-like appearanc e of Witold Ceckiewicz's Divine Mercy Pilgr ima ge

Church in Krakow (2002) .

Unlike Poland and the Ukraine, in which thousands of churches have been built since th e ninet ies,

developm ent in western European states ha s been very different. Alth ough new sacred architecture is

now receiving grea ter attention than in th e the mid -seventies to the mid -eighties, the apparent "re

naissance of church architecture" was primarily - with the exception of Italy - a phenom enon limited

to the media, which devoted more attention to the subject than previously. In truth, th e number of new

churches built between Helsinki and Lisb on is sma ll, and pales in comparison to th e sheer quantity

built in eastern Europe.That the majority of th e new church buildings in west ern Europe in the eighties

as well as in the nine ties were ascribed to one of th e three programmes attributed to "High Tech", "pos t

modern ism " and "deconstructivism", should be no surprise given th e prevailing conditions for archit ec

tural production. Even th ose who distrust keywords and dislike the labels of popular architectural jour

nali sm will see up on closer examination that Volker Giencke's St Florian 's Church in Aigen im Ennstal ,

Austria (1992; see pp. 98-99) can be classified "High Tech" due to its use of steel and glass , Francisco Javier



Bellosillo Amunategui's Church and Chapel in the Parque de San Francisco in Almazan, Spain (1987; see

pp. 86-89) can be associated with "postmodernism" due to its historical references, and Sol Madridejos

Fernandez and Juan Carlos Sancho Osinaga's Chapel for a Country Estate and Hunting Lodge in Valleac

er6n, Spain (2000; see pp. 112-13) can be tied to "deconstructivism" due to its complex geometry.

The strongest influence on the design of sacred architecture from the nineties onwards was not,

despite the media attention it garnered, the work of Mario Botta (neither the Cathedral of the Resur

rection in Evry,France (1995), nor the St John the Baptist Church in Mogno, Switzerland (1996), with its

distinctive elliptical upper face resulting from a diagonal cut through a cylinder), but Peter Zurnthor's

Catholic Sogn Benedetg Chapel in Somvix, Switzerland (1988; see pp. 94-95), and Tadao Ando's Presby

terian Chapel of the Light in Ibaraki, Japan (1989; see pp. 96-97). Both buildings exercise a combination

of the archaic and the modern, and exhibit a radical aesthetic restraint, both in terms of their geometry

as well as their materiality and construction. Put simply, for Zumthor this approach results in a wooden

droplet, for Ando a concrete box. Architectural journalism was quick to ascribe these and other build

ings the label of "minimalisrn", without, of course, noting that the work of Zumthor, Ando and their

numerous followers has only limited parallels to the art of Carl Andre, Dan Flavin and Donald Judd.

However, more important than these stylistic references is the impression that the Sogn Benedetg

Chapel and the Chapel of the Light share an understanding of the church service as one where the

priest stands on his side and the congregation on the other, as if in the liturgy they oppose rather than

stand with one another. These two celebrated buildings by Zumthor and Ando are not alone in their

surprisingly conservative conception of church communion. In more recent guidelines for the build

ing of churches, one can observe a veritable renaissance of tradition. Of the buildings that follow such

principles, it is not uncommon to find that they involve innovative material or technical solutions and

complex constructions in steel, wood, glass and concrete: for example, Markus Allmann, Amandus Sat

tler and Ludwig Wappner's Church of the Sacred Heart in Munich, Germany (2000), Richard Meier's Ju

bilee Church Dio Padre Misericordioso in Rome, Italy (2003), and Matti Sanaksenaho's St Henry's Ecu

menical Art Chapel in Hirvensalo, Turku, Finland (2005). From a liturgical standpoint these buildings

- all axial churches with static longitudinal orientation - subscribe to conventional notions of the Holy

Mass and Communion service as a kind of spectacle (Fig. 52).
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52 Markus Allmann, Amandus Sattler, Ludwig Wappner,

Church of the Sacred Heart, Munich, 2000, plan

A Desire for Atmosphere and the Sacred

According to an observation attributed to Egon Eiermann, once in a lifetime every architect longs to

design a chair as well as a church. The assumption is that, for tasks like these, the usual constraints of

efficiency and commercial viability for investors and developers do not apply, that building regulations

are more relaxed and that forms are less restricted than they are for offices or residential buildings. The

particular interest in the design of sacred buildings is also a factor of the unusual and rare nature of the

task. Sometimes the interest is also driven by a desire to create something of architectural permanence

- to quote Adolf Loos, something monumental. In any case, it appears that the search for "atmosphere"

and for the "sacred" in architecture is a strong motivator for architects today. Whatever sacred may be,

it should be made apparent through design: through dimension and number, i.e. proportion; through

extreme purity or extreme coarseness of a particular material, so that it is beyond all use and for its own

sake; through something incredibly weightless or something tremendously massive, where the force

behind it is not apparent to the eye; through translucent rather than transparent surfaces, in which

light can simply be light and not have to illuminate this or that object.

The average church client's understanding for such aspects is limited. The communication of archi

tectural principles by the architect should be part of a critical dialogue between both partners. A proper

balance between the participation of the client and the creativity of the designer is an essential part of

the planning process. It is about repeated attempts to find new answers, for example, to questions such

as: Should the character of the church congregation be immediately apparent from outside as well as

inside? Should a church be more representational or more functional? Should it be sublime? Should it

be comfortable? Does everyone have to find it beautiful?
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At the Beginning of the 21St Century

Liturgy in Reform and its Criticism

In the years of urban reconstruction after the war, the Second Vatican Council that took place from 1962

to 1965 heralded the most significant reforms to the Catholic church service since the Council of Trent.

Although a number of new churches - most notably Emil Steffann's St Laurentius Church in Munich

(1955) - had more or less anticipated the new order of the Mass thanks to their strongly centralised ori

entation, it was not until 1965 that the "Constitution on Sacred Liturgy" came into force. Of particular

importance was a paradigm shift from the viewpoint of the clergy to the viewpoint of the people, from

the cleric's church to the people's church. It was clear that this was to have implications for each and

every Catholic church. From this point onwards, the altar was to be placed apart from the apse wall and

emphasised only by a low podium. The ambo replaced the pulpit and was to be placed to the left or

right of the altar. Fixed seating for the priest, the deacon and altar boys were to be positioned slightly

behind or beside the altar. Likewise, the tabernacle for the safekeeping of the consecrated Hosts, which

represent the bread of the Last Supper, was to be placed behind or beside the altar.

Today, the architecture of Catholic and Protestant churches differs only marginally. The principal

elements - altar, ambo and baptistry - are considered as a whole in both denominations. The space

for the liturgy of the word and of the Eucharist must allow a certain amount of scope for flexibility.

The church service of each denomination encompasses, on the one hand, the eccentric orientation, on

the other, the concentric assembly of the congregation (Figs. 53-58). Only the differentiation between

the axial and the radial, and with it the similar but not identical differentiation between "unified" and

"partitioned" as defined by Otto Bartning, remain as a distinctive criteria. Unified spaces, those which

are experienced as a whole, include for example Rudolf and Esther Guyer's Glaubten Church in Zurich,

Switzerland (1972; see pp. 132-33), E. Fay Jones' Thorncrown Chapel in Eureka Springs, Arkansas, USA

(1980; see pp. 80-81), Shigeru Ban's Paper Church in Kobe, Japan (1995; see pp. 146-47), and Anssi Lassila's

Protestant Church in Karsarnaki, Finland (2004; see pp. 162-63). Partitioned spaces, i.e. spaces in which

the parts of the space are emphasised over the whole, include for example Glauco Gresleri's and

Silvano Varnier's Our Lady ofLourdes Church in Navarons di Spilimbergo, Italy (1970; see pp. 118-21),

Paulo Archias Mendes da Rocha's Chapel of St Peter in Campos da Iordao, Sao Paulo, Brazil (1989; see

pp. 138-41), Steven Holl's Chapel of St Ignatius in Seattle, Washington, USA(1997; see pp. 108-09), as well

as Peter and Gabriele Riepl's Church of St Francis Church in Steyr, Austria (2001; see pp. 160-61).

53-58 Schematic plans of church arrangements

showing the development from axial to eccentric

character and radial to concentric character
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59 Dieter G. Baumewerd. St Christopher's Church,

westertand, Island of 5ylt, 2000, plan

60-62 Corinne Callies, Jean-Marie

Duthilleul, St Francis of Molitor

Church, Paris, 2005, sketches

showing the relationship between

exterior and interior space

The aforementioned "Constitution on Sacred Liturgy" was not entirely well-received. The British nov

elist and essayist Evelyn Waugh, author of "Brideshead Revisited," was unhappy about the eradication

of Latin from the church service. The philosopher Robert Spaemann lamented the abandonment of the

old Requiem mass, which now only survives in the music of Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart and Krzysztof

Penderecki. In recent times, the number of critical voices has risen. The Frankfurt author Martin Mose

bach, for example, regards many symbols of belief as lacking in ritual, speaking of a "heresy of infor

mality". Others share his discontent, asserting that nowhere is solemnity still to be found, only infor

mal togetherness. However, these at times forceful speeches betray a lack of familiarity with everyday

practice, and their attitude resembles more that of aesthetes and cynics who define religion in terms

of the elation and fear of childlike belief and - with the demise of all social utopias after 1989 - they

seek silent consolation in hard times.

The Ideal of "Cornmunio"

Those who call for a return to the old rites do not solely demand a revival of the use of Latin but also

imply the rejection of the idea of "active participation" in the liturgy. After Pope Pius Xintroduced this

term at the beginning of the zoth century, it was rapidly adopted by all reformers of the liturgy. So too

the proponents of "Cornmunio," represented first and foremost in Germany by the theologians Albert

Gerhards, Klemens Richter and Thomas Sternberg, who with the name of their liturgical concept clear

ly advocate the notion of active participation but, some 40 years after the last council, wish to improve

on the church's spatial constellation. Whether axial or radial in arrangement, in most churches the al

tar and ambo stand on a low podium, or "island". This does not sufficiently dispel the impression of

a stage. The bipolar character of the liturgy of the word and of the Eucharist - specifically of table and

lectern - is, they argue, best fulfilled by an elliptical architecture. If one leaves the centre vacant in an

ticipation of the presence of God, and places the altar at the focal point at one end of the ellipse and the

ambo at the other, with the congregation arranged in a gentle arc along each long side of the ellipse,

this arrangement of man and space provides a clearer appreciation of the substance of the mass than is

possible with the conventional arrangement. Confrontation between the priest and the congregation

gives way to integration. The congregants can look one another in the eye, they can even wander with

their chairs back and forth from table to lectern to table. There is perhaps a danger that by arranging

the congregation to face one another, seated or standing along the long walls, the informal nature of

the gathering becomes more forced. In principle, the Communio concept recalls the medieval arrange

ment of the choir. At that time, the altar and ambo were placed behind the rood screen at either end of

the aisle flanked on the left and right by two facing rows of seats. What was previously the prerogative

of the clergy is now granted to all.

Dieter G. Baumewerd's St Christopher's Church in Westerland on the island of Sylt (2000) is most

probably the first new church to be built according to the Communio concept. The interior of the brick

and concrete outer shell is articulated by a regular arrangement of closely-spaced columns and win

dows along the long sides. The organ, ambo, font, altar and tabernacle are arranged along the central

axis of the ellipse, the font in the centre, the ambo and altar in the focal points towards each end of the

ellipse (Fig. 59). The benches arranged along both long sides of St Christopher's Church provide seating

for around 400 people. By comparison, Franck Harnmoutene's Our Lady of the Pentecost Church (2001;

see pp. 158-59) seats approximately 320, and Corinne Callies and Jean-Marie Duthilleul's St Francis of

Molitor Church (2005) around 420 visitors (Figs. 60-62). Both of these buildings are in Paris and both are

mentioned for their application of the Communio concept. Unlike St Christopher's Church, however,

the elliptical form in both Paris projects is not evident from the exterior. Our Lady of the Pentecost fea

tures a room-height and room-width glass window behind the altar, lending this end more importance

than that of the ambo - for this reason, the main space could quite easily be changed to an axial pro

cessional arrangement.
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63-64 Claudia Meixner, Florian Schluter, Martin Wendt, Dornbusch Church, Frankfurt am Main, 1962/2005, exterior and interior view

Conversion or Demolition

Notwithstanding the interest in the "Cornmunio" as an advanced liturgical model, one should not be

blind to the fact that the building of new churches has become rare. In view of the fact that more and

more people are no longer denominational- and accordingly that the tax income of both the Catho

lic and Protestant churches is falling, at least in a nation such as Germany - the options of conversion

or demolition of church buildings have become a necessary reality. What make both options so diffi

cult, or even painful, are practical problems on the one hand and a sense of loss, not only of religion

but also of architecture, on the other. Once a church has become a restaurant, discotheque, residence,

shopping centre or car park, as is happening in the Netherlands and United Kingdom, all is lost: after

that there can be no return to the status ante quo.

In Luther's "Kirchenpostille" (Church Postils, 1522), he writes: "Then for no other purpose are

churches to be built, so far as there is a cause, as for Christians to come together, to pray, hear the ser

mon and receive the sacrament. And where this cause should expire, the same church should be torn

down, as one does with other houses, when they are no longer of use." Without doubt, Luther's opin

ion is theologically plausible. In zist-century everyday life, however, the conversion or demolition of

churches is a matter of concern for society as a whole. The strengthening of "collective memory", to

quote the sociologist Maurice Halbwachs, only serves a standpoint in which preservation and trans

formation go hand in hand.

The Example of Dornbusch Church

There are few examples of the conversion of existing churches from the second half of the zoth cen

tury. An example is Dornbusch Church in Frankfurt am Main (1962/2005), which with the help of the

architects Claudia Meixner, Florian Schluter and Martin Wendt underwent a process of demolition,

conversion and rebuilding, without damaging the sacred function and sacred character of the snow

white building. The long rectangular box has shrunk to half its original size, seating 180 instead of the

original 600 persons. The choir, the blank north wall and the east wall with its coloured glass mural

by Hans Adam remain. The south wall is new. Outside positive, inside negative, the two metre deep

sculptural relief wall represents an impression of the former balcony, altar, pulpit and font. The strong

plasticity of the wall is inspired by the moulded packaging material used to protect consumer goods,

and perhaps also the work of the London-based artist Rachel Whiteread. The position of the demol

ished elements is marked on the square in front of the church. Everything is memento, and yet with

an impression of the future (Figs. 65-68).

65 -68 Claudia Meixner. Florian Schluter,

Martin Wendt. Dornbusch Church.

Frankfurt am Main, 1962/2005, schematic

drawing of the reduction of the church
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The Sacred and its Relevance
for Church Architecture Today

The Spatial Manifestation of the Sacred

The Contribution of Ethnology

All religiously inspired activities originate not from a notion of divinity, but from the sacred. Probably

the earliest analysis of what constitutes the sacred was made by the English missionary and ethnolo

gist Robert Henry Codrington at the end of the 19th century in Melanesia. The sacred is defined by the

terms "mana" and "tapu", meaning "power" and "prohibition".

The sacred resides in people or objects, and is a social energy of great power for "good" or "evil"

alike. It is a primordial category of higher ambivalence and complexity, a category of sensitivity, a fleet

ing and intense phenomenon that can never be described in itself but only in relation to a reaction it

inspires. The sacred is therefore sacred only in a particular place, at a particular time and for particular

people. The French sociologist Roger Caillois came up with an instructive comparison to describe the

attraction, repulsion, elation or fear associated with the sacred. In the presence of the sacred, a believer

feels the same as a child does in the presence of fire. Unfamiliar with the element, one feels at once a

desire to warm oneself and a fear of burning oneself.

The Greek and Latin languages, which differ in this aspect from Hebrew, draw a distinction between

an objective and subjective existence of the sacred. On the one hand, it is permanently embodied in

particular places, for example in Greek termed "hieros", in Latin "sacer": on the other, it is something

brought forth by particular people, in Greek "hosios", in Latin "sanctus", Catholicism emphasises the

"hieros" and "sacer", Protestantism "hosios" and "sanctus".

Rudolf Otto and Mircea Eliade's Contribution

In the debate on the sacred, the Protestant theologian and indologist Rudolf Otto introduced a new

term, that of the numinous, in his book "The Idea of the Holy - On the Irrational in the Idea of the Di

vine and its Relation to the Rational" (1917). He defines the numinous as what remains of the sacred

once it has been stripped of the moralistic, aesthetic and discursive attributes with which it has been

invested. The numinous is the very core of the sacred, the "mysterium tremendum et fascinans", that

"wholly other". Over the course of his book, switching back and forth between the religious and the

aesthetic, Otto describes how the contrast between "trernendum" and "fascinans" is best brought out

through the sublime as a mixture of fearsomeness and beauty. It is for this reason that architecture em

ploys such means as the monotone, the uniform, the edgeless, the endless, light, dark and emptiness.

Exactly 40 years after Otto's book "The Idea of the Holy", Mircea Eliade, a Romanian Catholic phi

losopher, publicist and teacher who later taught in the United States, published his book entitled "The

Sacred and the Profane. The Nature of Religion" (1957), a short volume that is still influential today, in

part due to its accessible language. Eliade's book is of interest to architects for his concept of "Hieroph

any", or the manifestation of the sacred in time and space. Trees, forests, groves, mountains; springs,

rivers, lakes, oceans; stones, gorges, grottoes, caves; not to mention the heavens and the sidereal re

gions: such places were not only revered by ancient cultures for their own sake, but because they were

able to manifest what was sacred. True belief - also in Christ -lies in two worlds, in the structured space

of the sacred, and in the chaotic space of the profane.

With regard to the phenomenon of the sacred, both Otto and Eliade emphasise the substantial over

the functional. Both adopt a tone approaching that of the Revelation; in both a degree of disdain for

the non-religious reader is apparent. What each writes about - the "sensus numinis" on the one hand,

"hierophany" on the other - can be neither proven nor refuted. One can safely only say that today - giv

en the degree to which society is secularised - no individual, regardless of how religious he is, would

claim to have such a sense for the numinous that he could proceed to divide urban space into zones

for the sacred and zones for the profane. It would also be possible to argue against religio-centrlc phe

nomenology in other ways. If one follows the theological and philosophical line of argument from the
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69 Kaiser Wilhelm Memorial Church, Berlin,

advertising wrapped around the building, 1999
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rzth to the zist century that leads from Joachim of Fiore via Thomas Mtintzer and Gotthold Ephraim

Lessing to Ernst Bloch and Gianni Vattimo, then secularisation - along with the abolition of the sacred

and of transcendence! - does not bring shame upon us, but rather is a permanent process of the deliv

erance of mankind that began with the "Kenosis," the renunciation or de-deification and personifica

tion of Jesus, as described by Paul the Apostle in his letter to the Philippians.

Michel Foucault's Contribution

That one can come to a better appreciation of spaces worthy of being called sacred through a lecture

given by Michel Foucault becomes apparent only after closer analysis of the French philosopher's

thinking. "Heterotopias" is the name Foucault gives in his essay "Of Other Spaces" (1967) to places

that serve as "counter-sites" of society, because there the usual social and cultural conditions are sus

pended at least temporarily in favour of other uses. In this context, considering that the author might

have easily also referred to churches - not just colonies and barracks, but also brothels and cemeter

ies - the question arises as to whether the sacred encompasses a similar potential for critical distance,

resistance and defiance. Does the sacred create spaces outside those of the rational, efficient and in

creasingly market-driven society? Are there spaces that precede or follow such spaces, or are they just

places of transitory stasis, of temporary respite from the insufferable demands of the modern city in

an age of increasing consumerism? One way or the other, the sacred remains an intensely if quietly

contested "terrain vague". The market economy creates on the one hand new, simulated sacred spac

es; on the other it seeks old, authentically sacred spaces with a view to shaping them to its own pur

poses, in short to exploit them (Fig. 69).

The Atmosphere ofthe Sacred
"Kunstreligion" and the Romantics

As mentioned at the outset, the experience of passage from the material to the spiritual, that is, the

experience of transcendence, is no longer sought in religion but in other areas. This inclination goes

back further than the tendencies identified by Thomas Luckmann in the early 1960s. As early as the

transition from the 18th to the 19th century, a circle of young German poets sought to place religion

and art on equal footing, arguing that, in both, the intensely personal relates to the overwhelming

universal in a form of revelation, provoking a "you must change your life" response in the viewer. The

Protestant theologian Friedrich Daniel Ernst Schleiermacher described this stimulation of religious

feeling through aesthetics as "Kunstreligion" (art-as-religion). In his writings "On Religion: Speech

es to its Cultured Despisers" (1799), this stirring preacher wrote that "religion and art stand together

like kindred beings, whose inner affinity, though mutually unrecognised and unsuspected, appears

in various ways." That art could make people religious was, of course, a false impression. Of the two

"spirits", religion gradually grew weaker and art stronger. No one felt this more decidedly than Frie

drich Nietzsche. In his aphorisms entitled "Human, All too Human" (1878) he writes, that the "growth

of the Enlightenment" has sown "fundamental mistrust" and discredited religion. Art takes its place:

"It takes over many feelings and moods engendered by religion, lays them to its heart, and itself be

comes deeper."

Atmosphere as Desideratum

With the developments of the zcth century, the talk of "sensus numinis" and "hierophany" has waned

in significance and "Kunstreligion" has lost much of its enthralling innocence. There is reason enough

to label it a delusion of aesthetes, which ultimately served the propaganda of politics as a repressive

"Gesarntkunstwerk", Similarly, there is reason enough to separate religious and aesthetic experience.

Nevertheless the works of Otto, Eliade and Schleiermacher make worthwhile reading for architects.

The considerations in their writings of the sacred in space and the function of aesthetics with regard

to religion is instructive in the search for an answer to the question: What makes a space in a church

into a space of the church?



70-72 Eduardo Chillida, cave project inside Mount Tindaya,

Fuerteve ntura, Canary Islands, 1996, isometric projection of

the cavern with the two open light shafts and model of the

interior with a simulation of different daylights

From a Vitruvian standpoint, the only aspect of relevance here is "venustas". For a building to be used

as a place of religious worship, it seems that it need only exhibit a certain grace - regardless of whether

we regard it as holy or not! To use a word that first came about in the 19th century, it should be "sac

ral". That is not changed by the experience that the production of atmosphere through architecture of

ten leads to a false sense of pathos and drama, resulting simply in kitsch - partly because on the one

hand architects tend to underestimate the subjective-psychic component of atmosphere, and on the

other overestimate its objective-physical component. However, only those who view church architec

ture from a purely functionalist, or, to put it polemically, orthodox Lutheran viewpoint, would deny

the role of atmosphere as desideratum.

The Contribution of Art

Let us take a look at art and its means of creating atmosphere, leaving aside for the moment more re

cent examples of quasi-sacral museums such as Peter Markli's La Congiunta Museum and Foundation

in Giornico, Switzerland (1992), which resembles an abstract, concrete Roman basilica, or Tadao Ando's

Langen Foundation Museum near to Insel Hombroich (2004),which employs a three stage-approach

an assembly courtyard, a descent into dark depths and an ascent into the light - to create an appropri

ate mood. Instead, let us examine artists whose work is attributed to Minimal Art, Arte Povera and Land

Art. In many cases, their explorations of space, emancipated from functional requisites, produce forms

that operate using religious phenomena, sometimes without the artists' knowledge. Extreme material

ity in solid, heavy, opaque chthonic objects on the one hand, or extreme immateriality as loose, light,

lucid, spheroid objects on the other: both with the intent of emphatic immersion rather than distanced

reception, for engaging with rather than comprehending. Many of these spaces - in Richard Long's or

Chris Drury's Land Art it is often little more than the making of a place with stones and driftwood 

avoid urban contexts and express themselves through earth, water, fire, air and light. If one has to de

scribe them verbally, one might use adjectives such as anonymous, autonomous, holistic, enigmatic,

elemental or monumental. All of these places, to quote a passage from Walter Benjamin's "Arcades

Project", oscillate between trace and aura: "The trace is an appearance of closeness, no matter how dis

tant the thing that leaves it behind. Aura is the appearance of distance, no matter how close the thing

that calls it forth. In the trace we gain possession of the thing; in the aura, it takes possession of us."

Among the spaces that convey something of such closeness and distance, and with them bring

forth a semblance of the sacred, there are some with a lot and some with little architecture. With re

gard to atmosphere and aura, interested architects can learn something from Eduardo Chillida's cave

project for Mount Tindaya on Fuerteventura, Canary Islands (1996), or from James Turrell's tunnels and

caverns in and around the crater of Roden Volcano in Arizona, USA(2006), or from Elizabeth Diller and

Ricardo Scofidio's foggy cloud structure that goes by the name of the "Blur Building" on Neuenburger

Lake near Yverdon-Ies-Bains, Switzerland (2002),or from Gerhard Merz's illuminated pavilion in Hano

ver's main freight railway station (2000).The central themes for Chillida are earth and light, for Turrell

sky and light, for Diller and Scofidio water and air, and for Merz the intensification of classical modern

ism in glass, neon, steel and concrete.

Eduardo ChiIlida's Cavern in Montana Tindaya

With a height of 401 metres, Montana Tindaya, long regarded as sacred, towers over a desolate land

scape not far from the Atlantic. In the trachyte of the shallow cone of the mountain, Eduardo Chillida

proposed an approximately 80 metre long tunnel leading to a nearly 50 metre long cavern inside the

mountain. Two shafts bored from the surface vertically into the mountain were intended to shed both

direct and diffuse light, day and night, into the rust-brown interior of the cavern, intensified by its

emptiness and silence. Chillida spoke of his project as a sculpture, comparing his work with the crea

tion of megaliths such as Stonehenge or Avebury, which are said to have served ritualistic purposes.

The similarity of the cavern projects to pyramids and catacombs is undeniable (Figs. 70-72).
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73-74 James Turrell, Skyspace Piz Uter, ZUGZ, 2005,

exterior and interior view
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James Turrell's "Skyspaces"

While in Tindaya, the sun and the moon would have shed their light onto the floor and walls of the

terrestrial architecture, illuminating the texture of the stone in all its glory, the space under Turrell's

numerous "skyspaces" serve only to facilitate a view skywards. Floors, walls and ceiling are all uni

formly coated with a matte colour. The openings of the "skyspaces" are circular, oval, square or rectan

gular in form. They are neither shallow boxes nor baroque lanterns, but just frames with thin, sharply

defined edges. They create the impression that a section of the atmosphere is present on the ceil

ing, that the heavens are on earth, that the distant has been brought closer, as if one could touch it

with one's hands. In some respects, a skyspace resembles a "Ganzfeld" (total field), an indistinct ho

mogenous surface of light without focus or contour located in a room utterly free of any other visual

or acoustic phenomena. The sensory deprivation of the viewer prepares him for another form of per

ception: whether in "Elliptic Ecliptic" in Tremenheere, UK (1999), a building made of wood and metal

erected on the occasion of the last solar eclipse; whether in "Piz Uter" in Zuoz, Switzerland (2005), a

building made of concrete and stone rubble that stands next to the Hotel Castell or in the "Eye of Ro

den Crater" in the desert landscape of Arizona, USA (2006), a huge complex of nine skyspaces that is

regarded as Turrell's magnum opus (Fig. 73-74).

Elizabeth Diller and Ricardo Scofidio's "Blur Building"

Elizabeth Diller and Ricardo Scofidio's nebulous architecture has a very different character to the pre

ceding works by Chillida and Turrell: the term "architecture" is hardly applicable to this "building".

Built for the "Swiss Expo.oz", its physical construction consisted of a light steelwork frame raised on

stilts above Neuenburger Lake. Measuring 100 by 60 by 20 metres with a smaller lower platform and a

larger mid-level platform connected by a stair and lift, it was reachable from the shore via a narrow fi

breglass bridge. 31,400 minute nozzles sprayed a fine mist of water, which together with the air over

the lake joined to form a fog that enveloped the steel structure entirely in whiteness, which quickly

came to be known as a "cloud" or "wondercloud". Completely without mass or envelope or any sol

id form, the "Blur Building" entirely blurs all sensation of left, right, front, back, up and down. "The

Economist" referred to it as "Heaven's Gate"; according to the US journal "Architecture", Diller and

Scofidio had "slipped into the role of God" and brought "a slice of heaven back to earth". The actu

al experience of the Blur Building is more like that of purgatory. Enveloped in a thin blue coat, visi

tors could trek through the mist until finding their way to the "Angel Bar" on the third upper gallery,

where they could refresh themselves with expensive pure bottled water from the likes of Perrier and

San Pellegrino.

Gerhard Merz's Pavilion

The last of the projects that experiment with the phenomenon of near and far is a pavilion by Ger

hard Merz, built on the occasion of the "Expo 2000" in Hanover's former main freight station. While

Chillida, Turrell, and in a sense Diller and Scofidio, all negate the technical, Merz displays industrial

ly fabricated materials explicitly. His use oflarge-format glass panes and steel profiles was part of his

programme to refine acquired materials, a continuation of the achievements of the zoth century. His

pavilion in the old railway building - its ramp functioning as a podium, its hall as baldachin - meas

ured precisely 42.50 by 18.31 by 3.58 metres and was a subtle criticism ofthe frenzied circus grounds of

the Expo. Five bands of light containing thousands of neon tubes immersed the external open pavil

ion with its 7:3 proportions and the inner closed pavilion with its 5:1 proportions in an almost pain

fully bright white and greenish light. Visitors wandering along the grey concrete floor of the corridors

running along each side of the milky-white, centrally arranged rectangular forms, saw the cuboids

through the glass panels of the outer wall first doubled, then tripled. The inner, opaque pavilion ap

pears to force its way into the empty railway station, displacing all signs of work and transport. A

product of reflection and transparency, it dips all that is around it - the patches, puddles and cracks

on the deserted platforms - in a thin haze. Eloquent observers interpreted the temporary insertion as



75 Gerhard Mcrz, Pavilion, Hanover, 2000

a celebration of reason, a mixture of rationalism and suprematism, an homage to Ludwig Mies van

der Rohe and Kasimir Malevich. The dominant insertion presented itself as a secret without a secret.

However, its pure emptiness and empty purity also offered more: the semblance of the sacred as a

mysterium tremendum et fascinans (Fig. 75).

The architecture of the artists presented here embodies the character of shrines and altars. One ap

pears to be in waiting for the celebration of a ceremony. It is this atmosphere that may offer the stray

believers - those who avoid the objectification and discipline of denomination - a beautiful, perhaps

eerily beautiful domicile. It is this aura that is capable of captivating those who are "religiously musi

cal", to recall Max Weber's phrase. The meditative architecture of these "Houses of Stillness" provides

an introduction to church architecture. But, however great one's appreciation of atmosphere and aura

is, architects should not forget that a church is not a work of art. No congregation is served by an over

ly aestheticised compulsion to appreciate the sacred in space, not least given the fact that the notion

of the church as a sacred building does not bear theological scrutiny.

Otto Bartning entitled the penultimate chapter of his book "Vorn neuen Kirchbau" (On New Church

Architecture, 1919), "Sign of the Times". In it he asks, "Is the longing for sacred buildings perhaps just

a longing for architecture, an aesthetic avatism? Will the new church also have a new congregation?

Are we perhaps nurturing the seed just for the sake of the skin or do we really want the skin without

the seed?" And then, more unequivocally: "Only where a seed is germinating will a skin form organi

cally, only where there is an idea, will a living form arise."
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1 Frank Lloyd Wright, Temple Beth Sholom, Elkins Park,

Pennsylvania, 1957,interior view

2 Erich Mendelsohn, Park Synagogue, Cleveland, Ohio, ]953,

interior view

3 Fritz Landauer, Synagogue, Plauen, 1930,

interior view, virtual reconstruction
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Synagogue Architecture
in the Recent Past and Present

Frank Lloyd Wright's spectacular design for the Beth Sholom Temple in Elkins Park, Pennsylvania

(1957), whose form resembles a glazed ark, heralded a greater awareness of modern synagogue archi

tecture outside of Jewish circles. However, with the exception of its sculptural form, a late echo of the

crystalline expressionism of Bruno Taut, it offered few new impulses for synagogue architecture. Like

many synagogue spaces designed for the reformed ritual, the central prayer hall, which lacked a wom

en's gallery, could have served equally well for Christian rituals (Fig. 1). Nevertheless, the prominence

achieved by Wright's building encouraged other Jewish congregations to build symbolic synagogues,

paving the way for others such as Percival Goodman, perhaps the most prolific synagogue architect of

the zoth century.

Synagogue Architecture in the zoth Century

A year before Wright's synagogue in Elkins Park, Goodman had completed the Temple Beth Sholom

in Miami Beach, Florida. Covered by a sort of celestial dome and illuminated by coloured glass ar

cade windows typical of the fifties, the synagogue makes reference to the large dome of Erich Men

delsohn's Park Synagogue in Cleveland, Ohio (1953). In this seminal building of modern Jewish sa

cred architecture in North America, the holy area containing the Torah roll, known as the "Ark of the

Law", is highlighted by a baldachin, recalling the tent of the tabernacle that provided the Israelites

an enclosure for the Ark of the Covenant during their wanderings in the desert (Fig. 2). Similarly, in

Philip Johnson's Temple Kneses Tifereth Israel in Port Chester, New York (1956), a steel structure clad

with concrete and glass panels, the interior features an arching baldachin that can also be read as

a re-interpretation of the tabernacle. This Jewish architectonic symbol, popular particularly among

the liberal, reformed and conservative congregations, is most powerfully expressed in the monumen

tal, tent-like interior of the Congregation Israel Synagogue by Minoru Yamasaki in Glencoe, Illinois

(1964), or the roof of the Mount Sinai Synagogue, shaped like a folded cloth, by Sidney Eisenshtat in

El Paso, Texas (1962).

In search of a suitable architectonic expression, such buildings soon began to recall the imagery

of Noah's ark, the tabernacle or the Temple in Jerusalem, breaking with the historicist tradition that

had characterised synagogue architecture in Europe and America since its emancipation by the re

form movement in the early 19th century. At that time, seminal buildings such as Gottfried Semper's

Synagogue in Dresden (1840)were erected. On the one hand, its Romanesque exterior strove for as

similation, while on the other hand, its Moorish-inspired sacred interior reminded the believers of

their Middle Eastern origins. Soon after, such oriental forms began to appear on synagogue exteri

ors expressing a newly awakened self-awareness, as can be seen in the richly decorated synagogues

in Berlin, Budapest or in some American cities. Such exuberant decoration, also evident in art deco

synagogues like the Israelitische Religionsgesellschaft by Walter Henauer and Ernst Witschi in Zurich

(1924), first began to disappear with the advent of classical modernism - for example, in Fritz Landau

er's synagogue in PIauen (1930) whose exterior was a plain white box resting on a red plinth (Fig. 3).

After the Second World War, the migration of many affluent Jews to the American suburbs caused

a boom in synagogue architecture in which the buildings described earlier arose. In Europe, however,

after the trauma of the Shoah, the congregations stagnated as many of the survivors emigrated to

Israel. In Israel, only a few notable sacred buildings were erected - for example the inflated parachute

like Israel Goldstein Synagogue at the Hebrew University in Jerusalem by Heinz Rau and David Reznik

(1957), or Zvi Hecker's Military Academy Synagogue in the Negev desert, a form of Brutalist architec

ture erected some ten years later. Architecturally interesting congregational synagogues are rare in

Israel, as formal aspects do not play an important role for orthodox Jews and because secular Israelis

rarely form congregations with their synagogues. However, in the newly erected towns, a few inter

esting sacred buildings can be found, for instance the two synagogues by Nahum Solotow in Beer

Sheba (1961 and 1979).
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5 Herm ann Gutt m ann , Synagogue , Han over, ' 960,

interior view

4 Louis Kah n, Hurva Synagogue , Jerusalem, First project , ' 967-' 974. lon gitud inal sectio n

Pioneering New Buildings from Louis Kahn to Mario Botta

One of the most significant and inte rna tionally acclaime d attempts to design th e synagogue as a sa

cred , even mystica l space was Lou is Kahn 's project for th e new Hurva Synagogue in th e Jewish quarter

of the Old City of Jerusalem , which was undertaken betw een 1967 and 1974 in order to replace the earlier

synagogu e of the same name that was dest royed in the War of Independence of 1948. In contrast to the

church-like sanctuaries of the grandiose American synagogues, Kahn's Hurva Synagog ue sought to re

interpret th e traditio na l orthodox interior as a squa re space with a women's gallery, gently illuminated

by modulated light (Fig. 4). Later, Moshe Safdie referred to the temple-like spatia l disposition of Kahn's

"World Synagogue", as th e then-mayor Teddy Kollek called it , in his own design for a synagogue for th e

Porat Yosef Yeshiva in Jerus alem.

Kahn 's pro ject was studie d with int erest in wes te rn Euro pe , not least becau se very few interes ting

Jewish sacred buildings at the time had been bui lt according to orthod ox cus toms - by way of exam

ple, Walter Sonanini's mode rn box-like Agudas Achim Synagog ue with its coloured verti cal windows ,

built in Zurich in 1960. West Germany was an exception. After the Holocaust , the cautio us ly refo rm

ing cong rega tions built sma ll synagogues in th e ma nn er of their American cousins, among them such

no teworthy buil dings as Diete r Knoblauch an d Hein z Heise's igloo -like synagogue in Essen (1959), or

th e hal f-oval synagogue by Hermann Guttmann in Hanover (1960; Fig. 5), which followed an ort ho dox

Ashkena zi spatial arrange me nt. However, the most extraordinary new bu ilding of th is time in Europe

was Ange lo d i Castro 's freestanding polygonal architec tural sculpture with a tent-like interior , which

was built to rep lace its des troyed predecessor in Livorno in 1962.

It was not until some 35 years after Guttmann and di Castro' s buildings t ha t th e Ticinese architect

Mario Botta was to achieve a new masterpiece of European synagogue architectu re. Commissioned by

a pair of Swiss ben efactors, the Cymbalista Synagogue was not built on the "old cont inent" at all but

on the campus of Tel Aviv University (see pp . 194-195). This monument with it s cosmic symbolism of

twin cuboi d an d cylindrical towers app ear s as an inte rpret at ion of the Temple of Solomon, primarily

due to its tw o ent rance columns comm em orat ing Boaz and Jachin. It can also be regard ed as a quint

essential example of Jewish sacred architectu re alongsi de earlier predecessors such as the Altneus hul

(Old-New Synagog ue ) in Prague , the holy sites at Cordoba and Toledo and Louis Kahn's project for th e

Hurva Synagogue .
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The baldachin-like roofed-over space of the synagogue illuminated by segment-shaped roof lights

that echoes an almost identical volume for an assembly hall in the west tower, can be regarded as ty

pologically ideal. A raised platform known as the bimah (stage) or almemor (pulpit), which is used for

reading from the Torah roll is positioned in the centre of the space. The seating is arranged around

these according to the Sephardic tradition. The women's section is symbolically separated from the

men's seating by a step and balustrade, as was common in ancient synagogues. The aron ha-kodesh

(the holy shrine) in which the Torah rolls are kept is placed in front of the mizrah wall, the rear wall

that faces Jerusalem. To one side stands the pulpit from which the prayer service is led and the ner

tamid (the "eternal lamp") lights from the wall.

The Design of the Synagogue Space

Botta's synagogue unites all the important elements of a Jewish service. Ever since the destruction of

the Second Temple in 70 CE, this service has centred on readings from the Torah and communal prayer.

A so-called minyan, a gathering of any group of ten men over the age of 13, is all that is formally re

quired for a Jewish service to take place; the space or form of the synagogue itself is less important. The

basic form developed during the late Hellenic period from the typology of the basilica and has changed

according to regional building traditions over the centuries. Ideally, it should be lit from above and the

seating arranged such that there is sufficient space for the transport of the Torah from the shrine to the

bimah.

As the shrine and bimah come into contact with the Torah, the most holy element of the Jewish

service, they are often richly decorated. The shrine is usually slightly raised and located in front of or

in a niche in the mizrah wall, which always faces towards Jerusalem. In an orthodox Ashkenazi syna

gogue, which follows central and eastern European tradition, the bimah is placed in the centre of the

room, the chairs or benches surrounding it in a U-form. In a Sephardic synagogue, which follows the

Spanish tradition, the bimah is raised and placed at the opposite end of the room from the shrine. The

seating is arranged along both sides of the central axis along which the Torah is transported. In the

synagogues of more liberal Jewish congregations, the shrine, bimah, the pulpit for the person leading

prayers and the seat of the Rabbi are all arranged on a raised platform in front of the mizrah wall.

In liberal reformed synagogues, which in the United States are often called "Temples", there is

no distinct spatial separation of genders, the seating being arranged much like a lecture hall. Should

such a synagogue have a gallery, this is either for the organ or for additional capacity. By contrast,

in orthodox synagogues, the men's and women's seating areas must be separated, usually by locat

ing the women's section on a gallery. Other solutions are also possible, as shown by the ancient tra

ditional division chosen in the Cymbalista Synagogue. In the Middle Ages, the women's section in

Ashkenazi synagogues was separated by a glazed screen as can be seen in the synagogue in Worms,

the Altneushul in Prague, or the Old Synagogue in Krakow. In Spain at around the same time, wom

en's galleries were already typical as can be seen, for example, in Cordoba or Toledo. Galleries can also

be found in Renaissance and baroque synagogues founded in Italy, southern France or Amsterdam by

Iberian Jews who had fled persecution, before they also became popular in Ashkenazi congregations

in the 19th century.

ATheory of Synagogue Design

In addition to these fundamental elements of Jewish sacred spaces, one also finds symbolic objects,

for example the aforementioned eternal lamp, the seven-armed candelabrum that commemorates the

Menorah of the Temple in Jerusalem, the tablets ofthe commandments or the pair of columns com

memorating Boaz and Jachin in the Temple of Solomon. In many cases, these symbols, together with

a richly decorated Torah shrine, are used to make synagogue spaces that have a more church-like char

acter appear identifiably Jewish. Troubled by this watering down of tradition, Salomon Korn, an archi

tect and currently the vice president of the Central Council of Jews in Germany, published a treatise

entitled "Synagoge '88" in the catalogue accompanying the exhibition "Die Architektur der Synagoge"



(Synagogue Architecture) held in Frankfurt in 1988. His theory on the contemporary design of Ashkena

zi synagogues was to become influential throughout the German-speaking world.

Korn held the notion that there is no specific Jewish form of sacred building, but argued that

Ashkenazi orthodox synagogues do have an "original spatial arrangement". The central position of the

bimah and the position of the Torah shrine embedded in the mizrah wall necessitate a dual spatial ar

rangement that is both centralised and longitudinal. Faced with the resultant "spatial antinomy" of

the synagogue, architects should create a hybrid continuum in the form of a centralised yet elongated

building, or an elongated yet centralised building. The women's galleries could be made to serve this

purpose. An architectonic expression of the tension between the "temporary" tabernacle and "perma

nent" temple offers further potential. A baldachin suspended from the stone exterior skin could em

phasise the longitudinal axis towards the Torah shrine, while a light positioned above the bimah could

accentuate the centre. Furthermore, the various components of synagogues should be translated into a

contemporary architectural language.

Kern's guidelines were published at precisely the right moment. Shortly after, as a result of the

upheavals in communist eastern Europe, tens of thousands of Jews migrated to Germany from the

former nations of the Soviet Union, necessitating the building of further Jewish congregational build

ings, thereby making Germany the centre of innovative synagogue architecture. The most impressive

proof of this development was the architectural competition held in 1997 for the building of a Jewish

community centre on the site of the former synagogue in Dresden, which included entries from inter

nationally renowned architects such as Zvi Hecker, Daniel Libeskind, Heinz Tesar and Livio Vacchini

(Figs. 6-7).The range of designs submitted would make, in and of themselves, an instructive pattern

book of contemporary synagogue architecture.

6 Heinz Tesar, Synagogue, Dresden, project, 1997,interior view of model

7 HeinzTesar, Synagogue, Dresden, project, 1997,elevation
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In Dresden, the third-placed project by Wandel Hoefer Lorch and Hirsch (see pp. 200-01) was selected.

Drawing on Korri's theory, the team of young architects created a complex that, like Botta's synagogue,

consists of two bipolar stone volumes. The community centre, with a frontage like a glass cabinet,

looks out over the central courtyard towards the almost hermetically sealed cuboid form of the syn

agogue - reached from the southwest - which twists gradually eastwards with each course of block

work. Within this outer volume, a baldachin-like cloth of gold shimmering thread is draped over the

sanctuary, enclosing the Torah shrine, the bimah and women's gallery, which are inserted beneath it

like pieces of furniture. Illuminated almost mysteriously by a skylight, the inner space of the syna

gogue refers to the tabernacle, its monolithic stone exterior to the Temple of Jerusalem, expressing in

their opposition what Korn described as the "conflict between stability and fragility, between the per

manent and the transitory". Although dictated in part by theory, the design for Dresden has resulted

in an atmospheric building and a space that, like Kahn's designs for Hurva, is characterised by spiritu

ality, mysticism, light and shadow.

In contrast, one of the most prolific synagogue architects in Europe, Alfred Jacoby, pays little heed

to Korri's theory. In the last 17 years he has built seven Jewish community centres in Aachen, Chern

nitz, Darmstadt, Heidelberg, Kassel, Cologne and Offenbach. In the new synagogue in Chemnitz (2002)

the Torah shrine is elevated above the congregation, crowning the oval shaped synagogue in a cabi

net-like enclosure that can be seen from outside. This suggestive building, its form fusing the axial

with the radial, and - contradicting Korn - featuring a liberally designed interior, is a far cry from his

earlier synagogue project for Aachen. In Aachen, the unconventional solution proposed by the Swiss

architect Roger Diener would have been a more interesting choice. Taking the form of a simple hall lit

from above, his design eschewed the traditional use of the gallery as a means of achieving the ortho

dox separation of men's and women's seating areas, and instead proposed - drawing on the Roman

esque principle of additive forms as illustrated in Worms -locating the women's section in a perpen

dicular addition on the north side of the synagogue that opened onto the main space. By arranging

this space directly opposite the bimah, he emphasised the central point of the otherwise longitudinal

building, resolving the "spatial antimony" of the synagogue in an original manner.

Architectonic Symbols in Germany

In 1999, Manuel Herz, who previously worked with Daniel Libeskind on the competition entries for the

synagogues in Dresden and Duisburg, caused a sensation with his winning design for the synagogue

in Mainz. This project, scheduled to begin construction in 2008, promises to be one of the most archi

tecturally interesting Jewish centres in Germany. The striking appearance of the sacred space and com

munity centre is based on a stylised representation of the five Hebrew letters of the word "Qedushah",

(blessing), elevating the complex from the worldly to the sacred. Inspired by the object-quality of the

Hebrew letters, Herz employs them "almost like building blocks". The synagogue is represented by the

Hebrew character Kor "qof", whose triangular shape opens upwards towards the heavens, while the

letters "daled", "waw", "shin", and "he" define the outline of the entrance foyer, community rooms and

school. The result is an urban ensemble, a miniature city, in which the synagogue is the tallest build

ing. Its funnel-like roof floods the bimah with light, defining the focus of the elongated building and

thereby resolving the spatial antinomy of the synagogue. Finally, the exterior cladding in turquoise

brickwork refers to Jewish oriental tradition (Figs. 8-10).

A second project that shares a reference to writing, expressiveness and abstract symbolism is Zvi

Hecker's Jewish community centre in Duisburg (1999; see pp. 198-99). Five extending concrete arm-like

portals represent the open pages of the Book of Books, which according to Hecker is responsible for

upholding Jewish identity in the Diaspora over the millennia. The triangular space of the synagogue

tapers towards the raised platform with Torah shrine and bimah, and is closely interwoven with the

plan of the community centre, occupying only a modest part of the overall complex. From the outset,

Hecker, a worldly-minded Israeli, saw the needs of the predominantly immigrant congregation as be

ing of central importance - so much so that here the modern tendency "from temple to community

centre" has resulted in a complex where the synagogue no longer forms the heart of the building.



9 Manuel Herz, Synagogue. Mainz, project, 1999, view

of the synagogue in its urban context

8 Manue l Herz, Synagogu~, Mainz , project, 1999,

floor plan

10 Manuel Herz, Synagogue, Mainz, project, '999,

pattern of the external cladding

A diametrically opposed solution was adopted by the architects Wandel Hoefer Lorch, in their design

for the Ohel Jakob Synagogue in Munich, Here, the synagogue serves as the sculptural focus of a com

plex that also includes a community centre and Jewish museum, Since its completion in spring 2007,

the ensemble represents the largest Jewish centre in Europe, Of the three distinct but closely spaced

volumes arranged around the Jakobsplatz, the multifunctional community centre adjoins an exist

ing building forming a courtyard and fusing with the historical structure of the city, and allowing the

minimalist sculptural form of the freestanding synagogue to take centre stage, Illuminated at night

and shrouded in a mesh-like tessellation of the Star of David, a glazed lantern appears to rise out of a

high rough-hewn travertine plinth that recalls the Wailing Wall- a visible expression of the relation

ship between the tabernacle and temple. Light from above floods into the wood-clad warm interior of

the synagogue. Here the women's seating area is slightly raised and runs along both long sides of the

room, following a similar arrangement to that adopted by Mario Botta in Tel Aviv.
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Tradition Over Experimentation in the United States

The artistic experimentation with architectonic signs and symbols evident in contemporary European

synagogue architecture has little in common with the unassuming utility of recent synagogue archi 

tecture in the U.S. For the most part, American synagogue architecture has proceeded without a specif

ic theory of Jewish sacred architecture .The last noteworthy attempt in this respect was Stanley Tiger

man's treatise-like concept for the Or Shalom Temple in Chicago, Illinois (1986; Figs. 11-14). Byplacing

a barn-like prayer room within a hall of columns, Tigerman predates Korn in his attempt to unite the

two contradictory ancient Jewish symbols of the tabernacle and the temple . Furthermore, through this

synthesis of the temporary and the eternal, he attempts to express "the anxiety of an exilic people in

an alien land".

11-14 StanleyTigerman,Temple Or Shalom . Chicago .

Illinois. project . 1986 . views from the east and west.

gro und and upper floor plans
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Nevertheless , in the last 20 years, some impressive buildings have been built. A notable example

is Norman C. Jaffe's Gates of the Grove reform synagogue in East Hampton , New York (1989; see pp .

190-91 ), whose shingle-clad form recalls th e wooden synagogues of eastern Europe and whose interior

sets up a tension between the Torah shrine and the central bimah. In the United States, truly innova

tive synagogue buildings and projects are few and far between. This is all the more surprising given

the shift towards congregations that cater for ever more individual needs and the growth of the Jew

ish population in the Southwest, which has nece ssitated the building of mo re synagogues. Of these,

William P. Bruder 's Temple KolAmi in Scottsdale, Arizona (1994; see pp. 192-93) is an interesting exam

ple. Although the space of the synagogue appears more like that of an unassuming association meet

ing hall, the community centre, which is conceived as a small village, communicates an atmosphere of

warmth and shelter. More recently, a renewed interest in the old Ashkenazi spatial arrangement, as al

ready manifest ed in East Hampton, can be observed in the United States. Projects such as the Agudas

Achim Synagogue in Austin, Texas by David Lake and Ted Flato (2001) testify to this .The decorative in

terior design once so popular in liberal synagogues such as Ben Shahn's stained-glass window in the

sculptural Temple Beth Zion by Wallace K. Harrison and Max Abramovitz in Buffalo , New York (1967),

or Louise Nevelson's relief-like white shrine wall (Fig. 15) in Armand Bartos' Temple Beth El in Great

Neck, New York (1970) , is becoming less common. Such artistically fertile times also brought forth or

ganic buildings such as Kenneth Triester 's Gumenick Chapel of the Temple Israel in Miami , Florida

(1969), which resembles a giant concrete sculpture. Whereas in the United States such fusions of art

and sacred building have now largely become outmoded, the trend towards sculptural experiments in

synagogue architecture in Europe remains as popular as ever.



15 Wallace K. Harriso n, Max Abr am ovi tz, Tem ple Bet h Zio n. Buffa lo,
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NEGAR HAKIM

1 Martin Frishman, diagram of a mosque and its principal

elements: qibla wall (1), mihrab (2), minbar (3), dikka (4),

kursi (5), fountain (6), minaret (7), portal (8)
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Mosque Architecture Past and Present

The mosque is a symbol of Islam and the most important building type in the Islamic world, which

today encompasses 40 countries and a fifth of the world's population. Of all the Abrahamic religions,

it is Islam that is currently expanding most rapidly. So what should a building look like whose name

when translated means a "place of prostration"? The task of designing an architectonic form for the

worship of a god that is invisible and in addition is prohibited from depiction has never been easy.

On the one hand, their creators were afraid to construct glorious constructions for fear of falling into

idolatry. On the other hand, their buildings could be no less monumental than those of the Christian

faith. The difficulty arises as a result of the Islamic prohibition of figurative representation: the Ha

dith, the book of the words and deeds of the prophet Muhammad, states: "The makers of these pic

tures will be punished on the Day of Resurrection and it will be said to them, 'Give life to what you

have created.''' Or elsewhere in the same book: "Such people as paint these pictures will receive the

severest punishment on the Day of Resurrection." Accordingly, Islam - unlike Christianity - is char

acterised by a lack of visual symbols. A further difficulty is that Islamic architecture, which is highly

contextual and predominantly characterised by small elements, does not lend itself to being a source

of inspiration for monumentality.

The Formation and Expansion ofIslam

In the year 570,Muhammad, the prophet of the third monotheistic religion, was born in Mecca, the

son of a merchant. At the age of 40, whilst meditating, Muhammad first heard the Archangel Gabriel's

voice commanding him to recite in the name of Allah. Muhammad began preaching for the "One and

Only God" but was initially largely met with ridicule and hostility. Under the threat of death, he left

Mecca and went into exile, migrating with a small group of followers in 622 to the oasis settlement of

Yathrib. There, in what later became known as Medina, he founded the first Muslim state. After the

death of the prophet in 632, the new religion spread throughout the Arabian Peninsula and beyond,

into North Africa and southern Spain. Later, Islam expanded further throughout the Persian Sassanid

Empire and extended as far as India. Within a century of the foundation of the new religion, the Koran

and the Sharia - the body of Islamic religious law that describes ritual obligations such as prayer, fast

ing, charity and pilgrimage - had spread under the rule of Muhammad's successors, the Caliphs, over

an extensive territory.

The Mosque as the Centre of Religious Life

Muslims are less dependent on buildings devoted to worship than Jews and Christians. The rite of

prayer is itself sufficient, whether undertaken at home or in the open. Prayer in a group, however, is

considered more virtuous. A mosque is primarily a hall in which men and women kneel in rows on

the floor and prostrate themselves in prayer in the direction of Mecca. By the 7th century, the follow

ing elements were already constituent parts of a mosque: the qibla wall which faces in the direction

of Mecca; the mihrab, a niche or depression in the qibla wall from which the Imam leads prayers; and

the minaret, a high tower from which the call for prayer is more audible. A mobile lectern, or kursi, on

which the Koran was placed was also common. For Friday prayers, a minbar, a pulpit raised on sev

eral steps was created, sometimes along with a dikka, a raised tribune in the centre of the room from

which the Imam's prayers are repeated for the rows at the back. Fountains located in a forecourt al

lowed Muslims to conduct ritual purification before prayers. These usually offered sufficient space for

several people to wash themselves with cold running water (Fig. 1).

Over and above its essentially religious importance, the mosque also serves a social function,

which largely determines the programming of its remaining spaces. The mosque is not solely for

prayer but is also visited on social and family occasions. Believers are served tea and dates and there

fore even the smallest of village mosques has a place for preparing tea. Larger mosques include spaces

for religious instruction, to teach courses on the local language and seminars on cultural integration.

In addition, there are rooms for women who are forbidden from prayer during menstruation and in

the first 40 days after giving birth.



The Four Types of Mosques

Over the course of the history of Islam, four basic types of mosques have arisen in western and central

Asia and in North Africa: the Arab hypostyle mosque, the Persian four-iwan mosque, the Indian three

dome mosque and the Turkish central-dome mosque (Figs. 2-5).

2-5 Martin Frishman, schematic overview of the four types

of mosques: Arab hypostyle mosque (1), Persian four-iwan

mosque (2), Indian three-dome mosque (3), Turkish central

dome mosque (4)

6 Geometric window pattern in the Umayyad Mosque,

Damascus, 705-715

The Arab Hypostyle Mosque

In light of the rapid expansion of the Islamic community during the lifetime of the prophet, the

need for built constructions providing space for undisturbed communal prayer soon arose. The first

mosque was built at Muhammad's behest in Yathrib. Enclosed by an earthen wall, it was a typical Ara

bian courtyard dwelling on a square plan. From here, the muezzin chanted the call for prayer. The first

mosques built in the decades immediately thereafter all followed the same simple pattern of the orig

inal mosque in Yathrib. For example, the Mosque in Kairouan in Tunisia (670) differs only dimension

ally from the first mosque. As with all later mosques, the dualism of interior courtyard and prayer hall

was maintained. The building had neither an external wall nor a main gate, but exhibited two new el

ements: the qibla wall and mihrab on the one hand, the minaret on the other. This tower was to be

come emblematic for mosques in general. The minaret was built on a square plan and topped with a

ribbed dome. This form of mosque gradually acquired lasting validity throughout North Africa.

As the position of the Islamic rulers stabilised in the 7th and 8th centuries, they began to consider

new forms. Keeping in mind the prohibition of figurative representation, they began to develop orna

mentation. The design of the mihrab acquired ever more complex geometric structures; sumptuous

decorations began to cover the surfaces of the prayer niche. Such decorations can be seen clearly in

the Umayyad Mosque in Damascus, Syria (7°5-715). Its basic form followed that of the original mosque

but its vaulting, columns and windows gave it a magnificent appearance (Fig. 6). It became a model

for Islamic symbolism. As the central authority of the caliphate began to wane in the t ith and rzth

centuries, their power was distributed among a series of new states that formed between Morocco

and India. The change in political structure led to regional variations in the architecture of mosques.

In the centuries that followed, diverse syntheses of Islamic and regional elements arose. Each Islamic

state developed its stylistic identity, partly in response to local climate, partly with regard to locally

available materials and traditional craftsmanship.
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7 Friday mosque, Isfahan, late i rth century tiII

rath century, floor plan

8 Imam Mosque, Isfahan, rzth century,

ceramic ornamentation around the main entrance

9 Imam Mosque, Isfahan, iyth century,

metal ornamentation on the entrance door
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The Persian Four-Iwan Mosque

In Persia, the master builders integrated references to the four-iwan construction of the pre-Islamic

palaces. The basic arrangement derives from four vaulted gates arranged axially around a courtyard

in the form of a cross. This axial cross arrangement - which weakens the dominance of the qibla wall

facing Mecca - was adopted throughout all provinces of the land. The Friday mosque at Isfahan is an

example of the pinnacle of this development. More than any other building, it reflects the history of

mosque architecture in Persia. Up until the i rth century, it retained the basic Arab arrangement of

courtyard and hypostyle hall, before it was converted and rebuilt according to the four-iwan plan in

the rzth century (Fig. 7).

The fascination with geometry was prevalent in Persia, too. The clarity of its rules were regarded as

a metaphor: ornament in mosques became synonymous with the heavenly and eternal (Figs. 8-9). To

heighten the glory of the buildings still further, the architects embellished them with written script.

In no other culture has calligraphy been refined to such extents. The clearly visible inscriptions ex

press the words of God through verses from the Koran. Painstakingly applied by hand, numerous ar

tistic scripts and inscriptions were created and used to decorate tiles, stones, walls, niches, domes,

portals and minarets.

The Indian Three-Dome Mosque

In the i ith century, Muslim warriors invaded India. After the fall of Peshawar, the path to the River

Ganges lay open. The area was settled by Muslims and the Delhi Sultanate was founded. To declare the

authority of Islam, a mosque was erected whose minaret was conceived as a symbol of conquest; after

later extensions, the tower reached 72.5 metres into the sky. The mosque in Delhi and other buildings

represent a distant continuation of older Persian forms.

The Islamic architecture of the Indian subcontinent became increasingly informed by the influ

ence of local and regional building traditions and craftsmanship, in part brought in by Hindu work

men and builders. In the Delhi Sultanate, for example, the brickwork typically used throughout Persia

was replaced by stone. In the 15th and 16th centuries, when India was under the reign of the Mughal

Empire, one of the most important styles of Islamic architecture arose: a fusion of the Hindu and Is

lamic traditions, resulting in a mosque type with three domes and an extensive, walled courtyard. The

[arna Masjid mosque in Delhi is an example of such a symbiosis. The decorative building has three im

posing entrances, four short towers and two 40 metre high minarets longitudinally banded with red

sandstone and white marble. Up to 25,000believers can pray in its courtyard at one time.

The Turkish Central-Dome Mosque

As far back as the 9th century, Turks already played a role in Islamic politics as palace guards or gover

nors. Like their neighbours, they too sought to find their own expression for their mosques. As a re

sult, a new synthesis arose in Asia Minor. The plan was based -like the original mosque of the proph

et - on a regular hypostyle hall. However, each square was covered with a small hemispherical dome,

as can be seen, for example, in the Ulu Camii in Bursa, Turkey (1396-1400). Its compact outward appear

ance, 20 domes and two minarets give the building a particularly monumental appearance.

With the founding of the Ottoman Empire in the iath century, domes acquired greater impor

tance. The conquest of Constantinople in 1453 heralded new trends in Turkish architecture. The Hagia

Sophia Church, erected under the Byzantine Emperor Justinian in the 6th century, was converted into

a mosque soon after the capture of the city on the Bosporus. The powerful urban presence of Hagia

Sophia in the city inspired Koca Mimar Sinan, Suleiman II the Magnificent's royal architect, to devel

op a Muslim counterpart to the genuine Christian original (Fig. 10). With his design, the elements of

the shell and dome acquired lasting importance and have become typical for mosques throughout

the Ottoman Empire (Fig. 11). Centralised cubic buildings were designed, crowned by a dome and sur

rounded by half-cupolas. The central space opened out onto a similar-sized courtyard of fountains



10 Koca Mirnar Sinan, Sulta n Suleirnan Mosque.

Ist anbul. 1548'1 559. longitudinal section

11 Koca Mirnar Sinan , Sultan Suleirnan Mosque.

Ista nbul. 1548'1559 . prayer ha ll beneath th e central dome

surrounded by arcades covere d with small domes. The prayer space was ofte n emphasised through

the elegant stacki ng of ste pped half-cup olas, contrasting markedl y with th e ne edl e-like minarets .

With its six slende r minare ts, the Sultan Ahmed Mosq ue in Istanbul (1609-1617) - also known as the

Blue Mosque - is regarded as one of th e most spectacular achie vements of its ti me .

zoth-Century Mosque Architecture in the Islamic World

At the beginnin g of th e zoth century, Islami c architecture was confronted no t only with a series of

technical advances but also the increasing spr ead of western modern architecture. In addition, the

commissioners of new large mosques oft en had personal and political agendas. Should the design of

a mosque be ba sed as far as possible on clear, pure forms? Should it perhaps, like the radical avant

gard e in Europe, refrain from ornament altogether? Is it perhaps better, after all, to continue historical

elements into the prese nt day? Is it possible to find a go lden mean between regional tradition on th e

one hand and moderni st architecture on th e other?
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I..
12 Hassan Fathy, Mosque, New-Gourna, 1945-1948

13 Lassine Minta, Great Mosque, Niono, 1973

14-15 Jahangir Mazlum, AI-Ghadir Mosque, Tehran, '977-'987,

concept sketch and floor plan
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Preserving Regional Traditions

The most common response to the advancement of modernism was to demand that mosque architec

ture be kept free of western influences. This position has many supporters throughout all the Islamic

nations. Many architects designed buildings using familiar architectonic forms, relying on traditional

materials and forms of construction. Of these, one of the most well known was the Egyptian architect

Hassan Fathy, who throughout his lifetime upheld regional tradition and avoided modern western in

fluences in his work. In his own research, he came to the conclusion that earth was the most appro

priate building material for his home climate. His design for the mosque for the rural community of

New-Gourna in Egypt (1945-48) was made of adobe brickwork (Fig. 12). The Dar al Islam Mosque in

Abiquiu, New Mexico (1981), used the same building methods, incorporating forms from Nubian ar

chitecture (see p. 210-11). Fathy's work inspired many architects in the Islamic nations, for example

Lassine Minta's Great Mosque of Niono, Mali (1973, Fig. 13) whose earth construction resembles in

many ways the Great Mosque in Djenne, Mali.

To maintain the purity of a particular regional architectural vocabulary, technical advances have

been avoided in the construction of buildings. However, not all architects have been quite so strin

gent. The regionalism practised by many of those who spoke out in favour of historical continuity

is, in fact, limited largely to formal language. For example, in the village mosque in Mahder, Alge

ria (1975-1980), the Egyptian architects Hanny and Abdel Rahman Miniawi refer to the local idiom

through the character of the walls, arches and vaults while simultaneously using concrete for the con

struction.

The design of national mosques is fraught with further difficulties. Here, political interests can

override all other factors: the patron's desire to see his power set in stone. The 200 metre long and

100 metre wide King Hassan II Mosque in Casablanca, Morocco (1986-1993) is such a mosque. It is the

second largest place of worship in the world and can accommodate 25,000 people on three levels. The

commission to design a building that was at once authentic as well as monumental was given to the

French architect Michel Pinseau. Regional traditions are immediately apparent as soon as one sees

the building. The minaret, the interior with its pattern of multifoil arches and the form of the capitals

and vaulting refer to the Maghreb architecture of bygone centuries. However, the roof of the prayer

hall, which can be opened hydraulically, and a laser beam pointed towards Mecca demonstrate that,

for all its historical references, the possibilities of present day technology have not been ignored.

Mediating Between the Global and the Local

In addition to those mosques whose architects rely wholly on regional tradition, the design of oth

er mosques reflects a dialogue between global tendencies and local particularities. The Al-Ghadir

Mosque in Tehran, Iran, is a good example of this tension between continuity and transformation.

Designed and built between 1977 and 1987 - the Islamic Revolution took place at the beginning of this

period - the building by the architect Jahangir Mazlum employs neither the four-iwan arrangement

nor dome and minaret. Instead, Mazlum crowned a dodecagonal prayer hall with a series of stacked

and rotated squares that grow successively smaller with each level, creating the impression of a pris

matic facetted dome (Figs. 14-15). Although the ceiling mosaic and decorative stone borders with their

glazed blue tiles and arabic script are traditionally found in Iranian buildings, they have a distinctly

modern appearance when juxtaposed with the yellow brickwork.

The competition for the design of the Istiqlal Mosque in Jakarta, Indonesia (1955-1984), which took

place soon after the nation was founded, asked not only for the design of a symbolic landmark but

also stipulated the use of durable and locally available materials. The winning design by Frederich Sil

aban employs forms typical of monumental Soviet architecture and modern Turkish architecture. Ref

erences to Ottoman architecture are not uncommon in Indonesia and this explains Silaban's abstrac

tion of the needle minaret.



16 Karnran T. Diba, prayer spacl' in the grounds of the Carpet

Museum. Tehran, 1978

17 Sevcd Hadi Mirmiran, Extension to the pilgrimage site, Qom,

2001, design

18 Altug, Hehruz und Can Cinici , National Assembly Mosque,

Ankara, 1985-1989, prayer hall

Moving Away from Tradition and Towards Modernism

In other mosques a more critical attitude towards tradition can be seen. Kamran T. Diba, the architect

of the buildings on the campus of Iondishapour University in Ahvaz, Iran (1971-1975), wanted to estab

lish a specifically Iranian contribution to modernism. The complex, constructed of yellow brickwork,

has no dome, no minaret and no ornamentation whatsoever on its walls (see pp. 204-05). A few years

later he designed a prayer room in the grounds of the Carpet Museum in Tehran (1978) in the form of

two plain cubes open to the sky, one enclosing and one enclosed (Fig. 16). The outer square relates to

the geometry of the museum complex, the inner square is rotated to face towards Mecca. The mihrab

is punctuated by a full-height vertical slot that penetrates the two walls of the concrete structure.

A more recent example of this kind of architecture is the plan for the extension to the pilgrimage

destinations in Qom, Iran (2001). The architect Seyed Hadi Mirmiran was inspired by the visual phe

nomena and the values of his homeland. His design is modern but makes reference to natural forms,

for example the waves formed by the wind in the desert sand or the surface of the nearby salt flats

(Fig. 17).

In a country such as Turkey that regards itself as being politically secular, it is not surprising when

in the design of important architectural buildings both the commissioning body and the architect

distance themselves from Ottoman tradition. This was the case with the building of a new mosque

in the direct vicinity of Clemens Holzrneister's National Assembly building in Ankara. Despite some

protest, it was agreed early on that the mosque should have a modern character. The architects Altug,

Behruz and Can Cinici designed a low, elongated building made of reinforced concrete with a stepped

roof reminiscent of a low pyramid (1985-1989). There is no minaret, and the broad mihrab is formed

out of clear, curved plexiglass. As a result, the prayer hall is illuminated almost entirely by light com

ing from the direction of Mecca (Fig. 18).

zoth-Century Mosque Architecture in the Nations of the Diaspora

In the Islamic nations, references to local traditions in the building of mosques are commonplace. Ar

chitectonic regionalism has, however, also been transported into the nations of the Diaspora, and the

formal canons of Islamic nations from Morocco to India are upheld in Europe in particular. Erich Elin

gius and Gottfried Schramm's design for the Shia Imam Ali Mosque in Hamburg (1960-1965), for in

stance, exhibits stronger parallels to traditional Muslim houses of worship in Iran than the Al-Ghadir

Mosque in Tehran or the mosque on the campus at [ondishapour University in Ahvaz. Similarly, Hu

bert Geisler and Mehmed Bedri Sevincsoy's design for the Sunni Yavuz Sultan Selim Mosque in Mann

heim (1995) is heavily influenced by the architectural vocabulary of the Ottoman Empire.

The height of the mosques in the Diaspora and their roof form is usually determined by the pre

vailing architectural conventions of the context, as neither of these is governed by any specific Is

lamic tradition. Tradition states simply that an open space for prayer sheltered by a roof is most ap

propriate. The spartan enclosure in the grounds of the Carpet Museum in Tehran and the elaborate

high-tech roof over the courtyard of the King Hassan II Mosque in Casablanca could hardly contrast

more, however both offer progressive solutions.

On the other hand, with regard to the position, form, height and number of minarets, region

al traditions do provide a source of inspiration. For example, the two aforementioned West German

mosques differ clearly in their approach. The mosque in Hamburg follows the Safavid tradition with

two minarets, one on each side of its sizeable portal, whereas the mosque in Mannheim is flanked by

only one minaret. The Sunni or Shia, Arab or Persian origin of a community is also displayed on the

pinnacle of the minaret in the form of a half-moon or through walls decorated with the script of Allah.

Such differences are sometimes also to be found in wall decorations elsewhere: the names of the first

three Caliphs appear in Sunni mosques but never in Shia mosques.
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The Spatial Programme and Arrangement of Modern-Day Mosques

Regardless of the architectonic aspirations of the design of mosque and regardless of whether it will

be built in an Islamic nation, in a desert settlement or a city in the Diaspora, the prayer ritual is always

the same.

The Path to Prayer

Once the Muezzin chants the call to prayer, the faithful make their way to the mosque. They enter

through the main entrance, in many cases into a vestibule. From there they pass through to a fore

court or roofed-over entrance hall where the paths of the men and women separate. If one wishes to

speak with one's god, it is necessary to first wash one's face, arms, hands and feet. For this reason,

fountains were of great importance in the very first mosques. Today, fountains for ablutions are still

installed in front of the prayer hall, though nowadays their value is more aesthetic.

After the ritual washing, the believer is ready for prayer. The path to the prayer hall is, however,

not a straight line. Instead, one is led indirectly - through the forecourt, corridors or stairs - gradual

ly towards the entrance. Here both men and women take off their shoes, placing them in cupboards,

racks or similar. In larger mosques there are separate cloakrooms for men and women. Wheelchair

bound believers are likewise allowed to pray and washing facilities for themselves and the wheels of

their chair as well as separate entrances are not uncommon.

The Prayer Hall

Some buildings provide separate entrances for men and women. These are never positioned on the qi

bla wall but at the sides opposite one another. From here, one can immediately see the mihrab with

out disrupting those already praying. Muslim believers enter the room, usually covered with carpets,

and join the rows of those already praying behind the Imam. The rows are always parallel and face the

qibla wall. The first row begins about 1.25metres behind the Imam. The depth and width of the room

can be calculated on the basis of this distance and the number of believers the hall should accommo

date. The floor plan can follow any geometric form as long as it does not resemble that of another reli

gion, e.g. not a cross or a six-pointed star. A rectangle oriented towards Mecca is still the most popular

form and relates to the original mosque in Medina. Alternative solutions such as the polygon of the

AI-Ghadir Mosque in Tehran or the rotunda of the YavuzSultan Selim Mosque in Mannheim are exam

ples of other possible non-rectangular forms. Regardless of the floor plan, the mihrab should always

be situated in the centre of the qibla wall.

Architects soon realised that the number of people taking part in prayers could be increased by

expanding the prayer hall by using the ancillary spaces around it. In some mosques, in particular the

large Friday mosques, it is even possible for people to pray in rows outside in the forecourt. In ex

treme circumstances, the street outside can be closed off and covered in mats, transforming the en

tire area into an open space for prayer.

The Imam takes up position in the mihrab - this niche is often also a little lower than the floor

level of the prayer hall- and begins to intone prayers. The rows of believers behind him follow his

lead. The prescribed separation of men and women is achieved in smaller mosques by allowing wom

en to form rows behind the men. If the rows of men and women are arranged next to each other, cur

tains or screens can be used to separate the sexes. In larger mosques, more complex solutions with

separate entrances for men and women are often used.

The formation of rows differs between the Sunni and Shia Muslims. While for the Shia, the rows

must be connected to the Imam during congregational prayer, this contact is not absolutely essen

tial for the Sunni mosques. In Sunni prayer houses there are sometimes several storeys or a gallery

for women; in Shia mosques, extensions to the prayer hall to accommodate women are usually at the

same level. Connection in this sense means that each Muslim can touch his or her neighbour - to the



left and right as well as in front and behind - after prayers.The floor should therefore neither fall nor

rise . The need to be abl e to hear the Imam's prayer is ach ieved nowadays with the help of technical

equipment.

Building a mosqu e in an Islamic nation , wh ere th e arch itect is required to mediat e between regional

and global ideas. remains a difficult task. In the land s of the Diaspo ra, this ta sk can be even more diffi

cult , as the recent discussions regarding Gottfried and Paul Bohrn's design for the mosque in Cologne

have demonstrated (2006; Figs. 19-20). Projects in Europe must unite what at first glance seems diffi

cult to achi eve: on the one hand the valu es and aspirations of the community, whose members often

wish to see the ir new mosque resemble those of their homelands; on the other, the values and wishes

of the local inhabita nt s, who often know little about th e Muslim religion .
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Acoustics in Sacred Buildings

The Sound of Space as a Symbol of the Sacred

The so und of a sacred space is a fundamen tal acoust ic experience of peopl e in a socie ty. According ly,

cultural conve ntio ns playa major role in how th is is perceived . To the present day in th e Chris tian Oc

cident, churches are widely expect ed to exhibit a particularly good reverb eratin g sound. Many sacred

spaces are crowned by a dome, which symbolises th e heaven s and th e house of God no t jus t visua lly

but also acoustic ally. In synagogues and in mosques, the need to hear the sermon or prayers clearl y

has always been and still is of greater import ance. However, these spa ces - with the holy shrine, the

aron ha-kodesh , positioned against the wall that faces Jerusalem or the mihrab, th e deep niche for the

imam in the qibla wall that faces Mecca - also have a certain numinous quality. The general expecta

tion is that a sacred space will conform to acou stic tradition. One reason for thi s may be that in the

clamour and com motio n of the world arou nd us, aura l perception has becom e ever more sidelined to

the subconscious. Paradoxically, th is mak es the architec tonic creation of acous tic environments more

difficult. However, the greate r freedom of form al express ion and material design afforded by modern

cons t ruction has also made new and impres sive solutio ns possible in th e field of acousti cs.

Architectural Acoustics - The Conflict Between Resonance and Clarity

The hi st ory of sacred archite cture describes a wide varie ty of fun ctional requirem ents and how they

have been adapted over time: th e functi ons of prayer, readings from the Holy Scriptures, the sermo n

and th e invocatio n and wors hip of th e Holy have led to th e formation of characte ristic spa t ial shapes

and design eleme nts . It is, however, apparent th at in certain circumstances the acous tic requirements

can contrad ict one ano ther. For prayer , prot ection from intrus ive noise is requ ired , for read ings and

the sermon, clarity of the spoken word. The invo cation and wors hip of God are cond ucted th rou gh

loud incantat ion or by a choir with many voices, supported in some religion s by an organ or musical

instruments.

The acoustics of churches presents on e of th e most complex cases of architectural acoustics. Tra

ditional churches often consist of one or more zone s that are more or les s connecte d with one anoth

er and th at se rve seve ral litm gical functi on s with different acoustic requirement s (nave, side aisles,

transept, choi r). The sound source (priest, organ, choi r) reaches the congr egation from changing posi

tions. It can be confusing for readers, singers and audience alike when sound energy from other parts

of the space reaches th em with a delay.The posit ion of th e sound source and th e form of th e space are

the key facto rs th at determine th e acoust ic inte ractio n of interconnected spaces.

Sound and Sound Propagation

The inten sity of a so und so ur ce attenuat es rapidl y with the distance travell ed. The int en sity of a

sound th at spreads evenly in all directi on s reduces by a factor of four as th e dist an ce doubles, by a

factor of a hundred with a tenfold increase in dist ance. This mak es it clear jus t how important it is to

imp rove acoust ic communicatio n th rough th e use of amplifying sound reflectio ns .

In geo metric acou st ics, th e propagation of sou nd waves is repre sented by rays th at reflect off th e

enclosing sur faces of a space according to the same laws of reflecti on used in optics (Fig. 1). Each lis

tener is locat ed in a field of sound waves th at arrives in staggered success ion, radiating from a sound

sourc e at a speed of approximately 340 m/sec and reflecting off wall surfaces and sufficien tly large ob 

stacles: the direct sound Dir arrives first, th en follows A (reflections from th e rear wall of the apse),

W (from the nearest side walls), D(reflection s from the ceiling), W' (far side wall s), R (rear wall) as

well as further reflection s from more than one surface such as D' (reflectio ns from th e ceiling and rear

wall ) and so on. The direct sound serve s to locat e the position of th e sound source, and the interval

between the direct sound and the first reflection gives an ind ication of th e size of the room .

Om aural percepti on combines th e direct sound and th e success ive sound reflecti ons to an overall

impression of the sound: we perceive th e sound as more lucid and intense th e closer th e inte rval be

tween th e series of reflections within a time fram e of 50 to about 15 0 mill iseconds. Lateral reflection s
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2 San Marco, Venice, 1063

A comp lex plan in the form of a Greek cross with

five cup olas . Sound distribution: longitudinal

sect ion show ing the t ransmitt ance of a soun d

source un th e gallery at right , in front of the

cho ir, to t he nave via reflect ion from the main

dome

3 Different angles

Right angle:

reflectio ns are tran smitt ed even ly.

Obtus e angle:

reflect ions gather alon g t he wall .

Acute angle:

reflect ions are tra ppe d.

4 Convex and concave cur ves

Convex curves disp erse sound waves; co ncave

curves concentrate soun d wave s on a focal point

- after passin g the focal po in t, the waves then

di sper se

st rengthen th e impr ession of spaciousness .They are particularly valuable as our ears are , between 6 to

10 decibels, more sensit ive to late ral sound than from other directions. The early reflecti on s strength

en the impression of the so und and improve its clarity. Later reflecti on s are heard as reverbe rations.

Very earl y reflecti on s (less than 15 milliseconds) and hard and loud late reflecti on s (later than 50 mil

liseconds) can be perceived as intrusive, overlapping or echoing reverberations. Any alt eration in the

shape of th e space changes the paths of reflection and the sequence in which they arrive at the listen

er. Likewise, the pattern and sequence of reflect ions change as the position of th e listener or the posi

tion of th e sound source changes.

Geometric Analysis

Computer program mes use three-dimensional ray tracing to calculate the geo met ric propagation

of sound. Such calculat ions are val id onl y for a particular combination of the pos iti on of the sound

source and th e list ener. With an appropriately chosen cross section, two-dimen sional geometric ana 

lyses can provide ge neral informati on about th e dissipati on of sound ta king into account higher or

der reflections from two, three or mor e surfaces. Although the attenuation of sound energy is not di

rectly visible, such geo metr ic anal yses can provid e use ful informat ion for the planning of the form

of the space (see pp. 58-59). Acute angles and nich es lead to localised sound accumulation , whi ch can

be int ru sive if th at is where listeners are locat ed , or if they lead to the delayed relaying of sound to

the listener. Right angles and rectangular spaces provide th e mo st even distribution of sound (Fig. 3).

As with mirrors, concave sur faces (such as the inward curve of a wall or a barrel vault ), concentrate

sound in a focal point , whereas sound reflect ing off convex surfaces is di spersed . Depending on th e

distance betw een the so und so urce and th e reflective surface , th e effect of a sur face can change en

tirel y (Fig. 4).

Reflection and Diffraction

In orde r to be effective, a reflector must be Significantly larger than the wavelength of the sound. For

frequencies of between 20 and 20,000 hertz, this can range from 17 metres to 17 millimetres. If an ob

struction is smaller than the wavelength, th is portion of the frequency of the sound is ignored. For

th is reason , acoust ic shadows can occur beh ind pillars and under galleries in sacred spaces as low fre

quencies pas s by obstructions while high frequ encies are reflected.

As with light , th e edges of reflecting sur faces and sur face structures in the average dimension

wavelength can result in sound diffraction . Asur face with a modulated st ructure with projections and

recesse s in th e range of a centimetre to a decim et re can be used to redu ce hard reverberations and re

duce flutter echoes between parallel sur faces . It can also serve as a mean s of absorbing high frequen

cies (Fig. 5). This rule of reflector dimension and surface structure can have aest het ic implications for

the design but can also be integrated into th e archi tec ture of the space . For exam ple, thi s mixture of

absorption and diffuse reflection explains th e good acou stic properties of baroque stucco ornamenta

tion or th e ornamenta l surface reliefs in mosques.

Reverberation Time and Absorption

After th e source of the sound falls silent, th e sound persists for as long as it t akes for all sound waves

that have not been absorbed to reach the list ener. The room volume, V, absorption surface area, A,

and reverberati on time, RT (time required for th e sound pressure level to fall by 6 0 decibels), are

connected by a simple formula: RT (sec) = 0 .163 VIA , whereby A ~ a 1 S 1 + a 2 S 2 + a 3 S 3 .. .

Howev er , t h is formula devised by Wallace C. Sabine is only valid for encl osed spaces in which

sound can distribute rapidly and evenl y. It can be used in the design phase to calculate the reve r

beration t ime wh en the absorption coefficient ax and sur face area s Sx of th e respective materials

used are known . The reve rberat ion time RT has to be determined for every freque ncy, and is there

fore represented in th e form of a reverbe rati on decay curve. An individual value wit hout qualifying

S5
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frequency generally denotes the mean value of the reverberation time for frequencies between 500

and 1000hertz. The size of the surface area of absorption required for a predetermined reverberation

time can be derived for a given volume of the space with the help of a table (Fig. 6). If precise labora

tory measurements are not available, a-values from technical datasheets can be used for the calcula

tions (for example the a-value tables in Robert E. Mickadeit (et all: Building Construction. Materials

and Types of Construction, 5th edition, New York, 1981). Sufficient reserves should be incorporated

to ensure that fine adjustments to the room acoustics can still be made. Typically the reverberation

time is measured on-site once the shell of the building has been completed to determine the actual

acoustic properties of the construction. A final measurement after the principal elements of the inte

rior fittings have been installed allows one to verify the acoustics and, if necessary, to make final cor

rections.

5 Reflections of different frequencies on a scattering

structure: for low frequencies the surface reflects as

if it were smooth, for medium frequencies it scatters

diffusely, for high frequencies it acts like many small

reflectors oriented in different directions

Because the sound signal of speech changes rapidly, clarity is particularly important. Relatively

long reverberation times can nevertheless be tolerated when reverberations decay sufficiently rapidly

and evenly and, as far as possible, consistently for all frequencies. This has been verified by measure

ments taken in sacred spaces with particularly good concert and vocal acoustic properties (Fig. 7). Fur

ther quality factors include the degree of syllable intelligibility, tonal colour of the initial reverbera

tion, as well as values determined by the geometry of the space such as clarity, acoustic transparency,

stereoscopic impression and laterality. For a mean reverberation time of 500 to 1000hertz in historical

and modern sacred spaces, recommended empirical values exist, which, depending on the architec

tural style, vary between 1.5and 7.5 seconds for empty spaces with a volume of between 500and 20,000

cubic metres. Even in large sacred spaces, the reverberation time rarely exceeds 15 seconds. In spaces

with a lack of effective reflective surfaces, the reverberation time can also be surprisingly short, as is

the case in St Peter's in Rome where the mean reverberation time is only 3.5seconds. This is an indica

tion that the unfavourable acoustic properties, which are well known, begin to approach those of be

ing out in the open.

Reverberation time Tis I

6 The relationship between equivalent sound absorp

tion area A [m'] and reverberation time T [s] for spaces

of different volume

Materials

The application of absorbent materials not only reduces the intensity of sound reverberation but can

also avoid the accumulation of sound energy that can lead to undesirable echoing effects. Generally

speaking, secondary areas that adjoin the main space should have more sound absorption than the

main space. For spaces that can be subdivided and used separately, the acoustics need to be opti

mised for each part of the space as well as for the space as a whole.

When hard and heavy materials are used which absorb very little sound energy in the frequency

range of 100 to 200 hertz (for instance stone and concrete, but also laminated multiplex wood panel

ling that is firmly bonded to a substrate without a cavity or pronounced joins), the absorption of dis

ruptive low frequency sound requires careful planning and complex corrective measures. Most effec

tive in such cases are panel absorbers (soft panels with an enclosed cavity that are applied over hard

materials with a heavy mass) and hollow chambers clad inside with absorbent material, which can be

adjusted to match the frequencies that need absorbing. To achieve a well-balanced effect, it is irnpor-

The Number of People

The people present in a sacred space together form a sound-absorbent area which, depending on the

shape and arrangement of the space, can represent a large proportion of the interior surface area, par

ticularly when the height of the space, is less than half the width. In high churches and halls, the ef

fect of people present in a space is reduced due to the large area of the flanking walls but it never

theless remains an important element. The amount of seating, the covering of the seats and their

arrangement are therefore some of the most important determining factors for the acoustics of a

space. In order to achieve really good acoustic conditions for speech and music for all listeners with

out the help of electronic amplification with today's density of seating, the maximum amount of seat

ing should not exceed 1800to 2000 seats.
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7 Church of Our Lady, Dresden, 1726-1743,

reconstruction 2005

a) Reverberation decay curve derived from an

analysis of old recordings (first and second

curves from the top) and adjusted curves when

occupied by 1000 and 4000 persons (third and

fourth curves).

h) Cross section of the 1724-1725project: the cen

tral space with a volume of25,300 m' and several

tiers of galleries, a 35 metre high dome with a

second dome inside encompassing a volume of

4900 m', had excellent acoustic properties for

speech and concerts (see p. IS for plans)
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tant to distribute the absorptive surfaces regularly in alternation with the reflective surface - for ex

ample stone paving for the open areas of the floor and hollow wooden floors laid beneath the seating.

The reduction of higher and medium frequencies is usually achieved by using porous materials

such as mineral and organic fibres, by people in the space, and through the use of structured surfac

es. Ornamental plasterwork, coarse plaster, clay plasters, exposed brickwork and rough-hewn wood or

stone blocks all have favourable acoustic qualities as they reduce hard sound reflections. The absorp

tive range of curtains can be extended from high frequencies to medium frequencies, the heavier the

curtain material and the greater the distance to the wall. Carpets, the most common floor material

used in the prayer hall of mosques, are also used in synagogues and churches to improve the acoustics

of empty spaces and to deaden the effect of footsteps.

Special Aspects of Acoustics in Sacred Spaces

The tradition of sacred spaces has produced pragmatic solutions to dealing with the problem of

acoustics (for example the narrow choir space that is acoustically connected to the nave via sound re

flections from the ceiling), which today can be realised in new forms thanks to modern construction

methods and measuring techniques. The architectural acoustics should be considered throughout the

entire design and building process - whether the spatial distribution of functions or the design of the

interior fittings, the formal design of the space or the choice of materials, all aspects contribute to the

design of the acoustics. As a result, acoustic conditions and qualities become a part of the overall con

cept. Through the appropriate choice of standard materials and elements for the interior furnishings

and the careful planning of the shape of the space, it is almost always possible to achieve the desired

acoustic conditions,

When a combination of spatial zones is discarded in favour of a simple rectangular space, then it

is the task of the interior furnishings and fittings to create suitable conditions for the different func

tions in the space. The necessary stillness for prayer can be provided by an anteroom or by a zone that

is more strongly sound insulated with appropriate materials. Traditionally a dome or cupola served as

acoustic amplifiers for the invocation, singing of praises and instruments. In spaces without a dome,

a sufficiently long reverberation time can serve the same basic purpose. Longer reverberation times

do not compromise clarity of speech if they are linearised for all frequencies and when care is taken

to avoid speech setting off reverberations. A reflector positioned above the speaker can be used to ef

fectively exclude the acoustic volume of the space above. For the sermon and reading it is sufficient to

raise the speaker to ensure the necessary direct sound radiation to the congregation: a step or raised

pulpit, as is typical of the lecterns in mosques as well as synagogues, create the important direct vis

ual and aural connection between speaker and listener. A niche or appropriately placed flanking wall

surfaces can serve to create early reflections that strengthen the intensity of sound. By contrast, sing

ers, organists and all other musicians are dependent on reverberation to transmit the sound and are

therefore best placed on a raised gallery not too far from the ceiling. The now omnipresent use of elec

troacoustic amplification can help to amplify weaker voices, but their effect is that much better when

the space is heavily sound insulated, However, the excessive use of sound insulation causes sacred

spaces to lose one oftheir most essential qualities: the sense of otherworldliness, the atmosphere

that creates the conditions for transcendent experience.
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Acoustic Analysis

To illustrate the relevance of form, material and surface structure for architectural acoustics,

a selection of interiors from th e project examples have been anal ysed based on the plan s and det ails given.

Plan Form

Eight of th e project interiors have a simp le recta ngular plan

form (see 1'1'.108-1°9, 156-157, 184-185,186-187, 200-201,228-229).

All of the remaining plans are more compl ex. Many of th em de

rive from a rectangular space - with one or more spatial projec

t ion s or indentations - or are a rare comb ina t ion of ove rlap

ping sp at ial elements with a recta ngular plan (see pp . 116-17.

134'35,136-37,152-53, 158-59, 160-61,162-63, 174'75, 176-77). Where

wavelengths are the same length or larger than the dep th of

the projection s, a smoothed ou t line along t he wall (ignoring

th e project ions) serves as th e line of reflection. Only a few of

th e spaces exhibit a pla n form th at fans outwar ds from th e al

tar (see pp. 170'73, ' 98-99, 224-25), which for large spaces (for ex

ample pp. 168'169) can result in ins ufficient lateral sound reflec

tions from th e side walls leading to poor acoustic reception in

the cent ral seat ing area of th e space.To a certain degree, one can

compensa te for this disadvantage by choos ing a slightly convex

ceiling form with sufficiently high side walls.

In spaces with concave curving side walls (segments of a cir

cle, ot her curves or angl es wit h upright wall surfaces ), so und

can concentrate in the area of th e congregation (sec pp. 72-73,

142-43, 144' 45, 174-75, 178-81: mirr ored zigzag walls, 236-37 and

230-33: irregul ar octagon) . Likewise, sharp pointed angles lead

to an accumulation of the sound waves (see pp. 94-95). ln such

spaces, particularly those of large dim ensions, it is best to avoid

placing the list eners and the source of t he so und (th e musi

cians or speaker) at the focal point, as thi s can produ ce echoes

if not counteracted by the use of stru ctur ed wall surfaces or ab

sorbent materials .

Cross Section and Longitudinal Section

Very little can be done to imp rove the acoustics of wide spaces

with low ceiling s in comparison to the width of th e space. In

sufficient lat eral sound reflect ions that strengthen th e impres

sion of the sound mean that what the congregation hears lacks

clarity and transparen ce. A well-established historical form

of low hall th at does, however, exhibit relatively good acous

tics for speech is the hypostyle hall in mosques, which like t he

tr ee tru nks in an ope n fores t wit hout unde rgrowt h, dist ribute

high freq uen cies d iffusely. The numerous pillars, t he stro ng

ly str uct ured ceiling and array of sma ll cupolas he lp to d is

t ribute so und in t he med ium and high frequen cy range (see

pp.2 18-19).

In very long spaces with parallel wall sur faces, th e in terval

between the direct sound and the wall reflectio ns can be more

than 50 mill iseconds (a difference in path leng th of mo re tha n

17 me tres). res ulting in echo ing . One can counte ract t his by

splaying one of the surfaces, by giving it a surface structure or

by app lying absorb ent ma ter ials (see pp. 186-87: chap el wit h

semi-circular apse) . It is also necessa ry to treat one of th e other

parallel surfaces accordin gly to avoid a stro ng imb alance in the

tonal colour of the reflections .

Funn el-like batt ered walls (see pp. 194-97) direct reflection s

increa singly upward towards th e ceiling, retu rnin g to groun d

level on ly after they have reflected off one or mor e further sur

faces. The effect is similar to that of a semi-circular vault : the re

verberation tim e is length ened.

Ceiling Form

The effe ct of th e plan and walls m ust always be con sidered

in conjunction with th e ceiling. When th e height of a space is

t he same or less than th e radius of the dom e crowning it, the

sou nd will be concentrated by the dome; in all other cases, the

dome reflects sound out int o th e congregation below.

Tapering and recta ngul ar rooflight s can cause sound to ac

cumulate before relaying it wit h a delay into th e sp ace below.

Depend ing on the choice of material and the size of th e area af

fected, thi s can be intrusive. Such areas should be made sound

absorbent.

A 9o-degree gable provides a favourable tr ansm ission of

aco ustic refl ections be twe en t he side walls ; a steeper ga ble

(such as a poi nte d vault ) leads to sound accumulation and an

accompanying delay in the reflected sound ; a more shallow ga

ble (similar to a shallow vault ) leads to reflections th at tra vel

along t he gable before arr iving wit h a de lay on t he oppo site

side. Bulging gables th at are curved in a longitu dinal direction

(see pp. 98-99, 104-05, 108-09) produce a similar effect to shallow

vault ing (see for exa mple pp. t64-67). One-side d pitched roo fs

always lead to sound accumu lat ion in th e sharp corne r at th e

upper edge (see pp. 9°-93,100-01, 136-37). Butterfly or M-shaped

gab les divide the space acous tically into two mor e or less sepa

rate halves resulting in an effect much like two parallel vaulted

naves (sec pp. 102-03,138-41). For spaces defined by such con

cave surfaces, the resulting effect depends on the position of

th e sound source and of t he list en ers as well as the absolute

volume of the space.

AGeneral Rule

As th e dist ances invo lved and t he volume of a space increase,

spaces that dispers e sound un evenly become more probl emat

ic. Conversely, th e smaller the dimensions of a space, th e great

e r th e risk of standing waves, which can also occur diagonally

across seve ral surfaces .

Mosque of Rome,
Paolo Portoghesi, Vittorio Gigliotti, Sami Moussawi, 1995

In this prayer hall accommodating 2000 believ

ers in an area of 40 by 40 met res, the large dome

distr ibut es the voice of the Imam back int o the

rear t hree-fifths of the square hall. The imam

is located beneath a small cupola at th e front

centr e, wh ich functions as a refl ect or to dis

tr ibu te sound both lengthways as well as lat

erally across the entire space of th e prayer hall.

The small cupo la on th e opposite side next to

th e entrance wall gathers and reflects th e direct

sound, am plifying it for th e rear of the space.

The sma ll cup olas alon g th e s ide walls have

a similar effect. Thes e compensate for th e de

creas ing int ensity of the direct sound with dis

ta nce, whic h is im portant for a roo m of t his
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s ize. The 32 pillars , eac h made of four in ter 

twined shafts that open outwa rds at th e top

and th e decorative ribbing of the dome, whose

slender dimensions only affect high frequ ency

so unds , distribute the sound reflecti ons dif

fusely in all directions, improving the intelligi

bility of the prayer betw een the columns. The

soft carpet coun te ract s hard reflections off the

floor. Despite t he hardn ess of the concrete , this

combinat ion produ ces a calm and lucid acous

tic atmosph ere.



Sogn Benedetg Chapel, Peter Zumthor, Somvix, 1988

Sound Distribution in the Plan of the Chapel

The altar is situated at the focal point of the

oval, the priest stands behind the altar facing

the congregation and therefore necessarily

a little away from the focal point. This is ide

al: the diagram shows a gODd distribution of

the sound energy throughout the space with

a concentration in the centre of the space and

the rear entrance area of the church (the point

of the droplet). Due to the small size of the

13.6 metre long church, the reflections follow

rapidly, producing a good reinforcement of the

sound. The pronounced structure of the surfac-

es, the choice of materials and the double-wall

construction of the walls, ceiling and floor help

to reduce the strength of the concentration of

sound waves. Unpleasant low frequencies are

absorbed, medium and high frequencies are

scattered favourably. This results in a good clar

ity and transparence of speech.

The tonal quality of the space is determined

by the shape of the space and its dimensions,

as well as by the strong resonance of its mate

rials. Visitors recount that the resonance of the

hollow floor is immediately apparent on enter

ing the room. In theory, the shape of the oval

is problematic (acoustic focal point and a risk

of echoing) as is the acute angle of the point

(sound concentration). However, in combi

nation with the shape of the shallow pitched

roof and its slightly arching ridge, the choice

of materials and the strongly structured interi

or within the small space, a room of particular

acoustic intensity has been created.

Analysis of the Paths of Sound Transmission Via the Walls

first ord er reflect ions

Sect io n

second ord er reflections

Direct sou nd is emitt ed forwards , reflect ed so un d bounces off

th e sid e walls . Secon d ord er and third ord er reflecte d sound

direct sound

concentrate at the rear of the spa ce. In th e cen t re the di rect

sound is rei nforced by the first ord er refle ctions.

Plan secon d order reflect ion s first ord er reflect ion s direct sound

The dark er sound proport ion of speech rad iates indirectly from

the wall b eh ind th e priest and from there is reflected to the side

Dresden Synagogue, Wandel Hoefer Lorch Hirsch, 2001

walls, At the rear of the space, one can see an ad dit ional concen

tration of firs t, seco nd .1Od third order reflectio ns .

The inner sanctuary is a space within a space:

a relatively narrow rectangular volume that

stands at a slight angle to the outside walls

and is enclosed on all sides by a curtain made

of a diaphanous brass textile. The metal tex

tile bands are in acoustic terms almost entire

ly transparent. The solid reflecting elements of

the inner space consist of oiled oak panels and

extend upwards about a quarter of the height

of the space. The "inner" lateral reflections re

sult only from these wooden surfaces, which

enclose the torah wall and raised podium like a

lJ-shaped bracket. At the opposite end, a similar

construction with the same reflective surfaces

houses the women's gallery. The massive exter

nal walls of the "outer" envelope represent the

limiting acoustic surfaces.

It is important that undesirable acoustic

effects do not occur in the outer 26 by 24 by

24 metre cuboid form. The rotational torsion

of the walls avoids such effects. Each course of

blockwork is rotated slightly so that in all from

top to bottom the walls are inclined by 5 de

grees. The resulting twist and the surface struc

ture of the opposite walls avoids the creation of

flutter echo and standing waves, and dissipates

high frequency sound waves. Likewise, the cof

fered concrete ceiling eliminates reverberations

that are too hard.

The raised position of the reading lectern,

the bimah, directly in front of the centre of

the space and the lJ-arrangement of the pews

around it ensure a direct visual and acoustic

intimacy between the reader and the listeners.

The parallel side walls and their surface struc

ture as well as the 1:1 height to width ratio of

the outer space provide good acoustic condi

tions for the spoken word.
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Light in Sacred Buildings

Natural light and the design of artificial lighting have a fundamental effect on the atmosphere of

sacred spaces. Light and shadow determine the spatial qualities of a space; when used in the right

amount at the right time and in the right place, light can accentuate, direct attention, create an at

mosphere of contemplation and composure, foster togetherness in prayer, or underline the solemnity

or festiveness of an occasion.

Light in Churches

Christian theology is a theology of light. God is regarded as the creator of light, and believers in God

have been called "out of the darkness into His marvellous light". In the revelation to John, the radi

ance of the holy city of Jerusalem is attributed to the glory of God who is portrayed as "illuminating"

the city (Revelation, 21:11; 21:23; 22:5). This theology of light is the foundation of lighting design for

churches.

Daylight has always been a key aspect in the design of sacred spaces. In Egyptian temples, the

processional route led through a hypostyle hall growing ever darker before reaching the cult imag

es, which were illuminated only on certain days by the rising sun, appearing magnificently out of the

darkness. Similarly, only a few small windows puncture the mighty walls of Romanesque domes,

sending rays of light through the darkness that were thought to come from God directly. In the izth

and rjth centuries, light was thought to be the source and actual essence of all that is beautiful. The

walls of Gothic cathedrals made way for glorious coloured glass windows, a fusion of the immateri

al-light - and the material, of the heavenly and the man-made. During the baroque period, the con

trol of light in churches was taken to perfection, a high point in the orchestration of light in architec

ture. Transparent glass windows allowed light to flood into the interiors of churches, lighting up the

frescos on the ceiling, modelling the plasterwork and illuminating the altar, behind which in some

churches a yellow-coloured radiating gloriole shone from on high.

Natural Light

Daylight can be employed as a diffuse, soft light without shadows or as a strong directed light that

casts sharp shadows. Daylight determines how a sacred space and the points of liturgical activities

are perceived. The amount and direction of light can be used to focus orientation during the service

or to create a place for silent prayer. Daylight can lend sacred spaces a spiritual atmosphere. Light can

be used to give focus to a particular spot in an otherwise open space or to emphasise sacred meaning.

Shadows can punctuate space. Complex interactions between light sources from several openings can

create layered spaces, while soft diffuse light can lend spaces an appearance of weightlessness. Day

light can model spaces, changing how they appear with each hour of the day from morning to noon to

evening. Every opening changes the character of a space, depending on whether it is placed in the cen

tre of a wall, in the corner of a room or in the ceiling. And, unlike artificial light, sunlight is available

every day, free and dependably, modulated only by the seasons, time of day and weather.

In the context of climate change, the use of daylight should also be considered in terms of energy

efficiency. Sacred spaces in which services are celebrated in artificially lit surroundings fail to exploit

not only the design possibilities but also the energy of sunlight. The degree to which daylight con

tributes to the illumination of interiors is expressed by the daylight factor. This is calculated as the

proportion of brightness in an interior compared with the brightness outdoors on an overcast day.

Comprising a sky component, an external reflected component and an internal reflected component,

the daylight factor is a constant value for every point in a room. In temperate climates, the bright

ness of the sky varies considerably. Unlike in warmer climates, the size and arrangement of openings

in churches must make the most of the lower light levels of overcast skies rather than direct sunlight.

Effects resulting from direct sunlight - strong shadows, glare and heat gain - only happen on sunny



1 Le Cor busie r, Pilgrimage Church Notre Dame du Haut,

Ronchamp, 1955

Numerou s different-sized dee p recesses with coloure d glazing

pierce t he so uth wall of the pilgrimage church.The roo f ap·

pears to float above a 10 cen timetre wide slot of light bet ween

the wall and ceiling

days. In count ries that are regularly exposed to strong sunlight , the direct incidence of sunlight can

be regulated th rough th e use of smaller openings and suitable orientation , through exte rnal shading

mechanism s or select ive glazing that offer goo d light transm iss ion but restrict energy transm ission.

The daylight factor can be calculated during th e design proces s and th e daylight illumination sim 

ulated using a mod el. The daylight factor det erm in es the lower limit of daylight illumination. De

pending on th e orien tat ion, the posit ion of the windows with respect to th e points of the compass

and th e kind of glazing , areas can result th at are either very light or in shado w. If the daylight factor

is high, les s artificial lighting is required: for a daylight factor of 1 per cent in a church with windows,

supplementary artificial lighting will be required for church services; for a factor of between 2 and

4 per cent, church services can be held without th e need for artificial lighting. To achieve a sufficient

level of daylight illuminati on it is also nece ssary to ens ure that light is consist ent, that it is glare-free .

The degree of sh ado w and the direction of the incident light must also be considered.

Natural Light From Windows

The am ount of daylight and glazing in a church fundamentally determines th e character of a space.

The kind of glazing can be used as a design eleme nt that influences how open or close d a wall appears;

it can also be a bearer of meaning. In deep spaces, light ceilings and flanking walls help to illuminate

a space evenly.They cont ribute posit ively to the atmosphere of a space and increa se th e daylight fac

to r. Sacred spaces that are lit from both sides ens ure that the centre of the space, in mo st cases the fo

cus of liturgical activities, is well lit and th at th e faces of the congregation are eas ily discern ible . Win

dows in conte mporary churches are rarely arran ged in th e traditional manner (for example, rows of

recta ngular or arched wind ows), but rath er in unusu al forms or arrangements so that particular light

ing situa tions and effects result: in Alvaro Siza's Santa Maria Church in Marco de Canaveses (1996; see

pp. 106- 07), th ree windows are arranged high up beneath the ceiling, recessed in th e inward curve of

the northwest wall. The light is reflected off the white surface of the interior.

The peri met er walls of Heinz Tesar's Don au City Church in Vienna (2000; see pp . 156-57) are perfo

rated with a regul ar pattern of smaller and larger round windows. They are supplemented by cubes

of light of different sizes that are cut into the corn ers of the rectangular space and fill the space with

light, emphasisi ng th e font and the tabernacle. Clad in light birch and sugar-maple, the space shines

like a golde n shri ne enc rus ted in precious jewels. The altar is addition ally emphasised by a rooflight

cut int o th e ceiling in a shape that symbolises th e wound inflicted on Christ on th e cross.

In the pilgrima ge church of Notre Dame du Haut in Ronchamp (1955; Fig. 1), Le Corbusier experi

me nt ed wit h different- sized openings cut like deep inci sion s into the south wall. Sunlight streams

into the space in white and coloured band s through th e panes on which a prayer is written.The icon

of the Virgin Mary is arranged in a glazed box in th e eas t wall, so that in th e morn ing the sun shines

inwards from beh ind th e figure of Mary. The curving roof is separated from th e walls on the east and

so uth side by a narrow 10 centimetre wide slot of light. Light entering th rough th e slot grazes the un

de rside of th e concrete ceiling so that the heavy prot ective roof appears to float.

Natural Light From Glazed Walls

New means of construction using steel and reinforced concrete and th e industrial production oflarge

panes of gla ss have made it possible to open enti re surfaces of spaces. Techniques such as the sand

blasting, etching, coating, melting, printing, spraying and painting of float glass offer new design pos

sibilities . Heavily structured or tinted glass surfaces as well as translucent surfaces made of thin stone

panels or matt glass provide a form of spatial enclos ure, whereas transparent glazing pro vides a light

and clear illuminat ed space and connects an interior with its surroundings. An example is St Canisius

Church in Berlin by Buttner Neumann Braun (20 02 ; Fig. 3), whose glazed frontage open s out onto an

enclose d outdoor space to the south. Different form s of modulated daylight enter indirectly via a con

cealed trans lucent glass membrane behind th e alt ar wall, through a slot th at separates th e north wall
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2 Buttner Neumann Braun, St Canisius Church, Berlin, 2003

A clear glass wall allows the church interior to open out onto

an enclosed space outdoors. Additional direct daylight comes

from a band of light and indirect light from a translucent glass

membrane behind the altar. The mean daylight factor lies

between 2.1 and 3.2 per cent

3 AUmann SattlerWappner, Sacred Heart of Jesus Church,

Munich, 2000

The church space is enclosed by a wooden shrine placed within

a translucent rectangular glass volume. The mean daylight

factor around the altar is 6.2 per cent. Towards the back of the

pews, this value drops to 2.5 per cent as the structure of the

wooden slats becomes more closed
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from the ceiling and through an arc cut into the roof of the rectangular entrance canopy. The white

rendered walls reflect the light from these various sources in different ways.

In Volker Giencke's St Florian's church in Aigen im Ennstal (1992; see pp. 98-99), sliding panes of

coloured antique glass are arranged in front of a wall of transparent thermal glazing so that the play

of colours, which produces a stimulating and contemplative atmosphere within, can be changed to re

flect the church calendar.

Translucent facades close off the world and nature outside and concentrate attention on the ac

tivities within the church space. Unlike with transparent or tinted glazing, there is no danger of glare

as a result of direct sunlight. The brightness of overcast skies is comparatively low, rising gradually

as cloud cover clears to reveal a sunny sky; the space remains consistently illuminated. The cuboid

form of the Christus Pavilion by gmp Architects and Joachim Zais (2000; see p. 110), a glass and steel

construction, which was dismantled after the Expo 2000 and re-erected in Volkenroda, is enclosed by

12 millimetre thick glass panels bonded with 10 millimere thick panels of crystalline marble. Light

streams in through the capitals of the nine cross-shaped steel columns where they meet the roof. The

diffuse and even light filtered by the white marble and the strong verticality produced by the lighting

of the columns from above lend the space a contemplative and introverted character. The mean day

light factor for the entire interior of the church is 2.7per cent.

The space of the Church of the Sacred Heart by Allmann Sattler Wappner in Munich (2002;Fig. 3) is

enclosed by a wooden shrine placed within in a translucent rectangular glass volume. Vertical slats of

maple wood are arranged in a timber framework and adjusted so that the brightness of the space in

creases towards the altar. The degree of transparency of the outer facade follows exactly the inverse

pattern: behind the altar it is opaque, preventing views inside or out, and at the entrance entirely

transparent.

For fully-glazed surfaces, consistent and even illumination, glare-free light, the degree of shad

ow and the direction of incident light are even more fundamental for the resulting quality of natural

light than with windows. The traditional though no longer obligatory orientation of churches, with

the choir to the east and the long sides of the church on the north and south sides, is advantageous

in terms of lighting. When the sun is lower in the sky, the west and east facing facades are exposed

to greater direct solar irradiation and therefore more warmth than south-facing facades (or north-fac

ing for churches in the southern hemisphere). The high position of the sun on the south side (or the

north side for churches in the southern hemisphere) means that this facade can be shaded quite effec

tively by overhanging eaves, canopies, photovoltaic modules or louvres. This is more difficult on the

west and east-facing facades where the angle ofthe sun approaches the horizontal. Large glazed open

ings on these surfaces can lead to a considerable build-up of heat. In churches with an eastward ori

entation, therefore, the natural regulation of indoor climate complements Christian symbolism: the

Second Coming of Christ has always been prophesied to come with the rising of the sun in the east.

Natural Light from Skylights

Spaces that are particularly deep can be more evenly illuminated with light from above than from the

side, the entire sky serving as a source of light rather than just a section, as is the case with windows

and wall glazing. Skylights receive the brightest light from the zenith rather than the weaker light

from above the horizon. When used in the same quantity, skylights are much less prone to obstruc

tions to illumination than windows or glazed walls are. They cause less glare and are less susceptible

to the kind of distracting silhouette-effects seen when looking at bright windows. Skylights are, how

ever, not able to afford a view of the surroundings and can provide orientation through weather and

time of day alone (Fig. 4).

Skylights provide sufficient illumination for all zones of a space within a cone with a 30-degree

spread beneath the skylight. Sacred spaces can be lit solely from above, as can be seen, for example, in

the Pantheon in Rome. Skylights can also be used to emphasise individual areas of a space, for example

the crossing at the intersection of nave and transept. Light that shines from above onto the altar can



4 Florian Nagler, St Sophia , Mun ich , 2005

White t im ber s latt ed screens filter natural light that

shines from above and through the rear wall. The

mea n day light factor lies bet ween 5.] and 6.4 per cen t

5 Konigs Arch itects, Ch ur ch of St Franci s,

Regen sburg, 2004

l.ight ralls throu gh a tran slu cent memb rane hun g beneat h

the sawtoo th roo f providi ng a diffuse ligh t within the church.

When th e sun shines, th e sawtoo th roof casts shado ws on the

mem brane; when the sky is overcas t the mem brane provides

a bright eve n light. Whe n it is dark, lights mou nt ed between

th e roo f and membrane throw cloud- like format ion s onto the

m emb ran e.The daylight factor near th e alt ar is 1.5 per cent ,

around th e pews a cons t ant 1.2 per cent

lend th e space a transcendent nature or similarly be used to symbolically mark th e position of the font

or tabernacle. I.e Corbusier used daylight not so much to illuminate a space entirely but as a means of

accentuation . In th e monastery LaTourette near Lyon (1961), he uses cylind rical shafts, th eir inner sur

faces painted , to shed coloured light onto the side altar of the crypt , accentuating its presence .

For spaces lit solely from abo ve, a higher daylight factor is required to provide a plea sant level of

bright ness indoors th an for space s lit by win dows (a daylight factor of at least 2 per cent which can

normally be achie ved with a 4 per cent window wall area proportion). A daylight factor of 4 per cent

is neces sary for complete natural illumination , which can be achieved with a window wall area pro

portion of 8 per cent .The Pantheon in Rome, a classic example, has a singl e opening at the top of the

dome, which amounts to 4.06 per cent of th e surface area.To ensure a consi st ent and even level of illu

mination , the distance between skylights should be no t be more than the height of th e room . Aspace

is regarded as even ly lit when the prop ort ion of minimum daylight factor to maximum daylight factor

is larger or equa l to 1:2. For spaces lit by window s, thi s prop ortion mu st be larger or equal to 1 : 6.

Skylights are used in contemporary church archi tecture in different ways. In the double Church of

St . Maria Magda lena by Kist er Scheithauer Gross in Freiburg (2004; see p. 178), sunlight streams in be

tween th e ceiling joist s through wide bands of roo flights , casting dynamic pattern s of diag onal shad

ows acros s the concrete walls. The areas around th e alt ars of both churc hes in th e building are illumi

nated by ind irect static ligh t cast onto its wall surfaces: th e altar and ambo in th e Catholic space by a

wall nich e; th e altar and pulpit of th e Prote s tant space by a large woo de n baffle with hori zontal cut 

outs th at is suspended in front of a large wind ow.

The church of St Francis in Regensburg (2004; Fig. 5) de signed by Konigs Archi te kte n is entirely

open to the sky, with the light from above filtered by a translucent membrane, creat ing an introverted

atmosphere in the ellipt ical interior of the church. The mood and ligh ting of th e space change with

the positi on of th e su n and clarity of th e sky.

Artificial Light

Artificial ligh tin g can be integrated subtly int o architecture and used for visual dominance. Like nat

ural light , artificial light can , over and abov e its functional purpose , also acquire symbolic meaning.

In dar kness, arti ficial lighting can be used to create a spatial impression of its own or to emulate day

light as far as is possible.

Despite the abundan ce of light that surro unds us in everyday life, we still respond to the symbol

ism of light and darkness. For Catho lic church services, for example, th e right approa ch for the time of

day is of criti cal imp ortance and det ermines the need for supplementary art ificial lighting:

o Before sunrise for the Rorate Mass dur ing advent , celebr ated in candlelight .

o Before dawn for th e Easter eve se rvice, which begin s in darkness and tak es place as the sun be

gins to rise.

o On bright morn ings for th e Sunday High Mass, celeb rated as th e sun rises.

o At night for church services such as Midn ight Mass, which takes place on Christmas Eve in the

light of the Christmas tree, which sho uld th erefore not be outs hone by art ificial lighting.

Controlling Artificial Light

The number of candl es lit for a church service used to denote the status of th e mass.Today, the height

ening or reduction of artificial lighting is likewise a means of orchestrating the celebration of the litur

gy. Bus systems with integrated lighting control units (EIB/KNX) make it possibl e to provide the right

kind of light ing in th e right quantity at th e right time during a church service. A Sunday morning church

service needs artificial lighting only to supplement natural light if th e dayligh t factor is not sufficient, or

to create a particul arly festive atmosphere on church holidays. For evenin g church services after sunset,

subdued lighting with low light levels is most appropriate in which th e pews are bathed in a dimmed

light rather th an illuminating th e vault and ceiling as one would during th e day. Lighting scenes can

be programm ed for church services th at tak e place dur ing the day or in th e eveni ng , for silent prayer,
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6 Karl Hans Neumann, Church of St Joseph, Miinchingen, 1962

Directional light: dual-state switchable glass cylinder light

fittings provide directional light for the altar and pews. The

lighting provides additional reading light by day and illumi

nates the church service in the evenings. The matt silver reflec

tor is visible inside the transparent housing of the light fitting

7 Lighting calculation for an evening service: the broad illu

mination cone of the 30 pendant lights illuminate the church

space with downlight.

above Light intensity: the isolux lines show that in the zone

of the pews a luminosity of between 100 and 150 lux can be

achieved. The altar, pulpit, font and lectern lie in the region

of 195 to 250 lux

below Light distribution: the lower half of the room is bright;

for the evening service, the upper half is illuminated only by

reflected light
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for celebrations such as baptisms or weddings and for concerts. They could be ready for recall through

touch sensors, displays or panels. Lighting scenes can be adjusted as required at any time by dimming

or brightening.

The Quality of Artificial Light

Natural light and artificial light have different qualities: in terms of colour, colour rendition, inten

sity and dynamics, natural light is far superior to artificial light. Neither the intensity and colour of

daylight, nor its variety of modulation can be achieved artificially. Nevertheless, artificial lighting is

required in churches as soon as it becomes dark. Research shows that people expect a certain quality

of light indoors at different times of the day. For example, a bright white light of at least 3000 Kelvin

comes close to how we experience light during the day outside. When using artificial light it is impor

tant to consider such biological expectations, and these are increasingly being reflected in profession

al dynamic lighting concepts. To create appropriate lighting conditions in churches that are used for

all manner of activities, lights can be used which can be switched and dimmed in various combina

tions: concentrated downlight resembles the strength of direct sunlight, while diffuse atmospheric

light resembles the ambient light of the sky. By dimming the light component, the colour of the light

can be altered not unlike the colour of the sun as it sets (Fig. 6-8).

The Colour of Light

The colour of light is divided into three primary groups: daylight-white, neutral-white and warm

white. Lamps with good colour rendition properties such as incandescent and halogen lamps illumi

nate colours in church interiors naturally. More economical high pressure and low pressure discharge

lamps have different chromatic properties and discontinuous spectral distributions. Colours of the

spectrum that are not present in this light are not rendered naturally; the higher the colour rendering

index, R (for example, greater than nine), the better the colour rendition and the better its suitability

for sacred spaces.

Light Fittings

Visible light fittings are a distinct design element and should correspond to the nature of the sacred

space. The form, suspension and arrangement of lights can lend spaces a rhythmic or concentrated

character. Likeother fittings in churches, they should ideally be designed for the space in question. Sa

cred spaces can be illuminated by a large number of small lamps, as can be seen in Henning Larsen's

Enghoj Church (1994; see pp. 102-03) in which hundreds of transparent bulbs are suspended in clusters

creating a starry sky, or in Fogh & Folner's Tornbjerg Church (1994; see pp. 100-01) in which transparent

globe lamps, delicate like soap bubbles, are suspended in a tight grid; or they can be lit by a few large

lamps that characterise the space such as can be seen in the Grace Church in Stuttgart by Maier Graf

Speidel (1964; Fig. 9). The white wings of the light fittings pick up the folds in the concrete of the walls

and ceiling, and through the play of light and shadow, they lend the austerity of the space lightness

and buoyancy.

Lighting Considerations

A space appears light and pleasant when the luminance of its vertical surfaces is high. During the day,

with the help of natural illumination, a value of 300, preferably 500 lux is desirable. In the evening, a

mean intensity of illumination of 80 to 150 lux is necessary in the nave and the pews in particular so

that the congregation can comfortably read their hymnbooks. Light attracts attention - the human

eye is involuntarily drawn towards the lightest part of a room. The focus of activities should therefore

be more brightly lit, with a light intensity of 150 to 250 lux. In the side aisles and secondary areas, the

level of brightness should recede as bright areas in the periphery of view are distracting. The overall

brightness should be sufficient so that accent light is not required. Verybright lamps or strongly con

trasting light intensities of different items in view lead to glare. Very bright window surfaces in the



8 Karl Hans Neumann, Church of St Joseph, Munchingen, 1962

Diffuse light: a translucent inner cylinder containing an eco

nomical compact fluorescent lamp produces diffuse ambient

lighting for daytime church services

9 Maier Graf Speidel, Grace Church, Stuttgart, 1964

Soft light: the winged light fittings echo the folds in the

concrete ceiling and walls. The matt glass and white perforated

metal sheets reflect the light from the lamp producing a soft

light within the church interior

10 Light to look at: burning prayer candles

choir can be just as glaring as visible points of light from spotlights beneath the ceiling or glass lamps

mounted against a dark wall.

Light directs one's view and attention. The direction of artificial light can either follow that of day

light, supporting how it lights up a space through windows or skylights, or alternatively consciously

illuminate other areas to create a different spatial impression. People need shadows in order to rec

ognise the structure of spaces. Strong, directed light from a single source produces sharp shadows

with a strong contrast. Consequently, it becomes more difficult to differentiate between object and

shadow. Indirect lighting generally speaking produces very little shadow. It can be used to neutralise

boundaries, to create spaces of lightness, but it can also impair our perception of space, making it ap

pear monotonous and lifeless.

Liturgical Considerations

As the primary focus of church activities, the altar should be the lightest part of the space. The altar

and ambo should be brightly lit, but not exaggeratedly so as if in the beam of a stage spotlight. The

clergy and celebrants in the altar space must not be dazzled by bright lights at low-level that point

at them. If floodlights are necessary to illuminate the altar, they should be mounted at an angle of

45 degrees above the angle of view of the clergy and should not shine directly on their heads. It is

often advisable to illuminate the face of the priest at the altar and the sermon reader at the ambo or

pulpit from two sides. By lighting the nave and altar in the same light, the communal celebration of

the clergy and congregation can be given additional visual expression.

At dusk or at night, churches can appear inviting when the light within is visible from outside,

beckoning one to enter to take part in prayers. A minimum level of brightness is necessary in order for

people to get a sense of orientation in the space. The provision of sufficient light by which to see com

municates a sense of security. Directed light can structure the visible environment and direct atten

tion to the altar or to particular iconography within the church. Lit candles and the ever-changing play

of light and shadow they create can be used to provide a visible point of brilliant light in an otherwise

subdued space that is both attractive to look at and contemplative for prayer (Fig. 10).

Light in Synagogues

Light was God's first act of creation. God is the source of light and of life and is himself often called

The Light. The significance of light in synagogues is similar to its role in Christian sacred spaces. The

eternal light, a light that never dies out, represents the presence of God in the tabernacle as well as in

the synagogue. The seven branches of the Jewish candelabrum, the menorah, is the oldest and most

important religious symbol of Judaism. As a sign of religious enlightenment, the menorah is present

in one form or another in every synagogue, as is the Kaddish lamp that commemorates the dead.

Natural Light

Synagogues are illuminated with skylights as well as windows and glazed walls. In "Synagoge '88," a

treatise on the design of synagogues, Salomon Korn recommends illuminating synagogues exclusive

ly with light from above. By refraining from using windows and openings in the walls, a place of con

centration, prayer and contemplation can be created that is free of outside distractions. According to

Korn, the bimah should be lit from above from a centrally arranged shaft of light making it the centre

of attention. The outer walls should ideally by washed in light from above, and the torah shrine it

self should appear as the source of light. The interior of the synagogue in Dresden by Wandel Hoefer

Lorch Hirsch (2005; see pp. 200-01) follows Kern's recommendations and is lit by a rooflight. The cen

tral sanctuary is enclosed in a diaphanous metal curtain that hangs down from the ceiling and glitters

in the light from above, a reference to Moses' tabernacle. The monolithic external walls that surround

the sanctuary and curtain refer to the Temple of Jerusalem. In Alfred Jacoby's synagogue in Kassel
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Light in Sacred Buildings

11 Alfred]acoby, Synagogue, Kassel, 2000

The open doors of the torah shrine are backlit, on the right the

rectangular menorah made of blue glass, to the left and right

the Kaddish lamps with the Star of David, also made of glass
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(2000; Fig. 11), filtered light shines from above through a band of skylights in the ceiling. The torah

shrine is placed in front of a glass window that shines with a diffuse blue light.

Artificial Light

Artificial lighting in synagogues should be used in a similar fashion to natural light, in order to em

phasise particular places in the sacred space. During the Jewish service, attention is focused on the to

rah shrine, the torah procession and the bimah. Readings are recited from the bimah and regardless

of day or night this should be the brightest area of the synagogue. As the entire congregation active

ly takes part in the service, the seating must also be lit sufficiently. Zvi Hecker, for example, employs

simple pendant lights that match the sparseness of the concrete enclosure to illuminate the syna

gogue in Duisburg (see pp. 198-99). By contrast, conspicuous lighting concepts are characteristic of

Alfred Jacoby's synagogue designs: in Aachen (2000) and Chemnitz (2002), he uses chandeliers in the

form of the Star of David. In his design for the synagogue in Kassel, the torah shrine itself is made a

source of light by backlighting its glazed doors.

Light in Mosques

In the Koran, Sura 24 (AI-Nur- "Light") states that "God is the light of the heavens and the earth." Nev

ertheless light is not used to denote symbolic meaning in mosques since, with the exception of the

Kaaba in Mecca, the use of symbolism is prohibited in Islam. Light should not be used to create mys

tical atmospheres but to clearly delineate the basic form of the prayer hall and its extents. Before God

all men are equal. As a result, despite their orientation towards Mecca, mosques exhibit no particular

directionality even though the opposite arrangement of entrance and mihrab creates an axis of sorts.

The interiors of mosques should be evenly illuminated. The empty space of the floor, the ability to

perceive the room as a whole and the even illumination produce a space of great unity and peace.

Natural Light

The handling of daylight in a mosque is very dependent on the climatic conditions of its location. In

very hot climatic zones, daylight is only admitted through very small openings or filtered, for exam

ple by transenna as can be seen in the Umayyad Mosque in Damascus (see p. 47). In temperate climat

ic zones, more natural light is admitted into the interior of mosques through clear (rarely coloured)

glass windows.

For the Ottoman type of central-dome mosque, which commonly serves as a model for new

mosques built in a traditional style or reinterpretations thereof, the following apply:

o The entire room and the enclosing walls of the room should be brightly and evenly lit.

o Direct sunlight and strong shadows should be avoided.

o Central areas such as the mihrab or minbar should not be emphasised through the use oflight.

o The room can be illuminated via clear glass windows above floor level, likewise the rim of the

dome but not the vertex of the dome itself.

These principles have been realised in quite different ways. The Mosque of Rome by Portoghesi,

Gigliotti and Moussawi (see pp. 218-19) is lit by numerous small windows in the tiers of the dome, by

a large window in the qibla wall and indirect light from a strip window that runs around the room at

halfwall-height.

The revised design for the Central Mosque in Cologne by Paul Bohrn from 2006 features several

shell-like layers of walls that form a dome in the centre. Glazing arranged between the layers allows

light to flood into the prayer hall (see p. 53).
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Artificial Light

The five daily prayers should, wherever possible, be conducted communally in the mosque, Two of

the prayers take place during the day at midday and in the afternoon, the remaining prayers at dawn,

after sunset and late in the evening. Additional prayers in the fasting month of Ramadan are conduct

ed at night. For such ritual prayers, the use of artificial light in addition to natural light is absolutely

essential. The orientation of the believers is fixed with all prayers conducted facing the qibla wall and

the mihrab niche, The need to hear the prayer and recital takes priority over the ability to see the per

son leading prayers. As such, neither places nor people are especially illuminated; instead, the entire

room is evenly lit, Large slender circular hoop chandeliers are commonly used to light historical Otto

man mosques, such as can be seen in the Sultan Suleiman Mosque in Istanbul (see p, 49), Occasion

ally, large chandeliers are used, although these contradict the principle of even illumination as they

create a point of focus in a space that strictly speaking has no functional centre,

The tradition of illuminating spaces evenly using slender circular hoop chandeliers has been

taken up and adapted in many modern mosques, In the Islamic Cultural Center in New York by Skid

more Owings Merrill (see pp, 216-17), a series of lamps suspended from the rim of the dome form a

large circular ring reminiscent of its historical predecessor. In the Dar Al Islam Mosque by Hassan

Fathy in Abiquiu (see pp. 210-11), a ring of traditional glass lanterns is suspended beneath the dome,

In the Mosque of Rome by Portoghesi, Gigliotti and Moussawi (see pp, 218-19), a tiered series of hoops

with small, suspended glass lamps emphasises the centre of the space, with further single hoops sus

pended from the 16 individual cupola around its perimeter.
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Churches
In comparison to residential, office or theatre architecture - with which it shares certain simi

larities with regard to the relationship between event and participation - modern church archi

tecture is peculiarly complex. From a functional point of view, a church has "only" two spaces: a

room for the church service and a room for preparing the church service . However, the symbolic

qualities and continuity of the tradition of Christian sacred architecture stand in sharp contrast

to the simplicity of the facts . In no other architectural task is the continuing validity of old or

even ancient solutions -leaving aside large parts of the richness of its imagery - so apparent.

In terms of the arrangement of plan, buildings for church services can be divided into two basic

types : the axial-processional arrangement and the centralised arrangement. Processional build

ings do not have to be long; they need only exhibit a certain directionality, axiality and eccen

tricity. Centralised buildings need not be round; they need only exhibit a circular movement,

be radial or concentric.

Since the days of Emperor Constantine's "conversion" to Christianity, the processional arrange

ment has dominated Christian architecture in western Europe, and the centralised arrangement

that of eastern Europe. That said, the two forms have never been clearly separated; the choice

of plan for a church was never limited solely to the rectangular, on the one hand, or the cross

shaped, circular or square, on the other. The ever expanding possibilities offered by new materials

and form s of construction since the Industrial Revolution has made almost anything possible.

As such, the second half of the zoth century has seen the boundaries between the two become

more fluid, though this does not mean that the often extravagant architecture is any less certain

about its appropriateness for the liturgical ceremony.

The 51 case studies collected in the following chapter are divided primarily into churches that

are either axial or centralised, with three further examples for each of the categories cathedrals /

large churches, for double churches and for monasteries and convents, although these too could

be classified as axial or centralised. Strong axiality can be seen in the projects by Alvar Aalto and

Alvaro Siza, less pronounced axiality in the work of [uha Leiviska and Steven Holl. Strongly cen

tralised geometry can be seen in Trevor Dannatt's and Anssi Lassila's projects, subtler centralised

arrangements in the work of Paulo Archias Mendes da Rocha and Raffaele Cavadini.

Of the cathedrals/large churches, Jose Rafael Moneo's cathedral can be regarded as processional,

Renzo Piano's as centralised.There are three types of double churches . In Augusto Romano

Burelli and Paola Gennaro's church, the church hall can be divided, in Johannes Kister, Reinhard

Scheithauer and Susanne Gross' church, two halls are combined in a single building, in Manuel

Pauli 's project two church halls are provided in a complex with two buildings.



Early sketches of the church space

Floor plan showing th e five spat ial sub divi sions with in the

fram ework of the church ; the main bod y of the church still

shows the never realised cent ral position of the altar
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Bagsvcerd Church
Copenhagen, Denmark
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Architect

Client

Completion

Denomina tion

Footprint

Seating capacity

10m Utzon

uagsveerd Parish Church Council

1976

Lutheran-Protestant

1742.5m1

ca. 280

Dictated by its position on a main road on the periph

ery of Copenhagen, this elongated, stepped building

seems at first glance ostentatiously introverted. One

sees a concrete structure with wide, solid north-south

gable walls and long east-west flanks. The roof of the

centre structure and the roofs of the structures on ei

ther side contrast with one another: the former, ob

lique surfaces of vertically profiled aluminium and the

latter, low pitched surfaces of glass and steel. Large for

mat white tiles cover the upper sections of the external

walls; the rising and falling of the exterior loosely cor

responds to the line of the vaulted interior.

On a grid of 2.2 by 2.2 metres, there are 36 units along

its length and ten across. The building covers an area
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View from the southwest. on the stepped facade the contrasting

horizontal panels and vertical tiles I View from the west, the bells

are high up in the right flank IView onto the south flank wall, left

the ambo and altar made of concrete elements IView from the

altar towards the entrance, above the springing point of the vault

of 79.57 by 22.5 metres. The building is a large frame

work with five bays, arranged in a row from west to

east: in the first of these are the forecourt, the chapel

and the entrance to the church; in the second are the

church and sacristy; in the third are the offices and the

kitchen; in the fourth the parish hall; in the fifth semi

nar and group work spaces. The prefabricated structural

frame with its longitudinal and lateral corridors serves

to provide access to the ancillary rooms, and to enclose

the four inner courtyards.

In contrast to the grey exterior, the white interior is de

fined by the balance between a weak longitudinal axis

between the entrance and altar and the strong later-

al axis created by the dominant vaults of half cylinders

and half ellipses, which swing high and low. The thin

8 to 10 centimetre thick ceiling of wire mesh covered

with air-sprayed concrete has a span of 17.35 metres;

it rests on the wall slabs of the corridors on the north

and south sides. The hidden rooflight on the west side

and the light from the corridors make the space appear

light; when the sun shines, one has the impression

that the vault is opening up to the sky.

The altar occupies a large part of the east side of the

church space. The concrete table is enclosed by a perfo

rated screen of white bricks. Artificial light is provided

by light bulbs attached to tubes. Like chains of lights

and rows of candles, the small spheres give the dynam

ic interior a distinctly festive atmosphere.

The Church of Bagsvaerd broke away from the rustic ar

chitecture of coarse red bricks and rough brown timber

typical for almost every church in Denmark, and which

still characterises Ravnsbjerg Church by C.F. Moller Teg

nestue in Viby,Arhus, dating from the same year (see

pp. 74-75). Kenneth Frampton saw in Bagsvzerd the par

adox of a simultaneously regional and universal archi

tecture. The exterior can be likened to the form of ware

houses and barns; the interior, in particular the vault,

resembles the sort of spatial experience produced by

the fluffy white clouds that lie in tall columns over the

Pacific off Hawaii. In the architect's early sketches, one

can already see an "imago mundi", the image of man

between earth and heaven and on the way to God.
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Cross section

Roof plan
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Longitudinal section

View from the east, left the wing with offices and hall IView from

the northwest, baptistry to the front I Nave with the rounded

arches in reinforced concrete 1View from the gallery onto the side

entrance and the transition to the sacristy

Church of the
Resurrection of Mary
Riola di Vergato, Italy
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Architect

Client

Completion

Denomination

Seating capacity

Alvar Aalto

Cardinal Giacomo Lercaro

1978

Roman-Catholic

ca. 240

Situated in the Bolognese Apennines and linked by a

bridge, the villages Riola and Vergato are spread along

the banks ofthe Reno. The church stands on a pla

teau between the river and the hillside. With its wedge

shaped form, the building is inserted between the flow

of the currents and the slopes of the landscape.

Stepped to the north, curved to the south, sloping

down to the west, the church was largely construct-

ed out of industrially produced elements. Six round

ed arches made of reinforced concrete serve as the sup

porting framework, on which four concrete shells rest,

each a quarter cylinder in section. The external walls

are clad with panels of local, light brown sandstone

and the roof is clad in copper. On the north side, the



Design sketch

The complex on a strip of land between a main road and housing

estate IChurch, meeting house and tower grouped around a court

yard and connected via arcades
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Site plan and plan showing the position oflater buildings

Brother Claus Church
Graz, Austria
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Architects

Client

Completion

Denomination

Footprint

Seating capacity

Michael Szyszkowitz, Karla Kowalski

Diocese of Graz-Seckau

1987

Roman-Catholic

ca. 200

In the submission details for the invited competition

in 1982, the congregation requested a design for a "real

church". In other words, the new building in Graz-Rag

nitz should be "immediately recognisable as a church".

This wish may have been in response to the difficulties

that arose in connection with St Paul's Church in Graz

Eisteichsiedlung (see p. 25) designed by Ferdinand

Schuster in 1971. This predominantly steel-and-glass

building with its red and brown main hall and square

plan was devoid of all sacred typological and atmos

pheric characteristics. Through its sobriety and neu

trality, the elongated building aspired to be a "church

of the world"; St Paul's Church was an expression of a

consequent, even radical "aggiornamento" in the wake

of the Second Vatican Council. Gradually, however, the



Section through church and meeting house

Section through meeting house and children's house

Courtyard with view of the barrei roof of the church and the meet

ing house IUndulations of ground and roof, beginning on the

ground via the eaves to the ridge

congregation became increasingly disillusioned with

their church and it was not long before the low unas

suming building was regarded more as a multipurpose

hall or cultural centre.

By contrast, the Brother Claus Church cannot by any

means be described as unassuming or conventional.

Situated at the edge of the town where urban switch

es to rural, the church sits on a broad strip of green be

tween a six to eight storey housing estate to the south

and a main road to the north. Although a somewhat

tricky location, the heterogeneous nature of the situ

ation does offer the potential to realise something in

dividual, even playful, something that would rarely be

tolerated in more structured urban textures and only

if a client were determined enough to create what one

might call "signature architecture". An object of this

kind which - however autonomous its conception may

be - embodies the vitality of the "Graz School", as seen

in the work of Gunther Domenig and Eilfried Huth, and

draws on the organic tradition of emulating the soft

forms of nature, animals and plants, has perhaps the

best possible conditions here on the periphery.

Drawing on their previous spatial investigations into

congregation and enclosure in earlier projects, the two

architects have arranged the building around a com

mon centre. One enters via a courtyard, to be more pre

cise, from the tower at the northwest corner of the

complex - the slanted wooden block containing the

bells of the 17.5metre high tower stands on six con

crete columns - one is led through a portal into a cob

bled courtyard surrounded on three sides by arcades.

The west face of the courtyard is open. The fourth side

of the 'cloister' is missing simply because the build

ing planned for that area has not yet been realised.

The 1300 square metre lawn on the southwest side,

which opens out onto woodland and a stream, was

originally planned to be used for a children's nursery

and a youth club.

From the portal beneath the tower on the northwest

corner of the complex, one's view wanders diagonally

across the square courtyard before coming to rest on a

covered passageway that leads in the direction of the
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Detail sections and elevations

Entrance to the church ICentral aisle towards the altar IView

from the ambo and altar towards the entrance, on the left a foot

ing ofthe laminated truss beams IStrips of boarding and glass

between each pair of laminated truss beams, in the background

the baptistry

housing estate and separates the complex into a some

what larger church on the left-hand side and the small

er meeting house to the right. In each of the buildings,

the arrangement is axial and symmetrical. In each of

the buildings, the cross section is more dominant than

the floor plan. In each of the buildings, a barrel vault

crowns its ridge, in the church broken into two parts, a

larger and a smaller quarter-circle. In each ofthe build

ings, the canopy extends deep into the entrance hall so

that it becomes part of the "cloister" around the court

yard.

The zinc-clad roof landscape, whose plethora of curved

and slanting surfaces undulate dynamically, is the

dominant feature of the architecture. Broad troughs
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separate the individual sections, the raining running

along and down the columns. On one side of the plot,

an embankment to the road rises up to the eaves, the

zinc and glass continuing the undulation to the ridge

of the roof. Depending on the weather, the matt shim

mer of its surface merges with the white and grey

of the sky above. Seen from the upper storeys of the

neighbouring housing estate, the entire complex

resembles the rise and fall of mountain ranges and

valleys.

Inside the Brother Claus Church, the room is 22.5 me

tres long, 19.5 metres wide and 10.3 metres high to

the underside ofthe curved laminated truss beams.

Although the volume of the building is more or less

the same as half a cube, one is unaware of its Euclidian

proportions. Here, it is not the pale whitish masonry

walls that define the space, but rather the stained deep

red, muscular timber trusswork of eight columns and

four trusses. Each of the truss frames consists of two

or three thick beams - their securing bolts and planks

plainly visible - that rest on two inner and on two

outer block-like footings, which can also serve as seats.

The boarding and glass strips on the underside of the

ceiling replicate the delineation of the columns and

trusses, underlining the presence of these construc

tive elements. Without disrupting the overall unity of

the space, the four large red truss frames subdivide the

space much like a basilica. It has a narrow side aisle to

the south, from which one reaches the chapel, with the
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sacristy on its left and the confessional on its right.

From the narrow side aisle to the north one reaches

the small baptistry. It has a broad central nave with

the altar, a choir and pews, which are arranged on

three sides around the round altar table and can

accommodate about 200 persons.

The Brother Claus Church in Graz is one of the few ex

amples of more recent sacred architecture that does

not adhere to the prevailing penchant for empty white

walls or the customary mysticism of glass and light

in all colours of the rainbow. Rather, the building - in

which the unity of structure and decoration is so self

evident that no-one would think to question whether

the structure is decorative or decoration structural-

stands in the Catholic tradition of a wondrous, joyous,

almost baroque exuberance, of which there are numer

ous examples in the Steiermark. It is not without rea

son that architectural critics have praised the building

as being "refreshingly anarchic" and "orderly in its dis

array".
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Site plan, in the centre the half-figure of eight, also known in ge

ometry as a lemniscate, to the west and north the Bann woods,

to the south the village
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Floor plan showing the position of the purlin, rafters and laths of the roof

North side I sou th side. with th e "ladder" for th e bell in front

Sogn Benedetg
Chapel
Somvix, Switzerland
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Architect

Client

Completion

Denomination

Footp rint

Seating capacity

Peter Zu mthor

Disenti s Benedictine Mona st ery

1988

Roman-Cat hol ic

67.) m '

ca. 40

More akin to a roadside or pilgrima ge chapel than a vil

lage church, the height of the building at the entrance is

only half of what it is at the bott om . Clad in larch shin

gles, the exterior is entirely closed except for a band of

windows beneath the eaves of th e shallow roof that

caps the building. lts outward appearance reveals al

most nothing of th e int erior. Not even th e fainte st un 

dulation of th e surface gives away any indication of the

floor level within. All th e visito r is immediately aware of

is the shape of th e floor plan, a half-figure of eight.

With a length of 13.6 metr es, a width of 6.15 metres and

a height of 6.2 metres, th e int erior of th e chapel is quite

minute, its cross section at its wides t point forming a

square. The construction is so slender th at it is of al-



St udie s on fo lding wall variations

so
ISite plan

View from the west with the strip of window not visible from the

entrance IView from the north showing the dynamic contraction

and expansion of the entrance face IThe interior illuminated by

light from the west, steel cross on the rear wall I Interior view

looking from the rear wall back towards the entrance

Chapel for a
Country Estate
and Hunting Lodge
Valleacer6n, Almaden, Spain

Architects

Client

Completion

Denomination

Footprint

Seating capacity

Sol Madridejos Fernandez

Juan Carlos Sancho Osinaga

private

2000

Roman-Catholic

94.08 m'

28

Situated in the province of Ciudad Real, on the crest

of a hill surrounded by barren countryside, the chap

el is part of a small country estate and hunting lodge,

which encompasses a manor house, a warden's resi

dence and trophy pavilion. The secular and the sacred

architecture of the "feudal" estate are as extravagant

as one another but stand apart, the profane buildings

clustered together, the church higher up and to one

side; the former rendered snow-white and entirely or

thogonal, the latter a matt concrete structure and en

tirely diagonal.

As there is nothing far and wide to compare it with,

the chapel initially appears quite large. In reality, how

ever, it fits in a square of only 8-4by 11.2 metres. The
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20 centimetre thick concrete walls were cast in situ

and left fair faced. The marble additive in the mixture

lends the crystalline form a varying sheen. Somewhat

fragile and unstable looking at the front, at the back

more robust and stable, the building reaches 10.6 me

tres at its highest point. In front of and to the left of

the entrance, the folded composition changes most

dramatically in rising and falling triangular and trap

ezoidal planes. The door is made of corten steel, as are

the window frames and mullions.

Arriving from the northwest, one enters the chapel

and faces the black steel cross on the rear wall. The

construction artfully conceals the source of the light

that illuminates the chapel, On the one hand, sun-

light enters through a full-height strip of glazing next

to and above the door, although one is not aware of its

full extent as one enters the chapel; on the other, sun

light enters from above and the side through a room

wide toplight and a sidelight at the rear of the build

ing. One stands in a space that is anything but dark,

although the only window one can actually see is a

tiny square in the middle of the rear wall.

Architectural critics have likened the building to Japa

nese origami. Certainly, the folded plane and process

of folding is a generative aspect of the design. With

out the influence of the work of so-called deconstruc

tivists such as Peter Eisenman or Rem Koolhaas, and

without the help of computer-aided design, the build-

ing would not have had this form. In most cases, adjec

tives such as "sculptural" or "autonomous" are applied

to describe spaces originally built to serve a particu-

lar function. In Valleacer6n, however, the creation of

a work of art has become reality. The "folie architectu

rale" can simply be itself for its own sake; it need not

serve the needs of a congregation, only that of private

contemplation in an increasingly pleasure-oriented

society.
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Northeast view ISout hwest view of th e ma in and secondary

building, th e chapel on the left, th e en tranc e to the aud itorium

on the right IView of the chur ch from th e north , all sacred objects

are made of white marb le or brushed stainless ste el IView of t he

church from th e east, the altar in th e foregroun d, in th e back

ground left the two confessional boxes, righ t t he chap el ]Chapel

with daylight from the west

Santa Maria ]osefa
Church
Rome, Italy
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Architects

Client

Completion

Denom ination

Footprint

Seating capacity

Fra ncesco Garofalo, Sha ro n Yoshie Miura

Vicar General of the Archdiocese of Rome

1001

Roman-Catholic

1100 m'

Church lsO, chapel SO

The church stands in a new suburb a fair distance south

of the centre of Rome, though not far from the ViaPre

nestina, one of th e ancient Roman road s. It is bordered

by a planned and approved suburb to th e west and a

spontaneous suburb to the east. On th e slightly sloping

site, about 80 by 80 metres overall, a complex oftwo in

terl ocking buildings has been built. Form, size and col

our have been used to clearly den ote the function and

hierarchy of each building.The auxiliary building has a

doub le-hooked shape, with a long centra l section and

two shorte r elem ent s at each end; th e main building

is box-shaped with a curving roof. The auxiliary build

ing is low and is rendered a deep red colour ; the main

buildi ng - the church hall and bell tower - is high and

clad with rough matt -shimmering panels of brownish
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View from the northeast with ben tower in the background IView

from the south with reflecting pool in the foreground I Interior

view of the church han, at the back on the right the altar and

ambo, on the left the Blessed Sacramental Chapell View from

the "route" to the entrance

Chapel of St Ignatius
Seattle, Washington, USA

Architect

Client

Completion

Denomination

Footprint

Seating capacity

Steven Holl

Seattle University

1997

Roman-Catholic

ca. 565 m'

230

The location of the buildings on the campus of the

Catholic University of Seattle is determined by the rigid

grid pattern of the roads. The chapel sits on a quadran

gle in this grid. The orthogonal footprint of the build

ing covers an area of 35.5 by 15.9 metres, its long side

pointing exactly east-west, its short side north-south.

In front of the building, which one approaches from the

south, lie a shallow pool and the bell tower, a high con

crete stele that holds aloft the sign of the cross.

The architect has described the volume of the build

ing as "bottles of light in a stone box". The chapel is en

closed by slabs of wall cast on-site. The exterior of the

panels has been stained in light ochre and the holes

used for craning the panels into place are capped with
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Section from south to north looking towards the "processional route" West elevation

----_.__._------------~-'----'

East elevation

bronze stoppers. Steel beams, curved precisely using

magnetic induction, form the arched roof forms of the

six vaults; zinc panels cover the dynamic roofscape.

central space opens out to the right of this processional

axis and encompasses several areas, the entrance lob

by, the congregation and areas for the priests and the

musicians.

lenses operate as a counterpart to the larger strips and

surfaces of colour; yellow and green serve as a counter

part to red and blue. In this way, each of the six "ves

sels" has its own play of colour.

The programme of the church is complex. Each func

tion and each ritual correspond to a vaulted-over space,

one of the larger or smaller, shallow or steeply curving

volumes that arc out of the roof. The ribbon contain

ing the sacristy, the wedding chamber and a separate

confessional box occupy almost half of the east side.

A narrow "processional route" begins outside on the

forecourt and runs along the wall of the west side to

the font made of cedar wood. The axis ends at the sac

rament chapel, whose walls are treated with beeswax.

The onyx tabernacle stands in front of this. The main

The chapel is illuminated almost exclusively from

above. In the rough-plastered white interior, light

streams out from behind baffles that are suspended

slightly offset in front of the glass roof lights and blend

into the walls. The sun shines onto coloured fields

painted onto the reverse side of these baffles, which are

concealed from view. From inside the chapel one can

only see the slots at the edges of the baffles, which ap

pear as strips and glances of light that scatter a halo

of colour gently over the surrounding walls. Coloured

More so than its references to the oeuvre of Alvar Aal

to, and even more than its exquisite materiality and

advanced construction, it is the diffuse character of

the space and light that makes the sometimes dark-

er sometimes lighter interior a place of spiritual move

ment. The design is based on the ideas and concepts

of Ignatius of Loyola, founder of the Society of Jesus.

A preoccupation of the Spanish saint was apparently

the ability to master spiritual life through the study

of space and light.
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Longitudinal sec t ion Ground floor plan

25
I

Night-time view of arcade, cloister, tower and pavi lion I Front face

of the pavilion with ext ernal structural framework and translu

cent pan els of stone-gla ss [Intertor view of the pavilion with alt a r

and pews in th e background, coffered ceiling ab ove ICloister, to

th e t ight so me of the filled glass panels

Seating capacity

Christus Pavilion
Hanover , Germany

Architect s

Client

Comple tion

Denomination

Footprint

Meinhard von Gerkan, Joachim Zais

Protestant Lutheran State Church ,

Hanover, and th e German Bishop's

Conference, Fulda

2000

Rom an -Catholic. Luth eran-Prot est ant

Pavilion ca. 466 m"

200

Erected for the World Expo, th e Christus Pavilion is

a rational and innovative building but nevertheless

manages to create a monumental and majest ic atmo

sphere, particularly inside. Its regular bay module of

3.4 metres, and restricted palette of steel , glass, marble

and concrete underline this intention .The ensemble

consists of an arcade, a cloister, courtyard, tower and

pavilion. One enters via a gangway that passes through

th e 58 metre long and 14 metre high arcade, over a pool

and through the cloister before arriving in the court

yard. In the left-hand corner , a steel and glass tower

with th e cross section of a cross reaches 27 metres into

the sky, On th e right-hand side, one sees the entrance

to the Christus Pavilion with its three tall , symmetri

cally placed portals.
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Site plan, right the chapel, lett the Sunday school

Longitud inal section
o
I

5
I

View from the north IView of the rear wall with the sign of the

cross I Full-height glazed section of the west wall with a reflec

tion of the sign of the cross IWest side with the long flank of the

diagonal wall; just visible on the right, the "vestibule"

Chapel of the Light
Ibaraki, Japan
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Architect

Client

Completion

Denomination

Footprint

Seating capacity

TadaoAndo

United Church of Christ in Japan

1989

Presbyterian

ca. 113 m'

90

The building is situated in a quiet but built-up subur

ban neighbourhood. It consists of an angular wall and

a rectangular box, both made of concrete constructed

in situ. The angle is formed by two free standing planes

placed at an angle of 75degrees to one another. The

longer of the two legs is aligned north-south, piercing

the rectangular volume of the church on its westward

side before exiting through the end wall to the north.

Where the wall and box meet, open or glazed slots pre

serve the autonomy of both elements.

On arrival, one turns right and enters the "vestibule",

already within the main volume of the building. Pro

duced by the collision between the angular wall and

the box, this forecourt tapers in a narrow wedge shape.



Axonometr ic projection

Perspective vie w of main "nave"

One continues on through a large 1.65 by 5.35metre

open ing, a gap in the angular wall as it passes thro ugh

the building and turns right again to look from the

back towards the front of the mai n "nave".

The dimensions of the box, 18 by 6.28 by 6.28 metres ,

are th e equivalent of three cubes arrang ed behind one

ano ther. The pitch-black cedar wood floor descends

in shallow tiers toward s th e ambo.The pews, made of

rough planki ng, divide down the middle to leave an

aisle th rough the centre.The rear wall behi nd th e ambo

is divided once vertically and once horizontally, leaving

two th in str ips of light, which together form a slot in

the sign of th e cross. In the mornings un til midday rays

of sunlight stream through th e opening, illuminating a

cross on th e floor that shifts as the day progresses.The

only other natural illuminati on is provided by the full

height glazed opening on the west wall.

The inter ior of th e chape l is quite dark , acquir ing a

green or blue tinge from th e daylight reflecting off the

smoo th concrete. According to th e architect , this was

th e only way to transform light int o a sign of belief.

The building draws on th e langua ge of Le Corbusier and

Lou is Kahn on th e one hand, and Richard Serra and Carl

Andr e on th e other. Its sparse, reserved cha racte r has

caused critics to celebrate it as an "architecture of si

lence."Together with Peter Zumthor's Sogn Benedetg

Chapel in Somvix, Switzerland (see pp . 94-95), it has had

a profoun d influence on sacred architecture since 1990.

Some ten years after its cons tructio n, the Chapel of

the Light was extended to provide a Sunday school to

th e west of the chap el. Its form repeats the same basic

formal principle with a similar angul ar wall and box.

Today, the shape and spatia l arrange me nt of both sin

gularly ascetic buildings form a pair insep arable from

one ano ther.
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Floor plan, in the centre the church, the sacristy immediat ely

to the north, to the south the bell tower and presbytery

10 r:J\
'--- -----......' VY

View from the west IGreen roof from the southwest ICovered

passage on th e south side. the church to the righ t, the larch-clad

presbytery to th e left and base of the bell to wer to th e rear, whicl

is use d as a library' View towards the altar from the west , to the

left of the alta r the sedilia and th e ta bernacle, in the wall on th e

left space for the organ

St Florian's Church
Aigen im Ennstal, Austria
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Architect

Client

Completion

Denom ina tion

Seating capacity

Volker Gien cke

Diocese of Graz-Seckau and

th e Municipality of Aigen im Ennsta l

1992

Roma n-Catholic

120

Bounded by a rocky ridge to the north and a country

road to the south, the church stands in the middle of

Aigen .The building is part of a conste llation that in

cludes the old village square and a new church square.

with a stream separating the two.Three steel and tim 

ber gangways conne ct the two spaces . Built on a poly

gonal floor plan that deliberately avoids any obvious

axiality or symm et ry but never thele ss has a clear front

and back, th e build ing opens more towards th e south

and west and is more closed to th e no rth and east .The

earth and grass green roof lies like a tor toi se shell over

th e building. Its supporting t russes and shell rest on

walls on th e north and east sides, on columns to th e

sout h and west . A project ing whi te steel plate rim run s

arou nd the perimeter roof like th e edging of a plate .
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Longitudinal sec t ion Ground floor plan

25
I

Night-time view of arcade, cloister, tower and pavi lion I Front face

of the pavilion with ext ernal structural framework and translu

cent pan els of stone-gla ss [Intertor view of the pavilion with alt a r

and pews in th e background, coffered ceiling ab ove ICloister, to

th e t ight so me of the filled glass panels

Seating capacity

Christus Pavilion
Hanover , Germany

Architect s

Client

Comple tion

Denomination

Footprint

Meinhard von Gerkan, Joachim Zais

Protestant Lutheran State Church ,

Hanover, and th e German Bishop's

Conference, Fulda

2000

Rom an -Catholic. Luth eran-Prot est ant

Pavilion ca. 466 m"

200

Erected for the World Expo, th e Christus Pavilion is

a rational and innovative building but nevertheless

manages to create a monumental and majest ic atmo

sphere, particularly inside. Its regular bay module of

3.4 metres, and restricted palette of steel , glass, marble

and concrete underline this intention .The ensemble

consists of an arcade, a cloister, courtyard, tower and

pavilion. One enters via a gangway that passes through

th e 58 metre long and 14 metre high arcade, over a pool

and through the cloister before arriving in the court

yard. In the left-hand corner , a steel and glass tower

with th e cross section of a cross reaches 27 metres into

the sky, On th e right-hand side, one sees the entrance

to the Christus Pavilion with its three tall , symmetri

cally placed portals.
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Isometric projection of roof structure

Schematic view

of modular sys tem

Exploded isometric projection of cloister

In terms of const ruction, the pavilion is a simple "table

top" on "table legs". The interior measures approximate

ly 18 by 18 by 24 metres in which nine black colum ns

stand. Each of these is made of four steel ang le profiles

which project at th e top to form a capita l; a rootlig ht is

posi tion ed directly over each of th ese.The paved con

crete floor area is divided clearly into two halves.The

left-hand zone is empty, th e right-hand zone contai ns

the pews and liturgical objects, all made of oak. The al

tar stands on a podium in front of a glass cabinet con

tainin g a steel cross . Beneath the altar area is th e crypt ,

a rounded freeform shape made of concrete.

Inside th e pavilion, the lower sect ions of the walls are

clad with black steel pan els, providing a visual plinth.

The upper sections are made of specially developed

stone-glass panels. Each panel is 1.69 by 1.69 met res

large and cons ists of a 10 millimetre thick marble panel

bonded to a 12 millimetre thick glass panel with 1.5 mil

limetres of bonding resin .The panels are translucent

and lend the walls of the pavilion an alabast er-like ap

pearance.The stone-glass pane ls are supported exter

nally in each corner by stainless steel fixture s attached

to a lattice framew ork of vert ical and ho rizont al steel

memb ers.

In contrast to the pavilion , th e cloister appears light

er and more animated.With a width of 3.4 metr es and

a height of 6.8 met res, the cloister's dim ension s are de

fined by th e bay module. Inserted into th e framework

of the cloister are dual- skin glass panels, each of which

is filled with thousands of familiar objects, both nat

ural and technical: one pan el contains bamboo canes,

th e next plastic tubing, th e next poppys eed heads,

th ereafter light bulbs, tea leaves , cogwheels, and so on.

Despite the ir common geometry, th e cloiste r and the

pavilion alternate bet ween the profane and th e sacred.

In summer 20 01 , th e Chris tus Pavilion was disassem

bled and re-erected in Volkenro da in Thuringia, Germa

ny, th ough without th e arcade, tower and crypt .The

mod ular construction of th e archi tecture was designed

specifically with thi s eventuality in mind .
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St udie s on fo lding wall variations

so
ISite plan

View from the west with the strip of window not visible from the

entrance IView from the north showing the dynamic contraction

and expansion of the entrance face IThe interior illuminated by

light from the west, steel cross on the rear wall I Interior view

looking from the rear wall back towards the entrance

Chapel for a
Country Estate
and Hunting Lodge
Valleacer6n, Almaden, Spain

Architects

Client

Completion

Denomination

Footprint

Seating capacity

Sol Madridejos Fernandez

Juan Carlos Sancho Osinaga

private

2000

Roman-Catholic

94.08 m'

28

Situated in the province of Ciudad Real, on the crest

of a hill surrounded by barren countryside, the chap

el is part of a small country estate and hunting lodge,

which encompasses a manor house, a warden's resi

dence and trophy pavilion. The secular and the sacred

architecture of the "feudal" estate are as extravagant

as one another but stand apart, the profane buildings

clustered together, the church higher up and to one

side; the former rendered snow-white and entirely or

thogonal, the latter a matt concrete structure and en

tirely diagonal.

As there is nothing far and wide to compare it with,

the chapel initially appears quite large. In reality, how

ever, it fits in a square of only 8-4by 11.2 metres. The
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Site plan Plan of church ,lower level

o
I

View of the cylindrical church looking towards the front face IView

of the four buildings from the west, in the background left the

pyramid of the chapel ]Viewof the church from the north, to the

right two of the four entrances, left the external staircase from the

upper gallery to the roof IView towards the altar zone of the church,

to the left and right the four galleries

Church and Chapel
in Parque de
San Francisco
Almazan, Soria, Spain
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Architect

Cient

Completion

Denomination

Footprint

Seating capacity

Francisco Javier Bellosillo Amunategui

Diocese of Osma Soria

1987

Roman-Catholic

Church 113.04 m-. chapel 70 m'

Church ca. 200,upper level ca. 100,

chapel 70

Almazan is a small community of only 5800 inhabit

ants located in the Castilian highlands some 30 kilome

tres south of Soria, The Parque de San Francisco lies to

the east of the centre of Almazan, next to a north-south

road that separates the periphery from the centre. The

level site has an elongated pentagonal form that grows

progressively narrower towards the rear, Covered large

ly with lawn and a few spindly conifers, the Parque is

bounded on the north by a row of newly-built white

houses, to the south by a similar row of brown hous-

es. In the midst of its urban surroundings, the Parque is

so large that it appears like a desolate area, The bullring

built nearby only strengthens the impression of a "bar

ren" area left to progress at its own pace.



Plan of church, upper le vel Axanometric of chu rch

Four buildings made of rough in-situ concrete stand

loosely arranged at the rear of the pentagon. The first

of these has a wedge-shaped form and functions as a

dwelling and office. The second has the form of a cube

and is a house for children. The third is a pyramid and

serves as a chapel. The fourth is cylindrical and is a

church. Originally, the buildings were to be connected

by two footpaths that were to cross precisely in the cen

tre of the site. The wedge and cube housing the profane

functions were to form the ends of one axis, the pyra

mid and cylinder housing the sacred functions the ends

of the other axis. In this arrangement, the ensemble

would have had an inward focus, turning its back on

its surroundings.

It seems that, for a while, the architect saw only the

"vulgarity of the periphery" in the surrounding context

of the park. That he eventually overturned his earlier in

ward arrangement is evident in the arrangement of the

buildings. The constellation now establishes a connec

tion, if somewhat distant, to the centre of Almazan. The

intersecting axes have now been shifted from the cen

tre to the western edge of the 1500 square metres large

plot. Here, at the point where the Parque de San Fran

cisco tapers markedly in an easterly direction, a stair

and a bridge crossing as well as a "campanile" - with

out bells, but with elevated crow's nest at the top of a

spiral stair - mark the entrance to the "sacred space".

The wedge and cube stand at each end of the transverse

axis, on the left and the right. The pyramid stands to

one side of the longitudinal axis with the cylinder at

the rear. The hierarchy of the architecture is immediate

ly apparent: the profane in the foreground, the sacred in

the background. The church forms the focal point of the

entire ensemble. It is the largest and tallest building

and, as if to emphasise its stature still further, the shut

tering marks on its concrete walls are entirely vertical.

Arriving from the west edge of the Parque, one passes

the wedge with the dwelling and offices on the left and

advances towards the pyramid of the chapel. Its up

right long sides and inclined short sides are almost

entirely plain surfaces, forming a square of 10 by 7 me

tres. On the shallower of the two inclines, two flights

of steps lead onto the roof. The entrance is in the more
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Plan of chapel, lower level Plan of chapel, upper level

steeply inclined facade. Immediately behind th e quad

ratic indent ation which frames th e doubl e-doors, them

selves flanked on either side by half-rounded pilasters,

one emerges onto a gallery with a stee l-and-glass balus

trade . One's view continues forwards and downwards.

Stairs on the left and the right descend a whole sto-

rey. At the bottom one stands imme diately in front of

th e altar - a simple, broad-folded leaf of rough concrete

- with th e sloping wall of th e wedge, a sing le strip of

light running alon g its centre, lean ing over it like a pro

tective hand .Asmall crypt lies well hidden behind the

last row of chairs directly ben eath th e entrance portal.

In paintings of urban scene s from the Quattrocento ,

the most importa nt build ing is typically in th e cen-
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tre at the end of a vist a. In the Parque de San Francis

co, the church fulfils thi s role at the end of the axis th at

leads down a gentle descent across the lawn from the

bridge crossin g.The build ing has four entrances, none

of them in th e centre.Two are on the left and right at

the end of th e ramp , two at the end of two sta irs th at

lead upward s eith er side of th e ramp .The build ing has

a diameter of 12 metre s. Although its external appear 

ance is cylind rical, it nevertheless attempts to mediate

between th e radial and th e axial: the int erior is a pure

cube of 9 by 9 by 9 met res. All indications of th e outer

cylindrical form are concealed inside by four galleries,

again with stee l-and-glass balu st rade s, and th eir access

stairs.The galleries divide the space into three storeys

on th e one hand, on th e other into a central nave and

two side aisles to the left and right .This arrangement is

reminiscent of a Protestant church; all it is lacking is a

pulpit in the "apse" beh ind and above the altar.

Each of the buildings - wedge, cube, pyramid and cylin

der - has been designed as a solitary object. Neverthe

less, together the y form an ense mble: firstly, through

th eir individual symm etr ies, evide nt inside as well as

outsi de in the church and chapel; secondly, through th e

rough grey materiality of the concrete; th irdly, through

th e slots and st rips of light in each building; fourthly,

th rough the red, green and blue colours used for th e

steel doors and wind ows; and lastly, th rough the nu

merous stairs that make ascend ing and descending a

characterist ic part of each of th e four build ings.
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Front elevation of chapel

Rear ele vation of chapel

Longitudinal sect ion through chapel

External wall and rooflight beh ind th e altar in the chur ch I En

trance to the chapel] Viewfrom the lower level of the cha pel look

ing back and upwards towards th e high f ro n t wall of th e chapel

and the en trance IView from one of the two side stairs on to the

altar zone in th e chapel

The church and chapel in Parque de San Francisco have

a specific affinity with Italian arch itecture.The "soli

tary pride" of the individual volumes on th e lawn are

remin iscent of the solitary character of th e bu ildings

arou nd Pisa Cathedral. The ampl e use of pro files and

pilasters th at frame , step and shuffl e th e volumes and

give special cha racter to the deta ils are clearly influ

enced by th e work of Carlo Scarpa. A ren ewed empha

sis on th e value of history as an origin for des ign an d

th e abando nmen t of th e dogma of modern ism derives

from th e ideas and concepts of the Gruppo Rom ano Ar

chitetti Urbanisti (GRAU), founded in th e mid-sixt ies .

In this respect, the church and th e chape l refer to Cas

tilian 's heritage as the land of a th ousand cast les. In

this respect , too, th eir materialit y - th e concrete, stee l

tubing, wired glass as well as the cabling and electrical

fittings - refers to the architecture of workshops and

factory buildings.The form of the chapel goes even fur

ther, making almos t demonstrative referenc e to th e

culture of the Maya civilisa t ion.

Ind eed , th e church and cha pel adopt a precarious posi

t ion which Spanish architectural critics soon coined as

"eclectic rat ion alism ".The various references from near

and far th at inform the complex at Almazan are t rans

forme d th rough the des ign into an idealised constella

tion in which the divergent , even paradoxical elemen ts

are synthes ised into an archa ic, narr ative and highl y

dramat ised aesthet ic. Even when the ens embl e com

mun icates littl e of the joy of "glad tid ings", its architec-

ture nevertheless gives us a sense of what Christian

believers call the "mystery of faith."
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Design sketch

The complex on a strip of land between a main road and housing

estate IChurch, meeting house and tower grouped around a court

yard and connected via arcades
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Site plan and plan showing the position oflater buildings

Brother Claus Church
Graz, Austria
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Architects

Client

Completion

Denomination

Footprint

Seating capacity

Michael Szyszkowitz, Karla Kowalski

Diocese of Graz-Seckau

1987

Roman-Catholic

ca. 200

In the submission details for the invited competition

in 1982, the congregation requested a design for a "real

church". In other words, the new building in Graz-Rag

nitz should be "immediately recognisable as a church".

This wish may have been in response to the difficulties

that arose in connection with St Paul's Church in Graz

Eisteichsiedlung (see p. 25) designed by Ferdinand

Schuster in 1971. This predominantly steel-and-glass

building with its red and brown main hall and square

plan was devoid of all sacred typological and atmos

pheric characteristics. Through its sobriety and neu

trality, the elongated building aspired to be a "church

of the world"; St Paul's Church was an expression of a

consequent, even radical "aggiornamento" in the wake

of the Second Vatican Council. Gradually, however, the



Northwest elevation

Southeast elevation

Northeast elevation

Southwest elevation

Viewfrom the southeast, entrance in the background IViewfrom

the northwest, in front the row of windows of the youth centre, be

hind the stepped roof of the nave IParish hall, in the top centre the

opening for the bells I Internal courtyard looking to the southwest,

youth centre in the background I Nave of the main church with

fourfold stepped skylight, right the transition to the parish hall,

ieft the vertical shaft with the bells

Church Centre
Bjuv, Sweden
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Architects

Client

Completion

Denomination

Footprint

Seating capacity

Bengt Blasberg, Henrik [ais-Nielsen

Association of Free Churches in Bjuv

1970

Protestant free church

Church ca. 140 m'

78

Bjuv is a community of 14,000 inhabitants formed

from several parishes. It lies in Scania and for more

than a century was shaped by the coal and steel in

dustry. Built in the middle of a then new settlement

and destined for the amalgamation of two free parish

es of Methodists and Missionarists, the church cen

tre presents the visitor with an elongated structure

40-76 metres in length, rising towards the back to a

height of nine metres. The church itself occupies the

depth of the site. Approaching from the road, a wall to

the right defines the path to the entrance; but to the

left, buildings and spaces are ranged piece by piece in

increasing importance. There is a hierarchy of func

tions: the youth centre, a courtyard with trees and

bushes, the parish hall and the main church.
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Up to the point where one enters the church, the build

ing material and the construction have already had

their effect. The bricks came from a local brickworks.

They are dark, with red and blue tones and are fire

bricks, which are particularly durable. Each course fol

lows a pattern of three stretchers followed by a header,

an uncommon brick bond whose rhythm is created by

the architects. They wanted raw walls and coarse joints;

in some places, remains of mortar cling to the bricks.

Thanks to its materials and construction, the building

will certainly continue to age gracefully.

Around the entrance area of the church are, to the

right, the cloakroom, a chapel and an office, and to the

left an assembly hall with 90 seats in front of a "stage",

under which there is a pool that enables the rite of bap

tism to be performed, in which the candidate kneels in

the water. The space opens up towards the southwest

and northeast, on the one side out into the courtyard.

on the other - when the folding partition is pushed

to one side - into the 11.5 metre deep second hall with

80 seats where. on Sundays. church services are held.

Here, too, the dark brickwork has been used, and on

the floor there are brown tiles. Pitch pine has been

used for the pews, with cushions made of sailcloth.

The beams, windows and ceilings give the roof a

stepped form in concrete, glass and wood. This pro

gression of steps follows a tradition of designs such

as the House of Friendship by Hans Poelzig and of the

Maria-Regina-Martyrum Church by Rudolf Schwarz. The

church does not have a tower. The bells hang in a verti

cal shaft to the side of the altar. Their sound radiates to

the outside through an opening under a small canopy.

Otherwise the rear wall is completely closed.

When they commissioned the building, the two parish

es were not seeking anything monolithic or monurnen

tal. They wanted a centre not only for Sundays but also

for use on weekdays. The huge cross made of iron sec

tions next to the path to the entrance and the stepped

roof in the background nevertheless make a strong ges

ture.
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Site plan 1View of the church from th e wes t , with t he portico in

the cen tre 1Seating an d bell tower on th e sout h side of the terrace 1

View ofthe altar area, to the left th e font

Plan of the plate au and church, on th e east sid e th e sacristy,

to the west the scu lpture "City of the Labyrinth", to th e north

th e scu lptu re "Cit y ofTowers ", bo t h by Richard England
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Saint Joseph's Church
Manikata , Malta
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Architect

Client

Completion

Denominati on

Footprint

Seating capacit y

Richa rd England

Pastor Manwel Grima

1974

Roma n-Cat ho lic

Cel. 140

Even if they do not necessarily reach up high into the

sky from the centre, Maltese church es always occupy

a prominent position with in the precincts of the vil

lages. This is also the case in Manikata , a small village

in the far north of the island. Strangely reminiscent

of the appearance of a submarine, Saint Joseph's

Churc h seems to float , with its low, rounded, never

hard forms , on a hill on th e outskirts of th e sett le

ment. The yellowish rend ered build ing stands 76 me

tres above sea level, It is 7.6 metres high and occupies

an artificial te rrace, which is enclosed by a splayed en

circling wall. One enters th e 63 metre lon g plateau via

thr ee sets of steps from th e sou th or th e west . A few

rocks lie on the pebbl y ground; two sculptures, some

seating and a bell tower invite one to stop and rest.
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Longitudinal section

View from the east, left the wing with offices and hall IView from

the northwest, baptistry to the front I Nave with the rounded

arches in reinforced concrete 1View from the gallery onto the side

entrance and the transition to the sacristy

Church of the
Resurrection of Mary
Riola di Vergato, Italy
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Architect

Client

Completion

Denomination

Seating capacity

Alvar Aalto

Cardinal Giacomo Lercaro

1978

Roman-Catholic

ca. 240

Situated in the Bolognese Apennines and linked by a

bridge, the villages Riola and Vergato are spread along

the banks ofthe Reno. The church stands on a pla

teau between the river and the hillside. With its wedge

shaped form, the building is inserted between the flow

of the currents and the slopes of the landscape.

Stepped to the north, curved to the south, sloping

down to the west, the church was largely construct-

ed out of industrially produced elements. Six round

ed arches made of reinforced concrete serve as the sup

porting framework, on which four concrete shells rest,

each a quarter cylinder in section. The external walls

are clad with panels of local, light brown sandstone

and the roof is clad in copper. On the north side, the



Floor plan
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chape l conta ining the font pro jects from th e wedge.

The sacristy, the priest's residence as well as a wing

con tai ning offices and a hall are arranged to th e south.

At th is point, a slab projects far and high ou t of the

bu ilding . In terms of the balan ce of the building , this

forms a vertical con trast to the horizont al vau lt of th e

roof. Origina lly, th e slab was intended to concea l a slid

ing wall, which would have mad e it possib le to divide

the space into a sm aller part with th e al tar and a larger

part for assembly an d festive occasions. However, this

plan was never realised. Inside, the build ing is chara c

terised principally by th e arches . Alth ough curved at

three points , they run in one con tinuous thrust from

floor to ceiling an d back to th e floor again . Since each

arch is progressively smaller, no t onl y from left to right

but also from front to back, they articulate the space

more pow erfully th an any set of Romanesque pillars .

The walls are finish ed in white lime. The pews, which

stand on the reddish clay-tiled floor, can accom mo

dat e 2 40 peop le. The zone around the altar stands out

due to th e generous use of Carrara marble. Excepti ng

th e two vertical bands of light adjacent to th e alta r, the

light comes sol ely from above and the north .The on ly

light is reflected light that rebounds off the curved sur

face of the quar te r cylinder s dow n int o th e nave.

Presbytery, bap t istery and music galleries are placed

in a distinct relat ionship to one another. They form a

who le, not least due to th eir ma ny angles and th e ups

and downs of their steps.The console and prospect of

the organ are position ed above the opening to the bap 

tis m space. The chapel has an elonga te d skylight and

- in a reference to the bapt ism of the prophet John - a

windo w overlooking th e river .

The 1966 design proposed further buil dings on the

south and wes t sides for parish use.The wedge of the

church was a little longer and had seven rather than six

arches.The immediate sur roundings were mor e em 

pha t ically landscaped and the dialogu e between insi de

and outs ide was st ressed mor e stro ngly. Critics com

plained about th e, in their opinion, mediocre detailing

of the church. The architect died in 1976. According to

sou rces, he would probab ly have clad part of the walls

in wood for aesthetic and acou stic reaso ns .
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View from the northeast with view through from the altar to the

portal IView from the north ICentral aisle between the pews,

cross beams above with diamond-shaped crossover IThe side

wall glazing, with attached lighting on the columns

Thorncrown Chapel
Eureka Springs, Arkansas, USA
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Architect

Client

Completion

Denomination

Footprint

Seating capacity

E. FayJones

Jim Reed

1980

None

133.62 m'

ca. 100

Founded in the last quarter of the 19th century, Eureka

Springs is a small health resort in northwest Arkansas.

Thorncrown Chapel stands on a stony sloping site be

neath the maple and oak trees of the Ozark Mountains,

some 3 kilometres from the hotels and resort guests.

The dimensions of the building - 18.28 metres long,

7.31 metres wide, 14.63metres high - suggest a hall and

processional church. And indeed, a central aisle runs

the length of the building, with rows of pews to the

left and right; at the end a low podium with two pul

pits but no altar.

The distinctive spatial qualities of the chapel, which

is particularly popular for Christian marriage ceremo

nies, are not so much determined by its straightfor-



Northwest elevation Southeast elevation

Longitudinal section looking south east

Dunaujvaros Church
Dunaujvaros, Hungary
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Architect

Client

Completion

Denomination

Floor area

Seating capacity

Tamas Nagy

Dunaujvaros Lutheran-Protestant

Church Parish

1996

Lutheran-Protestant

Hall ca. 175 m!

ca. 300

Like an island or a fortress, the church stands in a green

field, on the outskirts of an industrial city erected in

the 1950s. Its neighbours include both small houses

and the huge centre-less residential blocks and slab

buildings that were typical in socialist states at that

time.

The plan is a not quite perfect ellipse, a 50metre long

oval, divided in the middle. The slightly larger half to

the southwest is only partly built over, the slightly

smaller half in the northeast fully built on. In spite of

its closed character, several buildings peel out of the

complex. The church with its steep pitched roof has a

collection of smaller extensions to the northwest and

southeast, a parish hall with a 25metre high pointed
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Ground floo r plan
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View from the northeast IView from the southwest IMain church

looking towards the north corner, daylight entering from the

full-height window in the southwest IView of the pointed tower

from below

tower on one side and the sacristy on the other and the

pastor's residence in front of the broad gable wall. In

the half-oval of the courtyard, the roof curves and con

tinues on to form a useful and shady canopy. On the

opposite side, there is a round play-house for children.

The church, the front part of which is enclosed by a

two metre high perforated masonry wall, follows the

typical ixth-century tradition, when Hungarian Prot

estant churches were not permitted to have their en

trances facing the street. Here, too, therefore, one en

ters, as it were furtively, from the side, whether from

the northwest or the southeast. The two scarcely visi

ble passages - the one between the offices and the pas

tor's residence is even covered -lead initially into the

courtyard. Only from there does one reach the doors to

the church.

In general, the building is axial and symmetrical in

conception, constructed of brick laid to English bond.

A broad strip reaching from ground to apex marks

the middle of the wall next to and over the entrance.

On account of its partly horizontal and partly vertical

lines, this element is similar to a Gothic west window

with its fine tracery, but in a typically zoth-century re

duced and abstract version. The pews are arranged in a

rz-bv-rz-metre square. The central aisle is emphasised

by four chandeliers. The rear wall behind the altar and

pulpit is rendered in white; all other surfaces are red

like the stone or brown like the wood.

The whole complex is extremely homogenous. This

impression is created by the enclosure of the ensem

ble, by the fusion of its elements, by the curved forms

of the various buildings, by the vaulting of the indi

vidual roofs and, finally, by the almost exclusive use

of red brick and pinewood. The Protestant Church in

Dunaujvaros is also an example of organic architecture

in the Hungarian tradition. Nevertheless the building

avoids - clearly to its advantage - expressive, not to

say excessive sym bolism and curvature.
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Site plan

Lower floor plan with funeral chapel
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View from the southwest, to the left the "tower" with the baptistry,

to the right the "tower" with the weekday entrance and belfry I
View from the east, plinth clad in granite, to the right the entrance

to the lobby ofthe funeral chapel

Santa Maria Church
Marco de Canaveses, Portugal
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Architect

Client

Completion

Denomination

Footprint

Seating capacity

Alvaro Siza

Fornos Catholic Church Parish

1996

Roman-Catholic

400

Many old churches in Portugal maintain their distance

from their surroundings behind retaining walls, flights

of steps and forecourts. This same strategy has been

adopted for the Santa Maria Church in Marco de Cana

veses. Making use of the sloping site, the building

stands on a 4 metre high plateau. Together with rooms

for the parish and the priest's residence, the church

will form an "acropolis" that turns its back on the

noisy road, presenting a closed facade to the northeast

and southeast and opening out gradually towards the

northwest and southwest.

Those approaching from below must first walk around

the elevated forecourt behind the retaining wall and

the entrance to the funeral chapel on the right and pro-
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Site plan Floor plan EB

View ofthe church and ancillary buildings from the southeast I
View from the west I Kneeling rest and altar, behind them the

backlit wall niche IThe stringent processional arrangement of

the church is even reflected in the material joins

Enghej Church
Randers, Denmark
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Architects

Client

Completion

Denomination

Footprint

Seating capacity

Henning Larsen, Niels Fuglsang

Building committee of the Parish Church

Councils of Borup and Sankt

1994

Lutheran-Protestant

Church ca. 338 m"

170

Although part of a new estate, the church appears to

stand alone in the landscape. The building is concealed

and enveloped by greenery, such as one only other

wise sees in castles set in open landscape. The complex

stands on a hill. The plateau is square in form and en

closed by a wall. This enclosure is, however, both de

fined and compromised by three objects: on the north

side a low elongated building; on the south side a

hump presses into the square; on the west side the

church projects from the square. Only the side to the

east remains free for the entrance. The larger and taller

building serves as the church, the smaller lower one for

other functions. There is no tower. Instead a bell hangs

at one end of the low building, which from the court

yard looks like a row of almost identical houses.
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With a width of 13 metres, depth of 26 metres and

height of 13.2 metres at the portal side in the east and

15.5 meters at the altar side in the west, the church

has the dimensions of two cubes. When the weather

is good, the block made of in situ concrete with white

marble aggregate has an exceptionally radiant appear

ance. The roof is particularly impressive. As with the Vi

borgvej Crematorium in Arhus, built in 1967, the archi

tect has designed the roof as a deep V-shaped incision.

Though the building has a closed appearance from

the outside, the inside is surprisingly light. Daylight

streams into the space in from the side walls, on the

one hand through each of the 20 regularly spaced

"slits", on the other through slots left between the

walls and roof. The rear wall is articulated as two leaves.

Without the visitor realising it, full-height bands of

clear glass have been inserted between the inner and

outer leaves. In this way, the opening behind the altar

which also provides access to the sacristy in the base

ment - forms an element of rare brightness.

The church in Enghoj is of the processional type. Its axi

al symmetry, particularly the aisle leading from the por

tal to the altar, is emphasised by the details: for exam

ple by the roof, the rafters of which are like the hull of a

ship and its beam like the keel. This 1.6metre deep lam

inated beam runs down the centre of the space along

its entire length, even projecting a little on the outside

at both ends. Likewise, the joints in the concrete of the

floor align exactly with the cross behind the altar.

The architecture is entirely orthogonal except for the

angle of the roof and the kneeling rest in front of the

altar. Its gentle curvature in the direction of the altar

table helps believers to visualise the Communion. The

contrast between the black wooden pews and black

granite altar and the white walls and white floor is also

stark. In front of the pastor wearing his black cassock,

the rear wall appears to open, becoming the brightest

point in the entire building. One can be quite certain:

the church at Enghoj wants to show the way to the light.
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Northwest elevation Southeast elevation

Longitudinal section looking south east

Dunaujvaros Church
Dunaujvaros, Hungary
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Architect

Client

Completion

Denomination

Floor area

Seating capacity

Tamas Nagy

Dunaujvaros Lutheran-Protestant

Church Parish

1996

Lutheran-Protestant

Hall ca. 175 m!

ca. 300

Like an island or a fortress, the church stands in a green

field, on the outskirts of an industrial city erected in

the 1950s. Its neighbours include both small houses

and the huge centre-less residential blocks and slab

buildings that were typical in socialist states at that

time.

The plan is a not quite perfect ellipse, a 50metre long

oval, divided in the middle. The slightly larger half to

the southwest is only partly built over, the slightly

smaller half in the northeast fully built on. In spite of

its closed character, several buildings peel out of the

complex. The church with its steep pitched roof has a

collection of smaller extensions to the northwest and

southeast, a parish hall with a 25metre high pointed
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View of th e church from the north sh owing the many project ing

brickwor k plan es IView of the church from Louhela railw ay sta 

tion IWest wall stepping upw ards from nor t h to sou th culm ina t

ing in the to wer IThe freest anding vertica l s lab of th e tower, on

t he right the churc h with its sou t h-faci ng sidelight and east-facing

skylight

Myyrmaki Church
Vantaa, Finland
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Architect

Client

Comple tion

Denomi nat ion

Seating capacity

juha Leiviska

Vantaa Church Parish Council

1984

Luth eran -Protestant

ca. 450

Commuters travellin g to and from Helsinki pass by th e

church on not one but two sides of it , to the east by

road, on the west by train. Twelve tra ins stop at Louhe

la statio n per hour every working day of th e week. Traf

fie roars past from dawn until du sk. Certai nly not an

ideal locat ion for a church . Nevertheless . th e building

rises to the challenge and acquit s itse lf adm irably. Its

narr ow, elongated shape turns it s back on th e railway

embankment and shows its face to the park, adapting

to fit the complex urb an context and making a virtue

out of a difficult situa tio n.

The term elongated does not adequately describe the

almos t excessive extent of this building.The church

has a tot al length of 116.6 metres and a maximum



Ground floor plan
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breadth of only 28.8 metres, a ratio of approximately

4:1. The complex consists of four buildings, the three

buildings to the north providing parish facilities for

children, young people and the elderly, the southern

most building for the church itself. The four buildings

are, however, almost inseparable in their structure.

Whilst the yellowish brickwork, laid exclusively in

stretcher-bond, underlines the static rootedness ofthe

building, the stepped, staggered ascent of the build

ing's form from north to south establishes a crescendo

that reaches its climax with the 28.5 metre tall slab of

the church tower.

The church has a total of seven entrances. Those arriv

ing from the north are led through a weave of small

passageways past the parish facilities to the entrance

of the church. Arriving from the "foyer" th, e 12.5 me-

tre high church hall appears light and airy. The white

pews are arranged mostly on the east side, with a few

further pews to the north. The free aisle to the altar

is .short and the space around the altar is like a stage

Without any depth. The high rear wall, the backbone of

the entire building, is most apparent whilst the north

and south sides - despite the free view to the organ

and musician's platform - attract less attention. The

acoustics of the church are reputedly so good that it is

also often used for classical concerts.

Several critics have pointed out a relationship between

the church at Mvvrrnaki and the oeuvre ofTheo van

Doesburg and Gerrit Rietveld. The neoplasticism of the

two Dutchmen emphasises the planar qualities of wall

and surface rather than the volume as a whole. In this

respect, the church in Vantaa does follow in the foot

steps of De Stijl. The extent to which the theme of the

wall slab dominates the building can be seen by the

frequency with which walls project beyond or above

the extents of spaces, and the degree to which free

standing planes extend northwards or southwards

into the site. If one calculates all these additional pro

[ections and adds them to the length of the building,

the length of the complex totals 180.6 metres.

In the interior too, walls stand next to and behind oth

er walls, all smoothly plastered and painted white,
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Cross section through the ancillary spaces Longitudinal section looking east

The main and east facade of the building showing the similar linearity of the strips

of wall and the tree trunks IView westwards towards the altar and ambo IView

northwards with the corridor to the rest of the church IView south towards the

organ and platform for the musicians, on the left the main entrance

some vertically ridged, separated into tall strips, lay

ered or staggered. The striped, translucent and col

oured textiles by Kristiina Nyrhinen, which hang like

banners or flags from the flat ceiling, are not simply

decoration but constitute an integral interpretative

element of the architecture, placed with a rhythmic

musicality not unlike that of canon and fugue.

Particular attention should be given to the use of

light in the building. Firstly, since the early Gothic

period, the representation of godliness in Christianity

has been connected with the relationship of light and

space; secondly, in northern climes -where in summer

night never falls and in winter day never breaks -light

is a phenomenon with extremes. For zoth-century
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Finnish architects, the maximisation of daylight is one

of the most important design criteria.

The church at Vantaa owes its radiant, almost baroque

luminosity to light from the east and south and to a

lesser degree from the west and north: from the east

via full-height strips of glass, and from the south

and east via wide, diagonally projecting roof and side

lights that join at the corners. The building itself is

a scaffold for light to pervade. Light never stays, it

comes and goes. Early in the morning, light illuminates

the altar, the ambo and rear wall directly; in the after

noon it skirts the same surface but from the other side.

The light transforms the edges and corners of the nu

merous staggered vertical segments of wall into thin

lines that subtly change in tone, blend and disappear

as if painted sfumato.

In Finland, the essence of space is not the urban space

of the city; it is landscape. It is a cutting through a for

est or the banks of a lake that marks spatial experi

ence. The creation of genuinely modern architecture

that draws on the landscape is perhaps Alvar Aalto's

greatest achievement. The creation of form from na

ture remains a Finnish trait to this day. The Myyrrnaki

Church, despite its urban context, picks up this theme

too, alongside that of the wall and of light. Its relation

ship to nature is, however, not one of form, which has

nothing remotely in common with mountains, valleys

or tree stumps. Instead it is one of the play of light and



Cross section through the altar zone Longitudinal section looking west

colour, the continual change between matt white and

grey, mixed and laced with the blue and green of the

strips of fabric to the left and right of the altar. Strong

colours are nowhere to be seen, only the freshness of a

winter morning.

The church next to the rail embankment of Louhela

station is not the only sacred building the architects

have created. Similarly illustrious are St Thomas'

Church in Oulu from 1975 and St John's Church in

Kuopio from 1992. All three buildings employ the

same restricted, or rather concentrated, vocabulary.

All three buildings are characterised by staggered or

stepped walls, the use of red or yellow brickwork out

side, white plaster inside, the inrush of bright light

through the use of sharply sloping or diagonal sky

lights and sidelights, and the gentle play of light on

soft colours. Those fortunate enough to have experi

enced all three buildings will be aware of how the ar

chitecturallanguage has matured from one church to

the next. Of these, the complexity of built form and in

tensity of the feeling of space is most pronounced in

the Myyrrnaki Church. It is not without reason that the

British architect Colin St John Wilson remarked on the

"trance-like experience of spiritual exultation" felt in

the church.
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Site plan Plan of church ,lower level

o
I

View of the cylindrical church looking towards the front face IView

of the four buildings from the west, in the background left the

pyramid of the chapel ]Viewof the church from the north, to the

right two of the four entrances, left the external staircase from the

upper gallery to the roof IView towards the altar zone of the church,

to the left and right the four galleries

Church and Chapel
in Parque de
San Francisco
Almazan, Soria, Spain
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Architect

Cient

Completion

Denomination

Footprint

Seating capacity

Francisco Javier Bellosillo Amunategui

Diocese of Osma Soria

1987

Roman-Catholic

Church 113.04 m-. chapel 70 m'

Church ca. 200,upper level ca. 100,

chapel 70

Almazan is a small community of only 5800 inhabit

ants located in the Castilian highlands some 30 kilome

tres south of Soria, The Parque de San Francisco lies to

the east of the centre of Almazan, next to a north-south

road that separates the periphery from the centre. The

level site has an elongated pentagonal form that grows

progressively narrower towards the rear, Covered large

ly with lawn and a few spindly conifers, the Parque is

bounded on the north by a row of newly-built white

houses, to the south by a similar row of brown hous-

es. In the midst of its urban surroundings, the Parque is

so large that it appears like a desolate area, The bullring

built nearby only strengthens the impression of a "bar

ren" area left to progress at its own pace.
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Site plan I

I

Plan ofthe church and an cillar y spaces
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Forecourt with the metal sculpture of a raven by Erik Heide I
View from the southeast

Ravnsbjerg Church
Viby, Denmark

Architects

Client

Completion

Denomination

Footprint

Seating capacity

C. F. M011ersTegnestue

Viby Parish Church Council

1976

Lutheran-Protestant

ca. 1075 m'

ca. 170

Shopping centre, kindergarten and church are grouped

around a rectangular square. The church has a wedge

shaped profile, which rises at an angle of 27 degrees to

a height of 16 metres. Not only on this face does the

building appear exceptionally closed. What contrib

utes to its solid, heavy character are that the church

sits on a plateau with sloping sides and ends; that the

tower, though an independent freestanding structure,

is only separated from the wedge by two, full height

"hollow joints" the width of a door; that the reveal of

the circular window creates the impression of very

thick walls; that the sometimes reddish, sometimes

brownish bricks are generally laid in English bond ex

cept for the sills, copings, lintels and around the circu

lar window where they are aligned as soldier courses.
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Plan of the series of rooms at the east end at organ gallery level

Longitudinal section

Cross section
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Main church space looking north, right the circular window and

the organ loft, left the timber framing of the partition I Main

church space looking south, left the wooden "Tree of Life" sculp

ture, right the threshold to the parish hall

The outward appearance of the building does not dis

close that, in principle, this is an example of the rare

"corner church" type. The plan shows a clear square

form, extended on the west and east sides across the

entire width of the church by an area of about a sixth

of the square in each case. The length and breadth of

the structure are 13 and 2S metres, respectively, a pro

portion of 4:3.With regard to use, the square is divid

ed into quarters. While the vestibule is arranged in

the southwest section and the hall with 90 chairs in

the northwest section, the main church occupies the

southeast and northeast parts. The narrow series of

rooms on the west and east sides accommodate, on

the one hand, the kitchen and technical installations,

on the other the vestry and the organ loft.

The slope of the roof, covered externally with lead pan

els, is also a strong element in the interior. All parts of

the space are so conceived that, wherever one stands,

the greatest possible area of the underside of the

monopitch roof with its beams and laths remains vis

ible. Hence the low brickwork of the entrance hall and

the framed timber and glass structure, not only over

the folding partition between the parish hall and the

main church, but also over the stone vestibule's "par

avents". Nothing should interrupt the view upwards.

The furnishings of the church by the artist Erik Heide

have a powerful presence. All the objects were made

from the same Pomeranian pinewood that has been

used for the roof and the partition. The altar is a two

by two metre square table. Kneeling rests for Com

munion surround it on three sides. The posts of the

pulpit are decorated with branded symbols ofthe

Evangelists. A dove glides above the 7-2 metre high

"Tree of Life". In the morning light the round win-

dow glows brightly as if it were the sun. The sunlight

shines to the west through the framework, and on into

the remaining, less important parts of the building.

The architects define their buildings as "Rornanesque"

and "pragmatic". The church is reminiscent, also with

regard to its furnishings, of the solidity and massive

ness of Rornanesque architecture, as well as some of

the work of Dominikus Bohrn. But above all it calls to

mind the Chorale: "AMighty Fortress Is Our God".
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Early sketches of the church space

Floor plan showing th e five spat ial sub divi sions with in the

fram ework of the church ; the main bod y of the church still

shows the never realised cent ral position of the altar
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Bagsvcerd Church
Copenhagen, Denmark
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Architect

Client

Completion

Denomina tion

Footprint

Seating capacity

10m Utzon

uagsveerd Parish Church Council

1976

Lutheran-Protestant

1742.5m1

ca. 280

Dictated by its position on a main road on the periph

ery of Copenhagen, this elongated, stepped building

seems at first glance ostentatiously introverted. One

sees a concrete structure with wide, solid north-south

gable walls and long east-west flanks. The roof of the

centre structure and the roofs of the structures on ei

ther side contrast with one another: the former, ob

lique surfaces of vertically profiled aluminium and the

latter, low pitched surfaces of glass and steel. Large for

mat white tiles cover the upper sections of the external

walls; the rising and falling of the exterior loosely cor

responds to the line of the vaulted interior.

On a grid of 2.2 by 2.2 metres, there are 36 units along

its length and ten across. The building covers an area
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Site plan 1View of the church from th e wes t , with t he portico in

the cen tre 1Seating an d bell tower on th e sout h side of the terrace 1

View ofthe altar area, to the left th e font

Plan of the plate au and church, on th e east sid e th e sacristy,

to the west the scu lpture "City of the Labyrinth", to th e north

th e scu lptu re "Cit y ofTowers ", bo t h by Richard England
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Saint Joseph's Church
Manikata , Malta
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Architect

Client

Completion

Denominati on

Footprint

Seating capacit y

Richa rd England

Pastor Manwel Grima

1974

Roma n-Cat ho lic

Cel. 140

Even if they do not necessarily reach up high into the

sky from the centre, Maltese church es always occupy

a prominent position with in the precincts of the vil

lages. This is also the case in Manikata , a small village

in the far north of the island. Strangely reminiscent

of the appearance of a submarine, Saint Joseph's

Churc h seems to float , with its low, rounded, never

hard forms , on a hill on th e outskirts of th e sett le

ment. The yellowish rend ered build ing stands 76 me

tres above sea level, It is 7.6 metres high and occupies

an artificial te rrace, which is enclosed by a splayed en

circling wall. One enters th e 63 metre lon g plateau via

thr ee sets of steps from th e sou th or th e west . A few

rocks lie on the pebbl y ground; two sculptures, some

seating and a bell tower invite one to stop and rest.
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Longitudinal sec tion looking west

Cross section looking sou th

Passing a wall slab and through a portico, visitors are

drawn into a passageway that turns to the right, con

tinuing on beyond the wooden door. In the interior of

the church the eye is led along the wall and further to

the ri~ht. The entire progression, a half-circle from in

side to outside, leads to its objective, a full view of the

altar at the end of the north-south axis between the

pews. Not until this moment can one perceive the plan

of the building, which is in the form of two figures,

each a "U"with extended legs, each like a conch and

each 13.5 metres across.

Standing opposite instead of next to one another and

moreover arranged slightly offset, the two spaces serve

the lay person and the priest, respectively. The wall

behind the hardwood pews, which accommodate 140

people, contains a confessional on its west and east

sides. Fourteen abstract sculptures hang within the

north curve, signifying Jesus Christ's Way of the Cross.

Altar and ambo are made of limestone; fresh water

runs into the font. Though only one step up, the pres

bytery is somewhat theatrical: between the altar table

and the rear wall stands the "stage set", a man-high

wall of brown rough stone blocks with a white niche

for the tabernacle, and stones hang from the concrete

ceiling like the fringe of a curtain that is just open

ing. To provide daylight there are skylights and win

dows; strips of glass at the junction between the two

conches.

Malta's indigenous architecture, displaced for centu

ries by the numerous foreign rulers of the island, was

first rediscovered in the zoth century. For example

the ca. 5000 year old temple that was probably dedi

cated to a mother earth goddess, since its design - a

"U"with two opposing chambers - resemble the form

of an enormous uterus. Or the "Gima", a low, curved

dry-stone structure, which farmers still use today as a

shed. Designed at the beginning of the sixties, Saint

Joseph's Church makes reference above all to this spe

cifically Maltese cultural identity: an example of "criti

cal regionalism" before the expression was coined.
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Plan ofthe church and an cillar y spaces
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Forecourt with the metal sculpture of a raven by Erik Heide I
View from the southeast

Ravnsbjerg Church
Viby, Denmark

Architects

Client

Completion

Denomination

Footprint

Seating capacity

C. F. M011ersTegnestue

Viby Parish Church Council

1976

Lutheran-Protestant

ca. 1075 m'

ca. 170

Shopping centre, kindergarten and church are grouped

around a rectangular square. The church has a wedge

shaped profile, which rises at an angle of 27 degrees to

a height of 16 metres. Not only on this face does the

building appear exceptionally closed. What contrib

utes to its solid, heavy character are that the church

sits on a plateau with sloping sides and ends; that the

tower, though an independent freestanding structure,

is only separated from the wedge by two, full height

"hollow joints" the width of a door; that the reveal of

the circular window creates the impression of very

thick walls; that the sometimes reddish, sometimes

brownish bricks are generally laid in English bond ex

cept for the sills, copings, lintels and around the circu

lar window where they are aligned as soldier courses.
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Lower floor plan with funeral chapel
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View from the southwest, to the left the "tower" with the baptistry,

to the right the "tower" with the weekday entrance and belfry I
View from the east, plinth clad in granite, to the right the entrance

to the lobby ofthe funeral chapel

Santa Maria Church
Marco de Canaveses, Portugal
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Architect

Client

Completion

Denomination

Footprint

Seating capacity

Alvaro Siza

Fornos Catholic Church Parish

1996

Roman-Catholic

400

Many old churches in Portugal maintain their distance

from their surroundings behind retaining walls, flights

of steps and forecourts. This same strategy has been

adopted for the Santa Maria Church in Marco de Cana

veses. Making use of the sloping site, the building

stands on a 4 metre high plateau. Together with rooms

for the parish and the priest's residence, the church

will form an "acropolis" that turns its back on the

noisy road, presenting a closed facade to the northeast

and southeast and opening out gradually towards the

northwest and southwest.

Those approaching from below must first walk around

the elevated forecourt behind the retaining wall and

the entrance to the funeral chapel on the right and pro-



Middle floor plan with space for the laity, priests and adjacent extension for the sacristy Upper floor plan with the organ and stair to the belfry

View of the portal, the organ on the left, on the right the font and

access to the sacristy IView of the altar IPresbytery with altar,

ambo and tabernacle

ceed on across the car park before ascending a flight

of stairs that lead one away from the church. Only af

ter turning back on oneself does one reach the front of

the building, a perfect square of 17.5by 17.5metres. The

centre portion is indented, producing the impression

of two tall "towers" to the left and right of the entrance

portal, which at 3 metres wide and 10 metres high is of

truly impressive stature.

In the interior, the lower portion of the walls are cov

ered with Azulejos, the colour of the tiles varying be

tween white and yellow. As one walks up the aisle, the

naturally lit interior changes progressively from a stat

ic to an animated space. This is to a large extent due to

the northwest wall, which bulges inwards increasingly

towards the top. Although its weighty appearance is an

illusion evoked by curved plasterboarding within the

interior of the church, its curve draws one further into

the room towards the marble altar, the brass tabernac

le and oak sedilia. Behind the low podium, the rear wall

is indented on each side with quarter-cylindrical inden

tations in the corners which, like convex "apses", pro

vide a hint of three naves.

Aside from the few light sources on the southwest side

- the huge oak double doors, open only on Sundays,

or the font in the left-hand "tower", or the lobby be

hind the weekday entrance in the right "tower" - there

are three points from which light illuminates the in

terior: firstly, three windows high up in the northwest

wall, secondly a 16 metre long and 50 centimetre wide

strip low down in the southeast wall, and, thirdly, two

bright upright openings directly behind the altar. The

latter are lit by a walled chamber that projects on the

outside of the building and also allows lights into the

funeral chapel in the floor below beneath the altar.

The building's outward appearance is reminiscent of

twenties or thirties modernism: clean, smooth, white

and light. But unlike so many modernist buildings, it

is firmly rooted, standing squarely on its plinth, like a

bastion defiant in the face of its surroundings. The ar

chitecture of the Santa Maria Church is paradoxical in

other respects, too: in one and the same form it is both

classical and baroque, stoic but also vigorous.
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Site plan Floor plan
10 EB'-- -----'1

View from the northeast with ben tower in the background IView

from the south with reflecting pool in the foreground I Interior

view of the church han, at the back on the right the altar and

ambo, on the left the Blessed Sacramental Chapell View from

the "route" to the entrance

Chapel of St Ignatius
Seattle, Washington, USA

Architect

Client

Completion

Denomination

Footprint

Seating capacity

Steven Holl

Seattle University

1997

Roman-Catholic

ca. 565 m'

230

The location of the buildings on the campus of the

Catholic University of Seattle is determined by the rigid

grid pattern of the roads. The chapel sits on a quadran

gle in this grid. The orthogonal footprint of the build

ing covers an area of 35.5 by 15.9 metres, its long side

pointing exactly east-west, its short side north-south.

In front of the building, which one approaches from the

south, lie a shallow pool and the bell tower, a high con

crete stele that holds aloft the sign of the cross.

The architect has described the volume of the build

ing as "bottles of light in a stone box". The chapel is en

closed by slabs of wall cast on-site. The exterior of the

panels has been stained in light ochre and the holes

used for craning the panels into place are capped with
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Northeast view ISout hwest view of th e ma in and secondary

building, th e chapel on the left, th e en tranc e to the aud itorium

on the right IView of the chur ch from th e north , all sacred objects

are made of white marb le or brushed stainless ste el IView of t he

church from th e east, the altar in th e foregroun d, in th e back

ground left the two confessional boxes, righ t t he chap el ]Chapel

with daylight from the west

Santa Maria ]osefa
Church
Rome, Italy

114 CHURCH ES I AX I AL PLAN

Architects

Client

Completion

Denom ination

Footprint

Seating capacity

Fra ncesco Garofalo, Sha ro n Yoshie Miura

Vicar General of the Archdiocese of Rome

1001

Roman-Catholic

1100 m'

Church lsO, chapel SO

The church stands in a new suburb a fair distance south

of the centre of Rome, though not far from the ViaPre

nestina, one of th e ancient Roman road s. It is bordered

by a planned and approved suburb to th e west and a

spontaneous suburb to the east. On th e slightly sloping

site, about 80 by 80 metres overall, a complex oftwo in

terl ocking buildings has been built. Form, size and col

our have been used to clearly den ote the function and

hierarchy of each building.The auxiliary building has a

doub le-hooked shape, with a long centra l section and

two shorte r elem ent s at each end; th e main building

is box-shaped with a curving roof. The auxiliary build

ing is low and is rendered a deep red colour ; the main

buildi ng - the church hall and bell tower - is high and

clad with rough matt -shimmering panels of brownish



Elevation ofthe front west face, below left the flattened cross in the chapel window

Elevation of rear east face, below right the flattened window cross of the crypt

travertine that are reminiscent of dark onyx. The en

semble of volumes is carefully composed and balanced

throughout. Strong gestures greet visitors coming from

either direction: with a projecting chapel on the north

west side and a cantilevered auditorium to the south-

east.

One enters through the door in the centre of the west

wall of the main building - a three-storey high, double

skin wall with a plane of rhythmically spaced, tall, thin,

and white concrete brtse-soleil elements in front of

transparent glass - and enters a room of about 20 me

tres square. The bottom half of the walls to the left and

right are clad in cherry wood and plastered pure white

above. Rows of lapped timber slats rise from the rear to-

wards the front following the curve of the ceiling, stop

ping as they reach the middle. The presbytery is placed

in front of this arching form. From a liturgical point of

view, the arrangement follows the spirit of Catholic tra

dition. Against the background of the brown-coloured

rear wall, the green marble "podium" and green mar-

ble "paravent" give the appearance of scenery and hori

zon on a stage set. Directly behind the zone, a narrow

stair leads to the crypt, located in the lower storey of

the auxiliary building. The northern section contains

the sacristy and the priest's residence; the southern sec

tion contains seminar and work rooms, as well as an

auditorium. Its entrance is signified clearly from out

side, not just by the double doors and large glass pane

facing the staircase, but also by a concrete cross that in-

tersects both the entrance and the glass pane, framing

two sides of each and giving them a strong white bor

der. Acovered passage passes through the red building

on axis with the bell tower and connects the open recre

ation areas on each side of the building.

With regard to certain aspects of its design and the use

of fine wood and natural stone in its interior, the Santa

Maria josefa Church is similar to some of Alvar Aalto's

churches, but without their dynamic forms. It is prob

ably most comparable with Aalto's Church of the Holy

Ghost in Wolfsburg, Germany, from 1962. Both churches

exhibit an arching roofwhere wall and roof form a sin

gle element, and not least a certain resplendence, un

derlined here through the luxurious use of marble.
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Wes t e le vatio n Sectio n th rough cou rty ard

looking t owards church hall

---
Eas t elevation

Four portals open onto the courtyard, on the left the church hall, on

the right the parish hall I Entrance to the church from the courtyard,

with doors made of pinewood ICentral aisle and roof light, behind the

altar on the right, the entrance to the sacristy, left the tabernacle ISide

aisle on the west side with vertical lighting embedded in the wall, on

the right the niche for the font

Sectio n thr ough courtya rd

lookin g towards pa rish ha ll

St Clara Church
Kongsvinger, Norway
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Architects

Client

Completion

Denomination

Footprint

Seating capacity

Henrik Hille, ErvinStrandskogen

Diocese of Oslo

2001

Roman-Catholic

Church ca. 195 m'

ca. 112

The former fortress town of Kongsvinger lies in south

eastern Norway, close to the border with Sweden. The

municipality numbers nearly 18,000 inhabitants and

- because the country is largely Protestant - only a

very small Catholic following of around 200 persons,

mostly immigrants from the Philippines, Vietnam or

Poland. Accordingly, the church on the outskirts of

Kongsvinger had to be built to a modest budget. How

ever, the building makes a virtue out of its limited re

sources. Only on two occasions does the church em

ploy what one could loosely term precious materials:

thin external light brown sandstone panels for the ex

ternal cladding and white marble panels for the altar.

Arranged with its long sides in an east-west orienta

tion and its narrow sides running north-south, the low,



Site plan, in the centre the half-figure of eight, also known in ge

ometry as a lemniscate, to the west and north the Bann woods,

to the south the village
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Floor plan showing the position of the purlin, rafters and laths of the roof

North side I sou th side. with th e "ladder" for th e bell in front

Sogn Benedetg
Chapel
Somvix, Switzerland

94 CHURCHES I A XI AL PL A N

Architect

Client

Completion

Denomination

Footp rint

Seating capacity

Peter Zu mthor

Disenti s Benedictine Mona st ery

1988

Roman-Cat hol ic

67.) m '

ca. 40

More akin to a roadside or pilgrima ge chapel than a vil

lage church, the height of the building at the entrance is

only half of what it is at the bott om . Clad in larch shin

gles, the exterior is entirely closed except for a band of

windows beneath the eaves of th e shallow roof that

caps the building. lts outward appearance reveals al

most nothing of th e int erior. Not even th e fainte st un 

dulation of th e surface gives away any indication of the

floor level within. All th e visito r is immediately aware of

is the shape of th e floor plan, a half-figure of eight.

With a length of 13.6 metr es, a width of 6.15 metres and

a height of 6.2 metres, th e int erior of th e chapel is quite

minute, its cross section at its wides t point forming a

square. The construction is so slender th at it is of al-



Longitudinal se ction

Plan of entrance area

Cross section

Interior looking east, in the centre at the rear the altar I

interior looking west, two wall cupboards at the rear

most featherweight lightness yet without the slight

est hint of frivolity. Thirty-seven slender columns made

of laminated pine together with the arched purlin and

the rafters form a skeleton that resembles a fragile bal

dachin, reaching down to the ground without touching

walls or floor.

The entrance and main space are separated by a thresh

old. One steps into a "boat" and takes a seat on one of

the benches made of lime wood. One is eye to eye with

the altar. The supporting construction for the floor is

concealed beneath the floorboards, which all point to

wards the centroid of the half-figure of eight. The wall,

which encloses the room in a single sweep, is primed

with chalk and painted in a silver-bronze colour accord-

ing to a design by Jean Pfaff.The result is an abstract

panorama, a foggy grey beneath and a foggy white

above where the sun shines between the mullions of

the windows.

However unique, or even authoritative, the Sogn Bene

detg Chapel may seem, it treads in the footsteps of

Rudolf Schwarz. The underside of the shallow pitched

roof, the fenestration of the window strip, in fact the

entire framework exhibits similarities to the St Michael

Church in Frankfurt am Main, Germany, and the

St Theresia Church in Linz,Austria, where Schwarz at

tempted to realise his ideal of "building imagery" in

stone. That from below the Sogn Benedetg Chapel ap

pears like a tower and from above like a boat; that we

compare it with a droplet, a leaf or a fish; that we step

onto its floor as if into the hull of a boat - all these testi

fy to its openness to pictorial interpretation. According

to Schwarz, building in images is never mimetic but al

ways analogue. This "memory of the indefinite" should

be equally valid for architecture as well as theology.

This chapel is one of the most important examples of

late-zoth-century sacred architecture in Europe. Along

with Tadao Ando's Chapel of the Light in lbaraki, Japan

(see pp. 96-97), it changed the face of much sacred archi

tecture that followed after 1990.
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Site plan, right the chapel, lett the Sunday school

Longitud inal section
o
I

5
I

View from the north IView of the rear wall with the sign of the

cross I Full-height glazed section of the west wall with a reflec

tion of the sign of the cross IWest side with the long flank of the

diagonal wall; just visible on the right, the "vestibule"

Chapel of the Light
Ibaraki, Japan
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Architect

Client

Completion

Denomination

Footprint

Seating capacity

TadaoAndo

United Church of Christ in Japan

1989

Presbyterian

ca. 113 m'

90

The building is situated in a quiet but built-up subur

ban neighbourhood. It consists of an angular wall and

a rectangular box, both made of concrete constructed

in situ. The angle is formed by two free standing planes

placed at an angle of 75degrees to one another. The

longer of the two legs is aligned north-south, piercing

the rectangular volume of the church on its westward

side before exiting through the end wall to the north.

Where the wall and box meet, open or glazed slots pre

serve the autonomy of both elements.

On arrival, one turns right and enters the "vestibule",

already within the main volume of the building. Pro

duced by the collision between the angular wall and

the box, this forecourt tapers in a narrow wedge shape.



Wes t e le vatio n Sectio n th rough cou rty ard

looking t owards church hall

---
Eas t elevation

Four portals open onto the courtyard, on the left the church hall, on

the right the parish hall I Entrance to the church from the courtyard,

with doors made of pinewood ICentral aisle and roof light, behind the

altar on the right, the entrance to the sacristy, left the tabernacle ISide

aisle on the west side with vertical lighting embedded in the wall, on

the right the niche for the font

Sectio n thr ough courtya rd

lookin g towards pa rish ha ll

St Clara Church
Kongsvinger, Norway
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Architects

Client

Completion

Denomination

Footprint

Seating capacity

Henrik Hille, ErvinStrandskogen

Diocese of Oslo

2001

Roman-Catholic

Church ca. 195 m'

ca. 112

The former fortress town of Kongsvinger lies in south

eastern Norway, close to the border with Sweden. The

municipality numbers nearly 18,000 inhabitants and

- because the country is largely Protestant - only a

very small Catholic following of around 200 persons,

mostly immigrants from the Philippines, Vietnam or

Poland. Accordingly, the church on the outskirts of

Kongsvinger had to be built to a modest budget. How

ever, the building makes a virtue out of its limited re

sources. Only on two occasions does the church em

ploy what one could loosely term precious materials:

thin external light brown sandstone panels for the ex

ternal cladding and white marble panels for the altar.

Arranged with its long sides in an east-west orienta

tion and its narrow sides running north-south, the low,



Plan of lower level . at the rear t he al ta r wall of t he sacristy
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Plan ofupper level , the priest's res idence ope ning onto the courtyard

elongated building exhibits refined 4:1 proporti ons .

Throu gh the way the church sits in its ur ban surround

ings and announces its presence th rough th e sign of

the cross, one enters the building from th e cen tre of

th e west side through four ope n port als with stur dy

colum ns .The building is divided int o th ree parts . One

hall for the church service and one hall for th e parish,

bot h approxi mately equal in size, stand either side of

an open colonnaded cour tya rd in th e form of a sq uare.

This very simp le and clear typology, with regard to

its volume, funct ion and the relationship of its parts,

is not uncommon in no rthern Europe .The effect is

height en ed in Kongsvinger by axial symmetry, but

one can find this kind of basic st ruct ure - here two

examples, which in all othe r respects are qu ite different

- in the Centrumkyrka in Bjuv from 1970, designed by

Bengt Blasberg and Henrik [ais-Nielsen (see pp . 70 -71)

or th e Mortensru d Church in Oslo, completed in 20 02

and designed by Jan Olav Jensen and Borre Skodv in .

The St Clara Church has a large central nave with nar

row side aisles on eithe r side, to the west a niche for

the baptist ry and font , to th e east a niche for the con

fess ional box and a statue of th e Virgin Mary.The pro 

cessional route from the ent rance wall to th e altar wall

measures 15-7 met res, from side wall to side wall 12.45

met res. Compared with the space for the priests , th e

congr egation is given a stronger emphasis . Sixteen

columns. each made of 20 centime tre th ick laminated

pine, surround the oak pews for the congregation.The

roof over the 112 seats is raised to form a lantern-like

skylight with clear perimeter clerestory glazing.

The building has a solid charact er with a concrete floor

and light brown plast ered walls.The rural cha racter

of th e int erio r gives the impressio n th at the bui ldin g

has been there for a lon g t ime. It is not witho ut reason

that some have term ed St Clara Church a "miniature

basilica".
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Site plan

East elev ation , front side

Ramp from the road towards the entrance on the upper level I
Entrance to the lower level from the rounded courtyard, the con

crete floor of the altar within can be seen as a diagonal line on

the facade I From lett to right the volumes for altar area, for quiet

prayer, confessional and sacristy zones, and portico IView from

the main space on the upper level into the anteroom below, with

three layers of walling visible, rough-hewn quarried stone, brick

and sprayed concrete

Church of
Our Lady of Lourdes
Navarons di Spilimbergo, Italy
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Architects

Client

Completion

Denomination

Footprint

Seating capacity

Glauco Gresleri, Silvana Varnier

Monsignore Lorenzo Tesolin

1970

Roman-Catholic

130m'

65

From the mid-fifties to the end of the sixties, due

largely to the "Centro di Studio e Informazione per

l'Architettura Sacra" and the journal "Chiesa e Quar

tiere," Bologna became a meeting place for Catholic ar

chitects and theologians looking for answers and as

sistance in adapting or even reforming their churches,

both as parishes in an urban society, as well as build

ings in urban contexts. In the late Middle Ages, the

choir and high altar of the priests had led to a separa

tion of the clergy and the laity, shifting emphasis away

from the people. In later years, the ritual and ornament

of the Baroque had further intimidated believers. The

essence of Catholicism, so the reformers asserted, was

to be found in early Christianity: the first churches

were homes converted into meeting places, as can be



Floor plan, in the centre the church, the sacristy immediat ely

to the north, to the south the bell tower and presbytery
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View from the west IGreen roof from the southwest ICovered

passage on th e south side. the church to the righ t, the larch-clad

presbytery to th e left and base of the bell to wer to th e rear, whicl

is use d as a library' View towards the altar from the west , to the

left of the alta r the sedilia and th e ta bernacle, in the wall on th e

left space for the organ

St Florian's Church
Aigen im Ennstal, Austria
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Architect

Client

Completion

Denom ina tion

Seating capacity

Volker Gien cke

Diocese of Graz-Seckau and

th e Municipality of Aigen im Ennsta l

1992

Roma n-Catholic

120

Bounded by a rocky ridge to the north and a country

road to the south, the church stands in the middle of

Aigen .The building is part of a conste llation that in

cludes the old village square and a new church square.

with a stream separating the two.Three steel and tim 

ber gangways conne ct the two spaces . Built on a poly

gonal floor plan that deliberately avoids any obvious

axiality or symm et ry but never thele ss has a clear front

and back, th e build ing opens more towards th e south

and west and is more closed to th e no rth and east .The

earth and grass green roof lies like a tor toi se shell over

th e building. Its supporting t russes and shell rest on

walls on th e north and east sides, on columns to th e

sout h and west . A project ing whi te steel plate rim run s

arou nd the perimeter roof like th e edging of a plate .



Longitudinal section

West elevation Sou th elevation

Arriving from the west side, one enters a structure

that appears to glow with a brownish, sometimes red

dish colour. The architectural space is that of a com

pressed and distorted hexagon and it is enclosed by

seven walls: three walls to the south, one glazed wall

on the west side, two to the north and a concrete wall

on the east side. Aframework of thin steel members

supports the full-height glazing: each of the cells in

the grid contains a transparent reflective pane and a

transparent insulating pane on the inside, then, slight

ly offset and mounted on a system of rails, coloured

plates of antique glass that can be shifted or replaced,

resulting in a wall whose colour and pattern can be

changed at will.

One of the concrete walls has been given a distinctive

red "al fresco" rendering; this dual-layer "thick wall"

contains a recess for the organ, space for the confessi

onal box and the staircase for roof access. Light wood

surfaces - birch above, maple below - give the room

warmth. The roof-height from the entrance to the altar

rises from 4.2 to 7.1 metres; the floor level ramps down

wards by a full half metre. The pews are arranged on

this slope in two compact groups. A broad flat podium

emphasises the glass shrine of the altar.

The spatial experience of St Florian's church is characte

rised not just by two competing axes - the line of the

fold in the ceiling and the line of the aisle in the direc

tion of the altar - but by a subtle sense of circular

gyration to the right. This rotational movement begins

outside with the stream that flows from the south

northwards and eastwards, continues with the diagonal

orientation of the entrance lobby and the gentle curve

of the pews and is most powerful when the seated con

gregation watch the celebrants and servers walk over

from the sacristy towards the podium and the altar.

The presbytery is located in front of the church on the

right, the 32.2 metre high bell tower on the left. Panes

of roughcast glass encase the skeletal form of the bell

tower. A covered passage leads between the three vo

lumes under the green roof and, not least due to the

sloping walls and different materials and colours, exhi

bits a dynamism of its own.
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Design sketch

Sit e plan

View from the northeast, on the left the undulating form of the

church roof IView of the altar with the pulpit on the right, font on

the left, the altar and 'apse' slightly out of axis with the aisle bet

ween the pews IView from the gallery towards the altar, on the left

the organ IView from the altar space towards the gallery, the tight

arrangement of light bulbs forming a suspended plane in the air

Cro ss section through the church ha ll

Tornbjerg Church
Odense, Denmark
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Architects

Client

Completion

Denomination

Footprint

Seating capacity

Iohan Fogh, Per Folner

Tornbjerg Parish Church Council

1994

Lutheran-Protestant

Hall 157.45 m'

Floor ca. 128, gallery ca. 50

Spread from northwest to southeast, the complex

stands on a patchwork of lawns in the centre of a new

suburb inspired by the garden city ideal. With a total

length of almost 52 metres, the complex consists of a

low elongated section to the rear for the hall, a pair of

offices, the sacristy and the waiting room for the bap

tismal congregation. Shed roofs made of zinc crown

the whitewashed masonry walls. Bowing slightly, they

slope towards the front; only one of them has a double

undulation that sets it apart as the church and centre of

the building.

The almost 16 metre high bell tower stands offset from

the building to the left and slightly in front of the par

tially glazed entrance. Twelve strips of glazed bricks



View from the northeast with view through from the altar to the

portal IView from the north ICentral aisle between the pews,

cross beams above with diamond-shaped crossover IThe side

wall glazing, with attached lighting on the columns

Thorncrown Chapel
Eureka Springs, Arkansas, USA
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Architect

Client

Completion

Denomination

Footprint

Seating capacity

E. FayJones

Jim Reed

1980

None

133.62 m'

ca. 100

Founded in the last quarter of the 19th century, Eureka

Springs is a small health resort in northwest Arkansas.

Thorncrown Chapel stands on a stony sloping site be

neath the maple and oak trees of the Ozark Mountains,

some 3 kilometres from the hotels and resort guests.

The dimensions of the building - 18.28 metres long,

7.31 metres wide, 14.63metres high - suggest a hall and

processional church. And indeed, a central aisle runs

the length of the building, with rows of pews to the

left and right; at the end a low podium with two pul

pits but no altar.

The distinctive spatial qualities of the chapel, which

is particularly popular for Christian marriage ceremo

nies, are not so much determined by its straightfor-



Nor t hw es t ele vation Southwest elevation

ward plan and section. Rather, the impression of a

large but light roofed-over shelter - more precisely, an

impression of transparency and perfect camouflage 

derives from the omnipresence of its material and con

struction. In all directions, they allow one's view to

pass from forest to building and out again to the for

est. In all directions, they blur the boundary between

inside and outside. In all directions, nature and cul

ture blend into a single intertwined scaffold of trunks,

beams, twigs and bars that appear as if they could con

tinue growing indefinitely, getting ever longer, wider,

higher.

Almost all the materials used for the chapel come from

the immediate surroundings of the Ozark Mountains.

The painted grey pinewood of the walls and ceiling,

the rough-hewn natural stone of the floor and parapet

walls, the clear plates of glass between the columns:

all were brought piece by piece on foot to the site, in

order to impact as little as possible on the site. A low

er row of larger and an upper row of smaller crosses,

formed from the left and the right by rows of cross

ing bars, are attached to the columns of the side walls

and support each side of the roof. Each cross consists

of five parts: four beams which meet at a diamond

shaped steel crosspiece. This hollow element forms

the crossing of each of cross.

Thorncrown Chapel, like the rest of the architect's oeu

vre, is influenced by the organic architecture of Frank

Lloyd Wright. It shares a transparency reminiscent of

Frank Lloyd Wright Junior's Wayfarer's Chapel in Palos

Verde, California, built in 1951. Although farther re

moved, it also relates to the vertical linearity of the

high space of Saint Chapelie in Paris, but without

relegating the construction to the outside, as is typi

cally the case for the High Gothic period. Finally, the

Thorncrown Chapel refers to an American tradition of

romantic transcendentalism, inspired by the likes of

19th century authors such as Ralph Waldo Emerson

and Henry David Thoreau who sought to find a new

harmony between nature and culture.
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Site plan

Lower floo r plan
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View of th e church from the north sh owing the many project ing

brickwor k plan es IView of the church from Louhela railw ay sta 

tion IWest wall stepping upw ards from nor t h to sou th culm ina t

ing in the to wer IThe freest anding vertica l s lab of th e tower, on

t he right the churc h with its sou t h-faci ng sidelight and east-facing

skylight

Myyrmaki Church
Vantaa, Finland
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Architect

Client

Comple tion

Denomi nat ion

Seating capacity

juha Leiviska

Vantaa Church Parish Council

1984

Luth eran -Protestant

ca. 450

Commuters travellin g to and from Helsinki pass by th e

church on not one but two sides of it , to the east by

road, on the west by train. Twelve tra ins stop at Louhe

la statio n per hour every working day of th e week. Traf

fie roars past from dawn until du sk. Certai nly not an

ideal locat ion for a church . Nevertheless . th e building

rises to the challenge and acquit s itse lf adm irably. Its

narr ow, elongated shape turns it s back on th e railway

embankment and shows its face to the park, adapting

to fit the complex urb an context and making a virtue

out of a difficult situa tio n.

The term elongated does not adequately describe the

almos t excessive extent of this building.The church

has a tot al length of 116.6 metres and a maximum



Design sketch

Sit e plan

View from the northeast, on the left the undulating form of the

church roof IView of the altar with the pulpit on the right, font on

the left, the altar and 'apse' slightly out of axis with the aisle bet

ween the pews IView from the gallery towards the altar, on the left

the organ IView from the altar space towards the gallery, the tight

arrangement of light bulbs forming a suspended plane in the air

Cro ss section through the church ha ll

Tornbjerg Church
Odense, Denmark
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Architects

Client

Completion

Denomination

Footprint

Seating capacity

Iohan Fogh, Per Folner

Tornbjerg Parish Church Council

1994

Lutheran-Protestant

Hall 157.45 m'

Floor ca. 128, gallery ca. 50

Spread from northwest to southeast, the complex

stands on a patchwork of lawns in the centre of a new

suburb inspired by the garden city ideal. With a total

length of almost 52 metres, the complex consists of a

low elongated section to the rear for the hall, a pair of

offices, the sacristy and the waiting room for the bap

tismal congregation. Shed roofs made of zinc crown

the whitewashed masonry walls. Bowing slightly, they

slope towards the front; only one of them has a double

undulation that sets it apart as the church and centre of

the building.

The almost 16 metre high bell tower stands offset from

the building to the left and slightly in front of the par

tially glazed entrance. Twelve strips of glazed bricks
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mark the openings out of which the bells toll. A simi

lar decoration marks the position of the altar zone on

the outside wall to the southeast. A small chapel of rest

nestles up against the tower; the small church court

yard is enclosed by a white wall.

One enters the church through a vestibule on one side

and sees the pine enclosure for the organ on the left, on

the right the gallery supported by circular columns. The

plan of the church is almost quadratic. With a length of

13-4 metres, 11.5 metres wide at the back and 12 metres

at the front, the room widens towards the black granite

altar. A larger and a smaller block of pews made of birch

offer seating for 128 persons, with space for a further

50 on the gallery. The aisle between the rows leads to-

wards a point slightly to one side of the centre of the al

tar and the "apse" as if deliberately liberating the interi

or from the inevitability of the processional route.

The whitewash on the walls and the brown brickwork

of the floor are reminiscent of the medieval churches of

cities in northern Europe. Several openings in three of

the four walls, some low down, some high up, provide

illumination. In the corner of the south wall a window

spans from floor to ceiling. A"pillar" arranged in front

of it serves as a form of "baffle" against bright sunlight.

Naked light bulbs dangle from the narrow pine board

ing on the ceiling of the 9.5 metre high space (measured

at its midpoint). Closely spaced in tight rows and dan

gling on long threads, they form an intermediary plane

not unlike a starry sky. As such, the colourless glass

spheres contribute considerably to the spatial defini

tion of the interior.

The influence of Alvar Aalto is clearly evident in its ref

erence to forms from the landscape - the up and down

swing of the roofs, its interlocking volumes, which

from the side resemble shoved together ice floes - in

its use of timber planking, of white and brown and in

its play of light over soft forms. However, it is the in

corporation of qualities from the architects' own pre

vious design for the interior of the Egedal Church in

Kokkedal, Denmark, that helped the architects achieve

such a harmonious design for the interior of the church

in Tornbjerg.
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Site plan Floor plan EB

View ofthe church and ancillary buildings from the southeast I
View from the west I Kneeling rest and altar, behind them the

backlit wall niche IThe stringent processional arrangement of

the church is even reflected in the material joins

Enghej Church
Randers, Denmark
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Architects

Client

Completion

Denomination

Footprint

Seating capacity

Henning Larsen, Niels Fuglsang

Building committee of the Parish Church

Councils of Borup and Sankt

1994

Lutheran-Protestant

Church ca. 338 m"

170

Although part of a new estate, the church appears to

stand alone in the landscape. The building is concealed

and enveloped by greenery, such as one only other

wise sees in castles set in open landscape. The complex

stands on a hill. The plateau is square in form and en

closed by a wall. This enclosure is, however, both de

fined and compromised by three objects: on the north

side a low elongated building; on the south side a

hump presses into the square; on the west side the

church projects from the square. Only the side to the

east remains free for the entrance. The larger and taller

building serves as the church, the smaller lower one for

other functions. There is no tower. Instead a bell hangs

at one end of the low building, which from the court

yard looks like a row of almost identical houses.



Site plan showing the st rip of the fo rmer Berlin Wan

ru n ning from northeast to southwest

Entrance from out side IChap el on th e st rip of the former Berlin

Wall, with the pat h form erly used by t he so ldier patro ls running

thr ough th e cent re, view northeast I Interior with the alt ar on the

left and retable saved from the demolished Churc h of Recon cilia 

tion in the niche on th e righ t IAmbulato ry betw een th e outer and

inner skin, on t he left th e door to th e chapel
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Sketch of the cons t ru ctio n of ra mmed earth wall s using timber shu tt ering

Chapel of
Reconciliation
Berlin, Germany

154 CH URCHES I CENTRALISED PLA N

Architects

Client

Completion

Denominat ion

Footp rint

Seat ing cap acit y

Rudo lf Reitermann , Pet er Sass enr oth

Protes tant Reconciliation Churc h Parish,

Berlin

2000

l ut heran-Prot est an t

ca. 398 m'

100

The chapel stands where from 19 61 until 1989 the wall

between East and West Berlin once ran, exactly on

the spot where Gotthilf Lud wig Mackel's neo-Gothic

Church of Reconciliat ion once stoo d before it was de

molished in 19 85 . The central th eme of th is partl y sol

id, partly fragile architecture, which consis ts of a high

oval volume for th e church service and a low rectan

gular bell frame , is th e hist ory of th e political and reli

gious transformat ion of this place.

The design of th e inn er contai ner began with a circle

as th e most compa ct form of gathering. Byst retching

and bulging thi s form, a hint of vestibule and choir is

create d.The specific dynamism of this almos t 9 met re

high and 18 .5 metre wide chapel derives from th e inter-



Axonometric project ion showing relationship of the new chapel to the old chu rch
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Longitudinal section
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section of two axes: the west-east axis that characteris

es church architecture since its beginnings, northeast

to southwest axis that runs parallel to the central axis

of the earlier church.

The first of these two axes is marked by a square "rose"

visible high up on the west wall and the rammed earth

block of the altar in front of the east wall. At the end

of the second of these two axes, one sees an illuminat

ed niche with a dark wooden artefact from the origi

nal church that depicts the Last Supper of Christ and

the Disciples. The eye wanders between the vanishing

points of both these axes as it attempts to shift the al

tar table rightwards beneath the retable and the reta

ble leftwards over the altar table. This separation of the

two ritual objects is particularly apparent from the en

trance at the rear of the space and from the wooden or

gan loft.

The preparation of the material and construction was

overseen by Martin Rauch. Rammed earth, a mixture

of earth, brick grit and straw fibres, is used for the floor

and the half metre thick enveloping walls of the inner

skin. The rough surface of the enclosing walls shows

the process of layer after layer of the compression of

earth and stone. In the diffuse light, the granular struc

ture and crushed brick additive from the demolished

church appear sometimes grey and green, sometimes

red and brown. In a well in the floor beneath the old

retable, one can see part of the cellar of the old church.

The access stair to the cellar was filled in by border sol

diers after the building of the wall.

The nucleus of the chapel with its two projecting box

es, a black entrance and white niche, is surrounded by a

second skin at an irregular distance from the core. Nine

frames made oflaminated timber columns and beams

support the outer skin, a curtain of vertical timber slats

made of Canadian Douglas fir that over time have grad

ually acquired a silvery patina through sun and rain.

The surrounding timber screen swings freely around

the firm core like 'egg white' around a 'yolk.' Between

the two an asp halted ambulatory, that grows alternate

ly wider alternately thinner, allows visitors to wander

around the chapel.
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Viewfrom the west , on the left the ste el belfry IView from the

southeast, on the far left th e corner with the entrance

Donau City Church
Vienna, Austria
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Architect

Client

Completion

Denomination

Footprint

Seating capacity

Heinz Tesa r

Archd iocese of Vienna

2000

Roman- Cath oli c

ca. 485 m2

150

In close proximity t o an und erground st ation, concave

and convex high-rise buildings from th e seventies and

a series of office and commercial buildings built in the

nine ties, the church in "Donau City" is placed diago

na lly on the th ree-quarter rou ndel of a plaza produced

by the forking of two roads ,The rectangular volume

conscious ly avoids any compet it ion with the vert ical

archi tec ture of its immediate surro undings.

As a result. at first glance . the angular building is al

most inconspi cuous. It is a volum e made of concrete .

a half cube with dimensions 21.5 by 21.5 by 10.75 me

tres. Its four external walls are clad in chromium stee l

pane ls th at reflect a black, blue or brown colour, and

are arranged horizont ally, un de rlining the form of the



Site plan

East elev ation , front side

Ramp from the road towards the entrance on the upper level I
Entrance to the lower level from the rounded courtyard, the con

crete floor of the altar within can be seen as a diagonal line on

the facade I From lett to right the volumes for altar area, for quiet

prayer, confessional and sacristy zones, and portico IView from

the main space on the upper level into the anteroom below, with

three layers of walling visible, rough-hewn quarried stone, brick

and sprayed concrete

Church of
Our Lady of Lourdes
Navarons di Spilimbergo, Italy

118 CHURCHES I CENTRALISED PLAN

Architects

Client

Completion

Denomination

Footprint

Seating capacity

Glauco Gresleri, Silvana Varnier

Monsignore Lorenzo Tesolin

1970

Roman-Catholic

130m'

65

From the mid-fifties to the end of the sixties, due

largely to the "Centro di Studio e Informazione per

l'Architettura Sacra" and the journal "Chiesa e Quar

tiere," Bologna became a meeting place for Catholic ar

chitects and theologians looking for answers and as

sistance in adapting or even reforming their churches,

both as parishes in an urban society, as well as build

ings in urban contexts. In the late Middle Ages, the

choir and high altar of the priests had led to a separa

tion of the clergy and the laity, shifting emphasis away

from the people. In later years, the ritual and ornament

of the Baroque had further intimidated believers. The

essence of Catholicism, so the reformers asserted, was

to be found in early Christianity: the first churches

were homes converted into meeting places, as can be



West elevation, rearward side Longitudinal section

seen in Dura Europos on the River Euphrates (see p. 13).

The Christians, at that time still persecuted by the Ro

mans, congregated in their home environments to hear

the gospel and celebrate Communion.

Inspired by the ideal of the agape, the meal or feast eat

en by the early Christians, the Church of Our Lady of

Lourdes is more than faithful to the liturgical reforms

of the Second Vatican Council. The building is situated

some two kilometres from Spilimbergo in the Italian

region of Friuli-Venezia Guilia. In 1970 Navarons num

bered exactly 253 inhabitants and more than half of the

male population were farmers. In a village ofthis size,

a church serves also as a place where one meets one

another. There was and still is no other meeting place.

Beginning from the edge of the road and flanked on

each side by a wall, a path leads up to an open por

tico in which a bell hangs. The church stands on the

right with walls of fairly small lumps of ash-grey lime

rich stone, mined from the nearby Tagliamento valley,

then hewn and laid in courses of uniform thickness.

Only a couple of steps beyond the narrow entrance

door, a short section of wall blocks the visitor's path

forward. The sacristy and the space for silent prayer

and repentance are on the left, on the right the ceil

ing rises and the sprayed concrete render of the brick

wall is rough and white. Only the reddish terracotta

tiles on the floor lend the organic form of the interior

some colour.

Although the anteroom and the main space of the

church form a single space - the ratio of depth to

breadth is 5:3 - the place for the Eucharist could hard

ly have been accorded greater emphasis. Through the

placement of a freestanding section of wall across the

centre of the space that curves back on each side lead

ing to four steps on both the left and the right, the

choir screen and high altar of old is interpreted anew.

Here, all those participating in the church service con

gregate on one and the same "stage", a space where pre

viously only the ordained were allowed. Despite the

8.5 metre long axis that leads aisle-like through the

centre from the rear wall behind the pews to the free

standing wall in the centre with the 1.1 metre wide altar

in front of it, the pews for the laity and the bench for
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10 ®Upper floo r pla n I l ow er floor plan

the priests and servers are not arranged in opposition

bu t in coalition.This impression is un derlined by the

casual centripeta l character of th e space: produced on

the one hand by the curved arrangement of the pews,

and on th e other by a slight ascent in th e floor level

towards th e rear of th e congregati on and towa rds t he

rear of the priests, so that each can look each other in

th e eye more easily.

In th e zone around th e altar, th e tabernacle and th e

pews for the laity and th e priests, daylight comes from

the west and the east , as well as from the nor th . In line

with th e top of th e left-hand sta ir a high vertical win

dow with slender concrete "tracery" reaches from th e

floor to th e ceiling; in line with th e right hand stai r, a

120 CH URCH ES I CENTRALISED PL AN

narrow slot opens in th e ceiling as well as in th e wall.

At the top, a narrow, 6 centimetre wide gap run s along

th e junction betw een th e wall and ceiling like a long

white band of light th at encircles the congregat ion

from the left , from the right and from behind.All the

liturgical objects and furni ture are crafted out of the

soft wood of the Swiss pine and in soft curving forms .

For the desig n of th e interior of th e church, the archi

tects were able to draw on previous experienc e made in

earlier projects. Prior to th e churc h at Navarons, they

had already tackled the problem of designing an appro 

priate space for a small but close-knit congrega tio n in

the funeral chapel at Vajont and the chap el in the stu

dent building at Pordenone. In both cases th ey chose a

slightly centr ipetal architectural arrange ment , always

encouraging informal congrega tio n rat he r than enforc

ing it through formal cons tra int .

The Church of Our Lady of Lourdes was soon heralded

as the "Italian Ronchamp" by architectural critics.

Witho ut doubt, LeCorbusier's Chapel of Notre Dame

du Haut heavily influenced churc h architecture

throughout western Europe well into the 1970s, its in

fluence st ill plainly evident in Wojciech Piet rzyk and

Jan Grabacki's Churc h of the Ark of the Lord built in

1977in Nowa Huta , Poland . However, in Navarons ,

th e relatio ns hip to Ronchamp is not one of externali

ties (it has no sculp tural ambitio ns and is not a "trou

de rnystere ") but one of assimilation and adap ta tion.
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Sketch of the altar

Section through the bench in the outside wall

t .

Altar with fittings and furniture made of Swiss pine I Enclosure around the altar space, light slot

along the junction between the walls and the roof I View from the space for silent prayer back towards

the altar, at the bottom right the head of the stair I Spiral stair to the lower level

More precisely, adaptation here means imitation: for

instance, the light slot between the walls and the ceil

ing, or the rough, white materiality of the render or

the small rounded hollow at the lower end on the west

side, which serves a function similar to that of the

rounded space on the east side of Ronchamp. Likewise,

the choice of rough-hewn stone for the walls and con

crete for the roofs is inspired by LeCorbusier, whose

innovative combination of the archaic and the modern

was a key characteristic of the Villa Madrot in Le Pra

det, the Pavillon Suisse in Paris and the Duval factory

in Saint Die.

Le Corbusier's notion that every building can only be

fully described by the movement of visitors and us-

ers passing through it is even more evident in the

Church of Our Lady of Lourdes. On their very first vis

it to the site, the architects interpreted the steep slope

of the ground as an invitation to orchestrate a verita

ble "promenade architecturale". It is therefore no won

der that the designers - who were among the principal

drivers of the de bates in Bologna - focused not only

on the central theme of the Eucharist as Communio in

their architecture, but also on the spatial interpenetra

tion of inside and outside, of above and below.

In this sense, the promenade begins at the road and as

cends towards the entrance, looking across at three ris

ing and bowing forms in stone, behind which one later

finds the sacristy, the anteroom and main space. One

enters through the door into the anteroom, from there

turns and ascends the steps on the right into the main

space of the church, passing onwards between the al

tar and the pews to descend again via the steps on the

left into the room with the confessional and the spi-

ral stair. In the level below, one proceeds once around

the room, steps into the tiny vestibule and through

the door next to the heating room back outside. One

follows the curve of three long steps at the end of the

rounded courtyard, turns to the right and ascends the

lower part of the path next to the church wall before ar

riving back at the road. One stands only a stone's throw

away from where the promenade began.
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Florence Hollis
Hand Chapel,
Mount Vernon
College
Washington D.C., USA
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Architects

Client

Completion

Denomination

Footprint

Seating capacity

George E. Hartman, Warren J. Cox

Callaway Foundation, La Grange

1970

None

ca. 697 m-

Lower level ca. 100, upper level ca. 200

Like a town within a town, spread around the campus

of a typical college in the U.S.,there are houses, lecture

theatres, sports fields, library, laboratory, refectory,

cafe and the chapel. Mount Vernon College, George

Washington University also has such a place. The com

plex stands on a hillside, measuring 34-4metres from

north to south, but does not, however, resist the slope

but instead follows the incline, establishing a relation

ship with its green surroundings rather than resist

ing them. From above, the building seems at most one

and a half storeys high. It has projections and recesses,

is clad in red bricks and grey slate and fits in with the

neo-colonial style dominated architecture along Cam

pus Drive. Only lower down does the building risk a

big gesture. Here, the chapel appears like a huge slop-



Plan of t h e roof a nd garden

Ground floor plan
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View from the east, left the church, right the parish hall IView from

the south, behind the windows ancillary rooms below, dwellings

above 1 View from the north, behind the stone wall the garden 1 The

church, to the right as if floating, the sculpture above the altar, on

the left the pews made of roble.

Church of
Santa Teresa de Jesus
Tres Cantos, Spain
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Architects

Client

Completion

Denomination

Footprint

Seating capacity

Andres Perea Ortega, Julian Franco Lopez,

Jose Manuel Palao Nunez

Archdiocese of Madrid

1991

Roman-Catholic

Church 437.91m'

ca. 300

Founded in the seventies as a suburb on the northern

periphery of Madrid, Tres Cantos today has almost

40,000 inhabitants. Likemany modern satellite towns,

this estate also suffers from problems of a lack of den

sity and functional mix. The church stands on level

ground on a tapering curving site. Half of the site serves

as a garden and half is occupied by the church. The

building makes no attempt to pay heed to its urban

surroundings and gives no indication of its typology.

It is therefore not exactly broken down into smaller

distinguishable parts, nor is it particularly recognisable

by symbols such as a tower or a nave.

From low down one sees a large concrete shape that,

with its ups and downs, corners and edges, is like an
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abrupt range of white hills, diss ociatin g itself from the

long, red blocks of flats in the neighbour hood. From

above, however, seen from the flats in th e upper storeys

of the residential blocks to the no rthwest and no rth 

east, the object has the form of a hollow.The terraced

formation falls from all sides in the direct ion of a walk

way and a polygon with a tin y formal garden . An elon

gated rooflight denotes the part of th e building intend

ed for church services. Its apex run s along the eaves line

of the gently curving external wall and rises to a high

point like the peak of an iceberg 13.Xmet res above th e

grou nd.

Coming from th e garden, one is led into a forecourt

from where, passing between th e religious hall on th e

left hand side and th e secular hall on the right, one

reaches a glazed promenade leading from the northeast

to the southwest deep within the building into a 'rotun

da' and facing a 'cloister '.The centre of this space, th e

aforem entioned formal garden, is open to th e sky. In

th e 'cloister ', at the lower level, there is a series of ancil

lary rooms, notably th e sacristy and offices, and above,

thre e dwellings with a gallery overlooking th e 'rotunda'.

The plan of th e hall, in which th e churchgoers meet for

services, is in th e form of a segment . From th e glass wall

cont aining four double doors, th e white ceiling sweep s

upwards in a single, might y gesture. The aforemen 

tioned rooflight widens out over the presbytery and, to

gether with the fu ll-height band of glass , produ ces on

the smooth wall behind th e alta r, depending on the

strength of the sun, an almost blazing background for

the sculpture with the figures ofTeresa of Avilaand of

Jesus of Nazareth. Following the curvature of the glass

wall, the pews are arranged in an arc around the altar.

When the bu ilding was designed in th e early eight ies,

th e architect considered the revered "architettura

della citta" of the likes of Aida Rossi to be a "mistake,"

indeed an absolute "escapade", part icularly in a subur

ban cont ext. Strangely, yet recognisably so , the Church

of SantaTeresa de Jesus int rodu ces a Finnish flavour

int o a Spanish context. The build ing is land scape, and

in this respect it is remini scent of some of th e work of

th e Finnish archit ect Reima Pietila.
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Entrance from the south, under the zinc roof on the right the ancil

lary rooms IView from the north, on the left the profane functions,

on the right the sacred functions, on the far right the bell frame

Maranatha
Moluccan Church
Deventer, Netherlands
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Architects

Client

Completion

Denomination

Footprint

Seating capacity

Aldo van Eyck.Hannie van Eyck

Moluccan Community Deventer

1992

Protestant Free Church

ca. 550 rrr'

250

The trapezium shaped site has two almost 60 metre

long sides and its position is totally imprisoned by

surrounding blocks of flats. The situation and house

of the Moluccan parish community avoids being typi

cally religious and resembles a children's day centre or

a youth club. As such, the grounds and church are like

an oasis, a paradise in alien surroundings. This impres

sion stems from the transformation of the grounds

into a garden. The elongated building stands diagonal

lyon the site. The upper curved parts of the facade are

clad in vertical wooden slats, the lower parts, not only

the curved but also the upright elements are enclosed

by a metal trellis, on which white roses climb up a matt

blue background.
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View of the entrance area from the north, left the ground-level

glazing strips on the west side IView from the southeast with

illuminated beacon by Keith Sonnier

Church of St Francis
Steyr, Austria
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Architects

Client

Completion

Denomination

Footprint

Seating capacity

Peter Riepl, Gabriele Riepl

St Francis Roman-Catholic Parish office,

Steyr, and Bishopric of Linz

2001

Roman-Catholic

ca. 840 m'

ca. 150

Surrounded to the north and west by a large resi

dential estate totalling some 6000 flats, bounded to

the south and east by intersecting roads, the church

in Resthof/Steyr stands on a plot of land measuring

28.2 by 29.8 metres. The concrete monolithic construc

tion of almost chthonic solidity has a light colour

that shimmers grey/green/brown. The corner that fac

es the road junction is marked by a rectangular tow

er-like glass protrusion. Instead of bells it contains a

coloured, illuminated sculptural installation by Keith

Sonnier. Twelve loops of intertwined neon tubing sug

gest the contours of a fish. This early sign, originally

a secret means of recognition among Christians, is so

powerful at night that it has almost become a sign for

the entire neighbourhood.
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North-south section through the font and chapel East-west section through the central axis that divides the building

Church space with view of the red-coloured altar block I

Central west-east axis, with font in the background

On its west side, the front of the building is covered

by a concrete canopy supported by seven cylindrical

columns. Due to its size and the repetitive rhythm of

its parts, the 6.8 metre deep loggia or stoa has a cer

tain dignity, even solemnity. Entering through the

glazed entrance and lobby, one continues along a cen

tral west-east axis, which extends through the build

ing like a backbone towards the black stone font at

the rear. The axis divides the building into two halves,

the space of the church on the left and, on the right,

all other auxiliary rooms including a 9 by 4 metre in

ner courtyard which is partially enclosed by concrete

walls, partially glazed, and designed like a Japanese

garden.

The building does not awaken associations; it does

not recall a fortress, a tent or boat. Architects may see

a relation to the free plan in the work of Mies van der

Rohe as exemplified by his Barcelona Pavilion. The five

spaces of the complex - church, chapel, sacristy, lobby

and "cloister" - are open to one another, creating a

flowing space yet without compromising the under

lying grid of the floor plan. This hierarchy of functions,

in other buildings denoted by a front-back or centre

edge relationship, is never unclear. The is because the

main church space and sacristy are higher than the

lobby and "cloister". And, as if to emphasise this still

further, the processional route begins outside from the

road and leads right around the church space used for

the Sunday Mass, the first half outside - east-north-

the second half inside the building - west-south

effectively walking around a volume within the vol

ume of the building.

The church floor is slate; the walls and ceiling are

clad with birch panels. The pews are arranged in three

groups around the low podium, and the altar and can

seat 150 people. The deep red of the altar is the strong

est colour in the entire building. The 7-2 metre high

space of the church is naturally illuminated by strips

of glazing at roof and ground level, and to the south

and east by the long frameless windows onto the inner

courtyard and pond next to the font. When, at dusk,

the downlighters illuminate the walls, the wood glows

almost like gold.
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View from the northwest with the shutte rs IView from the south 

west, the ent rance to the sacristy on the right of the near corne r,

to the left the ram p lead ing to the vestibule I Ent rance with ramp

in east-west direction, a section o f the room-high shutters is visi

ble in the background IVest ibule with th e banks of the river in the

background IThe churc h looking towa rds th e door to th e sacris ty

with the alta r beside it

Floo r plan

Karsamaki Church
Karsamaki, Finland
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Architect

Client

Completion

Deno mination

Footprint

Seating capa cit y

Anss i Lass ila

Karsamakl Protestant Church Paris h

and Univ ersity of Oulu

2004

Lutheran-Protes tan t

(a. 144 m !

ca. 100

The building stands in th e mids t of fields and mead

ows on the banks of the Pyhajoki river. The site lies in

the direct vicinity of a former mtd-rsth-century church

that was destroyed in th e rnid-i qth-century. At the end

of th e zoth century, the idea arose to rebuild the church

in its original form but was discarded when it became

impossible to find reliabl e historical documentation .

As a result, the parish initiated a compe ti tio n for a

chur ch of the 21St century buil t with the materials and

techniques of th e rSth centu ry.

In th e new church, th e archaic en te rs int o a close rela

tionsh ip with the modern . Four walls and four roof sur 

faces form a cube and a pyramid , ent irely covered in a

blackened exte rior skin.The building is almos t ent irely
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Viewfrom the west , on the left the ste el belfry IView from the

southeast, on the far left th e corner with the entrance

Donau City Church
Vienna, Austria
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Architect

Client

Completion

Denomination

Footprint

Seating capacity

Heinz Tesa r

Archd iocese of Vienna

2000

Roman- Cath oli c

ca. 485 m2

150

In close proximity t o an und erground st ation, concave

and convex high-rise buildings from th e seventies and

a series of office and commercial buildings built in the

nine ties, the church in "Donau City" is placed diago

na lly on the th ree-quarter rou ndel of a plaza produced

by the forking of two roads ,The rectangular volume

conscious ly avoids any compet it ion with the vert ical

archi tec ture of its immediate surro undings.

As a result. at first glance . the angular building is al

most inconspi cuous. It is a volum e made of concrete .

a half cube with dimensions 21.5 by 21.5 by 10.75 me

tres. Its four external walls are clad in chromium stee l

pane ls th at reflect a black, blue or brown colour, and

are arranged horizont ally, un de rlining the form of the



Upper level plan
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Section with view of the wall behind the altar

Section with view ofthe wall behind the belfry

Entrance area on the southwest side IAltar area showing stele

with tabernacle and eternal light beneath the quadratic skylight

building. Almost all of the 100 panels, each 2.7 by 1.35

metres in size, are punctured by a grid of fine holes as

well as smaller and larger round windows. These flush

"portholes", as well as glazed cutouts in the corners of

the building, allow light into the interior. The entrance

to the church is placed on the corner. Silvery double

doors open to the left and right of one of these cut

outs, which is signified from outside by a portal and

pool.

Hard and cold on the outside, warm and gentle in the

interior, dark coloured on the outside, light on the

inside: this opposition breathes life into the church.

The maple floor, birch walls and, in particular, the nu

merous round windows create a space of almost ba-

roque quality. The pews, grouped in three sharply de

fined sections, are arranged around a raised dais with

the altar slightly off-centre, the ambo and the sedilia,

whose forms are pared back to the minimum. Made of

syenite, the colour of the altar varies between grey and

black. An elongated slot of skylight opens above the

block of the altar; a stretched S-shaped gash, whose

form is intended to denote the wound inflicted on

Christ's heart. To the left and to the right behind the

altar table, two partly glazed, partly wood-covered cut

outs define two further spaces in the corners, the first

for the font, the second for the stele with the tabernac

le and eternal light. In front of the altar and the pews,

hidden in the wall, is a small room for the confessional

as well as an entry and exit for the priests.

The sacristy and the rooms for the parish are located

on the lower floor. The sloping nature of the site, bare

ly perceptible from outside, makes it possible to locate

the secular functions where one cannot see them from

the plaza. In addition, the sloping ground has been ex

ploited to raise the belfry to the left of the entrance,

reached by a flight of grassed stairs, and a triangular

cutout courtyard to the right to allow light into the

lower floor.
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Our Lady of the
Pentecost Church
Pa ri s , Fra n ce

Architect

Client

Complet ion

Denomination

Footprint

Seati ng capacit y

Franck Ham moutene

Dioces e of Nan t erre

2001

Roman-Cat holic

Hall 2lU m'

GI.300

In LaDefens e, where millions of square metres of of

fice space have been pres sed into a variety of forms

since the fifties, th e church is the smallest building.

It stands at the edge of th e gigantic esplanade of the

Grande Arche and is enclosed on three sides by the

arching form of the Centre National des Industries et

Techniques (CNIT) to the northwest , a wing of an office

building to the southwest and the entrance and exit of

a road tunnel to the northeast ,

The church rests on 63 slender pile foundatio ns and six

1.2 met re thick concrete columns. For th e most part ,

th e building tak es th e form of a cube mad e of concrete,

st eel and glass, Its lower and middle floors are used for

gatherings and administ ration, th e upper floor for the
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Florence Hollis
Hand Chapel,
Mount Vernon
College
Washington D.C., USA
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Architects

Client

Completion

Denomination

Footprint

Seating capacity

George E. Hartman, Warren J. Cox

Callaway Foundation, La Grange

1970

None

ca. 697 m-

Lower level ca. 100, upper level ca. 200

Like a town within a town, spread around the campus

of a typical college in the U.S.,there are houses, lecture

theatres, sports fields, library, laboratory, refectory,

cafe and the chapel. Mount Vernon College, George

Washington University also has such a place. The com

plex stands on a hillside, measuring 34-4metres from

north to south, but does not, however, resist the slope

but instead follows the incline, establishing a relation

ship with its green surroundings rather than resist

ing them. From above, the building seems at most one

and a half storeys high. It has projections and recesses,

is clad in red bricks and grey slate and fits in with the

neo-colonial style dominated architecture along Cam

pus Drive. Only lower down does the building risk a

big gesture. Here, the chapel appears like a huge slop-
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- . Cross section

View from the south, on the right, partially obscured, the entrance I

View from the west, the altar zone is behind the front part of the

roof IView from the east, tower with the bells on the left IView of

the hall with the classically conceived gallery IView into the chapel

from the south, left the altar and ambo, in the background the organ

ing and low-slung roof with a strong frame and a regu

lar grid.

The interior of the chapel has an upper, middle and

lower level. The entrance is on the upper level, on the

southeast side of the complex. Under the tower block

with the bells there is space for cloakroom, choir room,

office and a foyer with a small balcony, which affords a

view into the hall. Next to this is a bridge, which carries

the technical services across to the north side of the

building. Apart from the sacristy and the toilets, the

middle level is all part of the main hall. This includes

the stepped gallery and the side staircases to the galler

ies on the south and north sides of the chapel, which

are separated by wooden parapets from the central sec-

tion of the lower space. The framing of the gallery - its

format, symmetry and relationship of wall to opening

- follows a classical pattern, though this can be appre

ciated properly only from the lower level.

At this point, the orientation of the space changes.

Three wide window niches afford a view out over the

dogwood in the park outside, directing one's atten

tion to the east and west, rather than south and north,

despite the organ on the raised gallery. White walls,

brown parquet and red carpet are reminiscent of the

colourful interiors of 18th-century English churches,

There are around 100 oak chairs below; in the side and

rear galleries there is space for a further 200 people. The

altar stands on a podium to the west. Above it, rows of

skewed, elongated "coffers" rise up with the roof, which

has a 45 degree pitch. Light falls through the canopies

of the trees onto the grey zinc strips and from there it

is reflected through oblique glass strips first onto the

underside of the roof sections and then into the hall.

The light that illuminates the space is always indirect

and always reflected.

The Florence Hollis Hand Chapel at Mount Vernon Col

lege is non-denominational, although its programme

employs altar, ambo and ritual objects. Its atmosphere

is redolent of the type of assembly hall found in older

high schools as well as the type of main auditorium in

traditional universities, which is why a periodical gave

the chapel the name "Worship Music Drama Building".
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Site plan

Axonometric with cut out showing roof trus s

View from the sout hwest , on the right the side entrance to t he sta ge and youth dub IView from th e

west, on the left the entrance, in the centre one of the classrooms, above it a window above the stage I

Junction between the old an d ne w buildings on the no rt hwes t side I Main en trance with canopy an d

sign on which the spotlights that illuminat e th e facade are fixed

Morley Central
Methodist Church
Annexe
Leeds , Great Britain
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Architect
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Completion

Denomination

Footprint

Seat ing capacity

James N. Thorp

Morley Central Methodist Church

1970

Methodist

ca. 408 m'

Hall 250

In the period betwe en th e late sixties and the late sev

ent ies almost every church was planned as a commu

nity centre. The church is not solely a building for the

church service or a vessel for the holy; it is simply the

place where believer s congregat e in the name of Jesus

Christ . "Achurch should be fun ctional " was the motto

of the day. Accordingly, the funct ional programme of

church buildings provided spaces for younger and old

er people to come togeth er not only on Sundays but

also on weekda ys for all manne r of social and cultur

al activities. No naves, no towers, no processional ar

rangement , no cong regational arrangement : the spe

cifically sacred elem ents were abandone d in favour of

multifunct ional or polyfunctional spaces . Many such

new spaces - which were also used for Catholics to cel-



Site plan

Churchyard with the base of the tower on the left, in the back

ground the entrance to the church with the cast aluminium panels

of the relief "Water and Fire" by Bernard Schorderet IView from

the west with the 35 metre high "campanile" IMain church show

ing the combined altar, pulpit and font, hung below the rooflight

the wall tapestry by Moik Schiele I Back of the church hall with the

musicians' gallery

Glaubten
Reformed Church
Zurich, Switzerland
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Ground floor plan

Rudolf Guyer, Esther Guyer

Zurich-Affoltern Reform Church Council

1972

Protestant Reformed

Church ca. 609 m'

Lower level ca. 450, upper level ca. 80

20 f'C\
'-- ----'1 I(y

Surrounded on three sides by traffic noise, the church

adopts a withdrawn position from the street. The com

plex is enclosed by a ring-wall that is only open in two

places: a flight of steps to the north, and four round

ed arches at the base of the tower to the south. The

parts of the building to the east provide facilities for

social and cultural activities; here an older parish hall

has been extended with three new wings around a new

green courtyard in the middle. The parts of the build

ing to the west encompass the main church, the wing

containing a room for devotions, the parish rooms, the

verger's residence and the 35 metre high tower with its

six bells. The ensemble surrounds a paved court. This,

together with the church, forms a rectangle of 51.5 by

23 metres.



South elev ation
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Longi tudinal section

The architects gave the church project the name "cella".

It has resulted in a piece of extremely concentrated

architecture. Due to its surroundings, the building

presents a windowless exterior. The "bunker" is con

structed almost entirely of concrete, with a brown-

ish hue, roughened and textured with a hammer so

that, at first sight, it looks like stone. The pre-fabricat

ed, projecting concrete beams between the lower and

upper levels and between walls and roof are smooth

and grey. Slab columns and the stepped portal give the

open entrance a somewhat sober feel. One enters the

building through "Water and Fire", to the left or right

of a 14.5 metre wide and 2.3 metre high relief made of

cast aluminium panels with a gold leaf depiction by

Bernard Schorderet.

The volume of the church gives the impression of a

half cube. It is, however, not without direction. On the

contrary, the gently sloping floor towards the 9.8 me

tre high front wall, tbe placing of the 450 chairs in

three sections, the semicircular stage of the altar and

the rooflight above it establish a clear orientation.

To emphasise the liturgical focus of the space, a sin

gle, partly copper and partly glass element serves si

multaneously as altar, pulpit and font. This is also em

phasised by the wavy copper-thread tapestry by Moik

Schiele. The brown of the wall hanging, the green of

the floor, the wooden ceiling and the grey of the pro

jecting beams: the calm, earthy colouring is bathed in

a constant matt sheen by the soft streaks of reflected

light coming from all sides. Windows with a view to

the outside would destroy this effect.

The design of Glaubten Church dates from the year

1965. It is able to combine modernity and classicism

in a memorable way. The beton brut and the relation

ship between wall elements and projecting beams can

be seen to relate to individual works by Kenzo Tange

or Paul Rudolph. The dominant campanile however

boasts other influences. This sort of italianita with

veiled references to the Romanesque period, the Re

naissance and the rationalism of the twenties and

thirties is a precious rarity in the middle of the sixties

north of the Alps.
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Site plan, chapel in the southwest ofthe site

Upper floor plan
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Hoor Chapel
Hoor, Sweden
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Bernt Nyberg

Parish Council of Hoor

1972

Lutheran- Protestant

Chapel ca. 112 m-

75

Hoor lies almost in the middle of Scania, a province at

the south tip of Sweden. Its nearly 15,000 inhabitants

live in a couple of villages which, since the end of the

sixties, form a community completely shaped by rural

tourism. When the churchyard was extended at the be

ginning of the seventies, a chapel was also added. As

the site slopes distinctly to the south, it was not diffi

cult to separate the lower level, which was reserved for

the preparation of funerals, functionally and visually

from the upper floor. This meant that the chapel could

also be used for services on Sundays.

The plan of the building is in the form of a square.

On arriving at the cemetery, visitors soon encounter

a square with equal sides when they follow its central
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Bernt Nyberg

Parish Council of Hoor

1972

Lutheran- Protestant

Chapel ca. 112 m-

75

Hoor lies almost in the middle of Scania, a province at

the south tip of Sweden. Its nearly 15,000 inhabitants

live in a couple of villages which, since the end of the

sixties, form a community completely shaped by rural

tourism. When the churchyard was extended at the be

ginning of the seventies, a chapel was also added. As

the site slopes distinctly to the south, it was not diffi

cult to separate the lower level, which was reserved for

the preparation of funerals, functionally and visually

from the upper floor. This meant that the chapel could

also be used for services on Sundays.

The plan of the building is in the form of a square.

On arriving at the cemetery, visitors soon encounter

a square with equal sides when they follow its central
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Lower floor plan
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Chapel with view towards the west wall ICorridor with the same

concrete coffered ceiling as used in the chapel

axis in a westerly direction. At the far end of the axis 

at the crest of the hill where the path appears to van

ish - there is a canopy, the posts of which define the

corners a square of three by three units. Behind the en

trance on the left hand side the square shape reoccurs.

In the elongated building, an l-shaped access route

links three squares of four by four, five by five and six

by six units respectively. In the progression from the

smallest square in the north to the largest in the south

- at the same time a progression from open canopy to

closed assembly space - the area for the mourners dou

bles from each to the next.

The chapel measures about 10.6 by 10.6 metres. Coarse

bricks, wide mortar joints, narrow ventilation slits:

rough textured walls surround a freestanding bald

achin. Its steel supports comprise twin T-beams, with

a broad cross-shaped steel capital; its concrete cof

fered roof numbers eight by eight coffers, each square

in shape. There are two windows, too high to permit a

view outside, but which admit sunlight from the east

and south. Light from above enters on all sides through

a gap between the concrete roof and the brickwork

walls. Glass panes with heating elements cover these

gaps. Metal strips, which look like silver paper, reflect

light from the edges of the walls into the room. Artifi

ciallight is provided by simple light bulbs in the centre

of each coffer. The altar stands immediately in front of

the west wall.

The way in which the bricks and supports are used

in Hoor is reminiscent of St Peter's Church in Klip-

pan, Sweden built by Sigurd Lewerentz in 1966. How

ever the use of building materials that evoke the con

flict between the archaic and the industrial is stronger

in Hoor than in Klippan. Nevertheless, in the cemetery

at Hoor a coherent, harmonious architecture has been

achieved: on the one hand through the interplay of vol

ume and module, on the other through the colour har

monies of brown and grey for everything material and

yellow and white for everything that is light.
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Viewfrom the south IView from the north, left the seating wall I
Part of the "entrance hall" with way through to the church space I
Viewfrom the hall looking west, above right the mullioned windows

Rudolf-Alexander
Schroder House
Bergen am Chiernsee, Germany

Architect

Client

Completion

Denomination

Footprint

Seating capacity

Theodor Hugues

Obersee Protestant Church Parish

1974

Lutheran-Protestant

Church 107.12 m'

ca. 114

The elongated building stands on the north side of a

small square, where several roads and paths meet. In

the immediate surroundings, there are many houses

from the sixties and seventies, built at a low density

typical for a location of this kind and period. Existing

elements that determined the design were a magnifi

cent lime tree with a lush crown and a tiny chapel. The

Rudolf-Alexander-Schroder House lends both of these

their due prominence while giving them a recumbent

background, in which only the projecting bell frame

offers a clear pendant. All in all, one sees an ensemble,

the parts of which - the green tree, the red roof, the

light render of the old building, the dark cladding of

the new building - complement one another through

contrast and balance.
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View from the northwest with the shutte rs IView from the south 

west, the ent rance to the sacristy on the right of the near corne r,

to the left the ram p lead ing to the vestibule I Ent rance with ramp

in east-west direction, a section o f the room-high shutters is visi

ble in the background IVest ibule with th e banks of the river in the

background IThe churc h looking towa rds th e door to th e sacris ty

with the alta r beside it

Floo r plan

Karsamaki Church
Karsamaki, Finland
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Architect

Client

Completion

Deno mination

Footprint

Seating capa cit y

Anss i Lass ila

Karsamakl Protestant Church Paris h

and Univ ersity of Oulu

2004

Lutheran-Protes tan t

(a. 144 m !

ca. 100

The building stands in th e mids t of fields and mead

ows on the banks of the Pyhajoki river. The site lies in

the direct vicinity of a former mtd-rsth-century church

that was destroyed in th e rnid-i qth-century. At the end

of th e zoth century, the idea arose to rebuild the church

in its original form but was discarded when it became

impossible to find reliabl e historical documentation .

As a result, the parish initiated a compe ti tio n for a

chur ch of the 21St century buil t with the materials and

techniques of th e rSth centu ry.

In th e new church, th e archaic en te rs int o a close rela

tionsh ip with the modern . Four walls and four roof sur 

faces form a cube and a pyramid , ent irely covered in a

blackened exte rior skin.The building is almos t ent irely



Section Detail of the shingling at the eaves

made of wood. The structural construction is made of

pine, the covering of aspen. Around 50,000 wood shin

gles were dipped in tar and individually nail-hung. The

locks, bolts, hooks and nails have all been made of sec

ond-hand iron. The logs and slats inside and the wood

shingles outside are all visible. From an ecological

point of view, the building is flawless.

The plan of the building is a square 10 metres wide and

10 metres long surrounded by a 2 metre wide 12 metre

long strip on all four sides. This simple device enables

clergy and congregation to be separated: the sacristy

lies in the south and east wing; the entrance and ves

tibule in the north and west wing. One enters the ves

tibule from one of the two ramps. In the corner of the

north and west walls, ten narrow openings afford a

view outwards across the fields. These openings span

from floor to ceiling and allow light into the room.

From the opposite corner of the building, the route

leads via the vestibule to the main space of the church.

The church space itself has the dimensions of a cube.

Although a cube has no particular directionality, the

room exhibits an extreme centrality, due not only to

the steep pyramidal roof but also to the lantern that

crowns the building. The lantern's supporting struc

ture points downwards in a wedge shape to a spot on

the centre of the floor. It would appear that this place

is predestined for the altar. In actual fact, the table of

the altar and the pews, their wood whitened with leach,

have no permanent position and can be arranged differ

ently as desired to seat the roo-person-strong congrega

tion. During Finland's long dark days, the room is lit by

candlelight.

The four windows of the lantern are subdivided by

mullions in the shape of a cross. Slightly to one side

of the building, a series of bells hang in a supporting

framework. The building is not otherwise marked or

signified. Simple and angular with its fusion of wall

and roof, the building is all the more compelling for

its unrevealing nature: the church in Karsarnaki is en

igmatic and monumental. It shares this quality with a

number of other important buildings from the last one

and a half centuries.
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First "metablobs" with the programme for the church

Development of the spatial structure of the church hall

within the Knickerbocker Laundry building

View from the west with main entrance IView from the north with main exit IView from

the south with the Knickerbocker Laundry [Viewfrom the east IOutdoor stair and fire

escape with view over Manhattan, the steel framework is clad inside with redwood

Korean
Presbyterian
Church
New York City, New York, USA
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Architects
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Completion

Denomination

Footprint

Seating capacity

Douglas Garofalo, Greg Lynn,

Michael McInturf

Korean Presbyterian Church of New York

1999

Presbyterian

17,999 m"

Sunday church 2500, wedding church 600

Due to the varied origins of its inhabitants, the United

States is home to many other Christian groups in ad

dition to the two large churches. Consequently, sacred

architecture in the U.S. is extremely varied. In one and

the same metropolis, in Los Angeles for example, one

can find a small storefront church alongside a huge ca

thedral. In the case of the Korean Presbyterian Church

in New YorkCity, however, it seems that a rare synthe

sis of both types, the small conversion and the large

new building, has been achieved. Moreover, here it is

the product of an architectural design process that, be

cause of its radically digital production and topological

rather than geometric approach, pushes forward the

boundaries of spatial exploration in architecture.
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Entrance from the south, under the zinc roof on the right the ancil

lary rooms IView from the north, on the left the profane functions,

on the right the sacred functions, on the far right the bell frame

Maranatha
Moluccan Church
Deventer, Netherlands
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Client

Completion

Denomination

Footprint
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Aldo van Eyck.Hannie van Eyck

Moluccan Community Deventer

1992

Protestant Free Church

ca. 550 rrr'

250

The trapezium shaped site has two almost 60 metre

long sides and its position is totally imprisoned by

surrounding blocks of flats. The situation and house

of the Moluccan parish community avoids being typi

cally religious and resembles a children's day centre or

a youth club. As such, the grounds and church are like

an oasis, a paradise in alien surroundings. This impres

sion stems from the transformation of the grounds

into a garden. The elongated building stands diagonal

lyon the site. The upper curved parts of the facade are

clad in vertical wooden slats, the lower parts, not only

the curved but also the upright elements are enclosed

by a metal trellis, on which white roses climb up a matt

blue background.
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Elevation of a wall element from inside Elevation of a wall element from outside

Longitudinal section looking to the north

View into the 2.9 metre high church, the floor of Alta-Quartz slabs,

the seats arranged in two directions IView along the south side

towards the west, left one of the niches with changing shades of

colour and shimmering mother-of-pearl, the floor rising slightly to

meet the concrete wall

On each side, the garden leads up to the canopies and

entrances to the north and south, descending there

after three steps down into a roughly 15.5 metre long

entrance lobby. The plan of the low building is, at its

centre, the shape of a not quite perfect square, which

nonetheless permits a clear separation between the

parts designated for secular and religious uses. The an

cillary spaces lie to the east, including an assembly

hall, a kitchen and two offices; the space on the west

side is for church services.

Opening a sliding door presents one with a view of

the concrete structure with eight cylindrical supports

and numerous longitudinal and lateral beams that de

scribe the figures, under the roof, of a square, a rotat-

ed square and an octagon. Although the spatial im

pression created by the structure seems at first to be

symmetrical, closer inspection reveals that the archi

tecture is not quite perfect, and is missing the corners

to the west and south. This "flaw", together with the

tension of the offset altar and pulpit, produce a "mul

tiple symmetry", in which half of the chairs relate to

the altar, and half to the pulpit, by which centrifugal

and centripetal energies struggle to achieve the correct

balance. The wall elements stand outside the struc

ture; their concave forms are covered with a colour that

changes intensity in three layers from deep to light

blue. Concealed rooflights illuminate the niches. With

the steadfastness of the structure and the ephemeral

and marginal quality of the bright wall-sections, one

imagines to be in a tent, on an island, the blue of the

sea and the sky in the distance. The lines of mother

of-pearl pressed into the plaster make one think of the

flight of birds and the passage of fish; the work of Iene

Ambar underlines the boundless feel of the building.

The Maranatha Moluccan Church is an expression of

the equal importance of the rationalist and the expres

sionist architecture of the zoth century so typical of

structuralism. Furthermore, it expresses a reverence of

the Moluccans, the group of islands between the Phil

ippines and Australia that was once a Dutch colony.

The shells came from there. The structure resembles

that of a "bailee", the open-sided assembly buildings

of the village communities on the Moluccans.
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The figure of Christ in front of the Paper Church IFront facade at

night-time, all double doors opened
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Paper Church
Kobe, Japan
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Architect

Client

Completion

Denomination

Footprint
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Shigeru Ban

Private

1995

Roman-Catholic

(a. 150m2

ca.90

The earthquake in Kobe in early 1995 destroyed large

parts of Nagata, one of the poorer quarters of the city.

Among the buildings that burned down was a timber

Catholic church used primarily by Vietnamese immi

grants. Within six months the Paper Church had been

erected in its place. As the architect - who has since

gone on to push forward the boundaries of lightweight

construction - embarked on the design, he was aware

that the church needed to be built at low cost and as

quickly as possible. In addition, it needed to be easy to

transport, to dismantle and assemble. The materials

and construction would therefore need to be such that

the building could be erected by volunteers without

professional skills.



Site plan

Axonometric with cut out showing roof trus s

View from the sout hwest , on the right the side entrance to t he sta ge and youth dub IView from th e

west, on the left the entrance, in the centre one of the classrooms, above it a window above the stage I

Junction between the old an d ne w buildings on the no rt hwes t side I Main en trance with canopy an d

sign on which the spotlights that illuminat e th e facade are fixed

Morley Central
Methodist Church
Annexe
Leeds , Great Britain
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Footprint

Seat ing capacity

James N. Thorp

Morley Central Methodist Church

1970

Methodist

ca. 408 m'

Hall 250

In the period betwe en th e late sixties and the late sev

ent ies almost every church was planned as a commu

nity centre. The church is not solely a building for the

church service or a vessel for the holy; it is simply the

place where believer s congregat e in the name of Jesus

Christ . "Achurch should be fun ctional " was the motto

of the day. Accordingly, the funct ional programme of

church buildings provided spaces for younger and old

er people to come togeth er not only on Sundays but

also on weekda ys for all manne r of social and cultur

al activities. No naves, no towers, no processional ar

rangement , no cong regational arrangement : the spe

cifically sacred elem ents were abandone d in favour of

multifunct ional or polyfunctional spaces . Many such

new spaces - which were also used for Catholics to cel-



Northwest ele vat io n Southwes t ele vati on

ebrate the Sacrament or Protestants the Communion

- were more akin to a utilitarian lecture room or stage

hall, in which a flexible podium and variable seating

were the most prominent elements.

Although the community centre approach found fa

vour among both Catholics and Protestants, it was

most enthusiastically embraced by Lutheran and Re

form church congregations. Avowed Methodists may

even have gone a step further, rejecting churches that

did not offer spaces for social or communal activities.

The Methodist Church arose in the first half of the

ixth century as a response to the perceived self-impor

tance of the clergy of the Anglican Church. In principle,

Methodism is a denomination of devout preachers,

who set up "classes" and "Sunday Schools" in order to

spread the word among the burgeoning lower class

es. Martin Luther's belief in "sola fide" (justification

by faith alone) and a tremendous commitment to the

needs of the working classes went hand in hand. Ac

cordingly, Methodism is most strongly rooted in the

cities of the Industrial Revolution in England.

This was the case in Morley, a municipality in west

Yorkshire with a population that today numbers some

42,000 inhabitants and is now part of Leeds. Built in

1861, the Central Methodist Church lies in the centre of

Morley near to the Main Road and City Hall. The area

around the church is dominated by rows of two-storey

terraced houses, typical workers' housing. The church

itself is rectangular with a low pitched roof and, on ac

count of its dimensions and pediment gables, bears re

semblance to a temple. Quoins, stone window mould

ings and cornices on the first and second storeys lend

the stonework masonry a certain decorum, which the

Methodists tolerated to a degree. The interior can ac

commodate up to 1000 people.

The annexe adjoins the hall on a free plot to the west

and south of the old soot-stained building. The old

building and new annexe maintain a critical balance:

the annexe occupies some four-tenths of the entire

church property; it dominates the corner of two streets

on a slight incline; it presents itself as a complex poly

gon containing different functions, so that the temple
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Lower floor plan
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Junction between the old and new buildings on the southeast side, the canteen below and the youth

club above in the projecting volume that overlooks the cemetery, to the right the fire escape IWind

ing stair in the stage hall, on the left the folding partition which can be opened to join the canteen

and stage hall 1 Balcony in front of the youth club kitchenette, on the right the posts of the winding

stair IChoral concert on the stage, above them one of the roof joists that structure the space

behind it - a straightforward pattern-book building of

the time - pales somewhat in comparison.

Measuring 19.5 by 20.9 metres, the annexe has a rough

ly rectangular plan. For the narrow street to the south

and west, however, local regulations stipulated that

the building should step back three metres and that

the corner be cut at 45 degrees. This statutory con

straint was undoubtedly generative for the design of

the building, in particular the folds of the walls and

the creation of a half-octagon in the centre of the plan.

Both elevations conform to the modernist ideal of a

clear relationship between inside and outside. Accord

ingly, the entrances are arranged on the very left and

right, with the classrooms distributed around the cor-

ner, the hall behind it and above. The building is con

structed of two leaves of concrete breeze blocks; the

exterior-facing blockwork with an additional granite

component. The door and window frames are metal

and small grey cement roof tiles cover the sloping sur

faces of the roof.

The entrance to the annexe is at the end of the long

side of the old church. A concrete canopy-like construc

tion - on which a "logo" could be placed - announces

the entrance. To the left are an office, wardrobe and toi

lets, on the right two classrooms, the second of which

can only be reached through the first. Straight ahead

a ramp leads into the canteen and kitchen, which can

serve up to 60 people. All spaces are arranged around

the half-octagon of the stage space. The youth club,

kitchenette and classrooms on the upper floor follow

the same arrangement.

The hall with the stage can seat 250 persons on movable

chairs. The angle of two sturdy roof joists made of pine

determine one's perception of the 8.2 metre high space.

The stage is at one end, the rest of the floor at the other.

The platform of the podium is the same height as the

floor level of the canteen behind it. By opening a fold

ing partition, it is possible to combine both spaces. A

green-coloured wooden stair stands slightly offset and

winds up in an octagonal spiral, leading to the kitchen

on the first landing and the youth club canteen on

the second landing. Coloured surfaces on the ceiling,
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Upper floor plan
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sometimes red, sometimes blu e, contras t with th e pale

colour of th e breeze blocks. Natural light ente rs from

th e side through a series of narrow slots in th e wall

that reach from floor-to-ceiling and from a larger skew

window high up beneath the roof. Artificial light ing is

pro vided by spotl ights attached to th e roof trusses.

In the early seve nties th e "Cent ral Meth odi st Hall" was

also used for new form s of church services in which

amateur dra ma tics and concerts played a central role.

Nevertheless, buil din gs like th e an nexe to the Cent ral

Method ist Church have long been the subject of crit

icism from architects and th eologian s alike: in ideal

condit ions , so the ir argument ation, a community cen

tre can be a "cultural cent re with a place of wors hip", in

worse cases it is simply a "social help centre". Crit icism

of this kind disregards th e tradition of Methodism and

fails to appr eciat e th e breadth of tasks and acti vities a

church congr egat ion undertakes. In cities where fewer

and fewer perso ns at ten d tradi tional chur ch services

with th e Euchar ist or Communion, chur ches can end

up facing an un pleasant choice: se ll or dem olish. When

conve rted appropriat ely, for whatever kind of religiou s

purpose, suc h bu ildings can acquire a character as roo

bust as th at of the churc h in Morley.

I

l~I ~I{
I

Section through the centre of the han
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Axonometric of the constructional elements
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Section

Quaker
Meeting House,
Blackheath
London, Great Britain
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Architect

Client

Completion

Denomination

Footprint

Seating capacity

Trevor Dannatt

Blackheath Meeting of the

Religious Society of Friends, London

1972

Quaker

Hall 100 m"

ca. 100

The House of the Religious Society of Friends stands

in a complex in-between situation, bounded to the

north by a railway cutting and to the south by raised

level road traffic. Any building on this terrain has to

compete with an embankment and with a 19th-century

church. Given these difficulties, the building was not

built parallel to the road and the church, but was rotat

ed by 45 degrees in order to achieve a prominent posi

tion for the house. The changing levels of the site pro

vided an opportunity for two storeys each with their

own separate entrances. What is below is of second

ary importance: a multi-purpose, sub-divisible space of

just under 58 square metres behind a triangular cano

py. What is above is of primary importance: the Quak

ers' meeting hall.
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View from the southwest IView from the west towards th e "fore

cou rt" ISte pped portal of the oratory. to th e right the fresco with

the dep iction of t he Annunciation IView of the alt a r zone with

two o f th e thr ee light slo ts in th e background

Oratory of
San Bartolomeo
Brissago, Switzerland
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Architect

Client

Complet ion

Denom ination

Footprint

Seat ing capacity

Raffaele Cavadini

Do n Annibale Berla

1997

Roman-Catho lic

82.81 m'

ca. 20

Situa ted on a plateau high above Lago Maggiore and

th e town of Brissago, th e village of Porta has had an or

atory since the Middle Ages. It enjoys a posit ion at the

edge of a slope overlooking th e lake, forcing the road to

bend arou nd th e bu ilding. Despite its inescapable pres

ence in the village, the chapel fell into an increasi ngly

derelict state until, in the mid -nineties, the parish de

cided to demolish it and replace it with a new building.

As with its predecessor, the new oratory is very promi 

nent. Neverthe less, the relationship of the object to th e

texture of its environment atte mpts to st reng then th e

spatia l coherence of its surroundings.

The chape l has a rigorously geome tric form. It is a cube

of g.1 by g.l by 8.1 metres.The columns and beams,
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Southwest elevation Section through the altar zone

uniformly made of 50 centimetre thick concrete, de

fine not only the edges of the box but also its interi

or. The framework divides the box into eight volumes,

four below and four above. From the bend in the road,

the chapel is visible as a hollow frame. Steps lead up to

a covered "forecourt' occupying half of the cube, with

a glass-block roof. The space for prayer lies to the rear.

Here, the exterior of the panels of the concrete frame

work are stacked with flat slabs of rough-hewn grey

granite. One enters through a stepped portal into the

oratory itself, which is divided into two halves, one for

the laity and one for the priests.

Three slots allow light into the interior. These slice

through the concrete and granite envelope of the oth-

er half of the cube - two in the walls, one in the ceiling,

two vertical, one horizontal, arranged tightly against

the east, south and west faces - are made in such a way

that the light glances across the surface of the smooth

concrete of the structural framework and the rough

concrete infill, an effect that is particularly pronounced

in the mornings and the evenings. A slight threshold

on the floor made of black slate marks the edge of the

zone with the altar, ambo and three concrete seats. The

pews arranged around the walls can seat some 20 peo

ple and are faced with cherry wood seating surfaces. A

small sacristy is tucked away at the rear of the chapel,

and a section of wall from the previous oratory with a

fresco depicting the Annunciation is mounted on the

outside wall facing the slope.

The geometry of the oratory in Porta is not arbitrary.

Rather, the relationship between the closed and open

sections reflects the duality of the public and the sa

cred. This half-half division between internal and ex

ternal space is a common trait of sacred architecture

in the Ticino region. The chapel establishes a dialogue

with the churches Santi Pietro e Paolo and Madonna

di Ponte in Brissago. The pilasters that delineate the

space of these churches, designed in the 16th century

by Giovanni and Pietro Beretta, are echoed by the grid

ded framework of the oratory in Porta. Also evident in

the chapel is the influence of the reduced forms of min

imal art, in particular the structural sculptures by Sol

LeWitt.
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Site plan showing the "chapel" at the edge of the motorway

service station

Plan at the level of the windows

o
I

View from the west over the courtyard and building, aluminium

framed windows extend around all four sides of the frameless box I
The cuboid of the chapel seen at dusk illuminated from within

Place of
Contemplation
between Altdorf and Erstfeld, Switzerland
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Architects

Client

Completion

Denomination

Footprint

Seating capacity

Pascale Guignard, Stefan Saner

Foundation for the Place of

Contemplation on the Motorway at Uri

1998

None

Cuboid 100 m'

ca. 50

In the fifties, sixties and seventies, roadside chap-

els were built along almost every major motorway in

Germany. In Switzerland, however, despite the heavy

through-traffic and high level of tourism in the coun

try, there is only one single building of this kind. Its

position could hardly have been better chosen. Those

travelling southwards will find this "place of contem

plation" between the exits Altdorf and Erstfeld, on the

southern perimeter of a motorway service station with

two huge restaurants, some 20 kilometres before the

entrance to the busy St Gotthard tunnel.

The building is situated like a clasp between technolo

gy and nature: on one side the cars rush past, on the

other the waters of the river Reuss stream by, framed
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Our Lady of the
Pentecost Church
Pa ri s , Fra n ce

Architect

Client

Complet ion

Denomination

Footprint

Seati ng capacit y

Franck Ham moutene

Dioces e of Nan t erre

2001

Roman-Cat holic

Hall 2lU m'

GI.300

In LaDefens e, where millions of square metres of of

fice space have been pres sed into a variety of forms

since the fifties, th e church is the smallest building.

It stands at the edge of th e gigantic esplanade of the

Grande Arche and is enclosed on three sides by the

arching form of the Centre National des Industries et

Techniques (CNIT) to the northwest , a wing of an office

building to the southwest and the entrance and exit of

a road tunnel to the northeast ,

The church rests on 63 slender pile foundatio ns and six

1.2 met re thick concrete columns. For th e most part ,

th e building tak es th e form of a cube mad e of concrete,

st eel and glass, Its lower and middle floors are used for

gatherings and administ ration, th e upper floor for the

IS8 CHURCHES I CENT RA LIS ED P LAN



Cross section at the height ofthe church hall
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Upper level plan with the church hall as box within a box

View from the north with road tunnel in the foreground IView

from the south with the eNIT to the left I Presbytery with the altar

made of corten steel and stone and terrazzo floor, left the north

east wall with the metal sculpture by Jacques Loire IChurch hall

with altar and ambo arranged along the longitudinal axis

church service. Entrances to the building are located at

the middle level from the esplanade and at the upper

level via an external stair on the northwest side of the

building. On the landing of this stair, visitors turning

to the right pass through a matt shimmering construc

tion some 36,4 metres high and 19 metres wide, but

only 80 centimetres deep. Constructed as a steel frame

work clad in laminated glass, it is articulated as a plane

that appears to float freely in front of the cube ofthe

building. For several reasons, it lends the architecture

a singular quality: the same form appears at once like

a door leaf, a screen and a tower; it picks up and trans

forms the monotone and monochrome, the transpar

ent and translucent of the surroundings; and lastly it

marks the church with the sign of the cross.

The hall for church services is buried deep within the

building. The feeling of an enclave results not just be

cause it is located on the uppermost of three storeys,

but also because it affords no views from outside in

wards or from inside outwards. The room measures

15.8 by 13.5 metres. The double layer of the whitish,

glazed northeast wall protects the room in such a way

that one hears and sees nothing of the hectic whirr of

urban life outside. A black metal sculpture by Jacques

Loire appears to grow out of the wall like a tree of life.

The central objects of the liturgy are arranged along a

single axis, the altar on the northeast wall, the ambo

on the southwest wall and the baptistry as a basin in

the floor, directly in the centre of the room. Approxi

mately 300 chairs made of oak are arranged to the left

and the right of the axis. The seat of each of the chairs

can be flipped over to one side to meet the neighbour

ing chair, effectively doubling the capacity when re

quired.

The Church of Our Lady of the Pentecost deliberate-

ly avoids competing with the "ever larger" buildings

of the surroundings. Nevertheless, its architecture

- through its signalling presence and its cross - still

makes a strong gesture within its context. The space

of the church itself is a room for peace and congrega

tion. In addition, the positioning of the liturgical ele

ments and seating subscribes to the newer ideal of the

Communio, which as yet has been realised in only a

few churches.
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View of the entrance area from the north, left the ground-level

glazing strips on the west side IView from the southeast with

illuminated beacon by Keith Sonnier

Church of St Francis
Steyr, Austria
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Architects

Client

Completion

Denomination

Footprint

Seating capacity

Peter Riepl, Gabriele Riepl

St Francis Roman-Catholic Parish office,

Steyr, and Bishopric of Linz

2001

Roman-Catholic

ca. 840 m'

ca. 150

Surrounded to the north and west by a large resi

dential estate totalling some 6000 flats, bounded to

the south and east by intersecting roads, the church

in Resthof/Steyr stands on a plot of land measuring

28.2 by 29.8 metres. The concrete monolithic construc

tion of almost chthonic solidity has a light colour

that shimmers grey/green/brown. The corner that fac

es the road junction is marked by a rectangular tow

er-like glass protrusion. Instead of bells it contains a

coloured, illuminated sculptural installation by Keith

Sonnier. Twelve loops of intertwined neon tubing sug

gest the contours of a fish. This early sign, originally

a secret means of recognition among Christians, is so

powerful at night that it has almost become a sign for

the entire neighbourhood.



Axonometric

The figure of Christ in front of the Paper Church IFront facade at

night-time, all double doors opened
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Paper Church
Kobe, Japan
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Architect

Client

Completion

Denomination

Footprint

Seating capacity

Shigeru Ban

Private

1995

Roman-Catholic

(a. 150m2

ca.90

The earthquake in Kobe in early 1995 destroyed large

parts of Nagata, one of the poorer quarters of the city.

Among the buildings that burned down was a timber

Catholic church used primarily by Vietnamese immi

grants. Within six months the Paper Church had been

erected in its place. As the architect - who has since

gone on to push forward the boundaries of lightweight

construction - embarked on the design, he was aware

that the church needed to be built at low cost and as

quickly as possible. In addition, it needed to be easy to

transport, to dismantle and assemble. The materials

and construction would therefore need to be such that

the building could be erected by volunteers without

professional skills.
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Plan

Despite its apparent simplicity, it is an architecture of

exquisite proportions. Measuring 15.3 by 11.1 by 5 me

tres, the proportions of its length, breadth and height

are exactly 3:2:1. The building consists of a box that

encloses an elliptical cylinder. The tension between

the rectangular and the curvilinear give the building

a form that is at once classical and baroque.

A standardised industrial product is used for the main

construction: 58 tubes of 15 millimetre thick brown

laminated cardboard, each with a height of 5 metres

and a diameter of 33 centimetres. The columns are sim

ply slotted over a footing, a base made of a wooden

disc and cross. Each column is topped with a second

disc as stopper. To protect against water, the tubes are

10 ffi
'--- - - - --- --'1 '-I7

painted with a polyurethane coating. The paper col

umns offer half the load-bearing capacity of timber col

umns, easily sufficient to support the membrane roof.

The white textile roof has a teflon coating to protect it

against fire. A system of rods and cables give the ten

sile roof rigidity and form, lending it the qualities of

an umbrella or parasol.

On the south face and half of each of the narrow side

faces, the outer wall gives way to a series of finely

ridged double doors. Made of polycarbonate sheeting

and aluminium, the doors span the full-height from

floor to ceiling. They serve not only as ventilation but

can also be opened fully so that a church service can

be followed by tbose standing outside. The closed and

Detail of col umn and roof juncti on

Southeast view ofthe interior I Church service in the Paper Church

open sides of the building are reflected in the spacing

of the columns, which stand further apart to the south

and closer together behind the altar. Leaving aside the

ambulatory between the structural columns and outer

skin, the church offers sufficient space for go persons.

The translucent materials used for the roof and outer

skin ensure the building is always light during the day.

To the right of the church stands a statue of the fig

ure of Christ, the only remaining artefact from the pre

vious church. The Paper Church was always envisaged

as a temporary solution and stood on this spot for ten

years. In 2005 it was dismantled and re-erected on a

site in Taiwan.
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View from the southwest IView from the west towards th e "fore

cou rt" ISte pped portal of the oratory. to th e right the fresco with

the dep iction of t he Annunciation IView of the alt a r zone with

two o f th e thr ee light slo ts in th e background

Oratory of
San Bartolomeo
Brissago, Switzerland
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Architect

Client

Complet ion

Denom ination

Footprint

Seat ing capacity

Raffaele Cavadini

Do n Annibale Berla

1997

Roman-Catho lic

82.81 m'

ca. 20

Situa ted on a plateau high above Lago Maggiore and

th e town of Brissago, th e village of Porta has had an or

atory since the Middle Ages. It enjoys a posit ion at the

edge of a slope overlooking th e lake, forcing the road to

bend arou nd th e bu ilding. Despite its inescapable pres

ence in the village, the chapel fell into an increasi ngly

derelict state until, in the mid -nineties, the parish de

cided to demolish it and replace it with a new building.

As with its predecessor, the new oratory is very promi 

nent. Neverthe less, the relationship of the object to th e

texture of its environment atte mpts to st reng then th e

spatia l coherence of its surroundings.

The chape l has a rigorously geome tric form. It is a cube

of g.1 by g.l by 8.1 metres.The columns and beams,
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Site plan showing the "chapel" at the edge of the motorway

service station

Plan at the level of the windows

o
I

View from the west over the courtyard and building, aluminium

framed windows extend around all four sides of the frameless box I
The cuboid of the chapel seen at dusk illuminated from within

Place of
Contemplation
between Altdorf and Erstfeld, Switzerland
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Architects

Client

Completion

Denomination

Footprint

Seating capacity

Pascale Guignard, Stefan Saner

Foundation for the Place of

Contemplation on the Motorway at Uri

1998

None

Cuboid 100 m'

ca. 50

In the fifties, sixties and seventies, roadside chap-

els were built along almost every major motorway in

Germany. In Switzerland, however, despite the heavy

through-traffic and high level of tourism in the coun

try, there is only one single building of this kind. Its

position could hardly have been better chosen. Those

travelling southwards will find this "place of contem

plation" between the exits Altdorf and Erstfeld, on the

southern perimeter of a motorway service station with

two huge restaurants, some 20 kilometres before the

entrance to the busy St Gotthard tunnel.

The building is situated like a clasp between technolo

gy and nature: on one side the cars rush past, on the

other the waters of the river Reuss stream by, framed
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North elevation, to the right a relief of prayer-beads

Sect ion through a concrete pier and box window, the frame is in 

serted into a rebate with laminated safety gla ss on the out sid e ,

float glass on the in side

Detail of t he concrete skelet on an d the box windows filled wit h

bro ken shard s of green glas s I Deta il of base showing integral

benches clad in beechwoo d

behind by th e massif of the Alps.The dimensions of

th e building - 29.26metres long by 10 me tre s wide

bet ray its calculated proportions.The path from th e

car park lead s into a courtyard enclosed by walls with

benches all aroun d and a raised elongated water basin

in th e centre . A relief cast into th e in situ concre te walls

displays symbols of Jewish, Christian, Moslem as well

as Hindu and Buddh isti c faith s, inclu din g prayer rolls,

prayer beads and a tabl et with engraved texts from the

scriptures of th e different faith s.The "chapel" itself is

located at the easte rn narrow end of th e courtyard. Its

dimen sion s give it the appearance of a pur e cube . Its

gridde d subdivision atop a solid, closed base gives th e

chape l th e imp ress ion of being firmly seated, impervi

ous to th e rush of activity around it .

Whereas outs ide th e flush arrangement of th e walls and

windows form a geomet ric whole that reflects with dif

ferent qualities durin g the day, the impression from in

side is very different . Here th e concrete skeleton , with

a 72-cent imetre cross section, is very appa rent creat ing

a strongly mod ulated appearance . In the depths of

the window recesses, box window s filled with broken

shards of gree n glass are pos itioned such th at th eir

fram es are concealed behind rebates in th e concrete

framework. It is as if one can reach out and grasp th e

greenness of sunli t leaves in a deciduous forest .The

space can accommodate abo ut 50 persons. Benches are

int egrate d int o th e solid recesses at the base, the ir seats

and backrest s clad with beechwoo d. Aglass cabinet

stands in the cent re of th e room; it conta ins a crystal.

The chapel is a place of contemp latio n, a place of si

lence, for retreat, for rest and reflection. It offers drivers

passing through one of Switzerland 's busiest motor

way routes a counterpoint to th e hectic mobility of the

world outside, answ ering its disint egration of space

and time with an invitatio n to cont emplat e the he re

and now.The "chapel of world religio ns ", as it is termed

by the architects , has a sacred qu ality without religiou s

specificity. Its hermet ic architectur e corresponds to the

spread of non- de nominatio nal , almos t roving spiritu

ality that has arisen sin ce the nineties .
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Exploded view of the entire complex, from bottom left to top

right, the courtyard with chapel and campanile, the church with

vestibule and main han, the garden court, the parish han and

administration

View from the southwest, at the back on the right between the

towers of the baptistry and campanile, the priest's residence I
Courtyard with chapel and corridor on the left, the concrete facing

of the main building IView southwest with the island of the altar

on the left, the gridded wooden panels in the concrete ceiling

contain lighting and heating elements IThe Chapel of Our Lady

on the northeast side of the building I North face of the main han

with view into the garden court
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St Ireneo Church
Cesano Boscone, Italy
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Architect
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Completion

Denomination

Footprint

Seating capacity

Mauro Galantino

Diocese of Milan

2000

Roman-Catholic

15S0m2

Pews 249, chairs 144

The church is situated in a "dormitory satellite" on the

"periphery of the periphery" of Milan; according to the

architect, situations like these demand strong signals.

In Cesano Boscone, however, a different solution was

chosen. The building complex attempts to extend and

interlock with the existing disparate context, picking

up the lines of buildings and areas to the east, and set

ting the entire complex on an elevated platform that

clearly separates it from the main roads and side roads

to the west and south.

Including the spaces for the church and the parish cen

tre, the entire building has a length of 108 metres and

a breadth of 42 metres at the front and 22 metres at the

rear. The overall height of the building is 14 metres,
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Quaker
Meeting House,
Blackheath
London, Great Britain
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Architect

Client

Completion

Denomination

Footprint

Seating capacity

Trevor Dannatt

Blackheath Meeting of the

Religious Society of Friends, London

1972

Quaker

Hall 100 m"

ca. 100

The House of the Religious Society of Friends stands

in a complex in-between situation, bounded to the

north by a railway cutting and to the south by raised

level road traffic. Any building on this terrain has to

compete with an embankment and with a 19th-century

church. Given these difficulties, the building was not

built parallel to the road and the church, but was rotat

ed by 45 degrees in order to achieve a prominent posi

tion for the house. The changing levels of the site pro

vided an opportunity for two storeys each with their

own separate entrances. What is below is of second

ary importance: a multi-purpose, sub-divisible space of

just under 58 square metres behind a triangular cano

py. What is above is of primary importance: the Quak

ers' meeting hall.
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I IPlan of the upper level

View from the east, at the rear the canopy of the multi-purpose

space I Main building from the upper level with corner tower and

central tower, entrance to the vestibule on the left IView from the

southeast, on the left the house, on the right the church, in the

centre the narrow window level with the hall IWay through from

the vestibule to the hall, in the corner, rear right, one of the four

small obscured rooflights IVisible transparent construction of the

roof, which additionally subdivides the plain space of the hall

At its various levels, the architecture changes from

square to octagonal to square. The fair-faced concrete

facades rise in the four corners a little above eaves lev

el. From outside, one has the impression of a compact

ed building, of a compressed "cathedral" with a "central

tower" and "corner towers". Despite its historical refer

ences, the building remains without pretension - a con

crete box with a lid of wood and zinc. Floor and walls

of the upper storey rest on four slab-shaped pillars at

the sides and a support in the middle, The walls carry

the weight of the roof; the roof carries the weight of the

"lantern". The vestibule is evidently not intended to

be visible from the road. Awindowless brick wall func

tions as a mediator to the residence on the left hand

side. A low polygon opens up behind the entrance.

Its five wall sections, rotated to the right, maintain dis

tance from one another through the use of room-high

glass and light strips. In this way, and through the gen

tle stepping of the ceiling, a spiral is suggested. The

vestibule leads all eyes and feet into the hall, where

the services take place,

Since the Quakers do not have clergy or rite, altar or

ambo, this space remains empty but can be filled with

up to a hundred chairs, The length and breadth of the

hall measures 10 metres and the height from the cork

tiled floor to the underside of the tension rods of the

roof structure is 3 metres. The four longer and four

shorter walls of the octagons - plain concrete out

side and blockwork inside - are finished in a smooth

white plaster. Above the shorter walls are small roof

lights concealed from view. In the space itself there is

only one tall, narrow window. When one enters the hall

and looks to the front, one looks onto the street from

where one has just come,

The roof construction consists of four trusses that

cross each other and narrow laths of redwood from

the region of Lake Kara in Russia. The steel tension

rods form nine subdivisions and allow the spatial

arrangement of the room to be more clearly experi

enced. A huge "lantern" sits directly above the central

area, a cube with edges of about 3 metres in length.

The light fittings that hang from the four corners of

the "lantern" are made of zinc.
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Site plan, in the centre the stepped ensemble ofthe

church area, far left and far right the Reichenbach,

which flows under the building

Upper floor plan
10 Q\
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View from the southwest, behind the balcony lies the practice

room for the church choir, below the balcony the Reichenbach I
View from the northeast, clearly showing the striped texture and

cone of the skylight, in the background the viaduct I Entrance, to

the left the way up to the gallery, on the right the way down to the

weekday church IView from the southeast

St John the Baptist
Church
Hornberg, Germany
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Architect

Client

Completion

Denomination

Footprint

Seating capacity

Rainer Disse

Catholic Parish of Hamberg

1972

Roman-Catholic

ca. 1000 m'

Sunday church 600, weekday church 40

Situated on the site of an earlier sawmill, resting on

twelve wall slabs on rocky terrain on both sides of the

River Reichenbach and built of in situ, lightweight and

fair-faced concrete, the church stands in a Black For

est valley running west to east. The flat roof, with the

truncated cone of the lead-clad skylight in the middle,

stands out from the steep slopes. The block-like struc

ture, more or less square in plan, appears closed to

wards the top and more open at the bottom. The bell

tower projects on the south side, its plan section in

the form of a "U".The concrete of its exterior, which

bears traces of the vertical saw-cut formwork, contrasts

with the smooth surface of the four large walls of the

church.
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Viewfrom the south IView from the north, left the seating wall I
Part of the "entrance hall" with way through to the church space I
Viewfrom the hall looking west, above right the mullioned windows

Rudolf-Alexander
Schroder House
Bergen am Chiernsee, Germany

Architect

Client

Completion

Denomination

Footprint

Seating capacity

Theodor Hugues

Obersee Protestant Church Parish

1974

Lutheran-Protestant

Church 107.12 m'

ca. 114

The elongated building stands on the north side of a

small square, where several roads and paths meet. In

the immediate surroundings, there are many houses

from the sixties and seventies, built at a low density

typical for a location of this kind and period. Existing

elements that determined the design were a magnifi

cent lime tree with a lush crown and a tiny chapel. The

Rudolf-Alexander-Schroder House lends both of these

their due prominence while giving them a recumbent

background, in which only the projecting bell frame

offers a clear pendant. All in all, one sees an ensemble,

the parts of which - the green tree, the red roof, the

light render of the old building, the dark cladding of

the new building - complement one another through

contrast and balance.
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The timber frame rests on foundations of compacted

concrete.The posts meas ure 14 by 14 centim etr es and

sta nd at two metre centres.The build ing occupies a

doubl e square of 20-45 by 10.3 metres.The south side

cont inues in a straight line; on th e north side , howev

er, the bu ilding steps back twice. Here, a con crete right

angle serves as a wall to sit on and as the bou ndary of a

terrace. Externally, the build ing is characterised , above

all, by its two monopitch roofs, from south to north

the broader roof rising at a pit ch of 16 degrees, th e nar

rower roof falling at 30 degrees.The tension caused is

not just sculptural; it is also functio na lly legit imised.

The large roof surface covers the church space and the

parish hall , the sacristy and th e cloakroom, th e small

roof surface the bell cage and th e ent rance lobby.

To celebr ate ma ss, the congregation assembles in th e

mai n church space. Quarry tiles on the floor and spruc e

plan ks on the walls characterise the space, the heigh t

of which is about a quar ter of its length and breadth.

Since the space is square in plan , the 114 chai rs are best

arranged in a wide circle; in this arrangement the altar

and ambo can be placed in th e cent re.The roof st ruc

ture is of light er appearance, with trusses and chords

in timber and diagonal, round steel tie-rods. On th e

south side , the light enters through a sectio n of full

he ight glazing; on the north side, a full-width row of

five mullioned windows the height of the t rus ses pro

vides addi tional light .Art ificial light is cast upwards

and downwards by small lamp s on the tops and sides

of th e bottom chords of th e tru sses.

With reference to the exte rior-interior relationship,

the concordance of volume and function, this church

proves it self to be genuinely modern architecture.

Clearly discernible are the influences of American tim

ber construction, the chap el by Heikki Siren and Kaija

Siren in Espoo, Finland , from 1957, and the Church of

th e Holy Spirit by Hans Busso von Busse in Schaftlach,

Germany, from 1967. The Rudolf-Alexander-Schroder

Hou se does not make a lot of fuss about its form ; it is

und erstandable at first glance, ind eed almost ordinary.

This is an example, in th e best sense, of "architecture

with out archit ects".
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Site plan Plan oflower level
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View from southwest with retaining wail on the left IView from the

courtyard of the Palacio Boa Vista ILower level with pool of water

below and interaction of concrete sheil and glass skin IView from

the northeast

St Peter's Chapel
Campos do [ordao, Sao Paulo, Brazil
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Architect

Client

Completion

Denomination

Footprint

Paulo Archias Mendes cia Rocha

Ministry of Public Buildings and

Works of the State of Sao Paulo

1989

Roman-Catholic

Located in the highlands of the Serra da Mantiqueira

northeast of Sao Paulo, the town of Campos do lordao

originated from a settlement of villas and has been a

health resort since the twenties with numerous san

atoria for sufferers of pulmonary ailments. Later the

town became an exclusive holiday destination, due to

its architecture, which visitors once regarded as a piece

of "Switzerland in Brazil".

The town's expansion, which caused the population to

swell to 50,000 inhabitants, was in part due to the deci

sion to build the Palacio Boa Vista there in 1938. Orig

inally built as the residence for the Governor of Sao

Paulo, it has been used as a museum since the early

seventies.
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Exploded view of the entire complex, from bottom left to top

right, the courtyard with chapel and campanile, the church with

vestibule and main han, the garden court, the parish han and

administration

View from the southwest, at the back on the right between the

towers of the baptistry and campanile, the priest's residence I
Courtyard with chapel and corridor on the left, the concrete facing

of the main building IView southwest with the island of the altar

on the left, the gridded wooden panels in the concrete ceiling

contain lighting and heating elements IThe Chapel of Our Lady

on the northeast side of the building I North face of the main han

with view into the garden court
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St Ireneo Church
Cesano Boscone, Italy
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Architect

Client

Completion

Denomination

Footprint

Seating capacity

Mauro Galantino

Diocese of Milan

2000

Roman-Catholic

15S0m2

Pews 249, chairs 144

The church is situated in a "dormitory satellite" on the

"periphery of the periphery" of Milan; according to the

architect, situations like these demand strong signals.

In Cesano Boscone, however, a different solution was

chosen. The building complex attempts to extend and

interlock with the existing disparate context, picking

up the lines of buildings and areas to the east, and set

ting the entire complex on an elevated platform that

clearly separates it from the main roads and side roads

to the west and south.

Including the spaces for the church and the parish cen

tre, the entire building has a length of 108 metres and

a breadth of 42 metres at the front and 22 metres at the

rear. The overall height of the building is 14 metres,



Cross sect ion look ing north

.Longitudinal sect ion look ing west
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measured from street level. The entrance courtyard

lies at the corner of the complex. Its trapezoid form is

defined by the chapel to the left, the campanile to the

right, the concrete frontage of the church up ahead as

well as two rows of benches and the priest's residence.

The orientation of the chapel and campanile follows

that of the road, the paving of the courtyard by con

trast the axis of the church, resulting in a Piazetta rem

iniscent of Camillo Sitte's ideals.

A corridor, open to the courtyard, leads from the chap

el and underneath the projecting roof of the church.

The schematic arrangement of the church is that of a

hall church turned crossways: to the east a 3-4metre

high vestibule with spaces for the font and confession,

in the centre a 7.9metre high main hall with pews ar

ranged in three blocks around the island with the al

tar and ambo. The altar table is a replica of an ellipti

cal table designed in the thirties by Piero Bottoni for

the Villa Muggia. To the west four shaft-like cavities be

hind glass panes appear like a row of apses. With the

exception of these light-filled boxes, north light falls

from the side from the garden court, then through a

full-height glass panel, and on the other side from the

south through 105 small holes in the concrete facing of

the church frontage and through a broad window high

up in the wall. In addition, light streams in from above

onto the east wall of the vestibule and the east and

west walls of the main church hall.

Whilst light streams in from all around, the surround

ings remain concealed from view: the periphery would

distract from the Eucharistic mass. The castello-like ex

ternal appearance of the complex is largely due to the

defensive concrete frontage and the three squat tow

ers to the east. Of these, the tower in the south is the

campanile, the tower in the centre is the baptistry and

the tower to the north facilitates access to the build

ing. The use of materials reflects the contextualism

outside and functionalism inside: red brick outside,

predominantly grey concrete inside. However, one's

awareness of contextualism and functionalism vanish

es upon entering the strongly introverted space of the

church, expressed through the building's numerous

sizeable cavities and recesses.
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Site plan showing the st rip of the fo rmer Berlin Wan

ru n ning from northeast to southwest

Entrance from out side IChap el on th e st rip of the former Berlin

Wall, with the pat h form erly used by t he so ldier patro ls running

thr ough th e cent re, view northeast I Interior with the alt ar on the

left and retable saved from the demolished Churc h of Recon cilia 

tion in the niche on th e righ t IAmbulato ry betw een th e outer and

inner skin, on t he left th e door to th e chapel
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Sketch of the cons t ru ctio n of ra mmed earth wall s using timber shu tt ering

Chapel of
Reconciliation
Berlin, Germany
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Architects

Client

Completion

Denominat ion

Footp rint

Seat ing cap acit y

Rudo lf Reitermann , Pet er Sass enr oth

Protes tant Reconciliation Churc h Parish,

Berlin

2000

l ut heran-Prot est an t

ca. 398 m'

100

The chapel stands where from 19 61 until 1989 the wall

between East and West Berlin once ran, exactly on

the spot where Gotthilf Lud wig Mackel's neo-Gothic

Church of Reconciliat ion once stoo d before it was de

molished in 19 85 . The central th eme of th is partl y sol

id, partly fragile architecture, which consis ts of a high

oval volume for th e church service and a low rectan

gular bell frame , is th e hist ory of th e political and reli

gious transformat ion of this place.

The design of th e inn er contai ner began with a circle

as th e most compa ct form of gathering. Byst retching

and bulging thi s form, a hint of vestibule and choir is

create d.The specific dynamism of this almos t 9 met re

high and 18 .5 metre wide chapel derives from th e inter-



Site plan, in the centre the stepped ensemble ofthe

church area, far left and far right the Reichenbach,

which flows under the building

Upper floor plan
10 Q\
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View from the southwest, behind the balcony lies the practice

room for the church choir, below the balcony the Reichenbach I
View from the northeast, clearly showing the striped texture and

cone of the skylight, in the background the viaduct I Entrance, to

the left the way up to the gallery, on the right the way down to the

weekday church IView from the southeast

St John the Baptist
Church
Hornberg, Germany
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Architect

Client

Completion

Denomination

Footprint

Seating capacity

Rainer Disse

Catholic Parish of Hamberg

1972

Roman-Catholic

ca. 1000 m'

Sunday church 600, weekday church 40

Situated on the site of an earlier sawmill, resting on

twelve wall slabs on rocky terrain on both sides of the

River Reichenbach and built of in situ, lightweight and

fair-faced concrete, the church stands in a Black For

est valley running west to east. The flat roof, with the

truncated cone of the lead-clad skylight in the middle,

stands out from the steep slopes. The block-like struc

ture, more or less square in plan, appears closed to

wards the top and more open at the bottom. The bell

tower projects on the south side, its plan section in

the form of a "U".The concrete of its exterior, which

bears traces of the vertical saw-cut formwork, contrasts

with the smooth surface of the four large walls of the

church.
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Longitudinal section with view to the south

Lower floor plan, in the middle the hall with stage and folding partition

The forecourt slopes down in the direction of the en

trance to the weekday church and rises towards the en

trance to the Sunday church. Passing to one side of a

fountain, one enters the building through a wide por

tal. The space measures a good 31 metres from north to

south and more than 34 metres from west to east. The

altar, the ambo and the font stand on circular islands,

all three highlighted by light from above. The mas-

sive truncated cone above the circular altar, clad in yel

low-stained timber slats and surrounded by four roof

beams, accentuates the most important item among

the objects of the liturgy. The 3.65metre high molten

glass and chromium steel column with the tabernacle 

a work by the artist Florian Lechner - is also in a promi

nent position.

The zone with the liturgical elements is clearly marked

by its grainy brushed concrete floor. Around this cen

tral point are the pews, arranged in three blocks, all

made of ash and slightly inclined to the front, so that

the congregation can better follow the proceedings.

The organist and the choristers, due to their position

between the rows of pews to the west and the north,

become part of the celebrating congregation. In front

of the seldom-used gallery on the east side, a hollow

opens up with two staircases leading down into the

weekday church and the sacristy. The lowest level of

the building - reached mainly from the north, behind a

small park with a pond and a tree - is used for for social

and cultural activities.

With regard to its architecture, St John the Baptist

Church is heavily influenced by LeCorbusier's monas

tery Sainte Marie de LaTourette in Eveux-sur-Arbresle.

The church in Hornberg, however, forms the nucleus

of a larger complex near the viaduct of the Black Forest

Railway, as further buildings adjoin the central area:

to the north a children's centre and a sisters' hospice,

in the east the priest's residence with the library and

dwellings for the clergy, in the south - beyond a nar

row road - ten markedly staggered dwelling houses.

Since it was designed by one and the same hand, the

ensemble is exceptionally coherent and carefully struc

tured. It testifies to the ideal of a Catholic community

that, not long after, would no longer have been realisa

ble in the same manner.
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Site plan

Churchyard with the base of the tower on the left, in the back

ground the entrance to the church with the cast aluminium panels

of the relief "Water and Fire" by Bernard Schorderet IView from

the west with the 35 metre high "campanile" IMain church show

ing the combined altar, pulpit and font, hung below the rooflight

the wall tapestry by Moik Schiele I Back of the church hall with the

musicians' gallery

Glaubten
Reformed Church
Zurich, Switzerland
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Client

Completion

Denomination

Footprint

Seating capacity

Ground floor plan

Rudolf Guyer, Esther Guyer

Zurich-Affoltern Reform Church Council

1972

Protestant Reformed

Church ca. 609 m'

Lower level ca. 450, upper level ca. 80

20 f'C\
'-- ----'1 I(y

Surrounded on three sides by traffic noise, the church

adopts a withdrawn position from the street. The com

plex is enclosed by a ring-wall that is only open in two

places: a flight of steps to the north, and four round

ed arches at the base of the tower to the south. The

parts of the building to the east provide facilities for

social and cultural activities; here an older parish hall

has been extended with three new wings around a new

green courtyard in the middle. The parts of the build

ing to the west encompass the main church, the wing

containing a room for devotions, the parish rooms, the

verger's residence and the 35 metre high tower with its

six bells. The ensemble surrounds a paved court. This,

together with the church, forms a rectangle of 51.5 by

23 metres.



Site plan Plan oflower level
o
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View from southwest with retaining wail on the left IView from the

courtyard of the Palacio Boa Vista ILower level with pool of water

below and interaction of concrete sheil and glass skin IView from

the northeast

St Peter's Chapel
Campos do [ordao, Sao Paulo, Brazil
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Architect

Client

Completion

Denomination

Footprint

Paulo Archias Mendes cia Rocha

Ministry of Public Buildings and

Works of the State of Sao Paulo

1989

Roman-Catholic

Located in the highlands of the Serra da Mantiqueira

northeast of Sao Paulo, the town of Campos do lordao

originated from a settlement of villas and has been a

health resort since the twenties with numerous san

atoria for sufferers of pulmonary ailments. Later the

town became an exclusive holiday destination, due to

its architecture, which visitors once regarded as a piece

of "Switzerland in Brazil".

The town's expansion, which caused the population to

swell to 50,000 inhabitants, was in part due to the deci

sion to build the Palacio Boa Vista there in 1938. Orig

inally built as the residence for the Governor of Sao

Paulo, it has been used as a museum since the early

seventies.
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Underside ofthe roof

St Peter's Chapel stands on a south-facing slope in the

direct vicinity of the Palacio. To give it adequate space,

the landscaping of the highest point of the slope,

where it meets the forecourt of the Palacio, had to be

changed. Three metres of earth were excavated and the

level terrain in front ofthe Palacio secured with a re

taining wall. The low volume of the building is insert

ed into the arrangement of the whole yet still enjoys a

prominent position: its lower level is inserted slightly

into the wall, its upper level sits atop the edge of the

wall. The north face of the chapel points westwards

parallel to the south face of the museum, the east face

of the chapel points southwards parallel to the west

face of the museum.

Made of steel and exposed cast concrete and surround

ed by a glazed curtain wall, the building appears from

the forecourt like a horizontal band of concrete float

ing over a horizontal strip of glass, the latter slightly

broader measuring 2.25 metres compared to the 2.05

metres ofthe concrete. To the casual observer, its

sparse architecture, which avoids the decorative his

toricism of its larger neighbour but obligingly incor

porates it, inverts the normal relationship of wall and

roof. It appears as if the fragile skin is about to buckle

under the mass of the roof. The construction respon

sible for this illusion only becomes apparent after en

tering one of the two narrow doors on the corners of

the building, themselves not immediately discernible

in the flush curtain of glass walling. From the elongat-

ed vestibule within, one looks not only down into the

depths of the space, which slopes away gently both in

side and outside, but also across at the massive circu

lar pillar in the centre of the building.

Except for the sacristy, which is tucked away under the

forecourt and behind the retaining wall and connects

to the south wing of the Palacio via a passageway, and

except for a ramp leading to the font, the entire low

er level is a flat surface of water. The edges of this dark

pool extend right up to the glass skin of the building,

marking its perimeter on the ground. The still surface

of the water creates dramatic reflections of the world

outside. The chapel literally extends an invitation to

the lush surrounding landscape of the highlands to
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Cross section

Long itudinal s ect io n

View of the ramp, in the background the entrance to the sacristy,

at the front the steps to the altar, two depictions of Simon Peter by

Glauco Pinto de Moraes on the underside of the gallery IThe altar

space with view south across the highlands IThe water surface and

concrete skin looking westwards I Ramp, reflection of the depic

tions in the pool when artificially lit

the south and the majestic Palacio to the north to

display their attractions throughout both storeys of

the interior.

Due to the almost immaterially thin glass panes of the

facade with its matt metal framing, the upper level of

the building appears almost like an extension of the

palace forecourt. The aforementioned massive circu

lar pillar is 5.2 metres high with a diameter of 3.3me

tres. It supports a gallery to the left, which extends

almost 10 metres into the depth of the room, and a

concrete cantilevered shell-like balcony that extends

out sideways and forwards. The projecting shell and

the glass skin avoid all contact, the outline of their fig

ures not matching and their lines not parallel. As a re-
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sult, the shell acquires a kind of sculptural autonomy.

That it also serves a practical function is immediately

visible: it carries the congregation, bearing them like

a ship that floats over the water. At the same time the

"deck" with its perimeter railing resembles a specta

tor's stand or a theatre, sloping down towards the al

tar so that the entire congregation can follow the serv

ice more easily.

Although the building has a quadratic plan, it comfort

ably surrounds half an octagon. The plan attempts to

unite the benefits of the longitudinal with the circular.

The vestibule and altar space set up an axial arrange

ment, while the round pillar creates a rotational move

ment on both the upper and lower level. In a long gy-

ratory clockwise path, the space leads the priest and

servers from the sacristy first along the ramp next to

the gallery, then up the five steps over the water to the

altar and in front of the congregation, which, after the

service is over, leave the circle exiting onto the palace

forecourt.

The longitudinal and cross sections reveal the charac

ter of the chapel most clearly. They show how the ar

chitect - who evidently has more than a passing fa

miliarity with the oeuvre of LeCorbusier and Oscar

Niemeyer - masterfully and courageously reveals the

structural potential of concrete. They also demon

strate his appreciation of transparency and horizon.

Driven by a desire for the unity of building and land-
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scape and for a thoroughly open relationship between

outside and inside, the architect has reduced the struc

tural components to a single pillar, a cantilevered shell

and a roof. According to the architect, Brazilian archi

tecture lacks all "notion of shelter". He adds, "one en

ters through a door and leaves through a door." Noth

ing more. His notion of shelter was already a central

theme of his design for the Brazilian Pavilion for the

1970 Expo in Osaka, which is in principle just a large

sheltering roof.

When a church refers to its patron, then mostly

through painted wall or glass murals that comme

morate the saint to which the church is dedicated.

St Peter's Chapel in Campos do [ordao is no exception,

with a picture (by Glauco Pinto de Moraes) depicting

Simon Peter. A two-part depiction of the Apostle, as

the man with the keys to the Kingdom of Heaven on

the one hand and a man facing death through crucifix

ion on the other, is placed where one would not imme

diately expect to find it: on the ten metre long under

side of the gallery. When artificially lit, both figures are

reflected in glowing yellow and red in the water below.

Using this device, the architect integrates the need for

iconography without compromising the architectural

form of the building. In fact, precisely because the two

pictures do not otherwise impact on the spatial form

of the church, the building itself can be seen as having

iconographic connotations. In the context ofthe zoth

century experience whereby kitsch appears through

figurative representation and disappears through ab

straction, the architecture of this building offers a

both Catholic and avant-garde means of interpreta

tion. One can see the shell as the fisherman's boat,

and the pillar as the rock. For those who subscribe

to this interpretation, both commemorate the life of

St Peter. As is written in the Gospel according to Luke,

Jesus calls Peter to be his follower with the words:

"Follow me, and I will make you fishers of men."

And in the Gospel according to Matthew: "Thou art

Peter. And upon this rock I will build my church."
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Plan of t h e roof a nd garden

Ground floor plan
10 M
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View from the east, left the church, right the parish hall IView from

the south, behind the windows ancillary rooms below, dwellings

above 1 View from the north, behind the stone wall the garden 1 The

church, to the right as if floating, the sculpture above the altar, on

the left the pews made of roble.

Church of
Santa Teresa de Jesus
Tres Cantos, Spain
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Architects

Client

Completion

Denomination

Footprint

Seating capacity

Andres Perea Ortega, Julian Franco Lopez,

Jose Manuel Palao Nunez

Archdiocese of Madrid

1991

Roman-Catholic

Church 437.91m'

ca. 300

Founded in the seventies as a suburb on the northern

periphery of Madrid, Tres Cantos today has almost

40,000 inhabitants. Likemany modern satellite towns,

this estate also suffers from problems of a lack of den

sity and functional mix. The church stands on level

ground on a tapering curving site. Half of the site serves

as a garden and half is occupied by the church. The

building makes no attempt to pay heed to its urban

surroundings and gives no indication of its typology.

It is therefore not exactly broken down into smaller

distinguishable parts, nor is it particularly recognisable

by symbols such as a tower or a nave.

From low down one sees a large concrete shape that,

with its ups and downs, corners and edges, is like an
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Roof pla n of th e buildings

Floo r plan
o
I

Presbyter y, with the "jewel box" with cross high up on the rear

wall IViewof the plaza and the cat hedral from the so utheast, to

the lett th e mai n porta l ICentral nave with view towards the no rth

flank IThe side chapels in th e amb ulatory on th e southeast side

Cathedral of Our
Lady of the Angels
Los Angeles , California , USA

Architect

Client

Completion

Denomination

Footprin t

Seati ng cap acit y

Jose Rafael Monee

Archdiocese of Los Angeles

2002

Roman Catholic

Ent ire s ite 21.150m2
• church 4000 m"

Pews 1900, chairs HOO

Despit e its extensive sprawl, Los Angeles has over the

last few decades undertaken init iat ives to strengthen

its inner-city areas. The new cathedral just south of

Hollywood Freeway is a further initia tive in this direc

tion. Surrounded by wide roads - subjecting it to a con

stant 75 decibels day and night - the church stands at

the up per end of a site th at slopes gently from west to

east , with th e cardinal's reside nce and diocese curacy

located at th e lower end . A large plaza, 8100 square

metres in size, enclosed by retaining walls and raised

planting mediates betwee n th e buildings.

The decis ion to divide th e site into th ree parts with the

cathedra l positi oned at th e west end makes it difficult

to place th e altar in front of th e east wall.To make th is
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Cross section looking west
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Longitudinal section looking south Cross section looking east

possible, a new typology of processional architecture

has been devised in which the visitors make their way

first along and up the sides of the building before re

turning back down the centre of the cathedral.

One ascends to the plaza and stands in front of a mon

umental structure cast in concrete pigmented the dis

tinctive yellowish colour of adobe. The horizontal sec

tions of wall look like shingles laid one over the other.

The entrance to the church is marked by a sculpture.

The central nave measures 101.65 metres in length.

To the north and south it is flanked by a series of full

height side chapels, each side with an ambulatory that

runs behind them. Unlike most church plans, the nich

es are turned outwards, allowing the main nave to re-

main the centre of attention between the baptistry

and presbytery, between the pool for baptismal sub

mersion and the space around the red marble altar.

The floor is paved with sandstone, the ceiling made of

cedar and douglas fir, and the pews and the organ of

cherry.

The load-bearing rear and side walls of the side chap

els allow huge curtain-like surfaces of precious alabas

ter to be suspended on the outside walls. Light shines

through these translucent surfaces, illuminating the

ambulatories and the tall narrow spaces between the

side chapels as well as deep into the main nave. Slight

ly offset from the central axis and arranged high up in

the rear wall is a glazed "jewel box" that projects both

inwards and outwards and features a giant mullion

and transom, which cuts the figure of the cross into

the morning light.

Los Angeles was founded by Iberian Franciscans and

their mission stations influence the form of the church

on the freeway. Although the Cathedral is demonstra

tively processional in its architecture, it does attempt

to achieve a balance between the paradoxical principles

of axial and centralised arrangements. Its basic figure

is cruciform with a nave and transept; the pews and

chairs surround the altar on three sides. In its capacity

for creating community, the architecture is both mon

umental and functional.
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Site plan wit h gro und floor plan , to the west the semicircular form

of the church hall and the qu arter circle of the chapel and sacris ty
50 ffi
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View of the context from the northeast, centre-left the Basilica

Santa Maria delle Grazie, on the right the Padre Pio Pilgrimage

Church 1View of the complex from the east, left the retaining

wall with colonnade and entrance beneath the cross IView of the

church from the north, in the background the half-round form of

the "aula liturgica", between the roof sections the cone over the

altar, at the front the quarter-circle with the sacristy and chapel

behind the screen IColonnade looking east, the arches growing

smaller towards the top

Padre Pio
Pilgrimage Church
San Giovanni Rotondo, Italy
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Architect

Client

Completion

Denomination

Footprint

Seating capacity

Renzo Piano

Order of the Minor Capuchin Friars, Foggia

2004

Roman-Catholic

Church ca. 6000 m'

ca. 6500

Catholic Europe is dotted with a series of pilgrimage

destinations visited each year by vast numbers of pil

grims. They visit the place where a famous saint has

lived or worked to pray and implore him for help and

guidance. In contrast to popular opinion, Lourdes in

France and Fatima in Portugal are not the most visit

ed pilgrimage destinations in Europe but San Giovanni

Rotondo in Apulia, one of the poorer regions in south

east Italy. Padre Pio, a Capuchin friar, was already ven

erated during his lifetime, and in the years since his

death in 1968 and his canonisation in 2002, the number

of pilgrims has risen steadily with each year. In 2004

it is estimated that some seven million guests visited

San Giovanni Rotondo.
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First "metablobs" with the programme for the church

Development of the spatial structure of the church hall

within the Knickerbocker Laundry building

View from the west with main entrance IView from the north with main exit IView from

the south with the Knickerbocker Laundry [Viewfrom the east IOutdoor stair and fire

escape with view over Manhattan, the steel framework is clad inside with redwood

Korean
Presbyterian
Church
New York City, New York, USA
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Architects

Client

Completion

Denomination

Footprint

Seating capacity

Douglas Garofalo, Greg Lynn,

Michael McInturf

Korean Presbyterian Church of New York

1999

Presbyterian

17,999 m"

Sunday church 2500, wedding church 600

Due to the varied origins of its inhabitants, the United

States is home to many other Christian groups in ad

dition to the two large churches. Consequently, sacred

architecture in the U.S. is extremely varied. In one and

the same metropolis, in Los Angeles for example, one

can find a small storefront church alongside a huge ca

thedral. In the case of the Korean Presbyterian Church

in New YorkCity, however, it seems that a rare synthe

sis of both types, the small conversion and the large

new building, has been achieved. Moreover, here it is

the product of an architectural design process that, be

cause of its radically digital production and topological

rather than geometric approach, pushes forward the

boundaries of spatial exploration in architecture.



The system of "pipes" and "hoses" for the access routes

Longitudinal sect ion through the church hall

The building is situated in Sunnyside, a residential

neighbourhood in Queens on Long Island, in th e south

east of the city of NewYork. Abroad band , which previ

ous ly served predominantly industrial functions in the

eighties , runs through the grid of st reets from west to

east .The block to the north of 37th Avenu e was occu

pied by Knickerbocker Laundry, its offices at the front

and factory to th e rear. Designed by Irving M. Fenichel

and built in 1932, the laundry was an example of art

deco architecture . In part icular, th e 61metre long white

concrete build ing on the sou th side with th e main

ent rance and its symmetrical arrangement of thr ee

stumpy towers in th e centre and corners has a monu 

mentalis m ofthe kind Lewis Mumford would have crit

icised as instill ing "a false sen se of continu ity".

In this case, however, conservation was not a central

concern of th e conversion from Knickerbocker Laun

dry to Presbyterian Chur ch.The existing archit ecture

was neither tr eat ed as a solitary icon nor as a palimps

est to insc ribe. Such st rategies for mediating between

old and new do not feature in the architects' approach .

The ir inte rest is not historical, but rather one of ut il

ity.The bu ilding is quite simp ly a suitable container,

whose entranc e can be relocated from th e south to the

west side and whose concrete exterior , covered in mul

ti-colour ed graffiti, can be given a new covering .

Surrounded by th e asphalt of hundreds of park ing

spaces and equipped with an almo st cerem on ial stair,

th e three dist inct parts of th e complex are imm ediately

visible, even before one enters th rough the glazed

facade: the first part, the old office wing along a rail

track; the second part, th e new church hall over the

old factory; the third part, a conn ecting piece with the

sta irs, ramps and corrid ors for access ing the other

parts. Although th e form er laundry building is a con

crete panel construction , th e new spaces have a steel

st ructural framework. For th e walls and ceilings , low

cost bu ilding mat erials have been used such as sheet

iron, cedar wood , plast erboard and plexiglass .The

Knickerbock er Laundry building and th e access build

ings are painted black or clad in dark metal. The vol

um e of the churc h, encased in vertical white metal

profiles, arches up wards behind th em, its roofscape

reminiscent of the work of Alvar Aalto .
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Lower fl oor plan

25 ffi
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Ground floor plan

The space for the church itself rests on the two rear

floors of the former laundry, the lower floor of which

is used for workshops and classrooms, the upper floor

at the west end as a wedding church seating up to 600

persons, and at the east end as a cafeteria catering

for up to 800 persons. The Sunday church has a stage,

main congregation space and galleries and can seat

2500 persons on grey wooden pews upholstered in red

velour. The stage, which has been carpeted grey, is fur

ther emphasised by the musicians' galleries that flank

either side and the central arrangement of the organ.

The arrangement of preacher and congregation fac

ing one another is fixed. The slight angling of the side

pews focuses attention on the pulpit and altar, as does

the trail of small lights that run along the centre of the
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ceiling. The ceiling is broken into white ribs that grow

lower towards the altar, although the ribs themselves

run crosswise, penetrating the wall on the north side

above the windows and continuing on beyond. Out

side, the white ribs form six shell or shovel-like shades

covering the external fire escape, from where one can

see the skyscrapers of Manhattan. Their steel gridded

structure is clad inside with redwood, externally

with lead-coated sheet metal panels. From outside,

the building suddenly appears like a scaly armadillo

on spindly legs.

Squeezed between the former office wing and the

church hall, a series of corridors, ramps and stairs have

been inserted, divided into sections by changes in lev-

el. They form a system of tubes or hoses. At their ends

these arteries project outwards to form a glass sur

face inscribed in white with the sign of the cross. This

underlines their character still further: they serve not

only as access routes, but also as a spatial system with

a meaning of their own. The pattern of thin joins on

the partly black, partly white epoxy terrazzo floor and

the rows of plain neon lights on the otherwise bare

ceiling highlight the turning and winding of the pas

sageways.

The form of the Presbyterian Church is unimaginable

without the mathematical method and digitalisation

of the design process. With the triumph of topology

over geometry in the late zoth century, it has become



Plan at level of chu rch hall Plan at level ofbaleonies

View from the east along the corridor, stair and ramps ofthe ac

cess route, entrance to the church on the right IChurch han with

view over the pews and the folded "ribs" of the celling IChurch

han with view of the altar

possible to create volumes whose forms, whether hard

or soft, compressed or stretched, broken or distorted,

defy conventional definitions, rules, ordering prin

ciples or geometrical description. These are volumes

that one can only describe as "amorphous" or "fluid",

forms which can only be calculated using software

from the automotive or film industries. The architects

have used these to create "metablobs" for parts of the

programme ofthe church. These bubbles have been

grown on-screen, morphed and shaped to form a con

stellation of forms with a single exterior skin. In a later

stage, the Knickerbocker Laundry building was then

integrated, the whole then subsequently aligned with

the constraints of reality, with the restrictions of ma

terial, construction and budget. In the process, the

"blob" has had to relinquish much of the original fluid

appearance it had on screen.

The building in Sunnyside can be seen as a hybrid

composite, an experimental "animate form" that mix

es the monumental with the industrial, the dynamic

with the fragmented - described by one journalist as

an "alien novelty". However, as a building for church

services of a size comparable to that of the Catholic

St Patrick's Cathedral in Manhattan, the Presbyterian

Church in Queens is not unusual for the USA,Gunnar

Birkert's Calvary Baptist Church in Detroit, Michigan

from 1977, and Philip Johnson's Crystal Cathedral in

Garden Grove, California from 1980 are just two note

worthy examples of numerous precursors. Common

to all of these is a certain theatrical drama. On experi

encing the interior of the Korean Presbyterian Church,

one commentator remarked on its resemblance to the

glamour of the New York Radio City Music Hall. In this

respect, it is no wonder that the architectural journal

"Casabella" called the church an "architettura come

spettacolo".
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Roof pla n of th e buildings

Floo r plan
o
I

Presbyter y, with the "jewel box" with cross high up on the rear

wall IViewof the plaza and the cat hedral from the so utheast, to

the lett th e mai n porta l ICentral nave with view towards the no rth

flank IThe side chapels in th e amb ulatory on th e southeast side

Cathedral of Our
Lady of the Angels
Los Angeles , California , USA

Architect

Client

Completion

Denomination

Footprin t

Seati ng cap acit y

Jose Rafael Monee

Archdiocese of Los Angeles

2002

Roman Catholic

Ent ire s ite 21.150m2
• church 4000 m"

Pews 1900, chairs HOO

Despit e its extensive sprawl, Los Angeles has over the

last few decades undertaken init iat ives to strengthen

its inner-city areas. The new cathedral just south of

Hollywood Freeway is a further initia tive in this direc

tion. Surrounded by wide roads - subjecting it to a con

stant 75 decibels day and night - the church stands at

the up per end of a site th at slopes gently from west to

east , with th e cardinal's reside nce and diocese curacy

located at th e lower end . A large plaza, 8100 square

metres in size, enclosed by retaining walls and raised

planting mediates betwee n th e buildings.

The decis ion to divide th e site into th ree parts with the

cathedra l positi oned at th e west end makes it difficult

to place th e altar in front of th e east wall.To make th is
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Site plan wit h gro und floor plan , to the west the semicircular form

of the church hall and the qu arter circle of the chapel and sacris ty
50 ffi

'--- --'1 \J7

View of the context from the northeast, centre-left the Basilica

Santa Maria delle Grazie, on the right the Padre Pio Pilgrimage

Church 1View of the complex from the east, left the retaining

wall with colonnade and entrance beneath the cross IView of the

church from the north, in the background the half-round form of

the "aula liturgica", between the roof sections the cone over the

altar, at the front the quarter-circle with the sacristy and chapel

behind the screen IColonnade looking east, the arches growing

smaller towards the top

Padre Pio
Pilgrimage Church
San Giovanni Rotondo, Italy
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Architect

Client

Completion

Denomination

Footprint

Seating capacity

Renzo Piano

Order of the Minor Capuchin Friars, Foggia

2004

Roman-Catholic

Church ca. 6000 m'

ca. 6500

Catholic Europe is dotted with a series of pilgrimage

destinations visited each year by vast numbers of pil

grims. They visit the place where a famous saint has

lived or worked to pray and implore him for help and

guidance. In contrast to popular opinion, Lourdes in

France and Fatima in Portugal are not the most visit

ed pilgrimage destinations in Europe but San Giovanni

Rotondo in Apulia, one of the poorer regions in south

east Italy. Padre Pio, a Capuchin friar, was already ven

erated during his lifetime, and in the years since his

death in 1968 and his canonisation in 2002, the number

of pilgrims has risen steadily with each year. In 2004

it is estimated that some seven million guests visited

San Giovanni Rotondo.
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Lowerfloo r plan , the crypt in the centre , the lecture hall s ,

administrat ion and storage for the most part under the square

Like an acropolis, the new complex, built in commem

oration of the friar, commands a prominent position

on a hill over its strangely disparate surroundings. The

commercial exploitation of pilgrimage - hotels and res

taurants jostle to make the most out of the pilgrims'

devotion - has devastated the urban and rural struc

ture of the immediate vicinity. As such, the new com

plex only makes reference to the rzth-centurv basilica

Santa Maria delle Grazie at the east end of the site and

clearly delineates the boundary to the south. Classical

colonnades form a giant retaining wall screening off

the "junk space" to the south, to borrow a phrase from

Rem Koolhaas. From below, one sees little ofthe com

plex and from above little of what lies below. Once on

the plateau above, one leaves the city behind, the view

straying across the distant landscape of the Adriatic

coastline and towards the heavens.

Every pilgrimage is a procession from station to sta

tion. In San Giovanni Rotondo, too, there is a fixed

route. It leads from the road at the foot of the hill,

through a colonnade up to a square, from there into

the lower storey of the church for confession and to

learn about the saint and his activities, then into the

church for Mass and finally into the crypt for prayer

Padre Pic's tomb is the culmination of the pilgrimage ~

before finally exiting to the rear of the church.

The entrance to the colonnade is also the entrance to

the pilgrimage site. It is marked by a 40 metre high

cross and an open horizontal carillon of eight bells that

sound an entire octave from C to Cat the top of the

retaining wall. The first arcade of the 100 metre long

passageway, closed to the left, open to the right, has a

height of 25 metres. As the path slowly rises - the steps

are widely spaced and the incline gentle - the pillars

become smaller and smaller. The perspective of the

colonnade ends at two stairs to the left that lead to

the highest point at the edge of an expansive plateau.

A 9000 square metres elongated triangle, it is large

enough to accommodate up to 30,000 people. At the bot

tom of the slightly inclined square stands the church.

The most characteristic element of the building - its

sweeping arches and oversailing roof - is immediately
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South-north secti on through t he alta r

West entrance in front of the axis from the baptistry to presbytery,

to the right the bronze doors by Mimmo Paladino IView of the

altar and organ, lighting from the large window on the right and

from rooflights between the roof sections IThe arcs of the arches

with segments of five or six blocks each, top left a V-shaped steel

supporting strut for the roof rests at the intersection between two

segments of the arch

apparent. Its amphitheatre-like interior is, however,

only visible after passing through the row of doors in

the high entrance screen. The semicircular form of the

room is structured by two sets of shallow stone arches

that fan out radially; the inner arches are larger, the

outer arches smaller. The inner and outer rows of arches

overlap partially, gradually becoming lower with each

rotation, giving the impression of a descending spiral,

not unlike that of a flat sea or snail shell. The structur

al elements of the architecture concentrate the space in

wards toward the primary liturgical focus. The sweeps

of the arches direct one's eye to the altar, behind which

the cluster of arches appear to spring out of the ground,

dividing the half-circle into nine sections. The result is

a church with multiple naves providing sufficient space
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for 6500 believers in two sets of four blocks of pews and

with an aisle that leads from the rear to the front of the

church, from the baptistry to the presbytery.

The architect was initially sceptical about accepting

the commission for the Padre Pio Pilgrimage Church.

The entire programme, its consequences for the urban

environment and the building seemed too immense

and problematic. From the beginning it was clear the

church was to be built in stone but that it was not

to appear solid and heavy. Instead, the desire was

to achieve a lightweight, almost effortless structure.

With the help of the engineer Peter Rice, a structure

inspired by the Gothic master builders of old was

created, a tour de force of stone segments whose

dynamic forms are reminiscent of the large winding

stone staircases of castles and forts built between the

Gothic and the Renaissance.

The precise forms of the rough blocks of the light

brown, lime-rich Bronzetto d'Apricena, mined from the

vicinity of San Giovanni Rotondo, were first computer

calculated and then cut to size in Carrara. The permis

sible tolerance lay by half a millimetre. Five or six such

blocks were then bonded together, bored lengthways

to receive several steel cables before being brought

into place. The stones withstand the compression, the

cables tension: like a taut necklace, each arch retains its

shape. The internal tensioning of each of the 21 arches

-with spans of between 38 and 50 metres and heights
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Longitudinal and cross section through the left

hand base of an arch next to the entrance

of between 11 and 16 metres - is not just an example of

technical finesse but an important stabilisation meas

ure for a building visited by masses of people in an

earthquake-prone region such as Apulia.

The "aula liturgica", as the architect calls his building,

has a varied roofscape that in some respects resembles

the shell of a turtle. It consists of a series of scales cov

ering a total surface area of 19,5°0 square metres, each

clad in patinated green copper. From the square one

sees four large scales falling away to the left, on the

right three in the foreground and four further behind

falling away to the right. The scales rest on timber purl

ins borne by V-shaped steel struts, which in turn rest on

the stone arches.

As with the St Pius X Basilica in Lourdes, a subterrane

an concrete building constructed in the fifties by Pierre

Vago, the Padre Pia Pilgrimage Church has the charac

ter of a stadium and a theatre, although every attempt

has been made to reduce the size and mass of the nec

essarily large building. Architectural critics have noted

similarities with the work of Bruce Goff and Pier Luigi

Nervi, but only after first drawing parallels between

Piano's technologically advanced architecture and

ancient heathen burial mounds. After all, the Tumba

Padre Pia in the crypt beneath the altar is the focus of

the entire complex and also the source of the arches

arcing over the congregation - not just structurally

but also spiritually. A conical funnel over the altar

punctures the copper roof to the left and the right,

shedding light onto the altar. One is reminded of ex

pressive baroque reliefs in which the graves burst open

to show the awakening of the corpses on the day of the

Last Judgement. This perhaps also explains the reason

why the glass surface over the main entrance to the

church, a 50 square metres large upright panel, is due

to be replaced by an artwork by Robert Rauschenberg

depicting the Apocalypse.
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Section Catholic Church and tower block

M

Section parish hall and Protestant Reformed Church

Square and passageway bet ween the churches IView from the west ,

the tower in the foreground, the Reformed church to the left, th e

Catholic church to th e right I Catho lic church with ritual objects

made by Gianfredo Carnes; IReformed church, with ritua l objects

mad e by Rolf Iseli
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Christ Church
Langendorf, Switzerland

174 CHURCHES I DOUBLE CHURCHES

Archite ct

Client

Comp let ion

Denomin ations

Footprin t

Seating capacity

Manuel Pauli

Langendorf CatholicChurch Parish

and Reformed Church Parish

1971

Roman-Catholic; Protestant Reformed

Catho lic hall ca. 415 rns,

pro tes ta nt hall ca . 415 m1

ca. 410 and ca. 380

Const ruct ing two new churches as a sing le building

was something of a rarity at th e beginning of the sev

enti es, especially in a village numbe ring no more than

320 0 inhabitants .The ense mble stands on a slight in

cline in the centre of the village. Seen from above, the

buildi ng cons ists of thr ee element s,whose ou ter edges

form a square measuring 46 by 46 metres.The square is

rota ted so that its corner s point due nort h, south, west

and east .

Arriving from th e west , one approaches the corner

of the tower-like block, which is located at the low

est point on th e plot and with a height of 12. 5 metres

reaches th e eaves line of th e other buildings. From

below, th e complex presents a closed face. However,
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Lower level plan
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Upper level plan

directly behind the stele to the left and right of the

tower, a square and passageway open out, which then

curves to the right and rises with the incline, lending

the space a stage-like feeling. The switch from positive

to negative, from mass to emptiness, gives the complex

an urban quality.

Due to the clay-rich consistency of the soil, the church

and tower rest on 156 driven piles. The building itself

is constructed out of industrially produced materials.

Standardised prefabricated concrete panels, each

35centimetres thick and 1.5metres wide, were placed

on the ground and then welded and grouted at the

seams. The maximum height of the elements is 9 me

tres; each panel reaches from the floor to the ceiling.

The concrete is lined with a compound of white marble

grit and white powdered cement, and the surface emu

lates the limestone typical for the region of Solothurn.

Both churches have much in common: the division into

a lower zone for the social and cultural parish activities

and an upper level for church services; the semicircu

lar, full-height projection for the access ramp, a plan in

the form of a quarter circle; the positioning of the sac

risty behind the rear wall of the altar; the placing of the

organ against the wall next to the ambo or pulpit; and

the orientation of the altar at 90 degrees to the sector

of the circle. Nevertheless, despite their mirror-image

symmetry, both churches have their own character. In

the Catholic church, which seats 420, the shape ofthe

rooflight is such that it also illuminates the baptistry

and confessional chapels. In the Reformed church,

seating 380 people, the circular rooflight serves solely

to emphasise the altar and pulpit. The materiality of

the sacred objects of the liturgy is also different: steel,

chrome and glass in the Catholic church; oak stumps

and blocks in the Reformed church.

The decision to build one church rather than two, is

usually an attempt to maximise potential, one of ra

tionality and efficiency. In Langendorf, however, the

combination of Catholic and Reformed Christ Church

is a child of the ecumenical movement which in the

mid-sixties, when the building was being designed,

was experiencing an upsurge of popularity.
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First floor plan

A model showing the centre ofthe Kirchsteigfeld quarter IView

from the north, the passageway on the left, courtyard on the right,

market square in the foreground IView from the northwest IView

towards the altar at the base of the church tower, terracotta floor,

liturgical objects made of walnut

Church of
Reconciliation
Potsdam, Germany

176 CHURCHES I DOUBLE CHURCHES

Architects

Client

Completion

Denominations

Footprint

Seating capacity

Augusto Romano Burelli, Paola Gennaro

Industrte- und Wohnbau Groth

und Graalfs GmbH

1997

Lutheran-Protestant and Methodist

Hall 196.84 m'

Lower level 350, upper level 120

The Kirchsteigfeld is a new quarter in southeast Pots

dam. Built in the late nineties to a plan by Rob Krier

and Christoph Kohl, it is designed according to Camillo

Sitte's "artistic principles." The homogeneity of the ur

ban environment and architecture has a most artificial

appearance. The church stands on the south side of the

market square, with the intention of forming the spa

tial as well as spiritual focus of the neighbourhood.

The double-church gives the impression that it has de

veloped out of a four-wing complex. Whilst some of its

symmetry has become fragmented in the process of

the dissection, apportioning, rotation and re-arrange

ment of its parts, the building's form as a whole was

never compromised. Arectangular box with a length of
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Second floor plan Section through the church tower and church looking north

53.9metres and a proportion of length to breadth of ap

proximately 2:1,its edges and corners are clearly delin

eated throughout. This is underlined by the consistent

treatment ofthe pale rendered facades: the plinth in

dark brown, the two upper storeys with light and dark

brown horizontal striping.

The east wing contains a library and music school com

plete with a small stage; the west wing provides three

dwellings; the north and south wings contain further

ancillary spaces. These two wedge shapes enclose the

church and church tower. On each side of this central

building there is a small space open to the sky, one to

the east, one to the west. The space next to the tower

appears like a tapering passageway, the space next to

the church like a small courtyard. A strip of glazed roof

ing runs around each edge of the 14 metre long sides

of this courtyard, emphasising its cloister-like associ

ation.

One enters the courtyard through a framework of

four tall columns and a crossbar. The entrance to the

church is slightly concealed, lying not in the axis but

to one side. The church hall is plastered white, its di

mensions - 13.3metres wide and 14.8metres deep

approximately equal to those of the courtyard outside.

A white folding partition allows the room to be divided

in two for the Protestant and Methodist congregations.

The altar, the pulpit, the support for the font and the

blue-upholstered seats - all designs by the architect-

are made of walnut. The positioning of the altar is

unusual: the wall behind the altar table slopes out

wards, the room extending upwards, and the tower

rises directly out of this square plan. The shaft of the

tower is 25 metres, and the spire, which is clad with

solar panels, a further 16 metres. Church steeples and

pitched roofs are of great significance typologically,

making it easier for passers-by to identify a church as

a church, without having to guess its functions. The

architects' design follows the tradition of Prussian

architecture. The relationship between the whole and

the parts of the Church of Reconciliation picks up

the legacy of Ludwig Persius, the 19th-century master

builder of Potsdam who had a pronounced predilection

for the Italianate.
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Church of
St Maria Magdalena
Freiburg im Breisgau, Germany

Architects

Client

Completion

Denom in ati on

Footprint

Seat ing capacit y

Johannes Kister, Reinhard Schei th auer,

Sus anne Gross

St Maria Magdalena Cath oli c Parish and

Maria Magda lena Prote stant Parish,

Freiburg im Breisga u

2004

Roman-Catho lic and l utheran-Protestant

1087.5 m"

Catho lic hall n o.
protestant hall 650, com bined 650

In Germany since the nineties, it has become taboo to

use words such as "estate" in conjunction with urban

expansion plans for cities .The reutilisation plans for

the former Rieselfeld to th e west of Freiburg are a case

in point: mindful of simply filling th e area with houses

for ten to twel ve th ousand inhabitants , th e plan was

to produce an "urban quart er" with blocks instead of

rows and a den sit y sim ilar to th at of other late-roth

centur y qua rte rs but with as much greenery as som e

of th e sma ller qu art ers bu ilt in weste rn and southern

Germany in th e fifties.

Together with the Rieselfeld Community Centre, the

Church of St Maria Magdalena stands on a rectangu

lar square that forms the cent re of the new urb an qua r-
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Cross section through the centrallobby Longitudinal section through the Protestant church

View of the northern tip, to the right the horizontal stripe that

lights the altar space in the Catholic church IView of the southern

tip, the portal to the left, to the right the large window of the

Protestant church IView from southwest, behind the portal on the

right, the entrance to the business space, used as a shop I A unity

of three: the Protestant church, the foyer with main entrance in

the background, and the Catholic church

ter. Unlike its neighbour, the architecture of the church

is both homogenous and erratic. Its outward appear

ance, akin to a giant outlandish boulder, gives no indi

cation of its purpose. There is no bell tower ~ instead

the bells ring from behind an opening behind the por

tal ~ nor even a cross on one of its four bare walls that

might at least hint at its use. The 13-48 metre high walls

of its sharply delineated edges point exactly to the

north and south, and west and east. The northeast and

southwest walls each measure 30 metres, the north

west and southeast walls each 38.2 metres. Although

the building stands squarely on the ground, the folds

and kinks in both of the long sides, some of which lean

out slightly forwards, give the building a distinct and

dynamic form. One is not yet aware of it, but the modu-

lation of its surfaces reflects the space around not just

one but two altar spaces in this double-church. The

largest opening on the northwest wall marks the loca

tion of the Catholic presbytery, the largest opening on

the southeast wall that of the Protestant presbytery.

The "ecumenical" programme for two Catholic and

Protestant congregations was already outlined in the

original competition brief. They detailed the poles of

God's House and the People's House, of this world and

thereafter, and suggested that the building be formed

as a whole with three parts. To give the church a suffi

ciently prominent presence on the not exactly small

square, the architects decided to unite all parts of the

programme into a single volume.

The building has a smaller and a larger, a more secret

and a more public entrance. Through a portal on the

southwest wall one enters a courtyard whose form,

not quite perfectly rhomboid in shape, gives a first

indication ofthe sometimes obtuse, sometimes acute

angularity of the inner container. To the left is a small

vestry, to the right a business space, ahead three oak

doors: behind these one enters a large foyer that ex

tends the depth of the building. It serves not only for

baptisms - the font stands in a square recess two steps

deep ~ but also as a passage between the two entrances

and exits to the southwest and northeast. The foyer is

like a courtyard within the building, providing access

to the Catholic church on the left and the Protestant

church on the right. Both churches can be opened up
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to this central "street" by retracting their walls, four in

total each weighing 22 tonnes, with the help of electri

cally driven motors.

When both churches are combined the space of the

church is vast, its expanse on par with medieval

churches. The ceiling unites the parts into a whole.

The beams and boarding of the ceiling run crosswise,

the rafters lengthways, with lighting cradles each with

three spots, also suspended lengthways. Strips of glass

supported by steel profiles allow light to stream in

from above.

When, however, the church is divided into a central

foyer and two church halls, the differences become

apparent. The Catholic church fills the entire length

of the northwest side and has two galleries and a

twin-walled rear surface, which accommodates a small

chamber and provides a safe home for the tabernacle.

The Protestant church occupies half the length of

the southeast side and has one gallery. On this side

next to this church, the ancillary spaces serve most

of the other purposes. The altar and chairs are identi

cal throughout. Designed by Susanne Gross, the frag

ile character of the furnishings - the chairs in oak with

reed seats - contrasts markedly with the robust charac

ter of the walls.

As the Catholic church is illuminated more strongly in

the evening, the Protestant church in the morning, the

former appears darker, more expressive and the latter

lighter and more minimal. The impression is also

reinforced by the treatment of the surface behind the

altar. In the Catholic church there is a wide niche with

its own concealed rear window, that can glow reddish

in the evening sun. Above and to each side, the sun

light shining through the roof lights and between

thebeams throws a dynamic play of diagonal stripes

across the wall. Behind the altar in the Protestant

church is a 10 by 6 metre large window, and, in front

of it, a little offset from the window, a wooden baffle

with horizontal slots cut out of it. Light is reflected

into the room - to the left, the right and below, as well

as through the three slots - but unlike in the Catholic

church, the light remains static and unchanging.
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Soffi t plan

Alta r spac e in the Cat holic church IView from t he Protestant to th e Catholic ch urch

with se parating walls retracted I View from t he Prot estant to th e Cat ho lic church,

the entire wall including door is mobile, the runners cove red with a wooden

th resh old cover s trip IAltar space in the Protes tant chu rch ISketch o f the altar

The exceptionally compact and mon olithic bu ilding is

constructe d of lightweight concr et e cast in situ and left

fair faced .The colour of the 40 centimetre thick walls

is achieved through its mixture of lava, ceme nt , ash

and san d rather than pigment s. The th ree levels of con 

st ruction are visible as joins on th e su rface of the con

crete . The de mo ns t rative materiality - the sheer pres

ence of th e concrete - obviates all need for furth er

decora t ion,The delicat e play of light across its surfaces

is orname nt enough .

During the sixties and seven ties , some concrete

churches sought to counter th e mo no ton y of medio

cre moderni sm through scu lptural architectur e. Some

of these bu ildi ngs were indeed th e work of sculptors,

among th em Walt er Maria Forderer's Church of St Ni

cholas in Herernence, Switzerland from 1971 or Frit z

Wotruba's Chu rch of the Holy Trinity in Vienna , Austria

from 1976. Oth er churches built around the sam e tim e

by southern German archi tec ts such as Rainer Disse ,

Hans Kam me rer/Walter Belz an d Helmut Striffler have

a simil ar, th ough less sculptural and th erefore less dra

mati c characte r, as they do not employ th e jagged in

terlocking forms that make Ford erer's and Wotruba's

work so eccent ric.

St Maria Magdalen a Church draws inspiration from

these 40 year old predecessors. Its qualit ies lie in th e

homogenei ty of it s mate rials and cons tru ction, as

well as in its func tion and symbolism. It also offers a

solut ion to the task of uniting "two churches as one

chur ch". Lastly, even the most casual of observers will

notice that through th e planar qu ality of its walls, the

visibility of the timber roof, and det ails such as the

spiral staircase in one of the two church hall s, it also

relat es to a Romanesque trad itio n,
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View from the northeast, chapel on the right IView from the

south, the separate bell tower on the left

Franciscan Convent
Roosenberg
Waasmunster, Belgium

182 CHURCHES I MONASTERIES AND CONVENTS

Architect

Client

Completion

Denomination

Footprint

Seating capacity

Grou n d floor plan

Hans van der Laan

Franciscan Sisters of Mary, Waasmunster

1975

Roman-Catholic

Chapel 312 m!

Chapel 97
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Surrounded on three sides by woodland, the convent

stands on a south-facing and slightly inclined open

space. The 66.6 metre long west wing and the 58,4metre

long south wing form a pair joined perpendicularly at

the corner; likewise the east and north wings. Together

each pair of buildings encloses a trapezoidal courtyard

garden. The whitewashed brickwork surfaces of the

50 centimetre thick walls are identical throughout the

complex. All the iron-framed windows on the ground

floor have the same 3:4proportions, all the windows on

the upper floor 1:1 proportions. Blackglazed cap-and

pan roof tiles crown all copings and upper surfaces.

Access to all the rooms is arranged in such a way that

the nuns and visitors can go about their day in com-
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Cistercian Monastery

Our Lady of NOVY Dvur
Tepla, Czech Republic

Architect

Client

Completion

Denomination

Footprint

Seating capacity

John Pawson

Cisterican Abbey of Our Lady of

Sept-Fens. Dompierre-sur-Besbre

2004

Roman-Catholic

3075m2

Monks' choir 42, lay choir 50

Of all the branches of the Cistercian order, the Trappists

observe the rules of the order most strictly. Their mon

asteries are never built in or near to settlements, but are

always in remote countryside or woodland areas. The

Cistercian Monastery Our Lady of NOVY Dvur in West

ern Bohemia is no exception and is built on the site of

a long dilapidated farm estate. The 70.25 metre square

four-wing monastery encompasses both the existing

restrained baroque building and a new extension.

The west wing is located at the highest point of the

sloping site. The former manor house contains the

entrance as well as a series of offices, with classrooms

for the novices and the monks' washroom above. The

south wing contains the lavatorium, the refectory,
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Section through east wing with sacristy, chapter house and scriptorium

the kitchen and clothing store on the ground floor,

above the dormitory with 34 beds. Whilst the east

wing contains the laundry facilities and infirmary

with eight beds, on the upper floor the scriptorium,

chapter house and sacristy, the north wing is entirely

devoted to the church,

The cloister serves as the backbone for the entire com

plex, In Novy Dvur this is in some respects a construc

tion without precedent. Disappearing into the manor

house - where it is subsumed into the hallway and cor

ridor - it is entirely different on the other three sides

along the new wings. Divorced from the ground level

outside, and therefore unaffected by the sloping site,

the cloister is not structured by pillars or ribwork. In-

stead, one side wall and barrel roof form a single ele

ment that appears to hang silently. On the other side,

full-height glazing draws the eye into the courtyard,

Measuring 47,1 by 10.5 by 13.6 metres, the church has

almost extreme proportions. As with the rest of the

building, the concrete shell of the church is paint-

ed pure white. The light comes from the left and right

from two sets of three If-shaped frames, Six of the

eighteen strips indicate an equivalent of a crossing,

Above all, however, they emphasise the radical hierar

chy of the processional arrangement - the path from

the lay choir to the monks' choir to the presbytery - ad

ditionally underlined by the barriers and steps, Behind

the altar there is a wide stair from where the monks ar-

External view of the church apse, a light chamber projecting from

the north wall IView from the northwest IView from the manor

house into the north wing of the cloister IChoir with altar, light

chambers to the left and right backlit with neon lights I Stained

oak choir pews with view into the lay choir, the floor covered with

granite from China

rive from their seclusion and take up position in their

choir,

The British architect collected numerous examples of

simple buildings for his book "minimum". On several

occasions the book - a canonical reference for the de

sign of pure objects - refers to Cistercian architecture.

The barrel vaulting of the cloister in LeThoronet can be

seen to recur here in N0vY Dvur, For Bernhard of Clair

vaux, abstraction and restraint were an expression of

the Cistercian life of solitude. However, today modern

ist architecture values its aesthetic qualities. In this de

sire for beauty lies a problem of luxurious minimalism.

Only with time will the monastery escape this as the

building begins to show its age,
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View from the northeast, chapel on the right IView from the

south, the separate bell tower on the left

Franciscan Convent
Roosenberg
Waasmunster, Belgium
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Architect
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Completion

Denomination

Footprint

Seating capacity

Grou n d floor plan

Hans van der Laan

Franciscan Sisters of Mary, Waasmunster

1975

Roman-Catholic

Chapel 312 m!

Chapel 97
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Surrounded on three sides by woodland, the convent

stands on a south-facing and slightly inclined open

space. The 66.6 metre long west wing and the 58,4metre

long south wing form a pair joined perpendicularly at

the corner; likewise the east and north wings. Together

each pair of buildings encloses a trapezoidal courtyard

garden. The whitewashed brickwork surfaces of the

50 centimetre thick walls are identical throughout the

complex. All the iron-framed windows on the ground

floor have the same 3:4proportions, all the windows on

the upper floor 1:1 proportions. Blackglazed cap-and

pan roof tiles crown all copings and upper surfaces.

Access to all the rooms is arranged in such a way that

the nuns and visitors can go about their day in com-



Upper floor plan

Chapel with the axis between altar and tabernacle, between them

the priest's seat I Refectory, all furniture designed by the architect

pletely separate environments: the north wing acco

modates entrance courtyard and chapel; the east wing

sacristy, office, library and workshop; the south wing

kitchen and refectory; the west wing guest rooms, lec

ture hall and museum; the upper storeys of the west

and south wings, the nuns' rooms and guest rooms.

One enters the convent from the north. Except for a

door - at a bend in the wall that marks the spot where

north and west wings meet - this side of the building

is entirely closed. The entrance courtyard directly be

hind the entrance provides access to the garden court

yard as well as the chapel. However, as if to slow the

pace of arriving visitors, the doors are not on axis, but

located out of view in the corners.

The position of the altar and tabernacle in the chap-

el mediates between the longitudinal and circular ar

rangements. The plan is an octagon - with an edge

length of 5.3metres - inside a square, only slightly

longer than it is wide. The altar is positioned a little

east of the centre of the room and arranged in an axis

with the tabernacle in a niche in the east wall. The grey

pews and knee-rests for the nuns are arranged around

three sides, and together with the stations of the lit

urgy form a circle. The floor is covered with a yellow

brown flagstone. The central octagon projects out of

the roof of the square, allowing light in through eight

pairs of windows all ofthe same format. The timber

panelling on the ceiling and the pendant lamp shades

- both recall traditional kitchens or workshops - give

the chapel, despite its brightness, a decidedly domes

tic atmosphere.

The exceedingly limited palette employed by the ar

chitect and Benedictine has one single aim: the unity

of architecture and the Eucharist as an ensemble of

symbols. Church architecture is the continuation of

the primitive hut. However, this most supreme and

pure form of church architecture, one entirely liberat

ed from function, cannot be achieved through the use

of particular building materials, but only through the

connection between space and number: through pro

portion.
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Site plan, the House of Silence to the south, to the north the

chapel, refectory and dormitory built in the eighties

Upper floor plan

Ground floor plan
10 Q\

'-- --'1 \..Cf

Entrance face opposite the abbey church I Rear of the building,

the hall in the broader of the two blocks, to the left the guest

room windows I Steel-and-glass bridges between both wings, in

the background the abbey church I Room for prayer and contem

plation with hidden roo flight ICell with view westwards

House of Silence
at Konigsmunster
Benedictine Abbey
Meschede, Germany
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Architects

Client

Completion

Denomination

Footprint

Seating capacity

Peter Kulka, Konstantin Pichler

Kontgsmunstcr Benedictine Abbey,

Meschede

2001

Roman-Catholic

ca. 480 m'

None in the chapel

Together with the abbey church, built in the sixties,

the House of Silence frames the entrance to the com

plex of the Benedictine Konigsmunster Abbey. Built

over a period of 80 years, the ensemble lies on a high

sloping site and is reached from the town via a series

of steps. The most recent addition, pushed into the

slope of the site, has the appearance of a square-cut

monolith, 15 metres wide, 32 metres deep and 13.5 me

tres high at its upper end. The block consists of a nar

row and a wider concrete box, between them a slot

approximately 3 metres wide. Five glass passageways

bridge the gap over this gorge between the eastward

and westward wings of the building. The sharp formal

division of the two parts reflects a functional separa

tion between served and serving zones.
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First lower floor plan
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Second lower floor plan

The entrance to the House of Silence is at its upper

end, diagonally opposite the abbey church. Inside

the narrower of the two blocks, a Jacob's ladder - two

flights of stairs arranged one behind the other along

the windowless outside wall- descends from the

rear of the building. Behind it, occupying part of the

ground and lower ground floors, is a small chapel.

A simple unadorned room for prayer and contem

plation, it is faced entirely in concrete. A steel cross

stands against the light grey of the rear wall, aligned

with the grid of anchor holes in the concrete and lit

from above by a hidden rooflight.

The broader of the two blocks houses the guest rooms.

The ground and upper floors each contain ten cells

sparingly furnished with bed, table and chairs made

of oak, although each has a bathroom. The full-height

windows - walls, floor and ceiling are all smooth con

crete -Took west. Narrow vertical hinged metal flaps

to the sides of the windows provide ventilation. The

rooms for the monks' and guests' day-to-day activities

are arranged at the lower end of the slope on the two

lower floors. These include a few offices, a refectory, a

"cloister" and a two-storey high hall with a square plan

and view south into an orchard.

Of all the buildings in Konigsmunster Abbey - includ

ing the chapel, refectory and dormitory previously de

signed by the architect in the eighties - the new House

of Silence is perhaps the most monastic. Everything

about it promotes contemplation and reflection. Not

only the narrow "pathway tract" but also the broader

"existential tract" are characterised by radical reduc

tion. The simplicity of the forms, material and con

struction emphasise the necessary and the essential.

The architecture has an archaic and an ascetic charac

ter. Utterly self-immersed, the building is intended

not as "a place of this world" but "a place in the world."
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Site plan

Cistercian Monastery

Our Lady of NOVY Dvur
Tepla, Czech Republic

Architect

Client

Completion

Denomination

Footprint

Seating capacity

John Pawson

Cisterican Abbey of Our Lady of

Sept-Fens. Dompierre-sur-Besbre

2004

Roman-Catholic

3075m2

Monks' choir 42, lay choir 50

Of all the branches of the Cistercian order, the Trappists

observe the rules of the order most strictly. Their mon

asteries are never built in or near to settlements, but are

always in remote countryside or woodland areas. The

Cistercian Monastery Our Lady of NOVY Dvur in West

ern Bohemia is no exception and is built on the site of

a long dilapidated farm estate. The 70.25 metre square

four-wing monastery encompasses both the existing

restrained baroque building and a new extension.

The west wing is located at the highest point of the

sloping site. The former manor house contains the

entrance as well as a series of offices, with classrooms

for the novices and the monks' washroom above. The

south wing contains the lavatorium, the refectory,
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Synagogues
Up until its destruction by the Romans in the year 70 according to the Christian calendar,

the temple on Mount Moria in Jerusalem was the actual centre of Iewish religious activities.

Although synagogues had been built in the same location after the destruction of the First

Temple in the year 586 before the Christian Era, they only began to be built in increasing

numbers after the destruction of the Second Temple by the Romans, ofwhich only one wall

survived that is today known as the "Wailing Wall".

For the Jews, only the site of the Temple in Jerusalem and the Torah, the five Books of Moses,

are considered holy. With the exception of the First and the Second Temple, a synagogue is

not a consecrated building. It is merely a substitute for the Temple, which - according to the

Orthodox Jews - will at some point in the distant future be rebuilt on its original site after

the return of the Messiah. The synagogue has three functions: as a "bet ha knesset", a house

of assembly, as a "bet ha tefillah", a house of prayer and as a "bet ha midrash", a house of study

for the Torah and Talmud.

Ever since the loss of the temple, the Jewish service excludes any kind of symbolic offering.

The ritual is dedicated purely to the word, whether written, spoken or sung. To adapt a thought

by the religious philosopher Schalom Ben-Chorin, one could call the sermon the "words of

God speaking". The climax and heart of the ritual is the reading from the Torah. For this pur

pose the Torah is first removed from the "aron ha-kodesh", the holy shrine, and laid on the

"bimah", a lectern.

In all synagogues, the aron ha-kodesh stands against the mizrah wall- which faces Jerusalem

while the bimah is placed differently according to regional tradition. In the orthodox Ashkenazi

synagogues in central and eastern Europe, it stands in the centre of the space, the seating

arranged on three sides around it. In the orthodox Sephardi synagogues in western and south

ern Europe, the bimah stands in front of the west wall with the seating arranged along both

sides leaving an axis open between the shrine on the east wall and bimah on the west wall.

In the later synagogues of reformed or liberal Jewish congregations - for example in the new

synagogues by Zvi Hecker in Duisburg and by Wandel Hoefer Lorch Hirsch in Dresden - the

aron ha-kodesh and bimah stand on a small podium in front of the mizrah wall.

Except for in the United States, new synagogues are built only very rarely. This restraint can

be attributed to the fact that Jews do not view a building solely for the purpose of conducting

a service - replete with sacred character and large organ - as being essential for religious life.

In Germany, however, the building of new synagogues has more recently been undertaken with

renewed vigour. Synagogue architecture in Germany also serves a memorial function, as for

political and moral reasons the memory of the Shoah is always present.



Site plan, on the right the outline of the earlier building Longitudinal section through the central axis with the bimah in the centre

Anteroom with view westwards I View from the west showing the

series of pointed gables

Gates of the Groves
Synagogue
East Hampton, New York, USA
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Architect
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Completion

Denomination

Footprint

Seating capacity

NormanC. Jaffe

The Jewish Center of the Hamptons,

East Hampton

1989

Reform Judaism

ca. 465 m'

250

The name "Gates of the Grove" refers to a pastoral

scene. And indeed, the synagogue stands in a small

park at the far east end of Long Island. The building is

a timber construction clad in wood shingles and ap

pears as a stepped series of elongated. angular and

opaque structures, capped at their east and west ends

by a series of pointed gables. Seen from the south

and north, however, the building is more like a sum

mer house with a sturdy pitched roof. These walls

are glazed from floor to ceiling, and are modulated at

eaves height by a lattice of slender timber slats.

The interior is divided into three parts: a corridor

like anteroom, the main space in the form of a hall

and lastly at the rear - in the centre behind a square
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Main space, at the rear , the smaller port al wit h t he space for t he

Holy of Holies, the Torah shrine , illumina ted from ab ove and the

east and west I Detai l of th e shingles on th e walls to t he left and

righ t of the entrance

room - the Holy of Holies. The st ructur e of th e ha ll

is defined by five broad portals, each wit h two pil-

lars with a 4s-degree bend that su pport a long cross

beam . Between each of the beams , which rise to a

height of 1O.6S met res, th ere is spa ce for a nor th-facing

roof-light .The floor and plinth are paved with lime

s tone panels from Wisconsin, the walls and ceilings

clad with Alaskan cedar wood .The joins in th e timber

boarding are clear ly visible, th eir para llel lines under

lining the vert icality of the pillars and the horizon tal

ity of the beams.

As with ortho dox Ashkenaz i synagogu es, the To-

rah rolls reside in a Torah shrine in th e rear wall - al

th ough here , unlike t radition al synagog ues, this does

not face eastwards - while the bimah is locat ed in t he

centre of th e roo m. The pu lpit is surrounded on th ree

sides by pews made of ash. Niches in the east and west

end walls provide furt her sea ting.

Due to its speci fic relat ionsh ip to the surro unding

lan dscape on the one ha nd, and its decorative use of

wood and stone on th e oth er, th e "Gates of th e Grove"

Synagogu e can be con side red as sta nding in a tradi

tion of "romantic modern ism " as seen in the work of

Fran k Lloyd Wrigh t or E.Fay jones.The form and ma te

rialit y of the building also makes reference to th e old,

ent irely wooden synagogu es const ructed in eastern

Europe. And, although one sees it only once one

is aware of it , man y detai ls relate to th e number ten .

The ten bent pillars refer to th e yod, th e tenth letter

in the Hebrew alph abet .The slender slat s in the win

dows to the north and south, th e ten niches, and not

least the ten words inscribed on the bea m above these

remind the congregation of th e Sephirot, th e ten attri

bu tes of et ernal holi ness as represen te d in the Tree of

Life in th e jewish Kabbalah .

During the eight ies , many jewish congregat ions in th e

U.S. bega n to focus mor e strong ly on th e roots of th eir

religion. In the "Gates of the Grove" Synagog ue, diver

gent element s are un ited . In East Hampton at least ,

reformed ritual and ort hodox reference do not contra

dic t one ano ther.
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Plan of complex as realised

View o f the synagogue from the northeast showing concrete

mas onr y I Main e nt rance, o n t he righ t the pas sage th ro ugh to t he

cour tyard, on t he left t he art gar de n, walI ed o n th ree s ides , with

t he syn ago gue behi nd it

10

I

Temple Kol Ami
Scottsdale , Arizona, USA
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Completio n

Denom ina tion

Footpri nt

Seatin g capacity

WilIiam P. Bruder

Temple Kol Am i Congregation,

Scottsdale

1994

ReformJudaism

Synagogue 223 m'

ca. 120

Altho ugh the site lies in one of th e largest cities in Ari

zona - Scott sdale numbers 220,000 inh abitants - one 's

first imp ression is of desert. The compl ex with its tig ht

arrangeme nt of small st reets and courtyards is mod

elled on ancie nt Middle East Jewish sett lements.The

design of the complex encompasses a lectu re and as

sembly hall , th e Temple Kol Ami, a wedding chapel, a

children's nursery, religious schoo l, library and offices.

Presen ting a closed and straight face to the west, and

an open and undul at ing face to the east , the complex

ha s a total length of 177 metres. These ambitious plans

were lat er revised by the client and as yet only a part

of the building to the sou th has been realised: the lec

ture and assembly ha ll - which now serves as the syn

agogue - as well as two low parallel wings with class-
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Cros s section

l o ngit udi na l section

Interior of the synagogue, at the rear the recess with cherry-wood

Torah shrine ICourtyard with sun canopies and entrances to the

classrooms

rooms. Resembling small dwellings but without being

kitschy, each of these is accessed via an interior court

yard and protected against the heat of the sun by un

dulating canopies made of corrugated plexiglass.

Tilted at an angle of 7 degrees and with a Richard Ser

ra-inspired shallow curve, the east side of the complex

presents a fortress-like wall. The 6.7metre high wall is

interrupted only once by a projecting metal plane that

marks the point where the shrine containing the Torah

rolls stands. The entrance to the synagogue is posi

tioned on one side to the north. The sparse interior is

not unlike that of a university lecture hall and is illu

minated by a broad strip along the central west-east

axis between the two butterfly roofs as well as a band

of windows on the north side. Here one can look out

onto an art garden featuring a plethora of desert flora.

All buildings are predominantly constructed out of

economic building materials, which are cleverly used

to great effect. Inside and out, the walls are made of

standardised rough concrete blockwork with dimen

sions of 40.5 by 20.25 by 20.25 centimetres. Laid entirely

in stretcher bond, the wall exhibits a subtle relief-like

texture: the blockwork has a haphazard appearance,

projecting irregularly as if carelessly laid. The granu

lar texture and colour of the masonry - which changes

from grey to yellow and from red to brown with the in

cident light -looks like it were the work oflay-people

rather than that of a master's hand.

Although reminiscent of the work of Bruce Goff and

Paolo Soleri, the building in Scottsdale is characterised

less by its eccentric forms or its aesthetic references

to synagogue architecture of the U.S.and Europe, and

more by pragmatic and practical considerations. The

Temple KolAmi serves as a "bet ha knesset", a house

of assembly, as a "bet ha tefillah", a house of prayer

and as a "bet ha rnidrash", a house of study. In short,

despite the lack of sacred aura in its interior, it is a syn

agogue through and through.
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Site plan

View from the north IView from the southeast IView of of the

orthodox synagogue from north I Masonry skin made of Pietra

di Prun stone showing the transition from stepped to vertical

brickwork

Axonome tric , be low left the orthodox synagogue ,

top right the conservative and reform syn ago gue

Cymbalista
Synagogue
Tel Aviv, Israel
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Architect

Clients

Completion

Denomination

Footprint

Seating capacity

Mario Botta

Norbert Cymbalista, Paulette Cymbalista

1998

Orthodox, Conservative, Reform-Judaism

Orthodox synagogue 84,

conservative and reform synagogue 120

With nearly 30,000 students, the University ofTel Aviv

is probably the largest academic institution in Israel.

Surrounded by traffic arteries and featuring a number

of buildings of architectural note, the campus is like

a city within the city, indeed in parts like a palm-tree

island. Towards the end of the nineties, the centre of

the complex was developed and expanded, enriching

it both aesthetically and symbolically. This improve

ment is due largely to the contribution of the Swiss

benefactors Norbert and Paulette Cymbalista, who

were responsible for commissioning the architect to

build a synagogue on the university campus. They are

likewise responsible for the building becoming built

reality and their contribution is recognised in the

name of this house of prayer and learning.
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The Cymbalista Synagogue with its 4.6 metre high

plinth occupies a rectangular footprint of 31.25 by

23.9 metres. Two large, identical volumes rise out of

the low rectangular box of the plinth. Like stumps or

towers, they extend outwards and upwards, changing

shape in the process. The structure and the skin of the

stumps were constructed in one and the same process.

The inner skin made of reinforced concrete had to be

crafted finely - reflecting the slow and continual tran

sition of the towers from a cube to a cylinder - so

that it fits the outer skin, made of Pietra di Prun, as

precisely as possible. This fossil-rich limestone from

Veneto alternates in colour between white-red and

white-brown and its unusual strength was valued in

ancient times for the construction of Romanesque

basilica such as the Basilica San Zeno Maggiore in

Verona. In Tel Aviv,each course of the long stone block

work cantilevers outwards, softening the transition

between the rigorous geometric forms of the volumes.

The entrances are located directly in the centre of the

long sides of the synagogue's plinth. The entrance to

the north is marked by two white round pillars, which

commemorate jachin and Boaz and refer to the bronze

pillars in front of the Temple of Solomon. They iden

tify the north facade as the main face of the building.

One enters into a narrow but deep entrance hall which

opens onto a hall on the left and one on the right, each

48 square metres in size. The hall on the east is a mu

seum with a collection of judaica, the hall to the west a

library with writings relating to the Torah and Talmud.

Following the curve beyond the two small halls, one

reaches two larger halls. The correspondence between

the former and the latter is functional; the orthodox

synagogue lies behind the museum, the synagogue for

conservative and reformed jewish ceremonies lies be

hind the library.

The interiors of the concrete structure in the two large

rooms are clad with Pietra Dorata sandstone from Tus

cany. The matt beige and distinct vein of the soft stone

contrasts markedly with the black granite of the floor.

At floor level, each of the rooms is 10.5 metres long and

wide. Together with the ceiling - its timber coffered

structure is suspended at a height of 10.5 metres -
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Longitudinal section with view from the south

Entrance hall seen from the south, to the right the orthodox syna

gogue IThe orthodox synagogue, in the foreground the bimah,

in the background the Torah shrine with Alabaster surround, all

furniture designed by the architect

Design sketch

these dimensions would describe the outline of a pure

cube were it not for the fact that the walls widen out

wards as they rise, changing shape so that above the

height of the ceiling and a row of small windows the

square has transformed into a cylinder. In the result

ing space between the edges of the square ceiling and

the circular perimeter of the external walls, daylight

falls through four inclined glazed segments shedding

sharp strips and sweeping curves of light across the

Pietra Dorata walls.

The orthodox synagogue follows the spatial arrange

ment of the Sephardi tradition. The shrine for the To

rah lies in the centre of the east wall, framed by a sur

round of translucent alabaster from Pakistan. The
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bimah is positioned in front, a little way into the room.

Benches are arranged to the left and right of the pul

pit and the congregation sees the Torah rolls from the

side. To avoid disrupting the unity of the space and its

birch furnishings, there is no gallery. The separation

of men's and women's seating area is nevertheless ful

filled - the women sit slightly raised at the rear, the

men lower down at the front. The areas are separated

from one another by a metal balustrade.

The synagogue for conservative and reformed Jewish

ceremonies is an auditorium that the University of Tel

Avivalso uses for conferences and lectures. A podium

and apse are located in the centre of the west wall and

naturally illuminated from the left and right. The mo-

bile seating, with the name "Laleggera" has been de

signed by Ricardo Blumer. For Jewish services a Torah

shrine is wheeled into the room on rollers.

Given the fact that the Jewish culture is primarily one

of the word, many synagogue designs in the nineties

have attempted to derive their form from language

and the book. The synagogue in Tel Aviveschews such

references. The architect chose instead to pursue his

ongoing interest in a reduced and expressive geome

try. His preoccupation with the relationship between

square and circle, cube and cylinder is evident in much

of his work - for example his early villas in Ticino. No

table earlier sacred works include the Parish church of

the Blessed Odorico of Pordenone completed in 1992



Design sketches

The conservative and reform synagogue with seating designed by

Ricardo Blumer IUnderside of the suspended ceiling with acoustic

coffered recesses filled with wood wool

and Parish of San Pietro Apostolo in Sartirana from

1995. In both ofthese churches, the main space has a

circular plan enclosed within a surrounding square of

more or less equal dimensions. In the Cymbalista Syn

agogue, however, the transition between the two fig

ures is more harmonious and rigorous than ever be

fore. In addition, the Cymbalista Synagogue bears a

similarity to Louis I. Kahn's project for the Hurva Syn

agogue in jerusalem. In both projects, wall, opening

and light serve the same single purpose: the spatial ex

perience of the spiritual and the monumental.

Although the architect values the "intrinsic qualities"

of his architecture on the green campus more than its

sym bolism, he has nevertheless created a kind of me-

morial for the Swiss benefactors' political and cultural

programme. With the synagogue, Norbert and Paulette

Cymbalista wanted to contribute towards reconciling

divisions in Israel's society, on the one hand into re

ligious and laicist sections and on the other between

different movements within judaism. In this respect

the building is a signal. The synagogue can be read as

both one or two buildings. Does it, or do they, not re

flect the unity and the dualism of prayer and learning,

of faith and knowledge, of religion and laicism? One

way or the other, after nearly four decades of medio

crity, the Cymbalista Synagogue at the University of

Tel Aviv represents the first jewish house of prayer and

learning on Israeli territory, whose architecture has

achieved international recognition.
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Axonometric projection, at the bottom the entrance

from the "Springwall"
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Site plan IView from the northeast with offices and classrooms

on the left, in the middle the synagogue, on the right the series

of portals I Entrance from the courtyard, in front of the glazed

entrance a bridge connects the rabbi's flat with the classrooms I
Entrance hall I Synagogue with the women's gallery on the right

Duisburg Jewish
Community Centre
Duisburg, Germany
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Architect

Client

Completion

Denomination

Footprint

Seating capacity

Ground floor plan

Zvi Hecker

Dutsburg Jewish Congregation,

Millheim an der Ruhr and Oberhausen

1999

Unified Judaism

Total 2650 m-. synagogue 132m'

Main 150, gallery 100

25
I

For those acquainted with the history of urban devel

opment, the name "Springwall" - the address of the

Jewish Congregation - already provides a clue to the

location of the community centre. The building is

situated on the northeastern edge of the old town of

Duisburg. Along a road once occupied by the city wall,

the building extends a row of plain houses before fan

ning out in a broad arc from west to east. Its plan is the

shape of a segment of a circle - between an eighth and

a quarter of a circle - and points towards an artificially

created park from which the view extends northwards

out over a canal and the inner harbour. One can imagine

the development of the design: the first step involved a

series of semicircular arcs and radii with a common cen

tre point. In the second step, contours were added to
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the radii and sectors. In the third, a structure of five por

tals radiating outwards were drawn, four of which took

the form of double-walled concrete slabs or frames,

with rendered buildings spanning between them. These

buildings, together with the ends of two of the portals,

define small courtyards, The synagogue faces due east,

the pointed end of its wedge shape extending into the

park. The synagogue as the centre of the centre is em

phasised by black slate cladding, a stark contrast to the

concrete and plaster employed elsewhere.

The building's chaotic appearance is only momentary.

In reality it is transparent, permeable and continuous.

The radiating portals serve as circulation. The spac-

es between the fanning walls accommodate a series

of functions: a multi-purpose hall and kitchen on the

ground level between the first and third portals, with

two flats above; between the third and fourth portals,

the entrance hall with glazed facades to the north and

south; between the fourth and fifth portal, the syna

gogue and the offices and classrooms.

Arriving from the "Springwall", the entrance leads be

neath a cantilevered building, the caretaker's dwelling,

into a courtyard and the entrance hall. The doors of the

synagogue open to the right. The bright white space,

illuminated from above and from the side, has seats

made of maple and tapers towards the rear. The plat

form and its sacred objects are clad in a stone imported

from jerusalem. Sometimes red, sometimes brown, the

slabs have a haphazard irregular and rough-hewn form.

The two towers to the left and right of the Torah look as

if they had been made by Cyclops from the Levant. The

archaic or even primitive appearance is intentional.

As with the architect's other buildings, the jewish

Community Centre unites the often paradoxical quali

ties of the rational with the contextual and the meta

phorical to form a beautiful whole. The plan of the

building resembles an open book or an open hand.

The Hebrew word for "hand" is also the Hebrew word

for "memory". While the park with its ruins and relicts

calls to mind the age of industrialisation, the jewish

Community Centre in Duisburg is more than just a

memorial. It provides a place for judaism to thrive.
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Site plan, far left the Hofkirche, left of centre the Frauenkirche

Dresden Synagogue
Dresden, Germany
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Architects

Client

Completion

Denomination

Footprint

Seating capacity

Hubertus Wandel, Andrea Wandel,

Rena Wandel-Hoefer, Andreas Hoefer,

Wolfgang Lorch, Nikolaus Hirsch

Dresden Jewish Congregation

2001

Liberal Judaism

Total 1286 m", synagogue 624 m'

Main 236, gallery 60

To fulfil its role as a mediator between the baroque

Bruhl Terrace to the west and the slab blocks from GDR

times to the east, the site had to establish a clear divi

sion between the "good" urban grain of the older build

ings and the "poor" urban grain of the more modern

buildings whilst simultaneously respecting the lie of

the existing structures. The long narrow site -110 me

tres long in a north-south direction and 26 metres wide

- nevertheless opens more to the west than the east, a

traffic artery cutting through the urban structure on the

east towards the river Elbe.

Between the volumes of the synagogue and the com

munity centre, which are located at either end of the

site, lies a courtyard. On this raised plateau, 16 plane
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Ground floor plan. in the courtyard the outline of the former synagogu e
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West-east section through th e syn agogue,

in the centre the inner sanctuary within

th e synagogue walls

View from the sou th wes t . synagogue on the left , community

centre on the right IView from th e north. in the foregro und the

40 layers of tw isti ng blockwork, at th e rear the courtyard facade

of the administrative. community and school bu ilding IView of

the inne r sanctuary within th e synagogue walls with the bimah in

the centre in front of the woo den To rah shrine and organ I Space

betwee n the external wall s and the internal brass curtain with the

horizontal oak panelling visible on the right

trees are arrange d in a square - at once an extens ion

of the Bruhl Terrace and a place for celebrating Sukkot,

th e Feast ofTabernacles,which tak es place in autumn.

Here, an area of coarsely crushed glass marks th e foot

prin t of th e old synagogue built by Gottried Semper in

the sand. Both th e larger mo re introverted synagogue

and th e smaller mor e ext roverted community centre

are clad in th e same mat erial: 120 by 60 by 60 cen time

tre blocks made of a composi te of cem ent , limestone,

sand, quartz and yellow pigm ent. This artificial stone

resembles th e traditional Elbe sa ndstone but does not

darken as markedly.The dimension s of th e new syna

gogue - 26 by 24 by 24 met res - give it the appearance

of a cube. In actual fact, the walls twist outwards and

inwa rds. Each course of blockwo rk - each rectangula r in

shape - is rota ted slightl y layer for layer until the

uppermost layer faces due east .This torsion is also

evident from inside as the walls are not covered and

the services are concealed in channels within th e

blockwork.

In the centr e of th e austere space stands a large rectan

gular insert ion clad in horizontal panels of oiled oak. At

its shor ter west face, this hou se-insid e-a-hou se serves

as a gallery, at th e east end it contains th e Torah shrine

and an organ .The pews are arranged aroun d th e bimah ,

which is illum inated from above by a coffered roof

ligh t in the concrete ceiling . Sus pended from the roof

from cables are stee l rods which bea r a veil-like curtain

tha t reaches th e floor on th e north and sou th sides.

These partially plain, parti ally decorated strips - a tex

tile made of brass - have a most ceremonious character,

defining a space within the space of the synagogue as if

enclosed by a heavenly bald achin.

The int erpretation of th e spatia l quali ties of the Jewish

ritual from before the Diaspora , and it s location at the

edge of the old city before and after th e Shoah, are its

greatest qualit ies.The exte rnal walls of the synagog ue

refer to the biblical Temple of Solomon, the internal

baldachin to the biblical tabern acle.The skewed form

of th e building, so "perfectly succinct", st rives and falls,

leans and topples , as if symb olising the contin ual re

sis tance and capitulation experienced by th e Jewish

community over the centuri es.
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Mosques
Of all the buildings created for the purpose of worship by the Abrahamic religions, the mosque

has the most clearly defined structure. If one leaves aside historical and regional differences

and its associated social and cultural functions - which often account for the greater proportion

of its overall area - the mosque itself is an almost empty space for prayer. Unlike churches or

synagogues, the mosque is almost entirely free of primary elements that define its spatial ar

rangement. The only determinants that should be realised in any design are the qibla wall and

mihrab, the main wall that faces towards Mecca and the niche located in the centre of this wall.

As can be seen in the Bin Madiya Mosque by Alexandros N.Tombazis in Dubai, United Arab

Emirates, in many cases a conflict results between the direction of the qibla wall and the sur

rounding urban network of roads and flight lines. As a result, mosques with an internal space

that is rotated diagonally out of the grid with several smaller rooms arranged around its four

sides are particularly widespread.

After decades of clandestine existence, mostly in the form of "back-room mosques", Muslims

are now gradually establishing their own roots and home in Europe. It is no coincidence that

recent examples of mosque architecture have gone largely unnoticed by the architectural press.

In most cases, the Muslim communities wish to see their new mosque resemble forms from the

architectural canon of their homelands. The traditional oriental vocabulary is often regarded

by western architects as being "historicist". However, those architects who view the calligraphy

and ornamentation on the walls and ceilings of mosques - a product of the Islamic prohibition

of figurative representation - purely from a modernist viewpoint fail to appreciate the specific

qualities of the Islamic culture.

The eight case studies collected in the following chapter show examples of new mosques that

attempt to mediate between the architectural tradition of countries from Morocco to Pakistan

and modernist tendencies in countries in Europe and America. A leading example in this re

spect is the Ismaili Centre in Lisbon, Portugal, by Raj Rewal. Its unity of structure and decora

tion - in which surface is far more than mere superficial covering - provides an answer to the

question of how Islamic architecture could develop in Europe.



Site plan with shadow projections showing the buildings origi

nally planned between the student union and cafeteria to the

northwest and the mosque in the southeast

Lower floo r plan

o
I

View from one of the smaller forec ou rt s through to the fount ain

in the large forecou rt IView of th e large forecourt in fron t of the

mosque IThe contrast betwee n the br ickwork and glazed til es in

t he entrance area IView of th e mih rab

Mosque of
]ondishapour
University
Ahvas, Iran
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Architect

Client

Completion

Footprint

Seating capacity

Kamran 1. Dib a

Planning and Financ e Department of

the Imperial Government of Iran. Tehran

1975

ca. 235 m!

Main ca. 180. gallery ca. 90

In th e capital city of th e province of Khusistan in the

far west of Iran, a new university was planned for 4000

students at the end of the sixties, a time when Ahvaz

was growing rapidl y as a result of its new-found oil re

serves . A large part of the campus lies on an arid level

site either side of a narrow pede strianised walkway.

Like a backbone, it trav erses the site from the north

west to the southeast , before turning eastwa rds alon g

side a water channel. The path begins from a build ing

that contains the student union and cafeteria and ends

at a sports hall. The mosque is positioned directly at

the bend in the path.

Regardless of whether one arrives from one or the oth

er end of the path, one mu st first of all pass through



Longitudinal se ction
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• Cross section

Upper floor plan

a small and then a larger fore court , each of which has

an octagonal plan. The larger octagon, whose centre

is marked by a fountain, is surrounded on all sides by

arcades with recessed seating and "peepholes" in its

rear walls. Although the mosque itself is comparative

ly small, its entrance is no less monumental. The con

trast between the wheat-coloured brickwork and the

aquamarine turquoise of the glazed tiles signals its

function. The curvature of the walls draws the visitor

towards a half-rounded surface, which in turn leads

the visitor to the left or right, passing either the door

to the reading room on one side or the door to the

stair on the other, before proceeding on into the

prayer hall.

The prayer hall, with a floor plan of 15 by 15 metres

has no clear geometric orientation. The entrance and

the mihrab on the opposite wall, through which sub

dued natural light falls into the room, form a central

axis, which is further emphasised by a division in the

women's galleries and the half barrel vault above it.

The rest of the ceiling of the mosque is coffered.

The symmetry of the building lends it a characteris

tic, almost inescapable spatial order: the octagon of

the forecourts leading on into the square of the prayer

hall. Elements that do not fit into this clear order

the reading room and staircase - are arranged in such

a way that they are barely perceived either from in

side or from outside. As if echoing modernist princi-

pies, the building eschews the populist attraction of

typology and tradition. Although the architect does

not provide a place for the Muezzin to fulfil his ritual,

or a wall for the calligrapher to embellish, his inten

tion was nevertheless to provide a "friendly, uplifting

mosque" that promoted communication among its us

ers. To this end, he drew on the traditional close rela

tionship between mosque and bazaar that is common

in Iran. Although the mosque's three courtyards are

not actually used for a market, they act as a hinge be

tween the two main axes of the path that runs through

the centre of the campus, serving as a stopover in the

coming and going of the students and generally as a

means of "intensifying interaction".
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Site plan Axonometric

Sherefudin's
White Mosque
Visoko, Bosnia-Herzegovina
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Architect

Client

Complet ion

Footpr int

Seating capacity

Zlatko Ugljen

Muslim Community ofVisoko

1980

Entire buildi ng 435 m', mo squ e 169 m!

ca. 300

Visoko lies on th e banks of the Fojnica and Bosna riv

ers .Together with the neighbouring villages, the lo-

cal community numbers some 45,000 inhabitants. That

such a small town can be the home to a mosque of this

size - and moreover, such a radically mod ern mosque 

should wonder only tho se whose view of Europe is lim

ited t o the "Christi an West " in which the influence of

Muslim architecture is to be seen only in th e Moorish

palaces in southern Spain. In reality th e culture of Is

lam influenced Europe for hundreds of years, not only

in th e southwest but also in southeastern Europe.

Likethe rest of Bosnia ,Visoko was part of the Ottoman

Empire from 1463 to 1878. During this period its rulers

established the spatial distribution of municipalities.
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Northeast ele vation

8

Northwest elevation

Sherefudin's White Mosque in the mids t ofthe town IThe mosque from the south

eas t, in the foreground the cemetery IThe mosque from nort hwest , in the foreground
the forecourt and the entrance ISmaller minaret behind the entrance to the annexe

In the zoth century, too, during socialis t Yugos lavia,

th e city remained true to its identity and its history. In

this one town there were a total of seven mosques. Of

these, Shere fudin's Mosque was by far the largest .The

wooden building was used for Friday Prayers until its

community outgrew it. Thanks to a degree of goo dwill

on the part of t he state, in 1967 th e Muslim community

decided to build a new mosque on th e same site .

The mosq ue stands on a tr iangular site with sides of

roughly equa l length.To the sout hwest and southeas t

it is surrounded by low dwellings with shops and work

shops, all with red pitched roofs .While at th e back the

cemetery with its grass and grave posts separates the

buildi ng from th e houses, at the front the bu ilding is

both set back and cut into the ground. The prayer hall

itself is shaped like a qua rte r pyramid, the two min

arets are both cylindr ical and the annexe containing

communit y and administ rat ion spaces is rectangu lar.

One reaches th e mosque from the east edge of a mar

ket place. Without this open space, the building would

no t have such a st rong presence in the dense network

of streets. A path turns a qua rter circle lead ing down

past a grassy forecourt. The use of traverti ne on the

floor and walls of the courtyard and white rende r for

the in-situ concrete structure of the prayer hall serves

two intention s: on th e one hand th e contrast between

brown and white separate s th e lower and upper levels

of the building, on the other it signi fies a different ia-

t ion between the earth ly and heavenly for the believ

ers. The chthonic and th e celestial are closely intercon

necte d, as the courtyard - whose fountain for ablutions

has four spouts for men and women - and prayer hall

are connected via a full-height, transparent glass pane

withou t frame or mullions, a most uniq ue gesture not

seen in other mosqu es.

By arranging the prayer hall below ground level, th e

hall is less susce ptible to no ise from outs ide and t o th e

ext reme heat or cold th at is not uncommo n in Bosn ia.

The entrance and wind lobb y lie on axis with the path

that leads towards the niche. which points in th e direc

tion of Mecca.The floor of th e mos que is square with

an edge length of 13 met res; th e area on which th e men
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Upper floor plan

sit and pray is carpeted light green. Stylised wooden

"muquarnas", stalactite-like elements which have been

a traditional element in Islamic architecture since the

rith century, hang from the lintel of the narrow mi

hrab. The tall minbar stands to the right of the niche,

the prayer leader's chair crowned by a small baldachin.

Both the mihrab and min bar have a reassuring vernac

ular quality, almost folkloristic, which is also evident

in the delicate decoration around the fountain.

At the front of the room, the height of the plain white

walls sinks to half the overall height of the space, at

the rear to two-thirds thereof, intersecting with five

sometimes smaller sometimes larger cupola-like sky

lights. The right angle that results where the latter
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meet the ceiling are deliberately aligned with impor

tant parts of the sacred enclosure, for example, the cen

tral axis from the portal to the qibla. The five "cupola"

- a permanent reminder of the five daily prayers and

five most important commandments of Islam - are so

close to one another that the ceiling appears to sway

and surge. Thrusting upwards, the slope of the ceiling

reaches a maximum height of 15.8 metres inside, 13 me

tres outside, on its south corner.

The annexe on the left-hand side of the forecourt has

two storeys: a passageway below passes through to

the cemetery; above it lies the entrance to the women's

gallery from which one can see the mihrab and min

bar. The small minaret stands in front of the annexe

and encloses a spiral staircase that connects the low-

er floor with the upper floor. The Muezzin accesses the

large minaret through the prayer hall. From inside the

prayer hall a narrow stair ascends next to the minbar

and leads to a room for meditation and contemplation

and from there on to the minaret. With a total height of

26 metres, the cylinder of the minaret rises high above

the houses and streets ofVisoko below. The spire re

sembles a steel hood. Tubular green pipes surround its

gridded screen shaped in the form of calligraphic Kufic

characters that spell out the name of Allah across the

roofs.

The prayer hall's form, a quarter segment of a pyramid,

derives from the form of earlier Bosnian mosques from



Sout he as t-n ort hwest section

Det ail of the 6.3 met re high spire

Mosque for ecourt see n from the prayer hall IThe zone in front of

th e mihrab and one of the five quart er-circle skylights I Prayer hall I
Dome with a vie w of the highest point in the ceiling, on the right

the stair to the room for medit ation and contemplation

the era of the Ottoman Empire and from th e sha pe of

th e nearby mountain Visocica. Despit e th ese specif-

ic regiona l influences, Sherefudin's White Mosqu e, the

des ign of which was completed mu ch earlier in spr ing

1970, is an utt erly modern example of sacred archi tec

ture. Clearly th e building owes much to Le Corbusier,

whose work th e young arch itect grew to app reciate in

his studies with his teacher Iura] Neidhardt. An even

stronger para llel, particu larly with rega rd to th e broad

and high swee p of its roof, seems to be a similarity

with Alvar Aalto 's churches. The use of ston e, plaste r

and me tal as well as the colour com binat ion of brown,

white and green rem iniscen t of some of James Stir

ling 's details, presents hist orian s with a conundrum.

Sherefudin 's White Mosque rema ins a singular attrac-

tion. The complexity of it s architecture is unparalleled

by late zoth century buil dings designed elsewhere in

Europe for Muslims. Were it not for the fact that the ar

chitect was awarded th e Aga Khan Award for Archit ec

ture in 1983, th e building would most probably have

been forgo tte n: partly because, in th e then socia list

Yugos lavia, it lay off th e bea ten track and partly be

cause its inde bted nes s to modernist he roes did no t

reflect what was fash ionable in the eight ies. Today, it

is time that She refudin's White Mosque is accorded

the recognit ion it should long have had as an exem

plary piece of modern Islamic arch itecture .
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Aerial view of the partially completed complex of the mosque and

school, mosque on the right IView of the mosque from the south

east, the mihrab is visible as a projection in the centre of the wall
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Southwest elevation

Dar Al Islam
Mosque
Abiquiu, New Mexico, USA

210 MOSQUES

Architect

Client

Completion

Footprint

Seating capacity

Hassan Fathy

DarAl Islam Foundation

1981

80

The mosque and school ofthe Dar Al Islam Founda

tion stand on a plateau above the Chama Valley,near

the settlement of Abiquiu to the north of the capital

Sante Fe.The buildings and its inhabitants are part of

a project that was initiated in the late seventies. The

project was born out of a utopian notion of a liberal Is

lamic community oflearning and teaching, consisting

of around 150 families in the otherwise predominantly

Christian southwest of the U.S..The project ultimate

ly failed, however the mosque and school still remain.

The modular architecture with its barrel vaults, semi

cupola, pointed arches and adobe screens is common

to both buildings so that they appear as one, although

the mosque stands at an angle to the rectangular form

of the rest of the complex, highlighting its special role.
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Floor plan

Section from southwest to northeast

Interioro f the mosqu e benea th the large dome, view northwest

from the so utheas t I View into two courtyards o f the school

The restricted vocabulary of the architecture had been

refined previously over a period of 40 years by th e Egyp

tian archite ct in the development of his earthen settle

ment at New Gourna near Luxor. The decision to build

the comp lex enti rely of earth has two reason s: New

Mexico lies on the same latitude as northern Africa and

sha res a sim ilar climate; and building with earth has

a long trad it ion in the indi genou s as well as Hispan ic

architecture of the south weste rn U.S. Only its foun 

da tion is made of concrete. To prot ect the build ing

agai nst the ext reme diurnal fluctuat ions between hot

days and cold night s an d th e high level of hu midity,

th e exterior was rende red with an emulsion of ground

lime and crushed cellulose .

The mo sq ue sta nds on a rectangular plan me asuri ng

14.2 by 13.45 met res according to the plan drawings.

The undulating roofscape of the building reveals it s

inner division int o two unequal parts: six small , low

Byzantine dom es si t ove r th e part to the nort hwest , a

larger, higher, Sasanid do me and two barrel vaults on

either s ide to th e left and right cover the area to th e

sou theast . This forms th e centre of the hou se of prayer

and accord ingly faces towa rds Mecca.

Unlike ma ny mosques, not to me nt ion all rura l mos

ques, in Abiquiu the entrance does not lie on axis with

the mih rab but at right angles to it on th e southwe st

wall. The central po rtion of th is wall, crowned emphat

ically with a point ed zig-zag crene lat ion , emphas ises

th e bipartite pointed arch over the door. Immediately

to the left of the entrance one finds a room for ablu

tions clad with white , blu e and green tiles around the

walls and basin. Beneath th e large dome in front of

th e niche of the mihrab, sq uinch arches in the corners

of th e ceiling transform th e sq uare plan of th e room

into an octagonal dom e. Suspended from thi s Sasanid

dom e is a ring with eight lante rns.The numerous

smaller dom ed areas on eithe r s ide lend th em selves

to creating separate zones for the men and women,

which are separate d from one anothe r by t rellis-like

screens made of earth in in tricate tria ngular or hexa

gonal pattern s.
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Longitudinal section from west to east Cross section through the vestibule

Night view from the northeast IOpen staircase leading to the

minaret IVaulting over the prayer hall with arabesque elements,

with the minaret behind

Al Furusia Mosque
Doha, Qatar

212 MOSQUES

Architect

Client

Completion

Footprint

Seating capacity

Anwar Atta

Presidency of Shari a Courts, Doha

1984

322 m'

200

Situated in Al Rayyan, a quarter on the outskirts of

Doha, this relatively small mosque serves the immedi

ate neighbourhood and adopts the same basic plan

as some of the oldest mosques in the region. As with

the first mosque erected in Yathrib under the prophet

Muhammad or the mosque in Kairouan, both of which

are derived from the traditional arrangement of an

Arabic dwelling, this building is likewise characterised

by a dualism of forecourt and prayer hall and does not

have a dome.

Although at first glance a relatively plain concrete and

masonry building rendered with a thin white plaster,

23 metres long and approximately 14 metres wide, the

mosque in Al Rayyan has a more powerful and dynam-
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Floor plan EB

Cross section through the prayer hall

ic presence due to the longitudinal vault that covers

the central section of the vestibule and the three later

al vaults that span the prayer hall. The unusual, almost

baroque open staircase winds its way up to the circular

tower of the minaret and heightens the dynamism of

the building still further.

Seen in plan or elevation, the entrance vestibule occu

pies about two-fifths of the overall building, the prayer

hall the remaining three-fifths. This relationship is

also readily evident in reality: the proportions of two

parts on one side and three on the other is immediate

ly apparent in the subdivision of the building. From

the entrance in the centre of the narrow end of the

building next to the open stairway, the visitor pass-

es beneath the barrel vault of the vestibule into a fore

court before proceeding on into the prayer hall. This

almost square room is divided into equal parts by the

three barrel vaults that span the room crosswise. The

carpeted floor is green with lighter stripes marking ten

rows for the faithful to pray. Each of the three wall pan

els to the left and right have a pair of smaller windows

at ground level and a patterned grille or transenna in

the arch beneath the roof formed out of plaster, the

only decoration in the mosque. The prayer room has

no women's gallery at all.

Doha is the capital of Qatar, one of the states on the

Persian Gulf. Founded in the mid-roth-century, the

municipality became more affluent with increasing

oil trade in the 1950sand today has a population of

nearly 400,000. Large parts of Doha now have a nonde

script character resembling many other "generic cities"

as Rem Koolhaas has called them. The architect of the

Al Furusia Mosque has instead called for a transfor

mation of regional tradition as a means of maintain

ing the individual character and history of the nation,

rather than unnecessarily subordinating its form and

expression to a pattern of development driven by the

global market economy.
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Bin Madiya Mosque
Dubai, United Arab Emirates

214 MOSQUES

Architect

Client

Completion

Footprint

Seating capacity

Alexandros N. Tombazis

Majid Al Futtaim

1990

2100 m'

Main 500. gallery 230

Situated in the middle of the exceptionally varied ur

ban townscape northwest of Al Nasser Square in the

quarter of Deira in central Dubai, the mosque stands

slightly offset from its neighbours. This is the only

way it can assert its sacred function in the midst of

its high-rise surroundings. The building has a recti

linear, stepped concrete form that rises three times

from east to west and is clad in brown brickwork. The

stepped terraces rise from 13.2 metres to 16 and final

ly 18.8 metres and underline the importance of the

west side of the building that faces Mecca. The mihrab

projects from the centre of the base of this elevation in

the form of a white marble box, marked additionally

by a thin vertical marble stripe that continues upwards

to the roof. At the corner of the building, the minaret
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View from t he so ut h View from th e west

Nigh t view from the sou thwest IVestibule with entrance to the

prayer hall , at the rear left th e entrance from the road I Staircase,

with th e gla ss-b lock floor of th e shallow pool be low I Prayer hall

with mih rab on the right ISection of the mosaic on the west wall

rises 45.3 met res into the sky, it s tip projec ting high

above th e Muezzin's balcony.

Compared wit h this demonstrat ive symbol of faith,

the two en trances are accord ed less emphasis.The

opening of one of the po rtals is located on th e nor th

west corn er of th e mosqu e, th e other on its south

east corne r. A few steps invite th e faithful to enter the

building. Awide frieze ove r th e lintel leads from righ t

to left with Arabic scrip t carved int o th e white mar ble

relating texts from the Koran and in tended as conte m

pla tive inspirat ion for the faithful.

Adedicated small buildin g for ablutions lies to on e

side , while the sh elves for stowing shoes are located

directly next to the en trance to the mosque. One pro 

ceeds onwards into the depth of the narrow room .The

predominantl y marbl e-and-brick entrance hall ha s a

large L-shaped plan wit h a wide, open stai rcase that

winds around its corner an d lend s the en tra nce to the

prayer ha ll and women's gallery a ceremo nial charac 

ter: on the one hand wit h a sha llow poo l beneath the

lan di ng, and on th e othe r th rough two levels, each

half rou nded.

Morning light falls through the three horizont al clere

stor y windows in th e verti cal "risers" of the ste pped

volume, maki ng the west wall the ligh tes t part of the

room .The broad pan els of coloured mosaics to the left

and right of the mihrab, whose patt ern and calligra phy

oscillate between image and word, shine with a radi

ance not found anywhere else in th e building. From af

te rnoon into late evening, spot lights and lamps con

tinu e the effect of th e morn ing light.The prayer hall is

always light , and fully air-condit ioned.

The enti re building was finan ced by a private bene fac

tor.The political climate of th e United Arab Emirates

imposes few restr ictions on th e activi ties of landown

ers and busin essmen ; fiscal restr ictio ns are min imal.

As such , a significant amo unt of private wea lth has

am assed in Dubai, without which the benefac t ion of

such luxurious archi tectural creations as t he Bin Madi

ya Mosque - whic h delights in refined mater ials with

ou t being show y - would never be possib le.
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Southwest-northeast section Southeast-northwest section

Axonometric with shadows showing the earlier position of the minaret at the rear of

the complex; the annexe to the right was not realised IView from the road junction,

the main entrance behind the minaret, in the foreground the bronze double doors

Islamic Cultural
Center of New York
New York City, New York, USA

Architect

Client

Completion

Footprint

Seating capacity

Skidmore Owings Merrill (SOM)

Swanke Haden Connell

The Islamic Cultural Center of

New York Foundation

1991

ca. 800 m'

Main ca. 800, gallery ca. 250

The mosque of the Islamic Cultural Center of New York

is a free-standing building on a 61 metre wide and

73 metre long plot on a slight incline at the junction of

East 96th Street and jrd Avenue on the Upper East Side

of Manhattan. Rotated at an angle of 29 degrees to the

grid of streets, the building, which is reminiscent of

Turkish mosque architecture, achieves two things: by

departing from the order of the grid it stands out from

its surroundings, and secondly, the mihrab can face

towards Mecca as prescribed.

The design of the mosque is based on a pure cube with

an edge-length of 27.4metres. Eight columns and four

trusses, which intersect one another, form the struc

tural framework. Additionally, large Vierendeel trusses

216 MOSQUES
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Entrance to the prayer hall, at the rear the wind lobby I Prayer hall,

the nuhrab and minbar at the back IView of the dome from below

on each facade ensure the rigidity of the building. All

the facades share the same pattern of subdivisions: in

the lower section, six infill panels containing slabs of

pink granite with glass beading are suspended in front

of welded steel tubes. In the middle band, a horizontal

row of three identical windows are set back from the

facade with an angled rooflight on the left and right

turning the corners of the building. The uppermost

section consists of a dome in the shape of a hemi

sphere resting on three stacked structural frames.

Although the walls of the mosque are clad with stone

from a quarry in Stony Creek, Bradford, Connecticut

(only the dome is clad in copper), it is easy to differen

tiate between the structural and non-Ioadbearing ele

ments of this centralised building.

Like many other mosques, the Islamic Cultural Cent

er of New York has two floors: separate washrooms

for men and women, meeting and administration

spaces below and the prayer hall above. One enters

the mosque through a 4.6 metre high portal, bronze

on the outside, glass on the inside, and proceeds via

a stair to the prayer hall. The women's gallery is on

the left, the mihrab on the right. The plan of the niche

is triangular and emphasised by a surround made of

brass decorated with Kufic script. Blue and green tint

ed daylight streams in through the windows and roof

lights in the central section of the mosque. Small light

bulbs hang from thin wires suspended from the low

er rim of the dome forming a delicate ring of light.

The rotunda and dangling cylinder help to centre the

space, but also detract somewhat from the promi

nence ofthe mihrab and minbar.

Although at the beginning of the nineties, some 200

mosques already existed in New York, the building of

the Islamic Cultural Center of New York represented

a turning point for the resident Muslim population,

in particular those of Turkish, Lebanese, Yemeni and

Pakistani origin. None of the other mosques in New

York have a comparable urban presence, and none are

crowned with such a sizeable dome or high minaret.
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Site plan

Deta il of the columns and capitals in the colo nnade ICircu lar

plaza, th ree steps lead up to th e up per level with the two low

annex bu ildings

Cross section through the mosque

Longitudinal section through the entire complex

Mosque of Rome
Rome, Italy

218 MOSQUES

Architect

Client

Completion

Footprint

Seating capacity

Pao lo Portoghesi , Vittorio Gigliot ti ,

Sami Moussawi

Committ ee of the Emba ss y

of Islam ic Nations

in the Republic of Italy, Rome

1995

Prayer hall without ga ller ies ca. 1600 m2

ca. 200 0

In northern Rome, sandwiched between sports build

ings and playing grounds on one side and Monte An

tenne on the other, lies an elongat ed 30,000 square me

tres large plot. The building is arranged in two parts on

the rectangular, almost pentangular site: two long low

buildings face northwest and a recta ngular block faces

southeast. The two ann ex buildings contain a cultur-

al centre with library and auditorium in the lower sto 

rey and two colonnades on th e uppe r storey that lead

to the courtyard in front of the rectangular block con

ta ining the mo sque. The symmetrical complex is clad

in pale-red brickwork. The rich use of brown tra vertin o

and green peperi no on th e facades is likewise a Roman

tradition.
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View into the prayer ha ll. on th e right th e mih rab an d minba r I
Looking up in to the central dom e

One approaches the building from a circula r plaza,

which lead s on towards the end s ofthe two anne x

buildings . Broad steps on the left , righ t and in the cen

tre lead th e visitor to the upper level where slig htly

bowing colonnades draw one towards the portal of the

mo sq ue .The praye r hall measures 40 by 40 metres and

is modelled on a hypos tyle hall. The roo m is orga nised

on a five-by-five grid.The axis from th e portal to th e

mihrab defi nes th e orie nta t ion of th e space while the

central dome em ph asises th e centre. Ligh t comes from

three sources: from small windows in the vertical steps

of the dom e, large windows in the qibla wall, and from

window st rips at approxima te ly ha lf height aroun d all

four walls which are covered by ba ffles inscribed with

words from th e Koran.

The spat ial appearance of th e prayer hall is defined

less by it s enclosing walls than the extraordinaryly

dynamic inter play of its 32 columns and 17 whit e con

crete dom es. All the colum ns consist of four iden ti cal

shafts wh ich draw togeth er slight ly tow ards th e capi

ta l before spreading out like buds opening . Long black

columns inserted between th e shafts bear th e weight

of th e seven rings of each cupola.The eight intersect

ing branches int erwoven across each cupola serve to

join the column s and do not su pport the weight of th e

domes.The blue shimme r of the prayer hall is due in

part to th e colour of the carpet on the floor as well as

th e colour of the rings of th e cupola. The roof is coated

wit h encau stic plaster, a tradit ional techn ique in which

coloure d pigment s are applied using hea ted wax.

In the design for the Mosqu e of Rome, which was

originally undertaken in 1975, th e lead ing architect

whose name remains synonymou s with the motto

"La Presenza del Pass ato" from the is t Architecture

Biennale in Venice in 1980 - at te mpted to draw on in

flue nces from orienta l as well as occide ntal architec

tur e. The design exhibits clear referen ces to early Ar

abic hypost yle mos ques as well as th e lat er Ottoman

dom ed mosques, and to sacred archi tec ture from th e

Baroqu e, such as the work of France sco Borrom ini and

Gua rino Guarini. The influence for the tiered circles of

the dom e, however, derives from an earlier project by

the architect for the ceiling of the Chiesa della Sacra

Famiglia in Salerno , Italy.
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Plan of the ent ire complex

View of the complex from the west \ Entrance IView from the

entrance through the courtyard garden towards the protruding

entrance of the ambulatory I Prayer hall
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Lisbon Ismaili Centre
Lisbon, Portugal

220 MOSQUES

Architect

Client

Completion

Footprint

Seating capacity

RajRewal

lsmaili Community of Portugal

2002

Entire complex 5500 m'. prayer hall 875m'

ca. 950

While the Ismaili Centre in London stands in the midst

of a 19th-century urban environment, the newer and

larger Ismaili Centre in Lisbon is situated on the out

skirts of the capital and occupies an "island" surround

ed partly by traffic arteries and partly by high-rise de

velopments.

The entrance to this configurational composition of

several buildings and six courtyards is marked by half

an octagon. Immediately behind this small entrance

hall, one enters a peaceful courtyard garden, whose lon

gitudinal and transverse axes, with water channels and

a fountain at their intersection in the centre, recall the

Persian Chahar Bagh garden layout so popular in Moor

ish Spain. To the left of this artificial and primarily rep-
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Lattice framework of the prayer han Detail of the lattice framework with inner layer of

tubular steel members and external stone facing

resentational courtyard lie three communal buildings

with cultural and social functions, to the right an exhi

bition building. The upper storeys accommodate offic

es and rooms for educational purposes.

The axis from the entrance through the courtyard gar

den directs the visitor in a straight line towards a pro

jecting entrance in the ambulatory and leads on to the

vestibule and portal of the prayer hall. The vestibule

and prayer hall are slightly raised, detaching them

selves from the rest of the complex. The prayer hall,

which the lsmaili call Iarnatkhana, is 35 metres wide

and 25 metres deep. Thirty-five shallow cupola clad in

beige-coloured Lioz limestone are supported by a tu

bular steel space frame that supports the entire ceiling.

Three of the walls are clad with panels: squares, hexa

gons and octagons form a tessellated wall decoration

that is particularly distinctive. The mihrab on the qib

la wall is not denoted by a niche but solely through its

position in the centre of the rear wall.

If it were not for the powerful presence of its facades,

which stand out in the otherwise anonymous sur

roundings, one might mistake the Ismaili Centre in Lis

bon for a nondescript edge of city industrial complex.

The latticework that encloses the jamatkhana consists

of a composite structure of 10 centimetre thick tubular

steel and 20 centimetre wide strips of pink-coloured

Sintra granite cladding and serves multiple purposes:

it is wall, window and pattern. Accordingly, the struc-

ture and decoration share the same form. The entire

northwest wall of the prayer hall has no infill panels

and is fully glazed from floor to ceiling. From here,

subdued evening light streams into the space.

The architecture of the Ismaili Centre in Lisbon draws

on influences from Spain, Persia and India. The Alham

bra in Granada and the Divan-I-has in Fatepur Sikri can

be regarded as distant relatives. However, the ensemble

is memorable not only for these references but also - or

rather, above all- because of its treatment of ornamen

tation. As seen increasingly in architecture since

the nineties, here ornamentation has found a new

expression, in which structural and applied elements

have entered into a hitherto unknown synthesis.
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Crematoria and
Chapels of Rest
Whether above or below ground, whether on a hill or in a cave, whether in cells or temples, places

for the dead are among the oldest buildings mankind has ever built. In archaic societies only

places for the dead had any permanence and these were often lavishly constructed in preparation

for the afterlife. By contrast, in the zoth century - an age in which, according to cultural commen

tators, death is largely "repressed" - the production of cemeteries was of little interest to the

architectural avantgarde. Only in countries such as Spain, Italy and the south of France did archi

tects repeatedly show interest in designing cemeteries or tombs. Carlo Scarpa's Brion Mausoleum

in the cemetery at San Vito d'Altivole, Italy and Aldo Rossi's extension of the San Cataldo ceme

tery in Modena, Italy, testify to this spirit.

With regard to the building of crematoria, the situation is much the same. Historically, the cre

matorium is a relatively recent building type; the first was built in 1876 in Milan, the second in

1878 in Gotha, Germany. Between the 1880s and the 1960s, the Roman Catholic church prohibited

any manifestation of cremation. Accordingly very few master builders of this period turned their

attention to the design of crematoria. Of those who have successfully tackled the problem of uni

fying and separating the sacred above and in the foreground and the technical below and in the

background, one can count the work of Peter Behrens in Hagen, Fritz Schumacher in Dresden,

Clemens Holzmeister in Vienna and Erik Gunnar Asplund in Stockholm.

The six examples in the following chapter represent places of celebration and of mourning,

whether in crematoria or in cemeteries. However, absent from the texts, plans and photos are

descriptions of the technical facilities that are necessarily a part of such buildings. The cremato

rium by Fumihiko Maki in Nakatsu, Japan, on the one hand, and by Axel Schultes and Charlotte

Frank in Berlin on the other illustrate the differences between the burial and cremation rituals

in Asia and Europe.
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Longitudinal section, exit to the cemetery on the right

Chapel of Rest,
Am Pliefstal
Cemetery
Berlin, German y
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Archite ct s

Client

Completi on

Denominatio n

Footprint

Sea ting capacity

Hermann Fehling, Daniel Gogel

Retn ickendo rf District Authority. Berlin

1975

Non -denominational

Total 1148 m 1

104

Although not situated on the periphery of the capi-

tal, th e cemetery's immediate surroundi ngs exhibit

very sim ilar qualities. Bounded to the west by a motor

way feeder road , to the east by allotments and hous

es , its paths and open spaces open out onto th e green 

ery ofTegel to the north. Visitors arrive from the road

on the sou th side and are led in such that a way that

the y are aware of the separation of chapel and anci l

lary spaces - which are accessible via a rotunda - but

are deflec ted away from the lat ter by th e arc of a con

crete wall .The vehicu lar access for the funeral servic

es and no t least the underground floor with the coffin

chamber are screened from view. The form and colour

of th e complex with th e chapel have a chthonic, earth

en character: th e speckled brickwork in varying sha des



Schematic diagram of spatial distribu tion

and access routes in buildings byHermann

Fehling and Daniel Gogel

Ground floor plan. chapel on the left. ancillary sp aces on the right

View from the south, waiting room on the left next to the entran ce,

columbarium on th e righ t, gallery above IView from th e north, in the

centre the exit to the cemetery IViewfrom the west . left th e roo flight

ove rthe "catafalque", in the centre the round towerpro viding acces s

to the gallery IChapel, next to the diagonal wall th e door to th e room

for flowers and wrea ths IChapel, axis from the entrance with chande

lier benea t h the rooflight and galler y in the background

of brown , the bro wn and green on the copper roofing.

the molten and wire-glass windows of the openings

someti mes green sometimes froste d.The architecture

does no t emphasise any par ticular facade. As such, it

is all th e more surprising th at th e building is so leg

ible. All parts of th e bu ild ing are arranged on an axis.

beginni ng wit h the dou ble doors of the ent rance and

exit and marke d by th e folded-over form of th e roof

ligh t. If one walks around the bu ilding from th e west

to th e so uth and from east to north . th e windin g stair

case to the gallery is legible as a rounde d glass to wer.

the galler y as a block, the wait ing room as an octagon.

the columbarium as a cylinde r. th e toilets as a cube

and th e room for the flowers and wreaths as a glass

sloping roof.

The axis passes th rough th e stainless-steel-clad dou

ble do ors of the entrance and measures 1 6 .2 met res to

the rear of th e chapel. Descen ding slightly. it marks

th e passage from thi s to th e other world.The gal-

lery is arran ged high up to th e left and provide s space

for an organist an d choir. th e twelve rows of pews for

the funeral congr egat ion to the right. The floor is an

earth-coloured linoleum. the ceiling concrete with

white plaster. The brick bon d is st retcher/s tre tcher/

header th rough out except for be hind th e pews and

at th e front - to the left an d right of th e "catafalque"

in front of the exit - where it gives way to a decora

tive brickwork lattice. Beneath the rooflight hangs a

metal fram ework con tain ing tubes of frost ed glass in

th e form of a st retched hexagon . Lon ger in th e middle

than at th e sides . th e tub es are not for arti ficial light

ing but instead filter daylight from th e rooflight and

evoke associat ions with a chandelier or crown that

floa ts ove r the deceased.

The influenc e of the work of Hans Scharoun, Hugo

Haring and MaxTaut on the oeuvre of both th e archi

tects is unmist akabl e. Certainly. at first glance the

chapel at Am Fliefstal ceme tery app ears expressive and

organic. Even more appa rent is its funct ion ally and ra

t ionally determine d form. designed from th e inside to

th e out side.The geom et ry and materials of the build

ing are identical internally and externally. creating a

work of great tran sparency and har mon y.
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Courtyard garden looking northwest, with pool in the centre I
View ofthe church from the west, the two chapels of rest in the

foreground IView from the corridor of both chapel entrances I
interior of the chapel of rest with strip of light from above

Chapels of Rest,
Skovshoved Church
Gentofte, Denmark
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Architects

Client

Completion

Denomination

Footprint

Seating capacity

Vilhelm Wohlert,Viggo Kanneworff

Niels Munk

Skovshoved Parish Church Council

1985

Lutheran-Protestant

Each ca. 16 m!

Each ca. 6

The church in Skovshoved, a small village in the vici

nity of Copenhagen, stands in the fork of a junction

between two roads and adjoins an expanse of green.

The sizeable red brick building, whose nave measures

49 metres from the portal steps to the back of the apse,

was designed by Alfred Brandt and dedicated in 1915.

An annexe was added to the right of the entrance in

1930. A corner of land remained between the church

and the extension which many decades later the par

ish decided to use for a further low, flat-roofed office

and two chapels of rest. For the building's plan, the ar

chitect chose a right angle with equidistant arms that

intersects at its corner with two circles and closes off a

portion of the previously open space to the west.
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Floor plan EB

Togeth er with the church, th e previou s extension an d

the new extension form a small cour tyard. The bu ild

ing to the nor th contains spaces for the parish , the

building to the south two smaller offices.The rooms

with th eir hori zon tal windows all face th e courtyard

and are additionally lit from abo ve by glazing in ei

th er three or four semicircular roof elements that span

the roof. Acorridor leads from the apse of the church

past the offices to th e corner of th e building where two

round chap els, with th eir matt black, met allic, doub le

wing doors, project into the corridor. These tiny chap

els of rest - each with an int erior diam eter of no more

th an 4-4 met res - are enti rely windowless : the on ly

light is provided by a stri p of white in the ceiling of th e

room. Such chape ls , often found in towers, are a part

of the tradit ion and typo logy of churches in rural Den

mark and are used for ho lding a vigil for the decease d

in the presence of the coffin .

The com plex is based on the plan of a square. a fact

th at is evident despi te the "disruption" to th e perfec

tion of the square caused by th e intrusion of th e cylin

drica l chap els. Moreover, it is based on a grid of seven

by seve n sq ua res. whose dim ensions are determ ined

by th e church and the earlier extension, a fact that be

come s evident by looking at the floor of th e cou rtyard

and the arrange men t of its walls . planting and pool.

Their order is not pure ly for decoration . bu t inscribes

th e grid on the courtyard.

The architecture is introverted and the activ iti es it

hou ses turned inwards. Neverth eless , th e old and new

active ly engage in a permanent dialogue . for instance

through the monk bond of the brickwork - a repeat

ing pattern of two st retch ers and a header - or th rough

the ambulatory with apse and arcade. lt does not ta ke

an expert to recognise the pa ttern of the cloister with

two cha pels in Skovshoved. Here th e assimilation of

the Romanesque has taken place twice over: in 1915

the historic ist approach of emulation and quota tion ;

in 1985 the mo dernist approa ch of abstrac tio n and re

duc tion.The new addit ion, buil t right in the middle of

a decade of pos tm odernism , establishes a connection

with its history not th rough imitat ion but by creating a

tensio n between con tinuity and transformat ion.
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Chapel from the nor th with the village ceme te ry on th e hill in the

background IFuneral chapel with grass for ano nymo us burial in

the foregroun d and pergola on the right

Funeral Chapel,
Maulburg Cemetery
Maulburg, Germany
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Architect s

Client

Completion

Denom ination

Footprint

Seat ing capacity

Gunte r Pfeif er, Roland Mayer

Maulburg Parish

1991

Non-denomina t io nal

Chapel 28 3 rn'

ca. 140

Maulburg cemetery in the Black Fores t lies on an in

cline at the edge of the village .The new funeral chap

el st ands against a rom antic backdrop of trees and the

old chapel with its retaining wall. It is flanked on each

side by a square courtyar d. Visitors reach the 9.65 me

tre high rectangular building from th e bottom of the

incline; behind a heavy grey concrete slab to the right ,

a pergola made of prefabricated concre te elements as

cends in four stepped sectio ns to th e chape l.

Before th e funeral service begin s, the mourn ers gath

er ben eath the low green canopy of th e four plan e t rees

in th e "Courtyard of the Living".To the rear of this level

courtyard, concealed behind a narrow passageway are

three viewing chambers.
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Cross sectio n Persp ect ive of the chapel with inner "baldachin"
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The cen tre and culm ina tion of the complex is th e fu

neral chapel. One enters through th e forem ost of the

three open and part ially glazed amb ulatory aisles.

From inside, the solid squ are building appears sudden

ly light er and brigh ter , more so even than the court

yards on either side.The concrete outer sh ell enclose s a

rect ilinear skeletal stru cture of column s and ribs . Like a

house within a house, it stands over th e mourne rs like

a protective, even respec tfull y ceremonial baldachin .

In addi tion to light from th e three ambulatory aisles at

th e sides, concealed rooflights allow light from above

into the room . In front of th e part icularly bright south

wall, likewise illum inated by a hidd en rooflight , a steel

cross projects from th e side .The coffin is placed on a

black floor slab.The pews, made of alde r, offer sea ting

for up to 140 mo urners . After the funeral service, th e

coffin is taken through to th e "Courtyard ofthe Dead".

This square, covered with gravel, resembles a Japanese

garden.Three sto ne blocks lie in the sout heast corner;

in th e southwest corner water bubb les from a spring

and runs in a channel around all four sides of the cour t

yard before cont inu ing along the gentle curve of a con

crete wall down the hill until it collects in a pool at the

bottom next to the en trance.The deceased are buried

not only in the old cemetery behind th e fun eral hall

but also as ano nymous burials on the gree n to th e side

of the pergola.

The ent ire compl ex is based on a 1.38-me tre grid.The

ascen t to the hall and the axial symmetry of courtyard/

The "Courtyard of the Living" with its four plane trees IThe fun e

ral chapel. entrance from the northeas t IThe chapel interior, view

from the sout hwest

building / courtyard reinforce th e typical, i.e. fam iliar

pattern of paying on e's respects. Through its relation

sh ip between out side, ins ide and again outside, the de

sign expresses the t ransit ion from before to after, from

th is world to th ereafter, as a spatia l as well as figura tive

opp osit ion .
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The external courtyard. in the cent re pa rt of t he "clo ister" with

garden court beyon d. to t he rig ht t he chapel ] Aerial view from t he

south IVestibu le seen from t he clo is ter. back le ft the s lid ing do or

to the viewing roo ms , back righ t th e e nt ranc e to the inte rio r cour t

I Viewing room

Hill of the Winds
Crematorium
City of Nakatsu, Japan
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Architect

Client

Completion

Denomination

Footprint

Seating capacity

Fu m ih iko Maki

City of Nakatsu

1997

Non-d en omi nat iona l

ca. 1514 m'

Chape l of rest ca . 200 m-

Chapel ca. 100

In Japan, cremation has always been th e most common

form of funerary rite. The fun eral itself can often take

hours. The lengthy ceremony consis ts of a series of ritu

als, which have a set format , but are non etheless open

minded. Unlike in centr al Europe, where almost all cre

matoria - such as Peter Behren's crematori um in Hagen

from 1907 or Erik Gunnar Asplund 's building in Stock

holm from 1940 - observe a strict separation between

th e so lemn ritu al and th e prosaic machine ry of crema

tion, in Japan th e actual crematio n of th e deceased is

not entirely concealed from the funeral congregat ion .

The building stands on a 3.3-hectare site on the out

skirts of Nakatsu, a mun icipality with 70 ,0 0 0 inhabitants

in southern Japan.The site is bounded on the north by
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a road with open countryside to the south. Between the

two lies a small park named the "Hill of the winds" -

in Japanese "Kaze-no-Oka". At the edge of the elliptical

site, eight recently discovered burial mounds from the

jrd century can be found as well as a smaller old cem

etery. The location therefore has a long history of its

own, which the voluminous new building now extends

into a new phase. Despite its size, the building attempts

to appear as inconspicuous as possible, distributing the

large extent of its volume in a wide, low-lying building.

From the grounds, the building manifests itself as an

abstract sculptural ensemble of boulder-like forms that

appear to sink into the earth; an obvious allusion to

mankind's return to the bosom of mother nature.

The complex comprises an open courtyard, a garden

court and an internal courtyard, as well as three build

ings, each with distinctly different functions, geome

try and materials. The first section is the crematorium,

a quadratic volume made of grey concrete; the second

is the waiting area, a triangle clad in brown corten steel;

the third section is the funeral hall, an octagon faced

with grey-brown brick. Slightly inclined corridors con

nect each of these elements to the next.

From the aforementioned open courtyard, a square

measuring exactly 21.65 metres in each direction, the

path leads around the edge of a covered "cloister". Leav

ing the garden court on one side and proceeding on

wards further and further, one finally arrives in an an-

teroom. Its entrance is the full height and width of the

space - there is no fourth wall to the space. The three

concrete walls to the left, right and rear bear traces of

cedar timber shuttering, horizontal below and vertical

above, creating the impression of a plinth and upper

storey. A single cylindrical column stands in the middle

of the stage-like room and disappears through an open

ing in the ceiling.

The process of taking leave from the deceased begins

directly behind this anteroom in one of the viewing

rooms located behind a sliding wood latticework door.

Each of these measures 5.54 by 6.6 metres. Subdued

light enters through slats high up in one of its white

walls. The coffin rests on a black stone catafalque on
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the narrow side of the room, from which soon after it

will be taken for cremation. The deceased does not dis

appear through the floor - which would create the im

pression of a burial rather than of a cremation - but is

taken to one of the six cremation furnaces on the east

side of the building. After the cremation, the mourners

receive the bones and ashes on a tray for transferral to

the urn. This ceremony takes place in two enshrinement

rooms whose form and atmosphere are similar to that

of the viewing rooms.

The four sparse rooms for the viewing and enshrine

ment as well as the narrow hall in front of the wall

with the furnace doors surround the interior courtyard.

This courtyard is halfthe size ofthe external court-

232 CREMATORIA AND CHAPELS OF REST

yard, but with a size of 10.8 by 10.8 metres is much more

than simply a source of light. In the pauses between

the rites, the funeral congregation can gather and wait

in this plain hollow cube. Here one's view turns to the

smooth reflective surface of a rectangular pool of water.

The west and north sides are enclosed by impervious

concrete walls, the east and south sides by contrast are

open and glazed. A roof canopy reduces the intensity of

the light streaming into the hall in front ofthe crema

tion furnaces.

In contrast to all the other areas of the ensemble, the

waiting area - for the mourners while waiting for the

cremation to finish - is lighter, warmer, open and

friendlier. With its parquet flooring, elegant chairs and

broad expanse of windows with a view of the "hill of

the winds" and the mountains in the distance, it resem

bles a lobby or a lounge. In the centre of the space, a set

of steps lead to a small platform. Here the spatial form

above and below is that of an arc of a circle, the only

curved form in the entire building.

A little to the west of this area, at the end of a corridor

leading southwards to the park, one reaches the funeral

chapel. The octagonal form of the "chapel" does not sit

straight, tipping forward markedly over its entrance. It

has a diameter of 15.46 metres. There are absolutely no

views into or out of the room. The white plastered walls

and black slate floor of the room are instead lit from

above by only four circular holes in the roof, from the



Wait ing area with view of the park IThe inte rior cour t from th e

south , o n th e right th e roo f cano py th at shades the hall I Funeral

cha pel with daylight from circula r, vert ical an d horizontal open 

ings I Enshrinement room

right by a vert ical slot behind th e "altar" and from th e

left by a horizontal band above th e floor that run s along

two of the eight sides of the octagon.The facing brick

work on th e outside are laid with out joints or mortar

and anchored to th e concrete walls with steel ties.

The ceremony reaches its end with th e bur ial of th e urn

on the gentle grassy incline of th e hill of th e winds ,

reached via a path running around its perimeter.

The crematorium in Nakatsu has litt le interest in what

journalists might term attractive architecture. More im

portant th an the resolution of such formal concerns

was the arrangement of paths between the part s of the

building.These are not designed with efficient func-

tional operatio n in mind , but as a physical and mental

passage from stage to stage.The Japanese "rites of pas

sage", to use the terminology of the ethnologist Arnold

van Gennep , accord thi s processional architectur e great

importance.The arrival of th e coffin, th e crematio n of

the corpse, th e ensh rinement of the ash es, the bur ial

of th e urn : with each step th e route leads from predom

inantly light to increasingly dark, from wide expanse

to increasingly cons tricted , from open to progressive

ly closed . In this way, th e building gradua lly leads one

closer to a notion of th e und erworld .This slow move

ment from space to space is also reminisc ent of the

gradual un folding of th e spaces of a Shint o shrine.
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Site plan Northwest- southeast section in front of the rear wall

Front face of the bu ilding with th e thr ee forecour t s IView from th e cent re of t he

ent rance through the vesti bule to the entran ce o f th e large ceremonial ha ll behi nd,

in th e foregrou nd at the left and right , the glazing of the sma ller ceremo nial hall s I
The vestibule or "campo ste lla" looking towards th e southeast wall with small niches.

on the righ t the entrance to th e large ceremonia l hall I Small cerem onial hall

Baumschulenweg
Crematorium
Berlin, Germany

Architects

Client

Completion

Denomination

Footprint

Seating capacit y

Axel Schult es , Charlotte Frank

Treptow District Authority, Berlin

1998

Non-d enom inat ion al

3290.11 m'

Large hal l ca. 250, sm all halls each ca. 50

The building stands at th e end of the northeast-south

west axis of a medium-sized cemetery.The cremato

rium itself is symmetrical about its axis. With a width

of 48.96metres, a depth of 67.2 met res and a height of

11 metres, the building is except iona lly large.The front

age is characterised by thr ee tall recessed forecourts,

two of th em wide, one narr ow. At th e rear of each

"narthex", is a glazed plan e that reaches from floor

to ceiling. Aslot in the concrete ceiling di rects one 's

gaze on ahead into th e building : th e ent rance, how

ever, is th rou gh a sliding door to one side.The 30 by

30 metre large recta ngular vestibule within the build

ing has the dimension s of an urban squa re. Concrete

walls enclose the hall to th e northwest and so utheast .

Ind ent ed niche s structur e th eir surfaces.The cent re of
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the hall is marke d by a shall ow circular fountain .The

con crete roof is borne by 29 circular columns. A short

cantilevering bracket connects each column wit h the

roof; in all other directions, column and roo f are sepa

rated by an opening. The roo f plane app ears to float .

Arranged freely in the space, mor e den sely towards

th e centre and more loose ly towards th e edges , th e

columns structure the space and at th e same tim e al

low it to he perceived as a whole.The shafts form small

"clearings"; in thi s "forest" each group of mourners can

find th eir own space to congregat e.

From th e vestibule, one can enter the ceremo nial halls ,

two smaller halls at the front seating 50 person s and a

large hall at the rear sea tin g 250 people. When lit from

inside, each of th e three halls can be seen clearly from

out side. Each hall consists of an inner box-like struc 

ture that is open at th e front and an outer glazed enve

lope with metal lou vres .These louvres allow the level

of daylight to be controlled. The cool, light colours of

the surface s vary from grey to green to blue .The pews,

th e cut-out in th e ceiling and the podium with the cata

falque all follow th e same curving are, highlighting th e

front of th e space where the coffin st ands.

What happen s before and after each ceremony is not

seen by th e mourn ers: whether the 652 sto rage unit s

of the mort uary in the lower floor or what happens be

hind the side walls of th e centra l vest ibule. Behi nd

each side wall of th e building is a three-storey hig h

block accomm odating offices and administrati on spac

es on one side and on the other spaces for the six fur

naces. A row of three ba rely visible concret e-clad chim 

neys are the only clues to the actual incinerat ion itself.

Although the Baumschulenweg Crematorium is char

acterised by the inter-penetration of space and volume,

th e zones have different qu alitie s.The external court

yards and the vestibule are open to the public and serve

as circulati on as well as access to the room s behind .The

ceremonial halls as well as the side-building s are semi 

pub lic and for congregati on and deliveries.The bu ild

ing's form is inspired less by precedent s from Roman

or Greek Antiquity but rather by th e Egyptian temple

of Karnak or th e mosques of Marrakesh or Cordoba.
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Design sketches

Chapel St Mary
of the Angels
Rotterdam, Netherlands
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Architects

Client

Completion

Denomination

Footprint

Seating capacity

Mecanoo

Roman-Catholic St Lawrence Cemetery.

Rotterdam

2001

Roman-Catholic

ca. 120 rn'

ca.70

Although the design is influenced by the extravagances

of Venetian sacred architecture, the new chapel at the

Catholic St Lawrence Cemetery is more akin to a fragile

pavilion. Indeed, its perimeter resembles the outline of

a guitar. However, only once one has visited the build

ing is one aware how strongly the building builds on

the history of the chapel as the centre of the cemetery.

Not only its location and plan, but also the space and

envelope of the chapel are inconceivable without this

notion of continuity and transformation.

The chapel replaces its predecessor from 1963, which in

turn replaced a nee-Gothic chapel from 1869. The build

ing stands on a gravel plateau the shape of the foot

print of the foundation walls of the first chapel. Three
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Floor plan

o
I

Sect ion looking west

Floating wavy appearance of wall an d roof. ent rance open I
Ent rance face of th e chape l. "campanile" on t he right I Passage

between the entrance door on th e left and the exit on t he right .

altar. am bo an d catafalque in t he backgrou nd I Chapel looking

east , cand le holders su rrounding th e pews

aspects of the new plan refer to th e previous build 

ings: th e open elliptical form, which adapts to fit two

of th e th ree original apses, the sliding entrance and

exit , which lie in the central axis of the old chapel, and

its floating roof plane, which echoe s th e square of the

second chapel.The architects speak of th e site as a "pal

impsest", inscribed over and over again without remo v

ing th e traces of what was previously th ere.

The front , south-facing side of th e chapel is marked

by an 8 metre high steel "campanile" that stands to th e

right and projects through th e roof.Whilst both th e

wall and roof exhibit a sometimes convex, sometimes

concave wavy form, hori zontal glass st rips at th e base

and to p of the wall, which allow light into th e space in-

side , sepa rate the two in such a way that each appears

to float. The wall is like a wavy band. It is constructed

of 18 load-be aring circular steel columns and a timber

framework, clad on th e outside with flat grey tin-plat

ed copper st rips.

The building has a height of 4.4 metres and a length

of up to 16.5 metre s.The roof sags towards th e centre

like a gold-coloured baldachin; the walls are plast ered

a smoo th vibrant blu e colour. Hand-written passages

from th e Requiem are inscr ibed in long lines around

the walls.With its gold and blu e colour s, th e space

makes reference to th e name of the chapel , as accord

ing to Catholic "colour th eory", gold is associated with

th e image of angels, blue with th e image of Mary.

When both doors are open , a passageway passes

through the centre of chapel , visually separating the

two main spaces. These also serve different functions:

th e eastern part for the funeral congregation, the west

ern part for the priests .The concrete altar and ambo

and the oak catafalque are surrounded by a freestand

ing curved plane.The space beh ind th is serves as a t iny

sacris ty.Tall steel candle holders stan d all around.The

candles are lit during th e ceremony - as a result a col

umn of smoke and light forms beneath the opening

over th e altar.
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